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Abstract
This thesis examines the earliest extended collections of recipes preserved in
Greek, the recipes of the so-called Hippocratic Corpus (late fifth or early

fo^rrA

century BC).
I study the ways and formats in which pharmacological knowledge was
transmitted in classical Greece. The compilers of the Hippocratic collections of
recipes drew on a variety o f sources, written and oral, including small catalogues
of recipes comparable to those found on papyri from Hellenistic
Egypt. Much pharmacological knowledge may have been transmitted orally from
generation to generation before assuming written form in medical treatises. But
following the social anthropologist Jack Goody, I distinguish between the
medical knowledge the recipes reflect and the written form in which they have
been transmitted.
I also assess the

socio-economic context in which the recipes

were produced and used. Some Hippocratic recipes fall into a tradition of home
remedies, but many other recipes include exotic and luxury ingredients
affordable only to the rich. These luxury ingredients transformed traditional
medicine into 4Haute M edecine\ The compilers of Hippocratic collections of
recipes were biased in their choices of ingredients, and this bias was in line with
the orientalizing tendencies discernible in ancient Greek culture.
The

intended

readers

of the

catalogues

of recipes

were

not

pharmacological novices. Knowledge o f the ingredients is a prerequisite to the
reading o f these recipes, quantities are often left to the discretion of the reader,
and utensils involved in the preparation of the remedies are rarely mentioned.
Finally, I examine the significance of the name ‘Hippocrates’ for the
transmission of the ‘Hippocratic’ recipes in later antiquity. As ‘Hippocratic’, they
were glossed and quoted in the works of later medical authors. However, their
success was not always linked to the name ‘Hippocrates’; late antique Latin
translations of the gynaecological recipes were transmitted anonymously.
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Note on plant identifications
As pointed out by the recently published Gray lectures of John Raven {Plants
and Plant Lore in Ancient Greece, 2000),1 identifications of ancient materia
medica (and particularly o f plants) are difficult to establish. There was nothing
such as an international code o f botanical nomenclature in the ancient world.
There could be in Greek more than one word for a plant; or, on the contrary, a
single word in Greek could designate many different modem species. According
to Raven, it is advisable to take cum grano salis the identifications of plants
proposed by Thiselton-Dyer for the Liddell-Scott-Jones dictionary. However,
many studies complementing the LSJ are now available: Jacques Andre (1985),
Les noms de plantes dans la Rome antique; Hellmut Baumann (1993), Greek
Wild Flowers and Plant Lore in Ancient Greece; Andrew Dalby (2003), Food in
the Ancient World from A to Z; Johann Dierbach (1824), Die Arzneimittel des
Hippokrates; Monique Moisan and Gilles Maloney, Lexique du vocabulaire
botanique d ’Hippocrate; as well as the edition of Theophrastus’ History o f
Plants by Suzanne Amigues. I have therefore decided to translate Greek plant
names listed in the Hippocratic recipes into English.

1 These lectures were originally delivered in 1976.
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Introduction: Under the spell of the pharmakon
Ta xrjq ye Xr\Qx\q (pdppaic’ op0coaa<; povo<;,
atpoova cpcovqevxa auMaP&c; xi0el<;
8^r|\jpov dv0pco7toicn. ypappax’ elSevat.
Euripides, Palamedes fr. 31

In Euripides’ Palamedes, the hero boasts about having invented a pharmakon, a
drug, against forgetfulness with writing. Euripides uses the word pharmakon in its
positive meaning, in the sense of a healing drug. But, pharmakon also meant
‘poison’ in ancient Greek. Thus, the positive analogy offered by Euripides between
writing and pharmakon could easily be turned on its head, as Plato did in a famous
passage of the Phaedrus, putting the following words into the mouth of Thamous,
the Egyptian King: Touxo yap xcov pa0ovxcov \r\&r]v pev ev \\n)%aiq 7tape^£i pvqpqc;
apetexrimq, axe 5ta 7ucrciv ypacpfj<; e^co0ev w r’ aAXoxpiow xurccov, ouk ev8o0ev
auxovx; ucp’ auxcov dvapipTjOKopevcnx;* oukouv pv^pr|^ a>J.a U7ropvnoeco<; cpappaKov
f
2
riupeq.

For Plato, writing is an almost poisonous pharmakon, which causes
forgetfulness, by inciting people to neglect their memory. Plato was particularly
suspicious of the use of writing in the transmission of technical knowledge, in fields
such as music or medicine.3 These technai could only be acquired through actual
practice and through the use of memory, not through books. Reading had created a
generation of pedants who believed they knew everything, but mastered nothing.
When researching this thesis, I have always kept Plato’s words in mind. The
recipes included in the Hippocratic Corpus are one of the most extensive sources for
the study of ancient pharmacology; but as written artefacts, they are only one aspect

1 Euripides, Palamedes fr. 3 (Jouan and van Looy 509.1-3). Translation: ‘Alone 1 have created
remedies against forgetfulness: by establishing consonants, vowels and syllables, I have invented
letters for men to learn.’
* Plato, Phaedrus 275a. Translation: ‘For this <sc. the art o f writing> will cause forgetfulness in the
minds o f those who have learned, because they will neglect their memory. Having put their trust in
writing, they will recall to memory things from outside, by means o f external marks; not from inside
themselves, by themselves. You have invented a pharmakon not for memory, but for reminding.’
3 Plato, Phaedrus 268. See Chapter Six, Section Three for a discussion o f this text.
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of the transmission of pharmacological knowledge in the classical world. Many
aspects of this transmission, such as gestures and oral words, are irremediably lost.
In this thesis, I have attempted to examine the written Hippocratic recipes, whilst
assessing the extent and nature of the lost elements in the transmission of ancient
pharmacological knowledge.
It is worth noting that, in opposition to other ancient languages, such as
Chinese, there is no equivalent of the word ‘recipe’ in ancient Greek. In the absence
of a Greek definition of what is a recipe, I have used the definition of the socio
anthropologist Jack Goody: ‘The recipe is a written formula for mixing ingredients
for culinary, medical or magical purposes; it lists the items required for making
preparations destined for human consumption.’4
The Hippocratic Corpus, a heterogeneous collection of texts in Ionic Greek,
contains almost 1500 recipes. The majority of these recipes are concentrated in the
gynaecological treatises (Diseases o f Women I and II, Barren Women and
Superfoetation), but recipes are also found in the nosological treatises {Diseases II
and III; Internal Affections) and in the surgical treatises {Fistulas; Haemorrhoids;
and Ulcers). The Hippocratic treatises including recipes were produced in the second
half of the fifth century BC, or the first half of the fourth century, but they probably
include slightly earlier material.
Until the early 1980’s, the collections of recipes included in the Hippocratic
treatises suffered from scholarly neglect. Studies were devoted to the Hippocratic
materia medica and to the theoretical systems guiding the administration of drugs in
Hippocratic medicine; but the formal characteristics of the recipes, and their role in
the transmission of pharmacological knowledge did not attract scholarly attention.5
There is one significant exception to this rule: the important study of Dietlinde Goltz
{Studien

zur

altorientalischen

und

griechischen

Heilkunde.

Therapie

-

Arzneibereitung - Rezeptstru ktur, 1974), which compares the formal characteristics
of Mesopotamian and Greek recipes. However, this book did not spark off interest in

4 Goody (1977): 137.
5 Studies on Hippocratic materia medica: see Dierbach (1924); Moisan and Maloney (1990); studies
on theoretical pharmacology: see Artelt (1968); Harig (1980); Scarborough (1983); Schulze (2003):
21-28; Stannard (1961).

the Hippocratic recipes, and was relatively badly received by classicists, who
criticised Goltz for comparing material across cultures.6
Admittedly, it is not only the Hippocratic recipes that long suffered from
neglect, but also the treatises in which they are embedded. The gynaecological and
nosological treatises were considered to be writings of the so-called Cnidian School
of medicine, a School that was regarded as more primitive - less rational, less
scientific - and therefore less worthy of attention than the so-called Coan School of
medicine, the School of Hippocrates, the Father of medicine. Scholars believed the
Coan School had innovated in the field of dietetics, whilst the Cnidian School clung
to pharmacological remnants of a pre-rational past, to recipes that made use of
magical ingredients such as excrements or deer penises.
In the 1970’s, the ‘Cnidian’ treatises finally took central stage, with the
important studies of Jacques Jouanna {Hippocrate. Pour une archeologie de I ’ecole
de Cnide, 1974) and Hermann Grensemann {Knidische Medizin, 1975). These
scholars discerned chronological ‘layers’ of composition within the treatises, each
characterised by a different vocabulary and style, and presenting slight variations in
medical theories. However, both scholars almost ignored the pharmacological
material included in the Cnidian treatises; their method was not adequate for
apprehending the Hippocratic recipes, which could not easily be divided into layers.
In the 1980’s and in the 1990’s cultural historians suggested an altogether
different approach to this pharmacological material. Instead of studying the recipes
uniquely as the textual product of the Cnidian School, scholars such as Aline
Rousselle, Ann Hanson, Helen King, John Riddle, Lesley Dean-Jones, Iain Lonie,
and Nancy Demand considered this material as an important source for the social
history of classical Greece. They argued that, beyond our texts, one could catch a
glimpse of an oral tradition of remedies handed down from generation to generation;
the recipes could offer insight (even if biased) into the social practice of healing in
the ancient world.

6 See the reviews by Harig (1975); Potter (1976).
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In this thesis, I wish to bring the ‘philological’ and the ‘cultural’ approaches
to the Hippocratic recipes closer together, by building upon the studies on orality
and literacy produced by anthropologists, historians and classicists, presented in
Chapter One. I study the ways and format in which pharmacological knowledge was
transmitted in the classical world, and I assess the socio-cultural context in which
these recipes were produced and used.
In Chapter Two, I show that there are two pitfalls in the study of the
Hippocratic recipes. On the one hand, one can examine the transmission of the
written recipes from a philological point of view (with the help of stemmata), while
forgetting that, beyond the text o f the recipes, there is some actual pharmacological
knowledge that could lead to the preparation of drugs. In other words, one can forget
that writing was only one aspect of the transmission of pharmacological knowledge
in the ancient world. On the other hand, one can believe that the recipes are the exact
reflection of the oral transmission of pharmacological knowledge. I argue that the
recipes are not the unbiased reflection - the simple writing down - of an oral
tradition. Following the work of the social anthropologist Jack Goody, I draw a
distinction between the medical knowledge the recipes reflect and the written form
in which they have been transmitted. As with the pharmacological knowledge it
imperfectly reflects, this written format is a cultural product that deserves to be
studied in its own rights. Describing the formal linguistic, characteristics of the
written recipes represents one step towards a better understanding of this material.
In Chapter Three, I examine whether the compilers of the Hippocratic
treatises had written sources at their disposal. I suggest that these compilers had
access to small, most probably anonymous, catalogues of recipes comparable to
those found on papyri from Hellenistic Egypt. I reflect on the reasons that could
have led healers to use writing for recording pharmacological material. I take issue
with the dominant scholarly view, which argues that healers started to write in
response to changes in the social organisation of medical training.
Most of the Hippocratic recipes are found in the gynaecological treatises.
This phenomenon has often been explained from a gender point of view: the
Hippocratic gynaecological recipes are considered as the product of a female
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tradition of home remedies, transmitted from mother to daughter before being
written down. In Chapter Four, I argue that it is not helpful to distinguish between
‘female’ and ‘male’ pharmacological traditions. In addition, I suggest that the
medicine practiced in the household was only one of the possible sources for the
Hippocratic collections of gynaecological recipes; other sources included the lore of
the ‘root-cutters’ and religious healing and purification. Finally, the notion of ‘home
remedy’ needs qualification. Many of the Hippocratic recipes include rare,
expensive and exotic ingredients which, because of their price, were unlikely to
figure in the remedies of many Greek households; they were affordable only to the
rich. I suggest that the exotic and luxurious ingredients present in the Hippocratic
collections of recipes transformed traditional medicine into ‘Haute Medecine\ an
expression modelled on Goody’s notion of Haute Cuisine. Although the nosological
treatises preserve fewer pharmacological recipes than the gynaecological works,
they partake of the same Haute Medecine. The time- and therefore money
consuming regimens prescribed in these treatises were only affordable to an elite
concerned with preserving their good health through all possible means.
In Chapter Five, I list and map the exotic and luxury products exploited in
the Hippocratic recipes and dietetic prescriptions. While many exotic ingredients
came from the East and th e‘ a ^ of the Mediterranean, very few came from the
North and the West. Similarly, luxury Greek ingredients used in the recipes came
mostly from the East and South of the Greek world. The compilers of the written
collections of Hippocratic recipes seem to have been influenced by the symbolism
attached to the East (positive) and the West (negative) when selecting their recipes.
This chapter also discusses the difficult question of the links between Egyptian,
Mesopotamian and Greek pharmacology. Instead of talking in terms of influences,
which presupposes the superiority of one culture over another, I suggest talking in
terms of interactions, in terms of fluidity of knowledge: opportunities for exchange
of pharmacological material, and circulation of medical personnel in the
Mediterranean world were not lacking in the first millennium BC.
In Chapter Six, I examine how the Hippocratic catalogues of recipes were
read, studied and used. Recipes were recorded on scrolls of papyrus, a format which
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makes the action of browsing impossible. The only way of approaching the written
collections of recipes was through linear reading, a time-consuming activity. The
reader of the recipes needed some prerequisite knowledge in the art of pharmacology
in order to understand the recipes. The recipes of the Hippocratic treatises, it seems,
were conceived as aide-memoires for readers already trained in the art of
pharmacology. However, the reader could delegate some pharmacological tasks to
an assistant or to the patient. The presence of feminine participles in the
gynaecological recipes implies that women, most probably women patients, were
involved in the preparation of drugs.
In the final chapter of this thesis, I examine the significance of the name
‘Hippocrates’ for the transmission of the ‘Hippocratic’ recipes in later antiquity. The
recipes benefited from being transmitted under Hippocrates’ name in a series of
ways: they were glossed, commented upon and quoted in the works of medical
authors such as Pliny the Elder, Galen and the Byzantine encyclopaedists. However,
the success of the ‘Hippocratic’ recipes in later antiquity was not always, seemingly,
linked to the name ‘Hippocrates’. A late antique Latin translation of the
gynaecological recipes is found in some manuscripts without any mention of the
Coan physician at all. It has reverted to the state of the earliest recipes here studied,
anonymous prescriptions that might seem to encapsulate the wisdom of a bygone
antiquity.
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1 Sources and method
Recipes are found mostly in three groups of ‘Hippocratic’ treatises: the
gynaecological treatises (Diseases o f Women I and II; Nature o f Women;
Superfoetation); the nosological treatises {Diseases II and III; Internal
Affections); and a group of s>t,o& surgical treatises (Fistulas; Ulcers,;
Haemorrhoids). In this chapter, after a brief introduction to the Hippocratic
Corpus and the question it raises, I present the treatises examined in the present
thesis, and the modem studies on these writings. Most studies pertaining to these
treatises are philological works concerned with two questions: the question of the
parallel redactions of material in several treatises of the Hippocratic Corpus, and
the problem of whether these treatises can be attributed to the so-called medical
School of Cnidus. These studies are concerned with texts, and pay little attention
to the social context in which ancient medicine was practiced and medical
knowledge transmitted. However, the gynaecological treatises have recently
started to attract the attention of social historians of medicine and gender
historians. These historians have stressed that medical knowledge was
transmitted both in writing and orally in the ancient world. The present thesis
aims at exploring the interaction between the written and oral word in the
transmission of pharmacological knowledge in fifth- and fourth-century Greece,
and builds upon studies of orality and literacy, which are presented in the final
part of this chapter.

1.1 Sources
1.1.1 General introduction to the Hippocratic Corpus
The ‘Hippocratic Corpus’ is a collection of approximately sixty texts in Ionic
dialect, written by a variety of authors, on a variety of medical topics, and in a
variety of styles, grouped under the name of Hippocrates, the famous physician
of Cos. The bulk of these treatises was composed in the second half of the fifth
century BC and in the first half of the fourth century, although some treatises are
considerably later.1 The question of identifying the genuine treatises of
Hippocrates has been discussed by generations of scholars, starting in the

1 For instance Decorum (L9.222-245) may date from the first or second century AD.

Hellenistic period, without any consensus ever being reached. Today, the
sceptical view, expressed most prominently by Ludwig Edelstein and Geoffrey
Lloyd, that Hippocrates probably authored none of the Hippocratic treatises, is
'y

#

widely accepted. Although I share this scepticism, I frequently use the words
‘Hippocratic’ and ‘Hippocratic Corpus’ in the present work: the name of
Hippocrates conferred authority on the recipes examined and played an important
role in their transmission.
The date when the Hippocratic Corpus was first assembled is much
disputed. Several scholars believe the Corpus originated in the fifth or fourth
century BC. Max Wellmann argued that Diodes of Carystus created the earliest
edition of the Corpus in the fourth century BC. Although Diodes may have been
familiar with some Hippocratic writings, Wellmann’s thesis is completely
speculative, and based on no firm evidence.4 Other scholars (Hans Diller, Robert
Joly, Jaap Mansfeld, William H.S. Jones) suggested the Corpus originated as a
library, possibly the library of Hippocrates himself.5 This theory has the distinct
advantage of accounting for the heterogeneity of the treatises included in the
Corpus, as expressed by Mansfeld:

The suggestion that the earliest part of our Corpus Hippocraticum was
(written and) collected by none other than Hippocrates himself, who was
merely imitated by his successors in this respect, is, of course,
speculative. But it accounts, at one blow, for two otherwise irreconcilable
facts, viz., the variety of the contents of the Corpus on the one hand and
the unanimity of their official attribution on the other.6

A late source (Tzetzes, twelfth century) presents Hippocrates as a librarian
(piPtao<pdtax§), albeit a very bad one:

’Ev Kq> pipA.iocpuLaf, 5e 5eix0sl<; o T7[7ioKpdrr|<;,
id

jrataxia tcov iaxpcov ev87tpr|oe pipXia

2 Edelstein (1939); Lloyd (1975).
3 Wellmann (1901): 64.
4 See van der Eijk (2001): xxxiii.
5 Diller (1959); Joly (1983): 43-44; Jones (1923, vol. 1): xxix; Mansfeld (1983): 61-64.
6 Mansfeld (1983): 63.
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xal to PipAiocpuAdxiov. Aio cpuycbv exeTOev
ev ’H6covoT<; SiEipipev,

EAXaSi, 0ExxaX.iq7

Tzetzes is most probably reflecting practices of his time upon the past; other
versions of this story mention an archive or the inscriptions found in the temple
of Asclepius instead of a library.

o

It is more likely that the Corpus was first assembled in Hellenistic
Alexandria.9 The Library seemingly kept medical texts, including texts attributed
to Hippocrates; Galen for instance reports the following story (which he has
taken from Zeuxis, a first-century author) about the constitution of the Library:

AeXektcu joev ouv a pcMxo Xiyeiv U7td Zeu^i5o<; ev tco 7tpcoxcp xcov eL; to
7cpoK£i(i£vov

pip)dov u 7topvT)pdxcDV... ’'Evioi jxEv yap cpaaiv auxov,

Xapovxa to xpixov xcov ’E7ci5r|picov ex xf|<; ev AXE^avdEpsia p£yaA.r|<;
pipX.ioGf|KT)(; ox; avayvcoaopEVOv, drcobobvai 7tap£yypd\|/avxa ev adxcp xal
jiEXavi xal ypappaai 7tapa7i>.r|Gioi<; xodc; xapaxxfjpac; xouxoix;. ’'Evioi Se
7iap<£yy£ypapp£vov

to pipA.iov> auxov ek napcpuXidg xsxopixEvai,

cpiZoxipov 5e 7C£pi PiP^ia xov <to>xe paaiA ia xfjq Alyu7txoo nxo)xpaTov
ouxco y£V£a0ai cpaaiv, dx; xal xcov Kaxa^XEOvxcov drcdvxcov xa PipAfa
KEXEuaai 7ipo<; auxov xopi^EaOai xal xaux’ elq xaivodc; xapxac; ypaij/avxa
didovai

p£v

xa

ypacpcvxa

xoic;

decnoxaiq,

cuv xaxa7iX£uaavxcov

£xopia0r|aav ai pipXxn 7cpo<; auxov, dq 8e raq PipX,io0r|Ka(; a7toxi0£a0ai
xa xopia0£vxa, xal Eivai xf|v £7nypacpf|v adxoic; Tcov ex 7tXoicov. "Ev 5p xi
xoiouxov cpaaiv £up£0fjvai xal xo xpixov xcov ’EmSripicov EmyEypappEvov
Tcov ex 7iXoicov xaxa 5iop0coxr|v Mvi)pova Ii5i)xr|v.10

7 Tzetzes, Chiliades 7.155.955-958. Translation: ‘On Cos, as librarian, Hippocrates burnt the
ancient books o f the physicians and the library. Because o f this he fled from that place and spent
time in the land o f the Edonians <sc. Macedonians>, in Greece and in Thessaly.’
8 Archive: Vita Hjppocratis secundum Soranum 4 (Ilberg 175.16-18): M£T8<rrr| rrj<; 7taipi5o<;, dx;
pev Katcor|0ax; ’A v8pea<; cpr^a'iv ev t o > riep'i tfjq iaipucffc yevecAoyuK;, 81a to ep7tpfjaai t o ev Kcp
ypappaTocpuXaiceiov. (Ilberg’s text has ev KviScp for ev Kcp.) Translation: ‘He <sc. Hippocrates>
left his fatherland, as Andreas says spitefully in The Medical Genealogy, because o f his burning
the archive on Cos.’ Inscriptions found in the temple o f Asclepius: Pliny, H.N. 29.1.4; Strabo
14.657 (these texts are discussed in more details in Chapter Four).
9 See Fraser (1972): 364-369; Nutton (2004): 61; Roselli (2000): 175-178; (2001): 63-64; Smith
(1979): 199-202; von Staden (1989): 453-456; Vallance (2000).
10 Galen, Comm.Epid. Ill, 2.4 (Wenkebach 78.29-79.16; K17a.605.13-606.15). Translation:
‘What I am going to say was said by Zeuxis in the first o f the comments to this book... Some say
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It is in Alexandria that ‘Hippocratic’ treatises were first commented and glossed.
Herophilus (c. 330-260 BC) was one of the first scholars to deal with
Hippocratic lexicography.11 One of Herophilus’ followers, Bacchius of Tanagra
(third century BC), whose lexicon is now lost, glossed at least eighteen works
transmitted under the name of Hippocrates.12 This philological activity, however,
does not seem to have led to the constitution of a ‘canon’ of Hippocratic texts for
ancient scholars like Erotian (first century AD) and Galen (AD 129-199/216)
held different views as to which constituted the writings of Hippocrates.13 The
number of treatises in the Corpus only became fixed in 1526, when the Aldine
Press printed the editio princeps of the Hippocratic Corpus.14 Each medieval
manuscript contains its own selection o f Hippocratic texts; as noted by Jones,
‘each independent MS seems to represent a different “collection” of Hippocratic
w orks’15 Some of the medieval manuscripts grouped treatises dealing with
homogeneous subjects; for instance, MS Laurentianus 74.7 (referred to as B,
tenth century) contains four surgical texts (,Surgery; Fractures; Articulations,;
Wounds in the Head). The Papyrus Antinoopolis 184 (sixth century AD) might
indicate that specialised collections of this type were already in circulation in late
antiquity, and maybe even before: it preserves fragments of three different
gynaecological texts (Superfoetation; Diseases o f Women I and II). On the other
hand, some medieval collections included almost all our Hippocratic treatises:
the table o f contents to MS Vaticanus Graecus 276 (referred to as V, twelfth

he <sc. Mnenon> took the third book o f the Epidemics from the great library at Alexandria so
that he could read it, and he gave it back having added in it these symbols with black letters o f
equal size. Some <say>, on the other hand, that he took the book, already annotated, from
Pamphilia. And they say that Ptolemy, who was then king o f Egypt, became so eager to get books
that he ordered that the books o f everyone arriving by sea be brought to him. After he had them
copied on new rolls, he gave the copies to the owners, whose books had been brought to him
when they had arrived by sea, and he reserved for the library the books that had been imported,
with the inscription “From the ships”. And they say that the third book o f the Epidemics was
found to be one o f this type, with the inscription “From the ships by the editor Mnenpn o f
Sidon”.’
11 See von Staden (1989): 427-439.
12 See von Staden (1992a): especially 563.
13 For Erotian’s list o f Hippocratic writings, see Roselli (2000): 182; for the Hippocratic writings
known to Galen, see Anastassiou and Irmer (1997); (1998).
14 On the Aldine edition, see Nutton (2004): 60; Potter (1998). See Jones (1923, vol. 2): lvii-lxvi
for a list o f treatises contained in the most important manuscripts.
15 Jones (1923, vol. 1): lxiii.
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century) lists 62 treatises (but MS V only contains 35 treatises);16 MS Venetus
Marcianus Graecus 276 (referred to as M, end of tenth century or beginning of
the eleventh century) includes 50 treatises; and the Suda affirms that Hippocrates
had written at least 60 treatises.17
In the nineteenth century, Emile Littre produced his monumental edition
o f the Hippocratic Corpus, which still is an invaluable work: Littre’s edition
remains the only available for a series of treatises, including large portions of the
gynaecological treatises. Littre’s edition has weaknesses. For instance, the
French scholar has exaggerated the Ionic character of the texts. More
importantly, Littre’s edition is based exclusively on Parisian manuscripts; for
instance he did not know MS Vindobonensis Medicus Graecus 4 (referred to as
Theta, tenth century), the earliest manuscript for some gynaecological and
nosological treatises. All the recentiores consulted by Littre are derived from MS
M, with the exception of MS Parisinus Graecus 2146 (referred to as C), which is
derived from MS V.

1.1.2 The gynaecological treatises
Ten treatises of the Corpus are concerned with gynaecological and embryological
matters: Diseases o f Women I and II; Barren Women; Nature o f Women;
Generation; Nature o f the Child; Young Girls; Seven Months’ Child/Eight
Months ’ Child; Superfoetation; and Excision o f the Foetus. In addition to these
treatises, sections of Aphorisms V and Places in Man deal with gynaecological
issues.
All the gynaecological treatises are found in manuscripts M and V; in
addition, Diseases o f Women I and II, and Barren Women are found in

16 On MS V, see Angeletti (1991); Irigoin (1999).
17 Suda s.v. 'iTtTiOKpaxrn; 564 (Adler 662.33-663.4): npa>xr| |iev ouv pipAxx; f| xov opxov
7t8pi£xouoa, 5euxepa 5e f) xa<; Jipoyvcooeic, epqjpvouaa, x p ix r ] r| xa>v aipopiaptov av0pco7nvr|v
imepPaivoiwja auveatv xexapx^v xa^iv exexto f| 7to)a)0puXXr|xo<; xal 7toXi)0a6 paoxo<;
'E£r|KovxdpiP>.o<;, r| 7i a a a v ia x p n c r ) v 87u a x r jp T ] v xe xal cotpiav sp^epiexouoa. Translation: ‘The
first book is the one that includes the Oath; the second is the one that presents the Prognostics;
the third, o f Aphorisms, goes beyond human comprehension. Let be placed in fourth place the
notorious and much admired Collection o f sixty books, which encompasses the whole o f medical
knowledge and wisdom.’
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manuscript Theta.18 Finally, Papyrus Antinoopolis 3.184 preserves fragments of
Superfoe tat ion and Diseases o f Women I and II.
Six of the Hippocratic gynaecological treatises contain recipes: Diseases
o f Women I and II, Barren Women, Nature o f Women, Superfoetation and
Excision o f the Foetus}9 These writings are generally believed to date from the
end of the fifth century or the beginning of the fourth century BC, but their
relative chronology is disputed (see below).
Littre considered the three treatises Diseases o f Women I, Diseases o f
Women II and Barren Women as constituting one large work on women’s
illnesses, and numbered the chapters continuocs/^Ho we ver, these treatises were
regarded as distinct entities in antiquity; the Galenic glossary of Hippocratic
terms, for instance, differentiates between the three treatises.
Diseases o f Women I is devoted to women’s reproductive life. It starts
with theoretical remarks on the difference between men and women, and goes on
to describe gynaecological problems and diseases in a chronological order: from
menstruation (chapteiSl-9), to conception (chapters 10-24), pregnancy (chapters
25-34), and birth and post-partum issues (chapters 35-73).

Each chapter

describes a different gynaecological problem, and is organised as follows:
identification of the disease, symptomatology, therapy (this section may include
recipes; the twelve first chapters of the treatise do not contain any recipe*);
sometimes a chapter may also contain prognostic comments such as ‘the disease
is dangerous’. (A similar chapter organisation is found in all the gynaecological
treatises examined.) The chapters describing individual diseases or ailments are
followed by catalogues of recipes (chapters 74-91), classified according to the
same chronological principle, from menstruation to birth. The last
chapters of the treatise (chapters 92-109) are catalogues of recipes that are not
related to female ailments; these catalogues were qualified as spurious (voOa) in
some medieval manuscripts, and are omitted in other manuscripts. Diseases o f
Women I contains comments written in the first person, including crossreferences to Nature o f the Child and to Young Girls.

In addition, cross-

references to Diseases o f Women I are found in Diseases IV (and cross-

18 See Jones (1923, vol. 2): lviii-lx. Superfoetation is copied twice in manuscript V.
19 See descriptions in Hanson (1971).
20 Editions: Littre 8.1-233; Layer C: Grensemann (1982); Layer B: Countouris (1985).
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references to Diseases IV are found in Nature o f the Child).21 The natural
conclusion to draw from these cross-references is that the same author composed
Nature o f the Child, Diseases IV, Young Girls, and Diseases o f Women.
However, it does not seem these treatises were considered as a unit in antiquity;
as noted by Hanson, ‘the personality of this medical writer... was apparently not
strong enough to keep these treatises from being mixed in with the rest of the
medical writing attributed to Hippocrates.’22
Diseases o f Women II contains descriptions of female diseases, roughly
divided into three parts: fluxes (chapters 110 and 112-122), the movements of the
womb (chapters 123-153), and other uterine diseases (chapters 154-184).
Catalogues of recipes against these ailments are found at chapters 192-212.
Chapters 185-191 are collections of cosmetic recipes. The second chapter of the
treatise (chapter 111) is devoted to the importance of taking into account the
nature (physis) of women. This chapter has parallels at Nature o f Women 1 and
Barren Women 230.
Barren Women starts with an exposition of the causes of women’s
sterility (chapter 213). The following chapters are devoted to signs indicating that
a woman is pregnant or capable o f bearing children, and signs making it possible
to determine the sex of the unborn baby (chapters 214-216). The treatise goes on
to describe treatments (some of them very long) to promote conception (chapters
217-231). The end of the treatise is a miscellaneous collection of recipes and
descriptions o f problems linked to conception, pregnancy, involuntary abortion,
and prolapse of the uterus (chapters 232-248). Contrary to Diseases o f Women I
and II, Barren Women does not end with collections of recipes, but with a short
description of the excision of the dead foetus (chapter 249).
Nature o f Women starts with a general introduction on the causes of
female diseases (chapter 1), and is composed, as first noted by Helga Trapp, of
two sub-treatises (referred to as A and B), each starting with a chapter on dropsy
and ending with catalogues of recipes (chapters 2-35 and 35-109).

Both sub

21 See Hanson (1971): 26 for a list o f these cross-references.
22 Hanson (1970): 214.
23 Trapp (1967): especially 31. Editions o f the treatise: Littre 7.312-431; Trapp (1967); Ando
(2000) is a reprint o f Trapp with Italian translation. Trapp’s edition is used in this thesis. Florence
Bourbon (Paris) is preparing an edition o f this treatise for the Collection des Universites de
France.
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treatises lack discernible organisation, and most of their material has parallels in
Diseases o f Women I or II (see below for more details).
Only the first chapter o f Superfoetation is devoted to the phenomenon of
superfoetation; the remaining chapters deal with the reproductive life of women,
in the opposite order to that of Diseases o f Women I: from difficult births
(chapter 1-15), to problems in pregnancy, conception, and menstruation (chapters
16-132).25 The treatise ends with catalogues of recipes (chapters 33-43).
Only the first chapter o f Excision o f the Foetus deals with the extraction
of dead foetuses. The other chapters (chapters 2-5) are concerned with difficult
birth and post-partum problems.

1.1.3 The nosological treatises
The Hippocratic Corpus includes five nosological treatises (i.e. specifically
devoted to the description o f diseases): Diseases I, Diseases II, Diseases III,
Affections, and Internal Affections. The numerous parallel redactions of material
in these treatises indicate that these treatises exploited the same source(s). These
writings generally date from the second-half of the fifth century BC/first quarter
of the fourth century BC, but their relative chronology is disputed. All five works
are found in manuscripts Theta and M.
Three of the nosological treatises include recipes: Diseases II, Diseases
III, and Internal Affections. In addition, references are made in Affections to a
recipe book: the Pharmakitis.
Diseases II is composed of two sub-treatises: chapters 1-11 (III) and
chapters 12-75 (112).

Ill describes fourteen diseases, classified a capite ad

calcem. Each chapter is organised according to the following model:
identification of the disease, symptomatology, and aetiology. These fourteen
diseases are described again in chapters 12-31, but here the model of exposition
of

the

diseases

is

slightly

different:

identification

of

the

disease,

symptomatology, therapeutics (sometimes including recipes), and prognostic.
Diseases III is composed of three parts: a two-line tag, attaching it to a
preceding work on fevers; a nosological work (chapters 1-16) in which the
24 See Trapp (1967): 28-30 for a list o f these parallels.
25 Editions: Littre 8.476-509; Lienau (1973). Lienau’s edition is used in this thesis.
26 Editions: Littre 7.1-115; Jouanna (1983); Potter (1983). Jouanna’s edition is used in this thesis.
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diseases are classified roughly a capite ad calcem, and a collection of recipes for
cooling remedies (chapter 17).
following way:

77

Each nosological chapter is organised in the

name of the disease, symptomatology, prognosis, and

therapeutics (sometimes including pharmacological recipes). All the diseases
described have parallel redactions in Diseases II and Internal Affections.
Internal Affections describes fifty-four diseases, classified a capite ad
calcem. Each chapter is organised as follows: name of the disease, aetiology,
•

•

symptomatology, therapeutics (sometimes including recipes), and prognosis.

751

References to a lost recipe book entitled Pharmakitis are found in
Affections,29 Affections starts with a preface explaining that all diseases are
caused by bile and phlegm. The treatise is divided into two parts: a nosological
part (chapters 1-38) and a dietetic part (chapters 39-61).

1.1.4 Fistulas , Haemorrhoids and Ulcers
Recipes are also found in three short surgical treatises: Fistulas, Haemorrhoids,
and Ulcers. Fistulas includes a short description of the causes of fistulas,
followed by descriptions o f their treatment;30 Haemorrhoids follows the same
structure.31 These treatises were certainly composed by the same author; they
could form one work or could be two fragments of a larger work. They are
generally dated

io the fourth century BC.

Ulcers is divided in three parts: a general description of ulcers (chapters
1-10); recipes for the treatments of ulcers in general (chapters 11-17); and recipes
for particular ulcers (chapters 18-27).

^7

This treatise dates from the end of the

fifth or beginning o f the fourth century BC.
Ulcers is found in MS M, whilst Fistulas and Haemorrhoids are found
only in the recentiores derived from MS M.

27 Editions: Littr6 7.116-161; Potter (1980); Potter (1988): 3-63. Potter’s edition (1980) is used in
this thesis.
28 Editions: Littr6 7.166-303; Potter (1988): 67-255. Potter’s edition is used in this thesis.
29 Editions: Littre 6.208-271; Potter (1988): 6-91. Potter’s edition is used in this thesis.
30 Editions: Littre 6.446-461; Petrequin (1877): 356-384 and 394-403; Joly (1978): 138-145;
Potter (1995). Joly’ edition is used in this thesis.
31 Editions: Littre 6.434-445; Petrequin (1877): 342-355 and 382-393; Joly (1978): 146-150;
Potter (1995): 380-389. Joly’s edition is used in this thesis.
32 Editions: Littr£ 6.400-433; Petrequin (1877): 266-327; Potter (1995): 342-375; Duminil (1998):
52-71. DuminiPs edition is used in this thesis.
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1.1.5 Other treatises including recipes
Occasional recipes are also found in books V and VII of the Epidemics (two
treatises dated from the second half of the fourth century BC),

in the Appendix

to the dietetic treatise Regimen in Acute Diseases (end of the fifth century
BC?),34 and in the Aphorisms?5

1.2 Parallel redactions and Cos and Cnidus
Important studies of the gynaecological and nosological treatises, such as the
studies of Jacques Jouanna and Hermann Grensemann, have concentrated on two
related problems: the problem of the parallel redactions and the question of the
link between these treatises and the so-called School of Cnidus.
In his Healing Method, Galen mentions three ‘choirs’ (xopot) of ancient
physicians: in Cos, Cnidus and Italy.

These choirs have often been interpreted

as competing ‘Schools’, each producing their own writings. The treatise entitled
Cnidian Sentences, mentioned by Galen and criticised by the author of Regimen
in Acute Diseases, was considered to be the most important writing of the
Cnidian School and was seen as an important source for the gynaecological and
nosological writings of the Hippocratic Corpus.
In his Commentary on the Epidemics, Galen reports that some authorities
ascribed the Cnidian Sentences to Euryphon: Eiprjxai ye pr)v f|

Kav xalq

Kvidtau; yvcopau;, a q siq Eupixpcovxa xov iaxpov avcupepouai.38

33 See DeichgrSber (1971): 139 on the greater number o f therapeutic descriptions in Epidemics V
and VII than in any o f the other Epidemics. Editions: Littr6 5.204-258 and 5.364-468; Smith
(1994): 152-214 and 292-414; Jouanna (2000). Jouanna’s edition is used in this thesis.
34 Editions: Littr6 2.396-528; KUhlewein (1894): 146-179; Joly (1972): 68-98; Potter (1988):262326. Joly’s edition is used in this thesis.
35 Editions: Littre 4.458-608; Jones (1931): 98-220. Jones’ edition is used in this thesis.
36 Galen, Meth.Med. 1.1 (K 10.6.4-8): Kai xpeu; ouxoi x°P0'1 Oaupaaxo'i 7ipo<; aXXi)Xou<;
apiXXcopevcov eyevovxo laxpcov. nXcicrcoix; pev ouv Kai apiaxoix;
o Kaioq euxoxifaou;
eixev, bppiq 5’ exi xouxtp Kai o goto xrjq Kvi5ou, X,6yoo 5’ r\v afyoq ou apiKpou Kai o duto xfjq
’IxaX{a<;. Translation: ‘And these three admirable choirs o f physicians competed against each
other. Cos succeeded in having the best members, but the <choir> o f Cnidus was worth no small
praise, and so was the <choir> o f Italy.’
7 See Chapter Two, Section Two for more details on the criticism o f the Cnidian Sentences by
the author o f Regimen in Acute Diseases. See Grensemann (1975) for a collection o f testimonies
on the so-called School o f Cnidus.
38 Galen, Comm.Epid. VI, 1.29 (Wenkebach and Pfaff 54.1-3; K17a.886.4-6). Translation:
‘Nevertheless, mention is also made o f pemphix (pustule) in the Cnidian Sentences which they
ascribe to the physician Euryphon.’
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A little later in this Commentary, Galen attributes to Euryphon a passage
closely similar to chapter 68 of Diseases II:

IQ

Galen, Commentary on Hippocrates’ Diseases 2.68
Epidemics VI, 1.29
Touq

<8e>

Eupixpcbv

xoiouxoix;

o v o p a^ ei

TiEXiaq

7ci)p£xoi><;

n sX n y 7n)p£xoq la x 81 £qpo<; Kai cppl^

ypacpcov

aXXoxE Kai aXkoxe Kai xqv KscpaXqv

Kai

aXysi Kai xa arcXayxva o56vq e%ei Kai

ppuypoq aXXoxe Kai aXXoxs Kai xqv

ejxei xoXqv Kai oxav f| 65 ovq sxq on

KEtpaXqv aAyeei Kai xa attkay x a oSuvq

S uvaxai av o p av , aXXa P a p o v sx a r Kai q

toysi Kai 8{i££i xoA-fjv, Kai oxav o8uvq

y a a x q p aicXqpq yivExai Kai q XP°l11

EXT), svopav ou Suvaxai oxi papuvexai,

7i£Xi5vq

Kai q y aax f|p ^qpq yivsxai Kai o ypdx;

ocpGaXpcov xa Xeukcx tceXiSvo. Kai E^opa

7ieXio<; a7ia<; Kai xa xelXEa oiobcEp p o p a

cbq ayxopEvoq- svioxe Kai xqv XP0l11v

xpco^avxi Kai xcov 6(p0aA.pcov xa Xeokcx

psxapdXXEi

7C£Xia Kai E^opa oSa7i£p aTiayxopEvoq,

wioxXcopoq yivsxai.

G)5e'

oxs

‘nsXiSvoq

5s

rja c o v

7rupsi6q

xouxo

ibxei

Tiaax^i,

Kai

xa

Kai

x8^ 801

ek

Kai

xcov

tteXiSvoo

Kai

psxapaXXsi TtoXXdiaq.

Bringing these sources together, modem scholars have not hesitated to 1)
attribute the Cnidian Sentences to Euryphon, 2) see Euryphon’s paragraph on the
livid disease quoted by Galen as an extract from the Cnidian Sentences; and 3)
consider this work as the (unique) source for the nosological treatises preserved
in the Hippocratic Corpus.40 However, as pointed out by Robert Joly, this
reasoning is flawed: Galen’s formulation (dvcupepouoi) indicates that the
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Galen, Comm.Epid. VI, 1.29 (Wenkebach and
Pfaff 55.10-16; K17a.888.l-9)
Euryphon calls these fevers ‘livid’, writing the
following: ‘Livid fever holds <the patient>,
and sometimes a shivering fit; his head hurts;
pain holds the viscera; he vomits bile; and
when he is in pain, he cannot see because he is
heavy; the belly becomes dry; the colour is
quite livid; the lips are like those o f someone
who has eaten mulberries; and the whites o f the
eyes are livid and look as if he had been
hanged. Sometimes he suffers less from this
and <the disease?> changes often.

Morb. 2.68 (Jouanna 207.1-7; L7.104.1-7)
Livid disease. Dry fever holds <the patient>,
and sometimes a shivering fit; his head hurts;
the viscera are painful; he vomits bile; and
when he is in pain, he cannot look upwards,
but <his eyes>are weighed down. The belly is
hard; the colour is livid; the lips and the whites
o f the eyes are livid and look as if he had been
hanged. Sometimes his colour changes and
from livid it becomes greenish.

40 See for instance Grensemann (1975): 65-66; Jouanna (1974): 17; Jouanna (1983): 45-48; Littre
(vol. 1, 1839): 363; Lonie (1968): 2 (Lonie later changed his opinion).

attribution of the Cnidian Sentences to Euryphon was disputed. In addition,
Galen does not say which one of Euryphon’s treatises he is quoting for the livid
disease. There undoubtedly is a link between Euryphon and Diseases II, but not
necessarily between the Cnidian Sentences and Diseases II. Even if one could
attribute the passage on the livid disease to the Cnidian Sentences, this paragraph
is not sufficient for reconstructing the entire structure of the treatise, which is
lost.41 The Cnidian Sentences may have been an important source for our
nosological treatises; but this hypothesis is speculative, it cannot be grounded on
firm evidence.

Most

studies

of the

Hippocratic

gynaecological

treatises

have

concentrated on the question of the links between, on the one hand, Nature o f
Women and, on the other hand, Diseases o f Women I and II.
Some scholars (Littre, Trapp) consider Nature o f Women as an extract
from Diseases o f Women. For instance, Trapp argued that the two constitutive
parts of Nature o f Women had been extracted from the same sources, i.e. a
shorter version of Diseases o f Women II and an early version of Diseases o f
Women*2 Trapp argued that the text of Diseases o f Women I was reworked after
the composition of Nature o f Women; the ‘Bearbeiter' of Diseases o f Women I
was responsible for the theoretical orientation of the treatise as we know it today.
Trapp considered the chapters o f Nature o f Women that do not have any parallel
in Diseases o f Women as later interpolations.43
Other scholars (Franz Zacharias Ermerins, Johannes Jurk, Johannes
Ilberg, and Jacques Jouanna) argue that Nature o f Women and Diseases o f
Women have a source in common: a Cnidian gynaecological work or a
gynaecological section of the Cnidian Sentences.** For instance, Ilberg argued
the gynaecological treatises originated as a series of lectures (which he calls
akroaseis) taught at the School of Cnidus. These lectures resulted in a Cnidian
treatise, which Ilberg imagined to be shorter and better organised than any of our
extant treatises. Our Diseases o f Women I and II are more complete and less

41 Joly (1978): 533-534. See also Smith (1979): 165.
42 Trapp (1967): especially 39.
43 Trapp (1967): 35-36. These chapters are Nat.Mul. 16, 50, 59, 71, 77, 82, 86, 88, 99, 101.
44 See Ermerins (1862): LXXXIX-XCIII; Grensemann (1975): 56 ff; Ilberg (1925): 21; Jouanna
(1974): 152-160; Jurk (1900): 29-42.
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systematic than this Cnidian treatise; our Nature o f Women is a shorter
handbook, extracted from this lost source.45
The attribution of the gynaecological treatises to Cnidus was based on the
similarity between, on the one hand, therapies and recipes attributed by Soranus
(first half o f the second century AD) to Euryphon of Cnidus, and on the other,
recipes found in the Hippocratic gynaecological treatises. Scholars concluded
that the Cnidian Sentences (which they believe to be Euryphon’s work) included
a gynaecological section that had been the source for our extant gynaecological
treatises. As in the case of the nosological treatises, this reasoning is flawed.46
Grensemann argued that only one portion of the gynaecological treatises
could be ascribed to the School of Cnidus. On account of differences in style,
vocabulary and medical theories, Grensemann (1975) divided the gynaecological
treatises into four layers (Schichten), corresponding to

different ‘authors’:

author A, author B, author C, and author D. Only the works of author A (active
around 450 BC) - to whom Grensemann ascribes most of Nature o f Women and
parts of Diseases o f Women I and II - are attributable to Cnidus. Author B is less
distinct; author C dominates in Diseases o f Women I and is the author of
Generation, Nature o f the Child and Diseases IV; author D dominates in Barren
Women. In 1987, Grensemann refined further his theory, arguing that layer A
could be subdivided into layer A1 {Nature o f Women 35-109 and parallel
chapters in Diseases o f Women) and A2 {Nature o f Women 2-34 and parallel
chapters in Diseases o f Women), A1 being older than A2 and probably the most
ancient medical writing in Greek. Grensemann did not pronounce himself on the
origin of A l, but maintained that A2 was produced in Cnidus and contained
material by Euryphon and perhaps Herodikos.
By 1987, the idea that some of our Hippocratic treatises could be attributed
to the School of Cnidus had been seriously questioned.47 Doubts were also
expressed about the very existence of a Cnidian School of medicine. Although
the presence of physicians at Cnidus in the fifth and fourth centuries is
unquestionable, this does not necessarily imply that there was an organised
School of medicine - an institution - at Cnidus in the classical period.

45 Ilberg (1925): 22-24.
46 See Chapter Two, Section Two for more details.
47 See Di Benedetto (1980); (1986); Lonie (1978a); (1978b) Smith (1973); (1979); Thivel (1981).
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Grensemann acknowledged these developments in Hippocratic scholarship,
arguing that he was more concerned with identifying the works of individual
physicians (such as Euryphon and Herodikos of Cnidus) within the Hippocratic
Corpus than with establishing the existence of a Cnidian School. Grensemann’s
method, however, was criticised by his reviewers: although they agreed that the
gynaecological treatises had coalesced over time and that different viewpoints or
layers were discernible, they rejected the idea of attributing these different layers
to authors whose work is completely lost. In addition, the reviewers criticised
Grensemann for dealing with ‘hypothetical treatises’, not with the treatises as
they were transmitted to us. For instance, Wesley D. Smith wrote that, ‘unlike
archaeological and geological strata, these imagined strata cannot be verified by
their orderly existence anywhere, but nonetheless, actual texts are being
dissolved and reconstituted where they fail to match up to the imaginary ones.’48

1.3 Social history o f medicine: Medicine as practice
The studies presented in the previous paragraphs were centred on written texts;
they did not attempt to relate these texts to the practice of medicine in the ancient
world. Over the last twenty to twenty-five years, numerous studies have stressed
the fact that medicine in the ancient world was not merely a bookish exercise, but
that it was an important social practice.
Ancient gynaecology, in particular, attracted the interest of social
historians. Rebecca Flemming, Ann Hanson, Danielle Gourevitch, Helen King,
Aline Rousselle, to name only a few, have shown how the ancient gynaecological
texts can contribute to our understanding of the place of woman in society.49
Social historians of medicine have also stressed that writing was not the
only means through which medical knowledge was transmitted in the ancient
world; this knowledge was also transmitted orally. In recent years, it has been
increasingly common to argue that there was an oral tradition behind the
Hippocratic texts.50 However, very little study has been devoted to the nature of
this oral tradition, and to the ways in which it was memorized and transmitted.

48 Smith (1988): 650. See also Hanson (1989): 84; Jones (1989); Kollesch (1989); Nutton (1988).
49 See Chapter Four, Section Two for more details on the studies o f these scholars. Important
studies on ancient gynaecology produced before the 1980’s include Diepgen (1937); (1963);
Fasbender (1897).
50 These studies are reviewed in Chapter Two.
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Moreover, some scholars seem to assume that the written recipes we possess are
simply the transcription of the oral tradition; they have ignored the possible
impact that writing may have had on this body of knowledge. Instead, we should
try to understand the interaction between oral and written word in the
transmission of medical knowledge. These questions will be central to this thesis,
whose method is influenced by studies on orality and literacy.

1.4 Orality and Literacy
The study of orality and literacy is a thriving interdisciplinary field where
education theorists, linguists, psychologists, anthropologists, historians and
classicists meet to reach a better understanding of our uses of language.
Thousands of works on the topic have been published over the last four
decades.51 This interest was triggered by the appcara/*cof new media of
communication such as the television and the personal computer. However,
scholarly interest in orality and literacy started well before these inventions hit
the market, spurred on by the discovery by Milman Parry and Albert Lord of the
oral aspect of the Homeric epics.52
In a series of articles, Parry developed the idea that the Homeric Iliad and
Odyssey had been composed orally by a tradition of illiterate epic singers, Homer
being only one singer of this tradition.

Parry’s early work concentrated on the

use o f stock-epithets in the Homeric epics, which were chosen not for narrative
reasons but because they fitted the metre. Parry defined the combination noun
and ornamental epithet as a formula, i.e. ‘a group of words which is regularly
employed under the same metrical conditions to express a given essential idea’.54
The Homeric system of formulae was complex and economical to such an extent
that Parry concluded that a single man could not have created it. Instead, it must
have been the work of a tradition of poets over several generations. Since this
tradition probably went back to times before the Greek adoption of the alphabet,
Parry later shifted to a conception of Homer as an oral ‘poet’.

51 Many o f these works have been valuably reviewed by Jahandarie (1999).
52 For a general overview o f the Parry/Lord thesis, see Foley (1985): introduction; Jahandarie
(1999) chapter 1; Parry A. (1971): introduction; Thomas (1992): chapter 3.
53 The works o f Parry have been collected by Parry A. (1971).
54 Lord (1960): 160.
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The next step for Parry was to undertake some research among the epic
singers of Yugoslavia to provide an analogy for the Homeric poems. Parry’s
death and the Second World War interrupted this comparative work. However,
Parry’s assistant, Lord, took it over and published his results in The Singer o f
Tales (1960). One of the book’s main theses is that oral and written styles are
mutually exclusive. For Lord, when an epic is written down (by a scribe or by the
poet himself) this does not make it a written composition; nor does it make it
something between an oral and a written poem. An oral poem always remains
oral in style.
The Parry/Lord thesis was one of the most important discoveries of the
twentieth century in classical scholarship. It totally renewed the field of Homeric
criticism and was applied to epics in at least one hundred different languages.55
Along the way, the thesis was modified in two main directions. First, the strict
dichotomy between oral and written texts was abandoned. Second, the centrality
of the formula has been criticised; not all formulaic literature is oral, and not all
oral literature is formulaic.
However, the impact of the Parry/Lord thesis reached far beyond literary
criticism. Three important works appeared shortly after the publication of The
Singer o f Tales, all acknowledging their debt to the discoveries of Parry and
Lord: The Preface to Plato by the classicist Eric A. Havelock (1963), ‘The
consequences of literacy’ by the social anthropologist Jack Goody and the
scholar of English literature Ian Watt (1963),56 and The Gutenberg Galaxy by the
literary critic Marshall McLuhan (1963).

cn

These studies, in turn, became classics

and gave rise to more studies, leading us to the immense bibliography available
today. In the following paragraphs, I briefly present some of the important
studies on orality and literacy before outlining my own method for the study of
the Hippocratic recipes.

55 See the bibliography provided by Foley (1985).
56 The article was originally published in Comparative Studies in Society and History, it was
reprinted in Goody (1968).
57 Another classic in the field, The Presence o f the Word, was published slightly later (1967) by
the Renaissance scholar Walter Ong.
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One of the most prominent students of literacy in classics was Havelock,
for the influence he had not so much on his fellow-classicists, but on theorists of
orality and literacy, and particularly on the anthropologist Goody.58
Havelock argued that the function of oral literature was to preserve
collective knowledge; the Homeric epics served as ‘a tribal encyclopaedia’,
which, in order to be memorized, had to be turned into the form of a poetic
narrative. This state of affairs changed with the advent of the alphabet (that
Havelock places around 700 BC),59 ‘a piece of explosive technology,
revolutionary in its effects on human culture, in a way not precisely shared by
any other invention’.60 With this invention, the memory was freed, and therefore
the needs for poeticization and narrativization disappeared. There was now room
for the development of new literary genres, the advent of prose texts, and the
development of a language necessary for abstract descriptions. The development
of this new language in turn led to advances in history, philosophy, and science.
The transition to full literacy was slow, however, and the ‘oral state of mind’
characteristic of the Homeric tradition survived up to the times of Plato. This
slow transition was due, Havelock argues, to the fact that the alphabet was the
invention of craftsmen, whereas poems were elite-products. In Havelock’s
opinion, Plato represents the shift from the oral to the literate state of mind;
Havelock sees the philosopher’s criticism of the poets in The Republic as a
criticism of their oral mentality.
Havelock’s thesis revolves around the Greek alphabet. For him, the
alphabet was not merely adapted from what he calls ‘the Phoenician syllabary’; it
was a real invention. The previous scripts were too complex, and therefore could
only be the monopoly o f an elite. The invention of the vowels by the Greeks, on
the other hand, made the alphabet easy to assimilate, and therefore accessible to
anyone. This invention also transformed the alphabet into ‘much more effective
and powerful an instrument for the preservation of fluent communication than
58 The main works o f Havelock are Preface to Plato (1963); Prologue to Greek Literacy (1971);
and Origins o f Western Literacy (1976). The two last works are reprinted, together with other
essays in The Literate Revolution in Greece and its Cultural Consequences (1982). The ideas of
Havelock are here presented with no time specifications for Havelock only slightly modified his
views over the years. For a general overview o f Havelock’s work, see Jahandarie (1999): chapter
2; for a critical (but often distorted) view o f Havelock’s work, see Halverson (1992a).
59 This date is slightly later than the one usually accepted for the adoption o f the alphabet, around
750 BC.
60 Havelock (1982): 6 .
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any syllabary had been’.61 In other words, Havelock subscribes to the idea that,
to be successful, a system of writing has to represent speech.
Overall, Havelock’s work was not very well received by his fellow
classicists.63 On the other hand, Havelock’s claim that the advent o f alphabetic
writing encourages abstract thought has had a large influence on the work of
Goody.64
Goody is probably the most-read, most-quoted, but also most criticized
and misunderstood exponent of the literacy thesis. At the origin of his interest in
literacy stood a criticism of cultural dichotomies between ‘primitive’ and
‘civilized’ societies proposed by anthropologists such as Henri Levy-Bruhl or,
more recently, by Claude Levi-Strauss. Goody pointed out that:

Many o f the valid aspects of these somewhat vague dichotomies can be
related to changes in mode of communication, especially the introduction
of various forms of writing. The advantage of this approach lies in the
fact that it does not simply describe the differences but relates them to a
third set of facts, and thus provides some kind of explanation, some kind
of mechanism, for the changes that are assumed to occur.65

In the ‘Consequences of literacy’ (1963), written in collaboration with
Watt, Goody characterized the transmission of knowledge in oral societies as
ruled by the principle of homeostasis. Since in oral societies knowledge is held in
human memory and is transmitted in a face-to-face situation, members of this
type of societies tend to remember what is relevant to them. Therefore, the
process of transmission ‘is accompanied by a homeostatic process of forgetting

61 Havelock (1963): 137.
62 The idea that writing simply represents language is expressed by the linguists Ferdinand de
Saussure and Noam Chomsky. See below for examples o f how writing can transform language.
63 See for instance the review c£ Preface to Plato by Solmsen (1966), and the reviewer Origins o f
Western Literacy by Harvey (1978).
64 Goody’s main works bn the topic are ‘The consequences o f literacy’ (1963), written in
collaboration with Watt; Literacy in Traditional Societies (editor) (1968); The Domestication o f
the Savage Mind (1977); The Logic o f Writing and the Organisation o f Society (1986); The
Interface between the Written and the Oral (1987); and The Power o f the Written Tradition
(2000). For an overview o f Goody’s work, see Jahandarie (1999): chapter 3. For a critical view,
see Street (1984): section 1, chapter 2; Halverson (1992b).
65 Goody (1977): 16.
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or transforming those parts of the tradition that cease to be either necessary or
relevant’.66
Goody and Watt contrasted this situation with the situation in Greece
because, in their opinion, Greece was ‘the first example o f a change to
widespread literacy, but also the essential one for any attempt to isolate the
cultural consequences of alphabetic literacy’.67 In a society that uses writing,
such as Greece, accumulation of knowledge becomes possible. This allows the
birth of historical inquiries. Moreover, when knowledge is put down in writing,
contradictions and inconsistencies, so frequent in oral discourse, become more
apparent. The recognition o f these inconsistencies encourages scepticism.

‘The

next step is to see how to build up and to test alterative explanations; and out of
this there arose the kind of logical, specialized and cumulative intellectual
tradition of sixth-century Ionia.’69 In other words, Goody and Watt see writing as
central in the development o f Greek philosophy and science.
Goody and Watt’s article was influenced by Havelock’s (at the time)
unpublished Preface to Plato.10 This is probably why it put so much emphasis on
the impact of the alphabet, and therefore on the Greek example. Goody, who has
always been responsive to criticism and eager to adapt and refine his theory, later
backed away from this emphasis on the alphabet, and paid more attention to
systems of writing developed in other ancient societies such as Mesopotamia,
71
Egypt, China and India. There too, writing could have had liberating effects.
While studying the manifestations of writing in Mesopotamia and Egypt,
Goody noted that, in the early phases of written cultures, ‘written materials are
often presented in a form which is very different from that of ordinary speech,
indeed of almost any speech. And the most characteristic form is something that
rarely occurs in oral discourse at all, namely the list.’72 The list ‘relies on
discontinuity’, on disconnection rather than on the continuity, the flux of normal
speech. To put items in a list encourages classification and hierachisation, and
66 Goody and Watt (1963): 344.
67 Goody and Watt (1963): 319-320.
68 Goody and Watt acknowledge that there can be scepticism in oral societies. However, it does
not survive.
69 Goody and Watt (1963): 344. Goody and Watt also claimed that another consequence o f
literacy was the birth o f democracy.
70 Goody (1968): introduction.
71 This attention to other ancient societies is visible in Goody (1977); (1986); (1987); (2000).
72 Goody (1977): 80. See Chapter Two, Section Three for more details.
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therefore

fosters

the

activity

of ‘savants’. Goody

acknowledges

that

classification, decontextualisation, and hierarchisation can occur in oral society,
but the written list makes these phenomena more explicit.

73

Goody also sees formulae and recipes as occurring mostly in written
form. For Goody, the use of the word formula in an oral context by Parry has
diverted us from the traditional scientific sense of the word. Formulae such as
equations or recipes are highly abstract and decontextualized forms that are
clearly the product o f ‘graphic reductionism’.74
Goody’s work on lists, which is generally considered as extremely
valuable, was exploited by anthropologists and Assyriologists but also by
historians of science and medicine.75 Indeed, our most ancient medical texts,
whether Mesopotamian, Egyptian or Hippocratic, assume the form of catalogues
that we can define as an elaborated type of lists. Other aspects of Goody’s work
have been received less positively; many scholars have manifested scepticism
towards the implications that Goody ascribed to literacy. In particular, they have
doubted the fact that literacy always has the same consequences, whatever the
society in which it is introduced. Geoffrey Lloyd, for instance, has always been
critical of the idea that literacy played an important role in the rise of science.76
For instance, Egyptian, Mesopotamian, Chinese, Indian, and Greek civilizations
all developed mathematics; however, the notion of mathematical proof is only
found in Greece.

77

The difference cannot be attributed to literacy, since all these

mathematical systems are dependent on ‘equivalent’ logographic notations. The
reason must therefore be sought elsewhere, in the wider sociological, political
and cultural context of Greece. According to Lloyd, in classical Greece, the
absence of institutionalised systems of patronage meant that intellectuals had to
rely on teaching to make a living. To gain pupils, these intellectuals had to
compete against each other, and therefore needed to develop instruments of
persuasion. The development of the mathematical proof is linked to this
73 Goody (1977): chapter 5.
74 On formulae, see Goody (1977): chapter 6; on recipes, see Goody (1977): chapter 7.
75 For the history o f medicine, see Lonie (1983); the work o f Lonie is presented in details in
Chapter Two.
76 See Magic, Reason and Experience (1979); The Revolutions o f Wisdom (1987); Demystifying
Mentalities (1990); ‘Literacy in Greek and Chinese science’ (2003). Goody (1987): chapter 2 is
an answer to Lloyd (1979); Olson (1994): chapter 3 expounds the debate between Lloyd and
Goody.
77 The example o f mathematics is developed in Lloyd (2003a).
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phenomenon of competition, not to literacy alone; the implications of literacy
cannot be detached from their socio-cultural contexts. 78
In his Literacy in Theory and Practice (1984), Brian Street divided the
students of literacy into two groups: the exponents of the ‘autonomous model of
literacy’, and the exponents of the ‘ideological model of literacy’. The members
of the first group , (among whom he classifies Goody and McLuhan), consider
literacy as a ‘neutral technology’ that has predictable implications on society;
Street accuses the members of this group of ‘technological determinism’.79
Against this ‘autonomous model’, Street promotes the ‘ideological model of
literacy’, which he defines as follow: ‘those who subscribe to the ideological
model of literacy recognise the ideological and therefore culturally embedded
nature of such practices. It concentrates on the overlap and interaction of oral and
OA

literate modes rather than stressing a “great divide”.’

Today, it has become mainstream to see literacy as a function of the
society in which it was introduced; Street’s opposition between the ‘autonomous’
and ‘ideological’ models of literacy has lost all validity. It would be more correct
to contrast, as suggested by Rosalind Thomas, those scholars who, like David
Olson (The World on Paper, 1994) and Goody, have not given up the idea of
studying the implications that literacy can have in a given society, and those who
prefer concentrating on studying the manifestations of literacy, and its functions.
An attention to the functions of literacy is found in the two most
important overviews of literacy and orality in the classical world: William V.
Harris’ Ancient Literacy (1989) and Thomas’ Literacy and Orality in Ancient
Greece (1992).®'

78 A similar view is held by Dean-Jones (2003) and Miller (1990).
79 In the case o f Goody, Street’s accusation is somewhat unfair since Goody has always warned
his readers against mono-causal explanations in anthropology, sociology, or history.
80 Among the promoters o f the ‘ideological model’, Street includes: Finnegan (anthropologist),
Scribner and Cole (psychologists), Graff (socio-historian, working on the 19th century), and
Clanchy (medievalist).
81 For reasons o f space, I will only present these two studies. Since the second half o f the nineties,
there has been a multiplication o f important collections o f essays on ancient literacy and orality:
Literacy and Power in the Ancient World (1994, eds., Bowmann and Woolf); Voice into Text.
Orality and Literacy in Ancient Greece (1996, ed. Worthington); Signs o f Orality. The Orality.
The Oral Tradition and its Influence in the Greek and Roman World (1999, ed. McKay);
Speaking Volumes: Orality and Literacy in the Greek and Roman World (2001, ed. Watson);
Epea and Grammata. Oral and Written Communication in Ancient Greece (ed. Worthington and
Foley, 2002); Written Texts and the Rise o f Literate Culture in Ancient Greece (2003, ed. Yunis);
Oral Performance and its Context (ed. Mackie, 2004).
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Harris’ book is centred on two main questions: the levels of Greek and
Roman literacy and the functions of literacy in the ancient world. Regarding the
first question, Harris argued that many of the prerequisite conditions for
widespread literacy, such as a developed system of schooling^were absent in the
ancient world. Therefore, he concluded that a maximum of 5 to 10% of the
population in the ancient world could read and write. Concerning the functions of
literacy, Harris called for more attention to the symbolic uses of writing and to
the materials used for writing and their signification.
This attention to non-rational uses of writing and to the material aspect of
writing is also found in Thomas’ Literacy and Orality in Ancient Greece.
However, contrary to Harris, Thomas argued that we should altogether abandon
the idea of estimating literacy rates for ancient Greece and that we should instead
concentrate on the uses of literacy. She makes two important criticisms about
studies of orality and literacy in the classical field.
First, Thomas observes that scholars have tended to see Greece as either
an oral or a literate society according to their main interests or even tastes.
Classicists who are not familiar with the anthropological literature also tend to
see orality as simply the opposite of literacy. ‘Oral culture is often used
interchangeably with folklore, folklore is seen as “oral tradition”, and with little
critical examination, but much idealism, orality and “oral societies” take on the
romantic and exaggerated attributes of folk culture.’

Influenced by the work of

the anthropologist Ruth Finnegan, Thomas warns us that literacy and orality are
not mutually exclusive, and that it is important to examine their interaction.84
Second, Thomas warns against seeing literacy as a ‘monolithic skill’.
Reading and writing, the two skills constitutive of literacy, are distinct
processes.85 To be able to read does not necessarily imply an ability to write.
Moreover, to be able to read a kind of text, such as the Bible or another sacred
text, does not imply an ability to read any kind of text.

82 Other important studies on the topic o f orality/literacy by Thomas are: Oral Tradition and
Written Record in Classical Athens (1989); ‘Performance and written publication in Herodotus
and the Sophistic tradition’ (1993); ‘Prose performance texts. Epideixis and written publication in
the late fifth and early fourth centuries’ (2003).
83 Thomas (1992): 7.
84 See Finnegan (1988).
85 Thomas (1992): 8.
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The present thesis takes into account the points made by Thomas: I make
the difference between writing and reading, and I do not see orality as the exact
opposite of literacy; instead, I study a pharmacological tradition in both its oral
and written manifestations. In the introduction to Signs o f Orality, John M. Foley
makes the following remark: ‘Contrary to what the history of studies in this area
[sc. Homeric Studies] would lead us to expect, the crucial term in the phrase
“oral tradition” is not the former but the latter one.’ This sentence could easily
be applied to the study of ancient medicinal recipes: ultimately, the fact that there
was a tradition of pharmacological knowledge is much more important than
whether this tradition took a written or oral form. In addition, it is important to
realise that oral tradition in the field of medicine was not synonymous with folk
tradition; and written tradition was not synonymous with learned tradition:
learned physicians heavily relied on the oral word, for instance in teaching.
Unfortunately, our only way to access this oral tradition is through written texts.
In my opinion, writing is never the exact reflection of spoken language; it
transforms the oral word in subtle, yet important, ways. Writing in itself does not
transform medicine into a rational ‘science’ - it does not transform folklore into
science - but it does encourage classification and standardisation. In this thesis, I
address the changes that writing brought to the oral pharmacological tradition. I
do not attempt to reconstruct this oral tradition, but I acknowledge its existence,
and try to point to the existence of ‘missing links’ in our written tradition.
Historians study texts, they have invaluable philological tools (like the stemma)
to study the written word; but it is sometimes necessary to admit that these tools
cannot answer all the questions posed by material as complex and challenging as
ancient medical recipes; anthropology must play a role in the study o f this
material.

86 Foley (1999): 13.
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2 Oral transmission of medical knowledge and written
recipes
‘The recipe is a written formula for mixing ingredients for culinary,
medical or magical purposes; it lists the items required for making
preparations destined for human consumption.’
Jack Goody1

2.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, I introduced the Hippocratic treatises containing recipes:
Diseases o f Women I and II, Barren Women, Superfoetation, Excision o f the Foetus,
Diseases II and III, Internal Affections, Ulcers, and Fistulas/Haemorrhoids. These
treatises all have a similar structure: they are formed of small entities - descriptions
of diseases and recipes - organised in catalogue format. According to Christiane
Reitz’s definition in the New Pauly, a catalogue is ‘a listing of similar terms in an
homogeneous context, which in its form is clearly delineated.’2
Within these treatises, recipes can be found in two contexts: embedded in a
chapter on a particular disease or ailment; or listed in a catalogue of recipes. Such
catalogues of recipes are found at the end of Diseases o f Women I and II, Nature o f
Women, Superfoetation, Ulcers and Diseases III.3 These catalogues are of different
size (varying from one recipe to more than one hundred) and are organised in
different ways: by type of medication (pessary, fumigation, etc.),4 by effic/C.Acy
(purgative, emmenagogue, etc.)5 or by ailment to be treated.6 In the gynaecological

1 Goody (1977): 137 (my emphasis).
2 On catalogue structure in the Hippocratic Corpus, see Smith (1983).
3 Vic. 11-22 (Duminil 58-69; L6.410-428); Morb. 3.17 (Potter 96-100; L7.156-160); Nat.Mul. 32-34
(Trapp 87-102; L7.346-376); 55-109 (Trapp 112-129; L7.396-430); Mul 1.74-91 (L8.454-220); 1.92109 (L8.220-232); 2.172 (L8.352-354); 2.185-191 (L8.366-370); 2.192-212 (L8.374-406); Superf.
33-43 (Lienau 1973; L8.500-508).
4 Nat.Mul. 34 (Trapp 99-102; L7.370-376), for instance, is a collection o f recipes for fumigations.
5 Mul. 1.75 (L8.162-170), for instance, is a collection o f recipes aiding conception.
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treatises, as noted by Dietlinde Goltz, the transition between chapters describing
diseases and catalogues of recipes is not always made in an abrupt way. In Nature o f
Women, for instance, chapter 55 introduces a series of short descriptions of diseases:
the symptomatology is limited to a conditional clause followed by one or two
recipes; dietetic recommendations are usually missing. Chapters of this type succeed
each other until chapter 93 (a list of recipes to promote the production of milk), the
first of a series of catalogues of recipes.7
Until recently, the Hippocratic treatises in catalogue-format including recipes
were studied as the product of the so-called Cnidian School. The two main historians
of this School, Jacques Jouanna and Hermann Grensemann, considered these
treatises as compendia assembled from sources now lost. By locating parallel
redactions of material on stemmata, it was hoped to reconstitute these lost original
treatises. In this chapter, I introduce the works of these scholars and argue that
compendiast/stemmatic models, models that are exclusively based on the
philological analysis of texts, are inadequate for understanding the history of ancient
pharmacology, an art that was transmitted both in writing and orally. I follow Ann
Ellis Hanson in suggesting that the Hippocratic catalogues of recipes have drawn
upon both written and oral sources. Although I acknowledge the importance of oral
sources in the composition of the Hippocratic collections of recipes, I do not accept
the assertion made by several scholars that these treatises are the unbiased reflection
- the simple writing down - of an oral tradition. Basing myself on the work of the
anthropologist Jack Goody, I draw a distinction between the medical knowledge the
recipes reflect and the written form in which they have been transmitted to us.
According to Philip van der Eijk, there is much to be gained from the study
of the formal characteristic of ancient scientific texts:

6 Morb. 3.17 (Potter 96-100; L7.156-160), for instance, is a collection o f cooling recipes against the
disease called kausos (a disease accompanied by fever).
7 Nat.Mul. 93 (Trapp 119-120; L7.410-412). See Goltz (1974): 165-166. The transition between
chapters on diseases and catalogues o f recipes is quite clear in Diseases o f Women I; less so in
Diseases o f Women II.
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The particular formal characteristics of a scientific text may be said to be
elements of a ‘grammar of scientific discourse’, a system of rules and
conditions pertaining to the possibilities that are available to the users of
scientific language in order to present knowledge in a certain way, with a
certain purpose, and for a certain audience.8

The second part of this chapter is devoted to the description of the formal
characteristics of the Hippocratic recipes and catalogues of recipes. I study the
linguistic features of the written recipes, using recent linguistic studies on recipes as
text-types. I also examine the catalogues of recipes from a linguistic point of view,
using Michael Hoey’s notion of discourse colony.

2.2 The compendiast/stemmatic model and its criticism
Until the publication in the early nineties of two important articles by Ann Ellis
Hanson (‘Continuity and change: three case studies in Hippocratic gynecological
therapy and theory’ [1991] and ‘The logic of the gynecological prescriptions’
[1992])9 the Hippocratic recipes, as well as the treatises in which they were
embedded, were considered and studied as a product of the School of Cnidus.
The historian of the Cnidian School, Jacques Jouanna, argued that ‘the
polypharmacy, traditionally considered as a criterion of the Cnidian School, cannot
reflect the state of Cnidian therapeutics during the earliest period [of the school]’.10
This conclusion was based on the introductory paragraph of Regimen in Acute
Diseases, in which the authors of the Cnidian Sentences are criticised for using only
a small number of remedies against a large array of diseases and for having written
nothing of value on regimen:

Kai on povov 8ia xobxo ouk EranvEco, aXX’ o n Kai oAXyoioi xov apiGpov xotaiv
aKccnv sxpeovxo- xa yap 7&£iaxa auxoTaiv Eiprjxai, 7t>i|v xcov o^ecov vouacov,

8 Vander Eijk (1997): 82.
9 Hanson devoted two further articles to the recipes o f the Hippocratic gynaecological treatises:
Hanson (1998); (1999).
10 Jouanna (1974): 4 6 0 .1 use the word ‘polypharmacy’ in a slightly different way below.
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ipappaKa eAaxqpia SiSovai Kai opov Kai ydh i tt|v oSprjv 7iuiigksiv. Ei pev ouv
xauxa ayaGa i^v Kai appo^ovra xotai voanpaaiv, 8(p’ oiai 7iapf|veov SiSovai,
koX\)

av a^icoxepa

87iaivoi), oxi oXiya eovxa, auxapKea eoxiv* vuv 8e ox>%

ouxccx; 8%si. Oi pevxoi uaxepov ejn8iaaK8i)daavxe<; irixpiKcoxepov 8p xi 87rfjX.0ov
7t8pl xg)v Tcpoaoiaxecov eKaoxoiaiv. ’Axap ou8e 7i8pl 8iaixr|<; oi apxaioi
cruveypavj/av ouSev a^iov Xoyoo* Kai xoi peya xovxo 7rapfjKav.“

Jouanna considered that the School of Cnidus developed an interest in pharmacology
during the second half of the fifth century BC: after the publication of the first
edition of the Cnidian Sentences, which he dates to the mid-fifth century BC,12 and
before the publication of Regimen in Acute Diseases, which he dates to the end of
the fifth century.13 For Jouanna, the lists of recipes appended to Diseases III and to
the gynaecological treatises must be a late production of the School; if they were
not, the criticism of the author of Regimen in Acute Diseases would be difficult to
account for. In addition, Jouanna considers significant the fact that Affections (a late
treatise according to this French scholar) is the only treatise to mention an
independent recipe book: the Pharmakitis.l4 Jouanna therefore argues that
therapeutics can be used, together with aetiology, as a criterion for measuring the
degree of innovation or conservatism of two parallel redactions. However, Jouanna
recommends caution in the use of this criterion since it is in the field of

11 Acut. 2-3 (Joly 36.13-37.4; L2.226.l-11). Translation: ‘And not only on this account do I disagree
<with them sc. the authors o f the Cnidian Sentences>, but also because they made use o f a very small
number o f remedies (toisin akesiri). Indeed most o f their prescriptions, except in the case o f acute
diseases, are said to consist in administering purges (elateria pharmaka) and in giving to drink, at the
proper time, whey and milk. If these <remedies> were good and suited to the diseases for which they
recommended giving them, they would be much more worthy o f approval, because although being a
small number these <remedies> are sufficient. But it is not the case. However, the later revisers <of
the Cnidian Sentences> acted more as physicians with regard to the application o f remedies for each
<disease>. Moreover, the ancients wrote nothing on regimen that is worth mentioning, although this
is an important omission.’
12 For this date, see Jouanna (1969): xii.
13 For this date, see Jouanna (1999): 410.
14 Jouanna (1974): 460. Jouanna (1999): 374 dates Affections to 380 BC. Lonie (1968): 10, on the
contrary, suggests that the Pharmakitis could be anterior to the writing o f the nosological treatises
including recipes.
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pharmacology that the authors of the treatises ‘derived from the Cnidian Sentences'
showed the most independence one from another.15
There are several problems with Jouanna’s theory. First, he does not explain
why there was such an evolution towards the use of more remedies within the
Cnidian School. Second, he does not insist enough on the fact that authors can
choose not to write on a subject. If therapeutics or aetiology is not covered in an
ancient medical treatise, it does not necessarily mean that these fields were not
developed at that time.16 Finally, Jouanna seems to imply that the only medical
writing produced before the treatises of the Hippocratic Corpus is the Cnidian
Sentences, that all the nosological treatises of the Hippocratic Collection derive from
this work and follow its structure faithfully.17
The history of the Cnidian School also benefited ffom the important studies
of Hermann Grensemann. Whereas Jouanna’s studies are centered on the
nosological treatises, Grensemann’s work concentrates on the gynaecological
treatises. In 1975, Grensemann argued that the early layer of the gynaecological
treatises (what he calls layer A) could contain material ffom the early fifth century
BC, basing himself on the weights mentioned in the recipes. Recipes in Diseases II
and Superfoetation only mention Aeginetan weights; whereas in Diseases o f Women
I and II, Barren Women and Nature o f Women, both Aeginetan and Attic weights are
used.18 Grensemann interpreted this phenomenon in the light of the political events
in early fifth-century Cnidus. Until 480 BC, Cnidus used weights and coins ffom
Aegina. However, after the Greek victory over Persia, Cnidus became part of the
Delian Confederation, dominated by Athens. From that time, both Aeginetan and
Attic coins and weights were used on Cnidus.19 Some parts of the Cnidian treatises

15 Jouanna (1974): 481. Jouanna considers Diseases II, 1-11 (which he calls B) to be posterior to
Diseases II, 12 sqq. (which he calls A) because aetiology is more developed in B than in A. On the
other hand, B does not contain any information on therapeutics, whereas A has a developed
therapeutics. For Jouanna this ‘disaffection’ with therapeutics in B is the consequence o f the new
interests in aetiology at that time. Jouanna (1974): 143. See also Jouanna (1983): 49-50, where
Jouanna does not mention the therapeutic criterion and concentrates on the aetiological criterion.
16 For this criticism, see Joly (1978): 532; Lonie (1968): 10.
17 For this criticism, see also Thivel (1981): 107.
18 This was already observed by Fredrich (1899): 11.
19 Grensemann (1975): 50. See also Hanson (1997): 305, note 53; (1998): 77; Thivel (1981): 94.
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of the Hippocratic Corpus - or their model - could have assumed written form
before 480 BC at Cnidus.
In his later work (1982), Grensemann argued that only one part of his layer A
could securely be attributed to Cnidus (A2). He further suggested that his layer A2
could contain material by Herodikos and Euryphon of Cnidus. As pointed out in
Chapter One, Euryphon is considered to be an important figure in the history of
Cnidian medicine. Modem scholars have argued that he was the author of the
Cnidian Sentences. In addition, they have suggested that he was the author of a
gynaecological treatise (or a genealogical section of the Cnidian Sentences) that
served as a source for our Hippocratic gynaecological treatises. This conclusion was
based on the comparison between, on the one hand, passages of the Hippocratic
gynaecological treatises, and on the other hand, two testimonies of Soranus (end of
first century AD/first half of second century AD). In a chapter on the retention of the
afterbirth, Soranus presents a series of expelling remedies and treatments employed
by Euryphon of Cnidus.

nepi syKaxexopevcov deuxepoov... Eupwpaiv 8e o Kvi8io<; oupaycoyoTi; XPHxai
Tcoxiapamv xoiq ano Sucxapvoo Kai eteX-iacpaKoi), Kai rceoaoTc; xoiq
aipaycoyou; 8ia axpouGiou Kai ’IXlopiKfjg ipsax; Kai KavOapiScov Kai p£>axo<;,
Kai Kaxaoeiapcp xcp 8ia xrj<; KXipaKog TcpoaSeSepsvrjq xfjg Kapvoucrriq.20

Elsewhere, Soranus describes the ladder technique for cases of prolapsed womb in
more detail:

20 Soranus, Gyn. 4.4.14 (Ilberg 144.23-26). Translation: ‘About the retention o f the afterbirth...
Euryphon the Cnidian, on the other hand, employs diuretic potions made from dittany and salvia, and
emmenagogue pessaries made o f soapwort and Illyrian iris and cantharides and honey,
and <he employs> shaking by means o f a ladder to which the sick woman is attached.’
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Ms|i(pon£0a 7ipcoxov <|i£v> Evpucpcovxa 8T r||i£pa<; Kai vuxxoq o>.rj<; <xr|v>
KapvoDaav e^apxqaavxa xcov rcobcov and kXi^wlkiov Kcnieixa KaxaicXivavxa
(X8Vvnziav, Gpeyavxa 8s 7rxioavr) vj/DXpa 21

The therapies attributed to Euryphon bear striking similarities to therapies described
in the Hippocratic gynaecological treatises.22 In Diseases o f Women I, we find the
following expelling and/or emmenagogue remedies: a drink made of dittany;23 a
pessary made of soapwort (strouthion);24 a pessary made of tortoise liver, woman’s
milk and iris oil,25 and a pessary made of cantharid and honey.26 The ladder
technique is described three times in the Hippocratic gynaecological treatises:27

21 Soranus, Gyn, 4.15.36 (Ilberg 149.10-13). Translation: ‘We blame first Euryphon who, for the
entire day and night, suspends the sick woman by her feet to a ladder, and then lays her on her back
and feeds her with cold barley-gruel.’
22 Grensemann (1975): 71; Ilberg (1927): 144; Temkin (1956): 197, note 60.
23 Mul. 78 (L8.180.11 and 15-17): riotd 5i)vapeva xopiov xi Kparr|0ev ev xf) pijxpri e^ayayeTv... nH
Sucatpvov Kpr|Tuc6v oaov ofk)Xov ev \>5<m xpiffeiv Kai 5i5ovai. Translation: ‘Drinks able to cast out
the afterbirth fixed to the womb... or Cretan dittany, in the amount o f an obolos; crush in water and
give.’ This recipe has a parallel at Nat.Mul. 32 (Trapp 88.16-17; L7.348.16-17).
24 Mul. 78 (L8.174.7-9): KaOapnpiov eniprivuov Kai Xoyeioav paXioxa, Kai u&op ayei Kai xa aAAa*

axpooOiou pi^av Xeiov K£Koppeviyv\ oaov xoToi xpiai 6aKxuXoioiv, ev peXm Seuoaq, 7tpo0eivav
Translation: ‘Purgative of the menses and above all o f the afterbirth; brings down water and all the
rest: chop finely the root of soapwort, a pinch; soak in honey and apply.’ This recipe has a parallel at
Nat.Mul. 32 (Trapp 91.2-4; L7.354.2-4).
25 Mul. 78 (L8.172.14-16): Aeypi xa Xoyeia Ka0aipei apeivov x£taovr|<; 0aXaaaui<; f|7iap x^opov exi
£coou ev yaXaKxi yuvauceiio xpi^eiv, Kai Ipivov pupov, Kai oivov avaSeuoai Kai 7ipoaxi0evaL
Translation: ‘Purges better the afterbirth o f a woman in childbirth: fresh liver of a sea tortoise still
alive; crush in woman’s milk. Pour iris perfume and wine; apply.’ Hanson (1971): 194 did not find
any Hippocratic parallel for the pessaries o f soapwort and Illyrian iris mentioned by Soranus.
26 Mul. 74 (L8.158.16-19): npoa0exa dpipea ayovxa a ip a ‘ Kav0api§a<; 7tevxe, 7i>.f)v xcov 7io5a>v Kai
Tixepcov Kai KecpaXrjq, Kai apupvav Kai Xi^avcoxov ap a ^uppiayeiv Kai peXi, eneixa |kx\j/aq e<; aXewpa
poSivov rj Aiyu7ixiov 7ipo0ecr0co xr|v r|pepr|v. Translation: ‘Sharp pessaries bringing blood: five
cantharides, without legs, wings and head, myrrh, frankincense; mix together with honey, then soak
in rose or Egyptian perfume. Let her apply it for the day.’ The use o f salvia (elelisphakon) indicated
by Soranus (as a diuretic) is not recorded anywhere in the Hippocratic gynaecological treatises.
27 Translation:
Nat.Mul. 5 (Trapp 73.11-15; Mul. 2.144 (L8.318.5-9)
Steril. 248 (L8.462.3-6)
L7.318.11-15)
Having attached her to a ladder, Then attach her feet to a ladder, Then having attached her feet
with the head down, shake her with the head down, and push to a ladder, shake her with the
and push <her womb> inside <her womb> inside. Then head down and push <her
with your hand. Then attach her unfasten her and attach her legs womb> inside with your hand.
legs together crosswise and together crosswise, and let her Then attach her legs together
leave her in this way for a day be in that way for the night and crosswise, and let her be so for
and a night. And give her a the day. And give her a little a day and a night. And give her
little cold juice o f barley-gruel, cold juice o f barley-gruel, a little juice o f barley-gruel,
otherwise nothing.
otherwise nothing.
otherwise nothing.
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Diseases o f Women 2.144

Barren Women 248

,'E7i£ixa

''Emna

npoq

KXipaKa

Sfjaai xouq noSaq, xqv 8 e

8qaaq

xouq

7io8a<;,

KetpaXrjv 7ioirjaa<;, Kai xfj

KEtpaAqv Kaxoo

KpouEiv

XEipl

£7t£lia

xfj %£lpl EGOO (I7KD0EEIV

K£9aXf|v,

cruvSrjaai aoxfjq xa oKEXEa

f e i x a Xueiv, Kai ^uvSfjaai

EGOO0EEIV

£7taXXa^ Kai £av r|ji£pr|v

auxrjq xa GKEXsa cvaAXa^,

^uv8qoa<;

Kai

Kai Efjv vuKxa Kai f|p£pr)v

E7iaXXa^, Erjv qpEpqv Kai

Nature o f Women 5

npd<;

KXipaKa

Kpoustv,

Karoo

EGCD0EIV,

vuKxa

SiSovai

Sqaou;
xqv

ouxax;,

oAfyov

Kai

jrpoq

KXipaKa

e/ evv,

Kai

Kaxa
Kai

xfj

xf|v
%£ipi
£7l£ixa

xa

oke Xeo

yy>kbv ouxco, Kai SiSovai oXiyov vuKxa axpEpa* 8i8ovai 8 e
yvXov

7madvr|<; vjmxpov, aXXo 8 e

ypXbv jrxioavqq yuxpov,

oXiyov

pqSEv.

aXAo 8 e pqSEv.

\jn)xpov, aXXo 8 e pqScv.

7rxiGavr|<;

Although there are important similarities between the testimony of Soranus on
Euryphon and the Hippocratic gynaecological treatises, it should also be noted that
the recipes attributed to Euryphon are scattered through Diseases o f Women I and
cannot be located in any particular place.28 Moreover, the ladder procedure
attributed to Euryphon by Soranus seems to have been relatively widespread in
classical Greece. The author of the Hippocratic treatise Joints describes it as an
ancient technique employed by many physicians for a variety of cases of
dislocation.

Although it appears that Euryphon was involved with gynaecology,

and that he may have written treatises that contained similar material to our
gynaecological treatises, it does not necessarily follow that parts of these treatises
should be attributed to Euryphon.30
In addition, there is a chronological problem. In order to allow Euryphon to
have influenced one of the earliest layers of the Hippocratic collection, Grensemann

28 See Hanson (1971): 194.
29 Artie. 42 (L4.182.14-17 and 22; Withington 282.3-6 and 13). Tovto pev yap, ai ev rr| KXipaia
Kataaeiaieq ou5eva 7tco e^iGuvav, d>v ye eycb oiSa- xpeovrai 5e oi uppo't paXiata auit) outoi oi
£7u0op£OVT£<; EKxauvouv tov tioXvv oxtov... To pev yap eirivopripa apxaTov. Translation: ‘For
shaking by means o f a ladder has never made anyone straight, as far as I know; but the doctors who
use it are mostly those who are eager to astound the crowd... This invention is ancient.’
30 See Hanson (1971): 194.
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considers this author to have been active in the first half of the fifth century BC.31
However, this date is supported only by one source: The Life o f Hippocrates
According to Soranus, which presents Euryphon as an older contemporary of
Hippocrates.32 This early date is contradicted by the fact that Plato Comicus, a
contemporary of Aristophanes, made fun of Euryphon.33 Euryphon was probably
alive when Plato Comicus joked about him; if he had not been, the joke would not
have made the audience laugh. Consequently, it seems that Euryphon was active at
the end of the fifth century BC or at the beginning of the fourth century, and not
earlier.34
It is tempting to ascribe the anonymous material transmitted in the
Hippocratic treatises to a named authority. However, Soranus only attributed to
Euryphon a handful of therapeutic prescriptions. This is very little in comparison
with the hundreds of therapeutic and pharmacological prescriptions recorded in the
Hippocratic gynaecological treatises. This important collection of material deserves
to be studied in its own rights, even if it cannot be ascribed to any known medical
authority. However, beyond the attribution of some of the therapies of the
gynaecological treatises to Euryphon (however problematic this attribution may be),

31 Grensemann (1975): 198-202.
32 Vita Hippocratis secundum Soranum 5 (Ilberg 176.4-7): Trjv 8e crupjcaaav 'EAAaSa Oepa^evcov
e0ai)|idc0Ti, (Saxe Kai uno nepSuaca xou MokeSovidv PaaiXeax; (pOioucou vopia0£vxo<; 7iapaKXr|0evxa
Sripoaia npcx; auxov sXOeiv pex’ Eupixptovro^, o<; Ka0’ rjXnciav 7ipecPvxepo<; rjv auxou, Kai
crn|j.eu6oao0ai ijmxOS ewai to 7ia0o<;. Translation: ‘He <sc. Hippocrates> was so admired for having
treated all o f Greece that he was summoned by Perdiccas, the King o f the Macedonians, who was
thought to suffer from phthisis, to come to him at public expense with Euryphon, who was slightly
older in age than he was. By certain signs, Hippocrates interpreted that the disease was a disease of
the soul.’ On this story, see Jouanna (1999): 31; Pinault (1992): Chapter Three ‘Hippocrates and
Perdiccas’.
33 Plato Comicus fr. 200 (Kassel and Austin):
Meta xauxa 5e
tEuayopou o nrnq ek 7tX£up(ti8o<; Kivrioiaqt
ok£X£t6<;, djruyo*;, KaXapiva okeXt| cpoptov,
(p0or)<; 7tpo<piiTr)<;, eoxdpag K£Kavp£vo<;
7tX£iaxa<; im’ Eupvtpwvroq ev xd>i ocopaxi *
Translation: ‘After this, tKinesias, the son o f Evagorast, withered, without buttocks, with legs like
reeds, prophet o f phthisis, his body covered with scabs, having been burnt by Euryphon.’
34 See Thivel (1981): 107.
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Grensemann has said very little about the gynaecological collections of recipes,
attributing them in passing to his layers A1 and A2 and calling for more analysis.35

Sybille Ihm (1999) intended to fill in this gap. She analysed four different
versions of a recipe for a cantharid-drink to expel the afterbirth in order to
understand better the use of the sources in the gynaecological catalogues of recipes.36
The differences between these four versions are of varied types. There are
variations in the spelling and dialect, variations in the grammar (mood of the verbs,
etc.), and variations in the formulation (use of synonyms, slight variation in the order
of the words). In addition, there are even variations in the content of the recipe
(differences of quantities for instance).
Ihm’s careful examination led her to establish a stemma in which three lost
sources (sources Z, Y and X) were supplied to explain the differences between the
four versions of the recipe! She does not pronounce herself on the nature of Z (nor Y
or X), nor does she suggest whether this recipe was first found in a gynaecological
treatise including recipes or in an independent recipe-book.

Nat.Mul.32

Mul. 78a

Mul. 78b

'Mul. 84

Now Ihm chose a very particular recipe, quite long, in four different
versions, with a wealth of details concerning the preparation and the application of
the remedy. We may wonder whether her approach could be expanded to the
hundreds of parallel recipes found in the gynaecological treatises, and whether the
results of this analysis would point in the same direction.

35 See Grensemann (1982): 4, note 3; (1987): 12 and 36. Hanson (1989): 84 and Kollesch (1989): 163
criticise Grensemann for not taking into account the recipes o f the gynaecological treatises.
36 The four versions o f the cantharid-drink are found at Nat.Mul. 32 (Trapp 87.13-88.1; L7.346.13348.1); Mul. 1.78 (L8.178.1-10); Mul. 1.78 (L8.183.13-20); Mul. 1.84 (L8.208.15-210.1). The recipes
are reproduced and translated in Appendix 1.
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If we want to build stemmata like Ihm’s, we need to determine how different
versions of a recipe relate to each other; how many lost links we have to supply
between versions; when a version is an improvement in comparison with another,
etc. However, this is impossible in most cases, since we have only two versions of
the recipes - at least three versions are required to construct a stemma.

There is no such thing as a verbatim repetition of a recipe in the Hippocratic
gynaecological catalogues, or in the Hippocratic treatises as a whole. There are
always variations between two versions of a recipe, and it is often difficult to
determine which ones are significant and which ones are not.37 Above all, it is
difficult to perceive which variations were significant for the ancients. An indirect
way to approach this question is to look for elements of stability between parallel
redactions of recipes.
In most cases of parallel redactions of recipes, the ingredients are listed in the
same order from one version to another:38
Diseases o f Women 2.209

Diseases o f Women 1.90

KfoSopa qv qXKcopevai ecoaiv ai pqxpai "Exepoq KXoapoq, qv Ttepioobuviq ica!
Kcd

qv aipayyoopiq smXripq- rcpdaa, axpayyouptq e'xq" 7cpaaou yvlav, aKxrjc;

aKTfjg

KapTiov,

oeaeXi,

awqoov, Kap7rov, aeaeta, awqaov, Aipavcoxov,

XiPavcoxov, opopvav, Ka! oivov laov xco apopvav, oivov, yuAxooov ica! pi^ov Ka!
XuAxp xouxcov,

xauxa ica! ava£eaa<;, K^uoai.

\jn$x£iv, Ka! psxpiox; kXu^eiv.
There are several differences between t lese two versions of the recipe, but the
ingredients are listed in the same order.

37 On the problem o f verbatim quotation (or lack o f it) in the ancient world, see Small (1997): chapter
13 and the review o f this book by Thomas (2000a): 489. See also Finnegan (1988): 82.
38 Translation:
Mul. 1.90 (L8.216.11-14)
Mul. 2.209 (L8.404.7-9)
Injection if the womb becomes ulcerated and if Other injection if there is excessive pain and
strangury occurs: leeks, elderberry, hartwort, strangury: juice o f leek, elderberry, hartwort,
aniseed, frankincense, myrrh, and wine in the aniseed, frankincense, myrrh, wine; extract the
same amount as the juice o f these <ingredients>; juice and mix. Inject.
mix these and bring to the boil, let it cool down.
Inject moderately.
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This stability in the order of the ingredients is also perceivable when there
are more than two parallel redactions:39
Nature o f Women 32

Diseases o f Women 1.84

Diseases o f Women 2.205

e/El£pOV OUKOV TO 7110V *H oukov to moraxov ^uv Sukoi) to Taap, eXaTrjpioi)
£paou;, auppi^aq

tiocjiou;

8>uaTT|plO\)

710081

eXaTrpiov 5uo Kai vfcpov vvcpoo epuOpob
ooov

to

sAaxi^piov, peAm Kai

to

Kai 5uo

laov epoOpov,

OOOV

vvcpov
TO

laov, eAaxr|piov, peA.i oAiyov, ev

peXiToq

paK8i r\ ev eipicp, pdAavov

(boauTdx;.

Seooaq, TipooriOei.

7i6aia<;,

7C01881V.
Cases of parallel redactions in which the ingredients are not listed in the
same order are very rare:40
Diseases o f Women 2.205

Nature o f Women 32
'T/repov

xoA.f|v

Taopoo,

Kai

viTpov "Exspov

vsTC07rov, xoA.f|v xanpou,

epuOpov, V8TC0710V, KUKXdpivov, Tpi\j/a<; vixpov, KuicAdpivov, KiidSa, xpipeiv
TODT8COV OOOV KT|ld8a, TOO KUKXdpiVOl) 8e ^5v jxeA-ixi.
TiXetorov, peliTi ouppi^ag, TipooOsivai.
Parallel redactions listing ingredients in different orders are the exception
rather than the rule. This stability means that, for the ancients, the order in which the
ingredients were listed was significant.41 Maybe ingredients were listed in the order

39 Translation:
Nat.Mul. 32 (Trapp 95.7-9;
L7.362.7-9)
Another: scrape the fat o f a fig,
add two draughts o f squirting
cucumber, soda in the same
amount
as
the
squirting
cucumber, pour honey; apply.

Mul. 1.84 (L8.206.14-16)

Mul. 2.205 (L8.396.7-9)

Or the fattest part of a fig,
together with a draught of
squirting cucumber, the same
amount o f red soda, and the
same amount o f honey; in the
same way.

The fat o f a fig, two draughts of
squirting cucumber, red soda,
same amount as the squirting
cucumber, a little honey, in a
cloth or in wool; make a
pessary.

40 Translation:
Nat.Mul. 32 (Trapp 95.16-18; L7.36216-18)
Another: bull bile, red soda, oil o f bitter almonds
and cyclamen; crush an oak gall o f these, but
more o f cyclamen. Add honey; apply.

Mul. 2.205 (L8.396.9-10)
Another: oil o f bitter almonds, bull bile, soda,
cyclamen, oak gall; crush with honey.

41 The stability was also observed by Hanson (1996a): XVIII; (1997): 303.
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in which they had to be prepared. In any case, ingredients were the essential part of
the recipe, its most important content, its back-bone.
On the other hand, the element of the recipes that is the less stable is their
grammar. From one redaction to another, infinitives are often substituted for
participles, indicatives for infinitives, etc. In addition, different manuscripts often
have different verbal forms for the same recipe. It is almost as if grammar of recipes
‘did not matter’ to the ancient and medieval copyists of the recipes.
A philological study such as Ihm’s tends to exaggerate the importance of
variations in the formulation of the recipes. However, in most cases, these variations
were probably not considered significant by the ancients. Philological studies are
based on differences between versions of a text in order to build stemmata.
However, behind the text of a recipe, there is a remedy, or at least the possibility of a
remedy; a phenomenon that philological studies tend to ignore. In this thesis, I
attempt to always keep the balance between these two elements, between text and
remedy.42

Up to this point, ingredients were chosen as a means to locate parallel
redactions of recipes.43 However, this somehow oversimplifies the problem. There
are in the Hippocratic Corpus instances of recipes very similar to each other without
having exactly the same ingredients. For instance, there exists, in a chapter on the
displacement of the womb, a recipe for an emmenagogue drink with three
ingredients in common with the cantharid drink presented earlier (cantharides, eggs
of cuttlefish and wine):44

42 Thivel (1981): 105 makes a difference between three levels in the chapters o f the Hippocratic
treatises: level o f the doctrine, level o f the redaction and level o f the systematization o f the text. See
also Ando (2000): 17.
43 This criterion was also used by Makinen (2004): 157.
44 Translation:
Nat.Mul. 8 (Trapp 76.1-4; L7.324.l-4)
Nat.Mul. 32 (Trapp 87.14-19; L7.347.13-18)
Let her drink four cantharides. having removed Five cantharides. remove the wings, legs and
the legs, the wings and the head, five black head. Then crush prickly samphire , together
grains o f peonv. eggs o f cuttlefish, a little linseed with its root, in the amount o f one konche; and
in wine.
crush the inside o f fresh anthemon, in the amount
o f one konche. equal auantitv o f celerv seed, add
15 eggs o f cuttlefish; give to drink in sweet
mixed wine.
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B = Nature o f Women 32

A = Nature o f Women 8
nivexco

Kav0api5ac

xeooaoac

KavGaoibac 7tevxe a7iox&ac xa Ttxepa Kai

obioKoXouaaaa xoix; 7co5a<; Kai xa 7rxepd xoix; 7io6a<; Kai xriv KecpaX,t)v, £7ieixa
Kai

xfjv

kokkodc

KecpaXijv,

Kai

yX,i)Koa{5r|<; xpipoXouq napaQahiGaiovq ouv xfj pi^r)

7i8vx£ xouc uikavac. Kai onmnc Koyaq ooov Koyxnv Kai T0^ avOepou xou

(bid. GTteppa + kivou+ oAayov ev oivoo.

X>aopoi3 xo eibco ^rjpov xpiyaq ooov
Koyypv, oeXivou O7ieoua ibov Kai op7imc
©a

7i£vx£Kai5£Ka,

ev

olvco

yX,i)K£i

K£Kpri|X£V(p 8l5oi) 7Cl£lV.

The differences between A and B cannot be explained in a philological way; no
stemma could account for all these differences. On the other hand, in actual practice,
these recipes must have been considered very similar: both were emmenagogue
drinks, including two animal ingredients (cantharides and eggs of cuttlefish) together
with vegetable ingredients. A and B are not parallel redactions of recipes, but they
could be called ‘variations on the same theme’.

2.3 Orality and the Hippocratic catalogues of recipes
Grensemann, Jouanna and Ihm approach ancient medical texts as philologists: they
study texts and their transmission and have little interest in the practice of medicine
in ancient Greece.45 As Hanson pointed out, they consider the medical Schools of
Cos and Cnidus as ‘textual communities on the model of philosophical sects of the
Hellenistic and later periods, possessing libraries passed on from the head of the sect
to the successor’.46 Within these communities, authors of medical treatises in
catalogue-format are imagined to be compendiasts, assembling their works by
excerpting sources now lost. However, Hanson notes that this model might be a
retrojection onto the Hippocratics of ‘later compositional practices’ common in

A has a parallel redaction at Mul. 2.135 (L8.306.17-20): KavOapiSaq teoaapaq, d7rrepot><; Kai anoSaq
Kai atep KeipaWy;, Kai yX.i)icuai5n<; kokkoix; 7ievre Touq piXava<; Kai ar|7cui<; cba, Kai aeXivon arceppa
oXiyov ev oiva> 5i5ovai niveiv. Translation: ‘Four cantharides, without the wings, legs and head, five
black grains o f peony, eggs o f cuttlefish, a little linseed; give to drink in wine.’
45 This lack of interest in the social history o f medicine is less noticeable in Jouanna (1999).
46 Hanson (1997): 305.
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Alexandria, Rome and Byzantium, and not the reflection of the actual transmission
of medical knowledge in classical Greece. In particular, this model does not take
into account the fact that pharmacological knowledge must have been transmitted
orally in the ancient world; this model does not examine the link between oral and
written transmission of knowledge.
As the author of the Hippocratic treatise Ancient Medicine makes it clear,
oral and written transmission of medical knowledge cohabited in classical Greece:
’Okoooi pev 87is%s(pT|oav 7ccpi ir|Tpiicfj<; Aiyeiv r\ ypacpeiv...47 It is therefore possible
to argue, as Hanson did, that the Hippocratic treatises in catalogue-format drew upon
both oral and written sources:

A more flexible compositional model for the catalogs’ present form allows
them to have drawn upon traditional repositories of medical information,

including oral ones, and to fossilize only gradually into the shape and Greek
text they now exhibit.48

Some scholars have suggested that oral transmission might be one of the possible
explanations for the high number of parallel redactions in the Hippocratic Corpus;
when two parallel texts (texts A and B) are found in the Corpus, several different
scenarios are possible, as expressed by Volker Langholf:

Text A may be dependent on text B, or B on A, or both may be dependent on
a common extant or inferable written source; and more possibilities are
conceivable: there may be intermediate written sources and secondary textual
changes; sources may also be ‘oral’ or rather performative, i.e.
memorized and transmitted within the professional complex consisting of
doing plus talking.49

47 l/Jjj l (Jouanna 118.1; LI.570.1). Translation: ‘All those who have attempted <to discuss> the art
o f medicine orally or by writing.’
48 Hanson (1997): 310 (My emphasis).
49 Langholf (2004): 252 (My emphasis).
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Similarly, Valeria Ando believes the repetitions within Nature o f Women might be
the result of an oral transmission of knowledge.50 In addition, Ando considers the
conditional formulae that introduce descriptions of diseases and recipes in the
Hippocratic nosological and gynaecological treatises as ‘a sign (spia) of an archaic
tradition which has its roots in oral communication’.51 These formulae reveal a Tack
of abstraction and conceptualisation’ also present in the laws of Solon, which are
‘written codification’ of oral knowledge.52
The conditional formulae introducing the recipes are indeed similar to
formulae introducing Solon’s laws. In relation to these laws, Solon tells us that:

0sapot><; 8 ’ opoiax; xcbi kcikcoi i s KayaGcoi
suGeiav eic; sicaaxov ap p o o aq 8ucr|v
&Ypa\|/a.53

However, Solon does not say whether he transcribed these oral laws word-for-word,
or whether he changed their formulation in the process of writing The same goes for
recipes: it is impossible to tell whether recipes were formulated in the same way
orally as they are in writing. Conditional formulae do not introduce later recipes:
they undoubtedly are a sign of the archaic character of Hippocratic recipes, but are
they the reflection of the oral tradition? Ando makes a - very common - conflation
between ‘signs of archaicity’ and ‘signs of orality’.
Searching for ‘signs of orality’ is a strong trend in classical studies, first
inaugurated by the studies of Milman Parry and Albert Lord on Homeric formulae,
which were seen as signs of orality.54 However, Homeric scholars have recently
expressed reservations against the search for signs of orality in our ancient sources.
Barry Powell, for instance, reminds us that what we have from Homer is a text,

50 Ando (20000: 28.
51 Ando (2000): 25.
52 Ando (2000): 26.
53 Solon fr. 36 (West), lines 18-20. Translation: ‘I wrote down laws alike for good and bad, awarding
straight justice to each.’ See Thomas (1992): 71.
54 See Chapter One, Section Three for more detail.
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which is not the exact equivalent to the oral epic songs that preceded the writing
down of the Iliad and the Odyssey. He notes:

Greek and Latin speech do not survive, then, but texts survive, a Latin word
that means ‘something woven.’ Many misunderstand Homer in failing to
remember that Homer is a text and that texts are in code; speech, by contrast,
is not in code (although it may be code). Texts are potentially eternal; speech
is ephemeral. Texts are material and liable to corruption, distortion, and
error; speech is immaterial and disappears immediately. Homer died long
ago, but his texts will live forever.55

Similarly, one should not forget that our Hippocratic recipes are texts. It might be
dangerous to assume that the process of writing was

without consequences on

the formulation of medical knowledge.
We can only approach ancient medical recipes through texts; we cannot
access the experience of their oral transmission. However, anthropological research
into societies relying mainly on the oral word can offer some insight into the
transmission of therapeutic knowledge in the ancient word.
Goody in his Domestication o f the Savage Mind (1977) has questioned the
very existence of ‘recipes’ in oral traditions. For the anthropologist, formulae such
as equations or recipes are highly abstract and decontextualized forms that are
clearly the product of ‘graphic reductionism’.56 For sure, oral societies also follow
relatively standard procedures when cooking, preparing remedies, and practicing
magic. However, when talking about peasant cooking, Goody argues that knowledge
of cooking transmitted orally, in a face-to-face context, tends to differ from written
recipes in three respects:

55 Powell (2004): 3. See also Powell (2002). For a sophisticated example o f a search for ‘signs of
orality’, see McKay (1992).
56 On formulae, see Goody (1977): chapter 6 ; on recipes, see Goody (1977): chapter 7.
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Firstly, it relies less on precise quantities, which tend to be specified exactly
in the written recipe. Secondly, it tends to be less tied to specific ingredients;
one can substitute. Thirdly, there is more flexibility with regard to
procedure.57

Therefore, in an oral context, instead of using the word ‘recipe’, it would be more
correct to talk about ‘recettes de base’ (base recipes), which do not include
prescriptive indications regarding quantities, ingredients and procedure. The recette
de base is a starting point on which a cook can improvise, using the ingredients at
his/her disposal.58 Goody’s conclusions about cooking could well be extended to
medicine and magic in oral traditions. One could imagine magic and medicinal
recettes de base on which one could improvise, although the degree of improvisation
might have been lesser than in the case of cooking, especially when poisonous drugs
were involved.59
The notion of ‘variation on the same theme’ I have introduced earlier is
particularly relevant to a discussion of orality. In some cases, these variations can be
compared to the modifications brought, in oral traditions, to Goody’s recettes de
base; they probably would not be considered as distinct recipes in oral traditions. In
oral traditions, small modifications to a recette de base would probably go
unnoticed; but they become much more apparent once written down, once they
become ‘recipes’. On the other hand, the grammatical variations between parallel
redactions of a recipe are better explained as the result of modifications brought to a
written text.
A careful study of the written Hippocratic recipes may lead us to the
conclusion that an oral tradition preceded their ‘writing down’, an oral tradition of
recettes de bases on which one could elaborate; or in other words, a medical
knowledge that could be adapted to the needs of the patients and to environmental

57 Goody (1977): 141.
58 Goody argues that the number o f such recettes de base in oral societies is limited by two factors:
the number o f ingredients readily available, and the capacity o f oral memory. As pointed out below,
one should not make assumptions about the capacity o f oral memory.
59 There are only few references to poisonous drugs in the Hippocratic Corpus.
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conditions. On the other hand, it might be wrong to assume that the recipes in the
Hippocratic treatises are the exact reflection of this oral tradition; these recipes were
not composed orally in the form in which we know them. For a start, certain aspects
of the oral transmission of medical knowledge, such as gestures, are never
‘translated’ into text from. In addition, the Hippocratic recipes are short formulae;
they leave out a lot of information (about the quantities or the utensils to be used for
instance) that would have been mentioned and/or discussed in the context of a faceto-face transmission.60 Moreover, when medical knowledge is ‘written down’ in the
form of recipes, it goes through a mould and becomes more formalised and
schematic than when presented orally.
In addition, Goltz argued that the format in which ancient recipes were
collected - the catalogue format - made it unlikely that they were ever
composed/transmitted orally.61 She suggested that it would have been impossible to
memorize long catalogues of recipes (or long catalogues of diseases) which, in
contrast to the Homeric epics, offer no narrative as an aid for recollection.62
Although one should not make assumptions about the capacity of memory,
anthropologists such as Goody and Jan Vansina have observed that lists are a rare
phenomenon in oral societies.63 Lists in oral societies tend to be short, and if they are
not, ‘backfeeding’ from a written tradition may be suspected. For Goody, ‘list
keeping is a habit of literate people’:

They [sc. lists] do not represent speech directly. Or rather they stand opposed
to the continuity, the flux, the connectedness of the usual speech forms, that
is, conversation, oratory, etc., and substitute an arrangement in which
concepts, verbal items, are separated not only from the wider context in

60 See Chapter Six, Section Three for more details on the elements o f information that are not
mentioned in the recipes.
61 Goltz does not make the difference between oral composition and oral transmission.
62 Goltz (1974) 304-305. See also Lonie (1977a): note 73
63 See Lonie (1977a): note 73 for a warning not to underestimate the capacity of oral memory. For an
anthropological approach to lists, see Goody (1997): Chapter Five; Vansina (1985): 179.
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which speech always, or almost always takes place, but separated too from
one another.64

Paradoxically, lists, which are so removed from ‘usual speech’, seem to be
among the first literary forms. The earliest written documents in Sumerian,
Akkadian and Egyptian are lists; and Greek literature has preserved early examples
of verse and prose lists. The list is a convenient way to systematize a large body of
knowledge; the act of writing naturally leads to the constitution of catalogues.

The conclusions we have reached on the written character of the Hippocratic
catalogues of recipes may appear compromised by the presence of many references
to speaking in the nosological and gynaecological treatises of the Hippocratic
Corpus. The verbs Aiyco, cpr|p(, and slpoo are used regularly in Diseases o f Women I;
and they appear also in Diseases o f Women II, Barren Women, Nature o f Women,
Diseases II and III.65 The compiler of Nature o f Women claims in the last line of his
introductory paragraph that he writes for teaching purposes (ap^opai 5s 5i5dcncff>v
d7io xou uypou Kaxa cpuaiv).66 Consequently, a series of scholars, starting with
Johannes Ilberg in the 1920’s, suggested that these treatises, or parts of these
treatises, might have originated as oral medical lectures.67 However, even if we
accept this suggestion, the recipes included in the Hippocratic treatises, may not
have been part of the original lectures.68 References to speaking usually appear in
chapters that contain no descriptions of therapies.69In addition, when references are

64 Goody (1977): 81.
65 On the use o f these verbs in the Hippocratic Corpus, see Kollesch (1992): 339.
66 Nat.Mul. 1 (Trapp 70.13-14; L7.312.12-13). Translation: ‘I will start by teaching the healthy
moisture.’
67 See for instance Ilberg (1925): 23; Jouanna (1984): 32; Lonie (1981): 51. On the difficulty o f
determining which treatises were delivered orally, and which were composed directly in writing, see
Jouanna (1984): 29-32.
68 Hanson notes that words such as >iyco in a written text do not necessarily indicate that these texts
have originated as oral delivery. See Hanson (1971): 273. Especial caution should be expressed
against using the introductory chapter o f Nature o f Women as a proof that this text was originally
delivered orally: this chapter might have been added to the treatise at a later date. See Hanson (1971):
46-47; Langholf (2004): 231.
69 References to speaking in chapters that do not include therapies: Morb. 2.3: evjpryrai (Jouanna
134.9; L7.10.ll); Morb. 2.4: eiprjxai (Jouanna 135.17; L7.12.7); Morb. 3.1: eipjjcai jioi (Potter 70.1;
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made to medications, the verb ypatpco and its compounds are used.70 Recipes were
probably added whilst authors were revising their lectures for ‘publication’.71
In the case of the gynaecological treatises, references in the past tense (‘as I
have written...’) refer to therapies described in chapters on individual diseases. For
instance, in a chapter on the inflammation of the womb at Diseases o f Women 2.154,
it is recommended to follow the same diet as written in the case of the displacement
of the womb to the side: Kai xf|v Aivo^ooaxiv eoGisxco, Kai to yaXa p£Tamvsxco, cd<; em
too

7iXsi)pob ysypa7txai^2 Such recommendations are indeed found at Diseases o f

Women 2.131, a chapter on the displacement of the womb to the side.73 On the other
hand, references in the future tense (‘as I will write...’) refer to the catalogues of
recipes located at the end of the treatises. For instance, at Diseases o f Women 2.110
(a chapter on the white flux) the compiler recommends treating a flux with a remedy
which he will expose later: 7tpcoi pev 5i5ovai 7ipd<; xoix; pooix; cpdppaxov 7nveiv, a>v
av syd) ypdi|/oo.74 A collection of remedies against fluxes is found at Diseases o f
Women 2.192.75
In the nosological treatise Affections, references to the now-lost Pharmakitis
are always in the past tense. For instance, in a chapter on pains occurring during the

L7.118.1); Nat.Mul. 1: Xeyto (Trapp 70.1; L7.312.1); Mul. 1.1: <pr|pi (L8.10.1; 12.6); e!pr|xai (L8.10.7;
12.6); Mul. 1.2: eiprixai (L8.18.18; 20.1); Mul. 1.25: epeto (L8.64.12); q>ruu (L8.64.13); Mul. 1.62:
eipTyrai (L8.126.5); Mul. 1.72: eipiytai (L8.152.1); Steril. 213: eipr|xai (L8.408.2; 412.8); <pnpl
(L8.408.4); xcov eipripevcov (L8.408.10; 412.2,12,19; 414.4); eipifaexai (L8.408.19). See Kollesch
(1992): 341; Langholf (2004): 71; Lonie (1981): 51. References to speaking in chapters that include
therapies (these references to speaking are not related to the remedies themselves): Mul. 1.44: eijprixai
(L8. 102.5); Mul. 2.133: eiprjxai (L8.292.17); Kara xov 6p7ipoa0ev Xoyov (L8.302.2-3). Mul. 1.133
also uses vocabulary referring to writing: x(dv Ttpoyeypappevcov (L8.298.10); xa rcpoyeypappeva
(L8.303.2). Mul. 2.158 (L8.336.2 and 7-11) is the only recipe that includes an expression relating to
speaking: FlpooOexoiai paABaxoioi... *H £xXe\j/a<; xoxxouq xevxexalSexa, egxg) 8e tea! lv5ixou rcoaov,
fjv 5oxer] 6eTv, ev yaLaxxi 5e yuvauco<; xoupoxpotpou xpi^eiv, xa! Tiapapioyeiv eka<pou pueXov xa!
raXka oxooa eipr|xai, xa! peXixi oXiyco ptayeiv xo 5e eipiov paXGaxov xaOapov eoxco, xa!
TipooxiOeaOai xr|v rjpepriv. Translation: ‘With emollient pessaries... Or fifteen shelled grains <of
Cnidus>, let there also be, if it seems necessary, a portion o f Indian <remedy; i.e. pepper>; crush in
the milk o f a woman who has borne a boy. Add deer marrow and all the other <ingredients> as it was
said; mix with a little honey. Let the wool be soft and clean; apply for the day.’
70 On the use o f ypacpto in the Hippocratic Corpus, see Usener (1990).
71 See Thomas (2003) on ‘publications’ o f oral lectures.
72 Mul. 2.154 (L8.330.9-10). Translation: ‘And let her eat mercury and drink milk afterwards, as
written <in the chapter on the displacem ent to the womb.’
73 L8.278-280.
74 Mul. 2.110 (L8.236.5-6). Translation: ‘Give to drink, in the morning, a remedy against fluxes, as I
will write.’
75 L8.370-374.
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summer, reference is made to the Pharmakitis in the following manner: 8i8ovai 5e
xotai xa xoiabxa aX,y^|iaxa 0 X780001 - Kai xcov (pappaKfflv a yeypaftiai xrj<; oSuvnq
7iauovxa ev xrj OappaKixiSi.76
Hippocratic compilers refer to their descriptions of therapies and to their
catalogues of recipes as written artefacts to be consulted by their readers; these
compilers do not utter recipes, they write them down. Pharmacological knowledge
was certainly transmitted orally in the ancient world, but not in the form of recipes;
instead it was transmitted through apprenticeship, through training which involved
the actual preparation of the drugs. Recipes are a written genre; they cannot be easily
delivered orally as part of medical lectures.
The written format o f the recipes is a cultural product that deserves to be
studied from a linguistic point of view.

2.4 Linguistic approaches to recipes and catalogues of recipes
Having outlined the problems posed by interpreting the Hippocratic recipes as the
unbiased reflection of an oral tradition, I will now present recipes and catalogues of
recipes as written artefacts. I start at the level of the recipes and introduce recent
studies on recipes as text-types. I then turn to catalogues of recipes, basing myself on
recent work on discourse colonies.

2. 4.1 Recipes as text-types
In general, the formal characteristics of ancient technical texts have been neglected
by both historians and grammarians, as pointed out by Philip van der Eijk:
Ancient technical writings have been studied almost exclusively with a view
to their scientific or philosophical content, their form was considered to be
irrelevant to their interpretation and unimportant from a literary or linguistic

76 Aff. 15 (Potter 28.3-5; L6.224.6-8). Translation: ‘Give to those suffering this kind o f pains also,
among the remedies prescribed in the Pharmakitis, those which stop the pain.’ See Chapter Three,
Section Four for more details on the Pharmakitis.
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point of view, since they were thought to lack any significant degree of
linguistic or stylistic organization.77

However, recipes are - to a certain extent - an exception to this rule, having
benefited from the thorough study of Goltz on Akkadian and Hippocratic Rezepte
(Studien

zur

altorientalischen

und

griechischen

Heilkunde.

Therapie

-

Arzneibereitung - Rezeptstruktur, 1974). Insights into the formal characteristics of
recipes are also offered by the studies of Ruth Caroll (1999), Manfred Gorlach
(1992), Jerry Stannard (1982), and Irma Taavitsainen (2001).
Goltz deplored the fact that recipes had not been the object of literary or
historical studies despite the existence of the word Rezeptliteratur (recipe literature)
in the German vocabulary.78 Her book goes a long way towards the linguistic
description o f Mesopotamian and Hippocratic Rezepte, and to a lesser extent to their
historical interpretation. The German word ‘RezepP is not the exact equivalent of the
English ‘recipe’ and may extend to the notion o f ‘prescription’. Goltz identifies four
possible constitutive elements of each Greek Rezept'. the ‘indication’ (.Indikation),
the ‘therapy’ {Therapie/Rezeptur), the ‘application’ (Anwendung), and the
‘prognostic’ {Prognose).19 My study is limited to recipes in the English sense of the
word, and does not include considerations on prognostic.
Stannard (1982) describes medieval recipes as containing six classes of
Fachinformation: 1) the purpose of the recipe; 2) requisite ingredients and
equipment; 3) rules of procedure, 4) application and administration, 5) rationale and
6) incidental data. Most of these classes are found in the Hippocratic recipes which
are usually constituted of 1) a heading including information on the purpose and/or
on the type of medication the recipe is describing; 2) a list of requisite ingredients
and sometimes mentions of the utensils involved in the preparation of the recipe; 3)
rules of procedure; 4) indications for the application/administration; and 5) (rarely)

77 Van der Eijk (1997): 81.
78 Goltz (1974): 303.
79 Goltz (1974): 102.
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incidental data.80 The rationale for the efficacy of the medication is never expressed
in the Hippocratic recipes.
Stannard considered medieval medicinal, culinary and secreta recipes as
‘species’ of Fachliteratur, ‘insofar as they have as their common aim the
transmission of practically useful information.’81 The word ‘species’ chosen by
Stannard is slightly awkward, and might reflect an uneasiness vis-a-vis the use of
theory-laden words such as ‘genre’.
The label ‘text-type’ - a recent addition to the instrumentarium of linguistics
- has been applied to recipes by Gorlach, Caroll and Taavitsainen. The notion of
‘text-type’ was constructed as an alternative to the notion of literary genres. Indeed,
literary genres constitute only a small proportion of written texts, but have received
more attention than texts such as telegrams, addresses of welcome, recipes or
limericks, to mention only a few examples.82 These neglected texts can be grouped
under the label of text-type, which Gorlach defines as follows:

A text-type is a specific linguistic pattern in which formal/structural
characteristics have been conventionalized in a specific culture for certain
well-defined and standardized uses of languages so that a speaker/hearer or
writer/reader can judge: a) the correct use of linguistic features obligatory or
expected in a specific text type; b) the adequate use of the formula with
regard to topic, situation, addresses, medium, register, etc.; c) the
identification of intentionally or inadvertently mixed types, or their misuse;
d) the designation of text types.83

In Gorlach’s definition, the most important features of the text-type are linguistic
features (a). All the other features - social features (b), technical features (c), and

80 Incidental data will not be considered here. Barras (2004): 96 enumerates three constants in the
recipes o f the Hippocratic Corpus: the purpose o f the recipe; the ingredients; and the rules of
procedures. He does not mention the information pertaining to the application/administration o f the
drug.
81 Stannard (1982): 59.
82 Gorlach (1992): 737.
83 Gorlach (1992): 738-739.
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features relating to text-type (d) - are secondary.84 Other scholars have gone even
further in considering that text-types are defined by linguistic features only.85
Although the notion of text-type was constructed in opposition to literary
genres, Gorlach notes that ‘a particular type of text can be included in the “genre”
column... if there is an established convention’.86 Taavitsainen, for instance, has
argued that recipes constituted a genre, if a functional definition of genres is
adopted.87 The function of medical recipes is indeed clear and has remained stable
over time: transmitting information for the preparation of remedies. In the following
paragraphs, I describe the information contained in the Hippocratic recipes, focusing
on their text-type (linguistic) characteristics.

a) Heading: Purposes o f the recipes and types o f medications
Hippocratic recipes are introduced by a heading or rubric indicating the purpose of
the remedy and/or the form in which the remedy has to be administered (pessary,
drink, etc.).
The purpose of the recipe is generally expressed in a conditional clause of
the type ‘if this disease/problem arises’: ’'Hv 8c yvvr| pf| SuvijTai tiktciv 7rpo<r0ev
TiKTOvoa, vvcpov xal pr|nvr|v Kai cpupvav Kai Kupivov AlGiomKov Kai popov
xpipsiv

ev

xcouTcp, Kai TipoaxiGEoGai.88The recipe follows, without any break, a

conditional sentence briefly describing the ailment to be treated.
If the recipe is embedded in a nosological paragraph, this recipe is introduced
by a phrase of the type ‘when it is like this’: 'Exepri Kuvdyxrp ...[description of the
disease] "Oxav oi5xco<; e/ tj, xpiij/aq pivGr|v xAxopf|v Kai aeXivov Kai opiyavov Kai

84 See also Caroll (1999) 28. Gorlach and Caroll retain eight linguistic features for the study of
culinary and medical recipes in English: 1) form o f the heading; 2) degree o f ellipsis in sentences; 3)
forms o f verbs used; 4) use o f possessive pronouns; 5) deletion of objects; 6) temporal sequence and
adverbs; 7) complexity o f sentences; and 8) loanwords or genteel diction.
85 See Caroll (1999): 28.
86 Gorlach (1992): 739.
87 Taavitsainen’s work is based on Tzvetan Todorov’s interpretation o f genres.
88 Mul. 1.75 (L8.164.17-19). The heading is indicated in bold in this example and those following.
Translation: ‘If a woman who has borne a child previously cannot bear a child: soda, resin,
myrrh, Ethiopian cumin, and perfume. Crush all together and apply.’ On these conditional clauses,
see DiBenedetto (1986): chapter 4; Goltz (1974): 107 and 157.
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Xixpov Kai xfj<; pool) xfjq spu0pfj<;, peXixi &\ziq, 7taxu rcoiecov, eoxpisiv xr|v yAxoaaav
eocoGsv rj av oiSfj-89
The phrase introducing a recipe within a chapter on a particular disease may
include a pronoun referring to the person to be treated. In the gynaecological
treatises, this pronoun is generally a dative: ’'Hv pooq ev rrjoi p^iprioiv eyyevrixai,
aipa peei noXkov... [description of the disease] Tavxri, okotov g>8e EXfl, 6X.uv0ov
^riprjv KO\j/a<; Kai 8iacnfaa<; £<; 60ovaov evSfjaai Kai TtpoaOeaOai.90
On the other hand, in Internal Affections, this pronoun is generally an
accusative: ’'Hv 5’ epocraieXaq ev tcd TiXeupovi... [description of the disease] Tovxov,
orav oik ox; exij, a>8e peXexav ySfyiq yaXa Kai peXi Kai o^oq Kai uScop, xauxa iyxeaq
eiq xuxp(5a.. .91
Conditional rubrics of this type do not appear in later recipes; they are signs
of the archaicity of the Hippocratic recipes. However, I have argued earlier that
these rubrics cannot be read as a ‘sign of orality’ of the Hippocratic recipes.
In other cases, Hippocratic recipes are introduced by a phrase describing the
efficacy of the remedy in a more direct way: through an indicative clause or a noun
phrase.

Indicative clause: Ao/cia KaOaipsi* spuaipov xpips rjcruxox;, Kai avacpuaav
0eA£ xo KsX,ixpo<;.. .92
Noun phrase: n£ipi)Tfjpiov* pcoXu^av cncopoSou ano^eaaq 7ipoo08ivai.93

89 Morb. 2.28 (Jouanna 163.14-164.3; L7.46.1 and 3-6). Translation: ‘Another sore throat... When it
is like that, crush green mint, parsley, oregano, soda, red sumach, soak with honey; make <the
preparation> thick. Anoint the tongue inside where it is swollen. ’
90 Mul. 2.112 (L8.240.5 and 13-14). Translation: ‘If a flux occurs in the womb, blood flows
abundantly... For her, when it is like that, chop a dry winter fig, sieve, tie into a cloth and apply.’
91 Int.Aff. 6 (Potter 88.19-20 and 90.18-20; L7.180.3 and 19-21). Translation: ‘If there is an erysipelas
in the lung... For him, when it is like that, administer a treatment in this way: mix milk, honey,
vinegar, and water; pour these in a p o t...’ On the use o f this formula see Goltz (1974): 111; Jouanna
(1974): 288, note 1.
92 Mul. 1.78 (L8.174.13-14). Translation: ‘Purges the lochia: crush gently hedge-mustard, and
remove the shell by blow ing...’
c?
93 Mul. 1.78 (L8.178.14-15). Translation: ‘
boil a clove o f garlic; apply.’ A
medication can be: a6riKiov, xoXrjyov, \j/uktik6v, xoucpov, ctpixpvov, KaOaprqpiov, KaOapxucov,
paXOaKxfjpiov, uoxepucov, Kxaixepucov, oupr|xiK<3v, axu7ixucov, (pappaxov xaxco, (pappaxov avco.
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Noun phrases are sometimes accompanied by a prepositional phrase
describing the action o f the medication: "Exepa paXGaKa, ixp’ cov KaGaipexai
\)5cop Kai aipa, Kai smpqvia a^si, si prj rcouXuxpovia fj, Kai

to

axopa

paXGaaasi- [a list o f pessaries follows].94

When a catalogue includes several recipes for the same purpose, only the
first recipe has a rubric; the following recipes are introduced by the conjunction r\
(or), by the adjectives aklov or sxspov (another) or by expressions such as xov auxov
Tpo7iov (in the same way).95
The rubrics introducing the Hippocratic recipes sometimes indicate the form
in which the remedy has to be administered, as in the following example:
IIp<m0£T<r cjKopmou GaXaamon xqv x°^nv ev elpico xiGeiq Kai ^qpqvac; ev cnafj
TipoaxOei.96 The Hippocratic treatises include recipes for external medications
(ointment, cataplasm, plaster), oral medications (drink, electuary, pill, toothpaste),
vaginal and rectal medications (enema, infusion, pessary, suppository), and for
fumigations, fomentations and inhalations.97

b) Requisite ingredients and utensils
The ingredients listed in the Hippocratic recipes are mainly vegetal, although
mineral and animal ingredients are sometimes used.98 Many of the ingredients are
qualified with an adjective: adjective of colour, of odour, of taste, of age, of size or

’EkP6>.IOV, (OKUTOKIOV, (XTOtClOV, KUr|TnplOV, 7C£lT]TnpiOV, K(XT(X07CCTTIk6v, 6(p0aX(ilKOV. See Goltz
(1974): 156; 160; 169-170.
94 Nat.Mul. 32 (Trapp 96.8-9; L7.364.8-9). Translation: ‘Other softening <remedies> by which water
and blood is purged, which draw the menses, if they have not occurred for a long time, and which
soften the mouth.’
95 On ways to separate recipes within a catalogue, see also Chapter Six.
96 Mul. 1.78 (L8.178.17-18). Translation: ‘Pessaries: place the bile o f maritime scorpion in wool, dry
in the shade; apply.’ The different types o f medications for which we have recipes in the Hippocratic
Corpus are listed and well described by Goltz (1974): 197-237. See Appendix Two for a
classification o f the recipes according to types. Numbers should be taken only as indications.
97 The difference between fomentation and fumigation is not always clear in the texts. See Gourevitch
(1999): 208.
98 For studies o f particular ingredients in the Hippocratic Corpus, see Byl (1999): honey; Girard
(1988); (1990): hellebore; Jouanna (1996): wine; Lopez Salva (1992): milk; Moisan (1990b): narcotic
plants; Villard (1993): earth; Villard (1997); (1999): wine in gynaecological treatises.
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of provenance." Pieces of equipment necessary for the preparation or administration
of the remedies are rarely mentioned in the Hippocratic recipes.100
The Hippocratic recipes are generally short, containing on average four to
five ingredients, to which a vehicle is added. Hippocratic recipes with more than six
ingredients are extremely rare. Polypharmacy, i.e. the multiplication of the number
of ingredients in compound drugs, only became a general trend in Greek medicine in
the first century BC.101
If all the ingredients have to be accommodated in the same way, they are
usually listed at the beginning of the recipe, linked by the conjunction Kai (and) or in
asyndeton:

Linked by a conjunction: *H dppoxovou 5paxpf|v Kai Ks5p(5a<; Kai awrjaov
cvrpuj/aq ev yfoiKZoq oivou Kud0cp, 7iapa%ea<; oSaxoq 7caXaiob KuaGov, 5o<;
7C181V"

In asyndeton: nH ducrdpvou opoXov, apupvr|<; oPoXov, avvqooo 56o
opoXouq, vixpou opoXov* xauxa xpuj/aq XsTa, yXoKsoq oivou smxeaq KuaGov
Kai u6axo<; Geppou KudGoix; 5uo, 66q 7n£iv.102

If the ingredients have to be accommodated in different ways, the recipe
assumes the form of short clauses, each describing the way in which ingredients
have to be prepared, in chronological order: Mexa 5s 7nv8X(o opiyavov Kai yXq%cova

" On adjectives o f odour, see Byl (1989); on adjectives o f provenance, see Chapter Five.
100 See Chapter Six, Section Three for more details.
101 Although Mantias (c. 165-90 BC), physician o f the school o f Herophilus, was referred to in
antiquity as the first great writer on compound drugs (see von Staden (1989): 515-518) such remedies
do not seem to have had much success before the first century BC, and Aelius Gallus’ expedition to
Arabia (26-25 BC).
102 Both recipes Mul. 1.77 (L8.170.11-17). Translation: ‘Or one drachma of wormwood, juniperberries, aneth; crush in a kyathos o f sweet wine, pour a kyathos o f old water. Give to drink. Or an
obolos o f dittany, an obolos o f myrrh, two oboloi o f aneth, an obolos o f soda; crush these well, pour a
kyathos o f sweet wine and two kyathoi o f warm water. Give to drink.’ On the grammatical links
between ingredients in recipes, see Goltz (1974): 175.
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Kai aAcpixov ev u8axi, en:uidaaoi)aa 5acpvr|q tpuAAa Kexoppeva Kai xexpippeva Asia,
KOjijii 7iapafi(^a<;, Kai Sieic; i58axi, 7nveiv 8i8ovai.103
Choices of ingredients are often offered in Hippocratic recipes, indicating a
sensibility to the problem of availability, as in this example where a choice between
goat’s or donkey’s milk is offered: £(8ia 8pipea EKyplxhaaq Kai kukAxxjiivov - ooov
6£u|3a(pov xcov apucpcov EKaxepoo eoxco -, e7ieixa orcov aiAxpiou xphj/a<; ooov KiSapov,
Sieivai Kai ooppi^ai yaAaicxcx; ooov o^upacpov aiyeiov x\ oveiov, xouxo xA»iep6v
eyx8™104
A variety of systems are used to express the quantities required for the
preparation of the drugs. The main measure of capacity used is the

koxuAt |,

its

subdivisions and multiples (Koyxq: half of a KixxGoq; KodGoq: sixth part of the
KOxuAq; o^updcpov: fourth part of the

kixxBcn;;

xouq or xoeu<;: twelve

koxuAxxi).

Other

measures of capacity used are the xowii; (a dry measure, used especially for grains);
the epPdcpiov (a measure equivalent to the o^opdipov); the kuAi^ (wine cup used as a
measure); the oxatpiq (a drinking vessel used as a measure); and the xnPa P ^ (a
scallop-shell used as a measure).105 The main measure of weight used is the Spaxpa
and its subdivisions (oPoAdq: one sixth of the 8paxpa); but the Aek Cokov (small
measure of weight); the oxaxqp; and the oxaOpoq are also employed.106 The measure
of length used is the 8aKxuAo<; (finger). Some of these weights and measures are
accompanied by the geographical epithets ’Axxixoq (Attic) or Aiyivaioq (Aeginetan);
but most of the time, the geographical epithet is not given.

103 Steril. 242 (L8.456.12-14). Translation: ‘After this, let her drink oregano, pennyroyal, and barleymeal in water, sprinkle with leaves o f laurel chopped and well crushed, mix with gum, and soak with
water; give to drink.’
104 Morb. 2.47b (Jouanna 180.7-10; L7.68.l-4). Translation: ‘Squeeze out the juice o f sharp
pomegranate peels and cyclamen, let there be a small oxybaphon o f each. Then crush the juice of
silphium, in the amount o f a bean. Soak, add an oxybaphon of goat’s or donkey’s milk; inject this
lukewarm.’
105 Xoivi^: see for instance Nat.Mul. 34 (Trapp 102.2; L7.376.2); epPdcpiov: see for instance Mul. 1.75
(L8.162.1); kuAi^: see for instance Nat.Mul. 63 (Trapp 114.9; L7.400.9); OKdupu;: see for instance
Morb. 2.64 (Jouanna 203.14; L7.98.19);
see f°r instance Morb. 3.16 (Potter 92.17;
L7.150.5).
106 Aekiokov: see for instance Mul. 1.109 (L8.232.17); axaxqp: see for instance Nat.Mul. 32 (Trapp
88.1; L7.348.1); oxa0p6<;: see for instance Nat.Mul. 34 (Trapp 100.9; L7.372.9).
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The required volume of an ingredient could also be expressed in terms of
pinches, or palms;107 in terms of beans, vetches, galls, and olives;108 or in terms of
proportions.109
Sometimes, the part of the plant to use is specified (root, leaves, etc.). In any
case, there is no attempt at standardization, and often no quantities are specified.110

c) Rules o f procedure
The rules of procedure (i.e. the information on how to prepare the ingredients of a
recipe) are usually spelled out in the Hippocratic recipes, even if they are extremely
simple:

KaOapxqpiov uoxspscov xov pou xa cpuXAxx ica! epuaipov Xeta rcoiriaac ev
olvcp, aAxpixa smBaXlcov. 5i5ou Ttieiv.
"Exepov piouoc; oaov 5uo opoXoix; xp(\i/ac ev olvcp, (puonaac 7tooa9eivai.
"Exspov Xivou Kaprcov xpiwac ev olvcp (puonaac KoogQeivai.
"Exepov* xpicpuAXou xov Kaprcov ev oivcp Jtieiv Souvai.111

The last recipe in this list does not give any rules of procedure; the seed of clover
had to be prepared in the same way as the linseed of the previous recipe.

107 Pinch, ooov xoioi xpiol 5<xictuXoioi (literally: with three fingers): see for instance Mul. 1.34
(L7.80.22); palm, ooov 7taXaiorf|v: see for instance Mul. 1.80 (L8.200.4).
108 Bean, ooov tempo*;: see for instance Mul. 1.46 (L8.106.3); bitter vetch, ooov opo|3ov: see for
instance Mul. 1.81 (L8.202.11); oak-gall, ooov KudSa: see for instance Mul. 1.81 (L8.202.11); olive,
ooov eXafyv: see for instance Mul. 1.91 (L8.218.13).
109 See for instance Nat.Mul. 34 (Trapp 101.9-11; L7.374.9-l 1): ’EpspivOmx; XevKooq 8uo tpivjiaq, xrjq
5e ora(p{5o<; tpitov, ejtixea<; r)punt v8axo<;, eve\|/eTv, e7t6iTa ajroxeaq, eg tt|v ai0pir|v Oeivai, Kai tt|
votepairi 5o0vai 7ii£iv. Translation: ‘Crush two parts o f white chickpeas, a third o f raisins, pour half a
part o f water on this, boil; then pour off, expose to the clear, cold air o f the night, and give to drink
the next day.’
110 See Chapter Six, Section Three for more details.
111 Nat.Mul. 32 (Trapp 91.12-17; L7.354.12-17). The rules o f procedures are underlined once and the
application/administration verb is underlined twice in this example and those following. Translation:
‘Purgative o f the womb: leaves o f sumach and hedge-mustard, crush well in wine, add barley-meal;
give to drink. Another: crush two oboloi o f misy in wine, knead; apply. Another: crush linseed in
wine, knead; apply. Another: seed o f clover in wine; give to drink.’
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Ingredients in the Hippocratic recipes have to be dried (^npaivco, adaivco),
roasted (cpcoyoo, tppuyco, 67rrdco, Kaico, KaxaKatco), melted (xqKCD), chopped (kotctco),
crushed (xpt(ko, XeiaCvco), ground (epeucco, aAico), sifted (aqGco, KaxaoqGcD, SiaaqGco,
Stand©), their juice has to be squeezed out (ekxuXi^co, 'xp'kooo, exGXip©, ektue^co).
These ingredients are mixed together (picryco, jiEiyvupi, KSpaco, KSpawupi), a liquid
vehicle is poured onto them (x^ico, rcepix^i©, emx^i®, rcapaxsi©, ^uyxci©) or they are
steeped in liquid^avaScoco, 8uqpi, ppsx®, opewupi). Semi-solid preparations are
kneaded (8eu©, cpupaco). Liquid preparations are stirred (dvaxapaoo©, avaKivsco),
boiled (etyo, dtpey©, auvevj/©), heated up (£eco, ava^e©), left to cool down (xAaaivco,
avaxXiaivco, xcapaxA.iaiv©), and filtered (r|0£©, a7tT|0£©, StqGe©). The liquid that has
served for boiling is sometimes completely poured off (a7cox£©) and preparations are
sometimes exposed to cold air of the night (7tpo<; xf|v aiGpiqv).112
One of the most pervasive features of the Hippocratic recipes (and of most
recipes) is that they are composed of short clauses organised in a sequence
corresponding to the order in which the procedures have to be executed. Adverbs
such as etxa and £7t£ixa (then) reinforce this feeling of ‘experiential iconicity’.113 The
time necessary for some procedures is sometimes specified:

’'H v xa 87upqvia pf| yivqxai ev x© KaGeaxriKOXi xpovcp, xpapPqq n e za h i Kai
7rqyavov xpui/ac Xeia. eice.ixq ax u p a and x©v Kpt0©v ooov xoivuca Boe£ac cog
av x ^ q x a i , E^aiG ptaoov ecoGev 8e d7mGrioac ooov koxuXi|v, Sieivai xqv

KpapPqv Kai xo 7rrjyavov, eXxxiov STcvyeac. dvaxapd£ac 800vat mew.114

112 For a list o f rules o f procedure, see Goltz (1974): 179-194. For the vocabulary o f boiling and
roasting in the Hippocratic Corpus, see Tacchini (1999).
113 See Taavitsainen (2001).
114 Nat.Mul. 59 (Trapp 113.7-11; L7.398.7-l 1). Temporal indications are marked by dashed
underlining in this example. Translation: ‘If the menses do not occur at the fixed time: leaves of
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From a grammatical point of view, the rules of procedures are expressed by
verbs subordinate to the main verb of the recipe: the application/administration verb.
These rules of procedures are expressed through a variety of grammatical forms: 1)
imperatival infinitives, 2) participles (mostly aorist) and, more rarely, 3) imperative
second person singular."5

1) Imperatival infinitives: *H 5dcpvr|<; Kai pupcrivr|<; (puAAa KO\i/ai Kai
Ki)7t£ipoD Kap7iov, opydgggQai Aiyu7rricp A-sukco pup® Kai vexd>7i®, Kai
87tl PoXpk® Quuia.116
2) Participles: nHv d(p0iicrr| xa ai8oTa, pupa swrioac ev oiv® SiaKXuCsaQ®
xa al8 o ia117
These participles are usually in the active voice, although participles in
the middle voice are sometimes used, as in this example: KXuopaxa 7tpo<;
xa 7iaXaia eXxea- xp^® Kpappriq 8\j/pp8vr|<; kXu^civ.118
When the administration/application verb is an imperatival infinitive, the
procedure participles can be either in the nominative or, more rarely, in
the accusative, as in the following example: ’AMxr pcoAu^av gKopoSou
7ESPiKaflripavxa xr|v K8(paXf|v, a7ioKv{gavxa. 7iooCT0sTvai Tipo^ xr|v
* /
110
uaxepr|v...n9
The manuscripts of the gynaecological treatises sometimes have feminine
participles, either in the nominative or in the accusative:

cabbage and rue; crush well. Then steep a choinix o f barley chaff until.it i_s wet; place in the clear,
cold air o f the night. In.the morning filter one kotyle <of this preparation^ Soak the cabbage and the
rue <with this>, pour olive oil, stir and give to drink.’
115 On the forms o f these verbs, see Jouanna (1983): 20, note 1; Goltz (1974): 177-179.
116 Mul. 2.206 (L8.398.17-19). Translation: ‘Or chop the leaves o f laurel and myrtle, and the seed o f
cyperus, moisten with Egyptian white perfume and oil o f bitter almonds; fumigate on cow’s dung.’
On the imperatival infinitive, see Gildersleeve (1902): 131; Goltz (1974): 113.
117 Nat.Mul. 60 (Trapp 113.15-16; L7.398.15-16). Translation: ‘If the genitals are ulcerated: boil
myrtle bays in wine; let her wash her genitals <with this preparation^’
118 Mul. 1.78 (L8.192.16-17). Translation: ‘Injections against old ulcerations: boil the juice of
cabbage; iniect.’
119 Steril. 214 (L8.416.2-4). Translation: ‘Another: Having washed and peeled a head o f garlic, apply
to the wom b...’
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Nominative: Ai£KpoA.iov, r|v a7io0dvr]

to

epppvov* xaA.pdvrj<; ooov

EAairjv £V£>a£aoa eq oOoviov, sq Ksdpiov cuBan/aaa, 7tooaTiO£aOoo
7ipo<; to axop a xfj<; piycpr|<;.120
Accusative: ’EKpoXiov* oucuoi) aypioo xov orcov, ooov 7toaiv, zq
pa^av £U7tdoaoav, 7iooa6£Tvai. 7coovngxEuoaoav £7d 56o r|p£pa<;.121
3) Imperative second person singular: imperatives are usually used in
conjunction with participles, as in this example: npo0£xov aXko
Ka0apxiKov, ijv xa yuvaucdd pr| cpaivrixar oxupaKa Kai opiyavov xp(\i/ac
X£iov Kai EouuiEac. £7UY££ xnvo<; cXaiov, Kai 7tooaxi0£i.122

There is a strong absence of any formulaic aspect in the use of these grammatical
forms, which, it seems, can be used almost interchangeably, as in this example,
which has one imperatival infinitive, two participles (one masculine and one
feminine), and one imperative second person singular:

’Ek(36Aaov 7tpoa0£x6v

afoiq

AiyuTrxiotx;,

Kai

puoxoSa

Kai aypujv

koAokuvtt|v, Kai pilixoq ooov xExapxripopiov £7iiY£tv f|pi£cp0ov, Kai AaBdw
prixivin; Spaypijv puyv, cuBaXc eq xo piXi Kai xiyv koXokuvttiv Kai xa
puoxoSa, Ewxpui/aoa 7cavra KaXxo^, Kai 7toirjaaaa PaAavouq, 7tpo<; xrjv
pijxpr|v 7tPQo0£o0(jL). scoq av Sokct) Kaipo<; £ivat.123

Moreover, there are many grammatical variations in the manuscripts of the
Hippocratic nosological and gynaecological treatises. As pointed out above, it is

120 Mul. 1.91 (L8.218.13-15): Translation: ‘Expelling, if the embryo has died < inside the womb>:
galbanum, in the amount o f an olive; wrap in a cloth and soak in cedar oil. Let her apply it to the
mouth o f the womb.’
121 Nat.Mul. 95 (Trapp 120.16-17; L7.412.15-16). Translation: ‘Expelling: juice o f wild cucumber,
one draught; knead into a dough. AddIv after a fast o f two days.’
122 Mul. 1.74 (L8.156.18-20.). Translation: ‘Other purgative pessary, if the menses do not appear:
crush well styrax and oregano, mix, pour goose oil; apply.’
123 Mul. 1.78 (L8.188.8-13), also quoted by Goltz (1974): 178. Translation: ‘Expelling pessary:
Egyptian salt, mouse’s dung, wild gourd; pour a quarter of half-boiled honey. Take a drachma of
resin; add it to the honey, the gourd and the mouse’s dung. Crush well all these, make pessaries; let
her apply to the womb as long as it seems suitable.’
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almost as if grammar did not matter much to those who copied the Hippocratic
recipes.

d) Application and administration
From a grammatical point of view, the application/administration verb is the main
verb of the recipe.124 This verb is usually found at the end of the recipe, providing us
with an easy way to determine where the recipe stops: npoaOsxov Aiyu7cx{r|v
axu7rnipfriv paAa9aicr|v eipicp 7t£pisiXnaaaa rcoogxiOsgtko. FIoaGsxov apxsp.ioir|v
xpfyaaa ev oivco Xeukcd Seuaaaa 7too<Tn.9eo6(o.125
To indicate where a recipe ended, and where another started, was particularly
important in a writing system that hardly made use of punctuation.126 Sometimes,
however, the application verb is situated at the beginning of the recipe. This usually
does not happen in the catalogues of recipes but in the chapters on particular
illnesses containing only a small number of recipes, as in this example taken from
Diseases o f Women 2.117, a chapter on the white flux: fY7ioK(X7tvi£e 8e ^eidq kou
oXuvGouq x8lM£Plv°1^ Kai

n&aAxx Kai ij/copaq, Kai oucur|<; Xippaxa xpixov

(i£po^, xa 5’ aXka iaov.127
In Diseases II and Internal Affections the application verb sometimes appears
twice, once at the beginning, once at the end of the recipe:

Tf|q 5s o5wr|<; evsm xaSs voh SiSovai 7nvf.1v aX£Kxopi5o<; ©ou £(p9ou xo
©Xpov xpii|/a<;, jcapaxeai axpu%voi)

ripiKoxuXiov Kai peX,{Kpr|xov

87iixeai sv i>6axi 7i£7ioir)p£vov fjpiau fjpiKoxuIiou, xouxoiai bisiq SiSovai

124 For a list o f these verbs, see Appendix Two.
125 Superf. 35 (Lienau 94.24-26; L8.506.8-10). The application/administration verb is underlined
twice in this example and those following. Translation: ‘Pessary: soft Egyptian alum; wrap up in
wool. Let her apply it. Pessary: crush wormwood, pour white wine; let her apply it.’
126 See Chapter Six, Section Two for more details.
127 Mul. 2.117 (L8.254.l-2). Translation: ‘And fumigate spelt, winter figs, leaves and gall o f olivetree, one third o f peeled rind o f cucumber, for the rest the same amount.’
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rnvEiv. Kal navosv; xf|v 68uvrjv 5i56vai 5s £Kdoxr|<; ripspqi;, recoq av f| o5uvr|
7taucrr|xai.128

In long catalogues of recipes, the application/administration verb can be
replaced by an expression meaning ‘in the same way’: ...xauxa sv oivco Xsukcd
rj8u65pcp paXiaxa vqaxsi 5 t5 o v ar r\ Soukou pft^v AiGiomKoO, asasX i, yX-uicoaiSriq
pi^rjv xov auxov xo67cov r\ unroosX-ivou Kal SauKou Al0io7riKOu Kaprcov cbaauxcoc.129

Times of applications and number of times of application are sometimes
mentioned. In the gynaecological treatises, remedies are often applied or
administered after a bath and/or whilst fasting:

’Aysi

uaxspscov Kai xo axopa paXGaaosr vapKioooq, Kupivov, opupva,

XiPavfoxo^, avj/ivGiov, KU7csipo<;, auxa xauxa xaG’ scouxa Kal £uv poSivcp r\
Xsdkco sXaico, 7tooaQsaG(o 5s Io u a a p s v r|.13()

”AXko' KapKivouq Tcoxapiouc; tcsvxs Kal fom&Qov Kal 70jydvou pi^av, Kal
alGdX.T]v ano xou i7ivcrij xpivj/aoa opou rcavxa Kal svcoaaaa sv psXiKpi^xcp,
U7cai0piov GsTaa, mvsxtn vrjcrxu; xp(<;.131

As in the case of the instruction verbs of the Hippocratic recipes, the application
verbs can assume different grammatical forms:132

128 Aff.lnt. 27 (Potter 166.9-15; L7.238.3-7). Translation: ‘For the pain it is necessary to give this to
drink: crush the white o f a boiled fowl’s egg, pour half a kotyle o f juice o f nightshade and add one
quarter o f a kotyle o f melikraton mixed with water. Let them stand and soak; give to drink and it will
stop the pain. Give every day until the pain stops.’
129 Mul. 1.34 (L8.82.l-4). Translation: ‘Give these <ingredients>, especially whilst fasting, in sweet
smelling white wine. Or root o f Ethiopian daukos, hartwort, and root o f peony in the same wav. Or
seed o f alexanders and Ethiopian daukos in like manner.’
130 Mul. 2.205 (L8.394.14-16). Translation: ‘Brings <things> out o f the womb and softens the mouth
< of the womb>: narcissus, cumin, myrrh, frankincense, wormwood, cyperus; these <ingredients>
mixed together and with rose oil or white oil. Let her apply it after a bath.’
131 Mul. 1.91 (L8.220.3-6). Translation: ‘Another: five river crabs, root o f lapathon and rue, and soot
from the oven; crush these together and mix to melikraton, place in the clear, cold air o f the night. Let
her drink this three times whilst fasting.’
132 See Jouanna (1983): 20-21.
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1) Imperatival infinitive: "Exepov KaOapxucov kvi5t|<; Kaprcov Kal
paXdxn^ XU^ )V sv XTIV°^ crceaxi xpuj/avxa rcooGQeivai.133
2) Imperative second person singular: *H dXtjxou Gr|xaviou o^upatpov,

Koppfiox; Asukou Tipicru, jidwn<; xpixov |i£po<;, Kal axoivou oXiyov, r\
7cixoo<;, x\ KU7iapiaao\) 8ieI<; \58axi mvEiv 8i8ou 8l<; xf|q fjpspTu;.134

3) Imperative third person singular: nH ytaiycova £npr|v ev oGovico
7 tO O G X l6 £ G Q (0 . 135

The first person is never used.136Verbs in the second person singular refer to actions
to be performed by the reader according to the instructions of the compiler. Orders
expressed in the imperative second person singular are also common in ancient
culinary literature.137 Verbs in the third person singular refer to actions to be
performed by the patient according to the reader’s orders; this patient is one step
further removed from the compiler than is the reader.138

e) Conclusion
In conclusion, recipes in the Hippocratic Corpus are all built on the same principle:
rubric, instructions for the preparation of ingredients, and instruction for the
application/administration of the remedy. Instructions are given in the chronological
order in which they are to be executed. Hippocratic recipes are constituted of short
clauses, sometimes linked by the conjunction Kal. These recipes are usually
syntactically ‘complete’, i.e. there is no ‘telegrammatic’ style; Hippocratic recipes
do not usually take the form of a list of ingredients.139

133 Nat.Mul. 109 (Trapp 127.21-22; L7.426.21-22). Translation: ‘Another purgative: seed o f nettle,
juice o f mallow; crush in goose suet and apply.’
134 Mul. 2.192 (L8.372.2-4). Translation: ‘Or an oxybaphon of this year’s flour, half <this quantity>
o f white gum, a third part o f manna <sc. frankincense powder?>, and a little reed, or pine, or cypress;
soak in water. Give to drink twice a day.’
135 Mul. 1.75 (L8.164.19-20). Translation: ‘Or let her apply dried pennyroyal in a cloth.’
136 The first person singular is sometimes used in Babylonian cooking recipes. See Bottero (1987).
137 See Degani (1990): 43.
138 See Jouanna (1983): 20. Green (1989): 71.
139 This is also the case in Middle English recipes. See Caroll (1999): 29.
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A basic formulary is therefore recognizable in the Hippocratic recipes.
However, within this formulary, different grammatical forms are used: different
moods (infinitive, participle, imperative), tenses (present and past) and persons
(second singular and third singular). In this respect, Hippocratic recipes differ from
Akkadian recipes in which a strict grammatical formulary is applied.140

2.5 Catalogues of recipes as collections of fragments and as

discourse colonies
Hippocratic recipes can be found in two settings: in nosological descriptions or in
catalogues of recipes. In both cases, a recipe is, to use Goltz’s expression, a
4geschlossener Bericht\ a small unit whose meaning does not depend on adjacent
units.141 If a recipe is removed or added from a catalogue, or if it is replaced by
another, the catalogue remains a catalogue.
Hanson argued that each recipe in a catalogue could be qualified as a medical
fragment, ‘in the sense that its text can easily be excerpted from one context and
inserted into another.’142She adds:

Catalog-format is easily shattered, but the constituent fragments can be set
into new surroundings and other collections, maintaining a textual integrity
which strongly suggests that these therapies and medicaments continued to
meet the expectations of doctors and patients alike.143

Recently, linguists have started to examine such characteristics of catalogues.
Michael Hoey (1986) grouped cookery books, shopping lists, classified ads,
newspapers, dictionaries and directories under the denomination of ‘discourse
colony’. Discourse colonies, by opposition to ‘mainstream written discourses’, do
not ‘take the form of continuous prose composed of complete sentences semantically

140 See Goltz (1974): 194,
141 Goltz (1974): 305.
142 Hanson (1997): 303.
143 Hanson (1997): 304.
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related in respect of their lexis and the propositions they articulate’.144 To contrast
discourse colonies to mainstream discourses, Hoey used the imagery of, on the one
hand, the beehive or ant colony, and on the other, the human body. A mainstream
discourse can be compared to a human body: the human body is made of
interconnecting parts; if these parts are ‘jumbled up’, a human dies.145 A discourse
colony can be compared to a beehive or ant colony: a hive is composed of many
bees that are not interconnected in a physical sense; if one bee dies, the beehive
survives. However, in many ways, the hive functions as if it were a single individual.
Hoey discerned nine characteristics of the discourse colony : 1) The component parts
of a discourse colony do not derive their meaning from the sequence in which they
are placed; 2) the adjacent units of a discourse colony do not form continuous prose;
3) a discourse colony needs a framing context which will provide conditions for the
interpretation of the colony or alternatively provide a characterisation of the colony;
4) a discourse colony usually has either no named author or has multiple authors; 5)
one may make use of a component of a discourse colony without referring to other
components; 6) a component of a discourse colony can join a new discourse colony;
7) discourse colonies may change over time; 8) many of a colony’s components
serve the same function in the colony; and 9) most discourse colonies make use of
some form of arbitrary sequence (usually alphabetical or numerical).
The two first characteristics of the discourse colony are clearly discernible in
the Hippocratic catalogues of recipes: the recipes do not derive their meaning from
the sequence in which they are placed, and the recipes following each other do not
form continuous prose. With regard to the third characteristic, the catalogues of
Hippocratic recipes usually have a title indicating which types of recipes are going
to be listed. In addition, most of the Hippocratic treatises including catalogues of
recipes have a proemium, in which the compiler declares his intentions.146 With
regard to the fourth characteristic, our recipes are known to us under the name of

144 Hoey (1986): 1.
145 Hoey (1986): 3.
146 Diseases o f Women II does not have such a proemium. None o f the Hippocratic treatises in
catalogue-format has a formal conclusion. See Hanson (1971): 269; Groningen (1958): 247-255;
Roselli (2001).
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Hippocrates, but it is unlikely that Hippocrates authored any of these recipes. There
is a strong possibility that our recipes, and the treatises in which they are embedded,
were transmitted anonymously before being ascribed to the physician of Cos.
Characteristics 5 to 8 of the discourse colony are fulfilled. A recipe in a Hippocratic
catalogue could be used without reference being made to the other recipes of the
catalogue. As the phenomenon of the ‘parallel redactions’ indicates, Hippocratic
recipes could be excerpted from one context and inserted into another, and the
Hippocratic catalogues seem to have evolved and changed over time. The last
characteristic of the discourse colony is not always fulfilled in the case of the
Hippocratic catalogues: the ordering of the catalogues at the end of the
gynaecological treatises either follows the ordering of matters in the main text or a
‘chronological order’ (from conception to delivery), and the descriptions of diseases
in the nosological treatises are usually classified a capite ad calcem. However, these
ordering principles are not always followed, and within individual catalogues of
recipes, organisational principles cannot be discerned.147
Hoey suggested that discourse colonies arose in response to a ‘reading
strategy’; ‘they are organised so as to allow the reader to select what he or she
needs.’148 Ancient medical writers may have adopted the catalogue-format because
this was the best format for their readers to absorb and retrieve information. I would
also suggest that ancient medical writers chose the catalogue format because it was
extremely flexible: recipes could be added or removed, and small catalogues could
be collected together to form larger catalogues or treatises.

147 Many o f these characteristics o f discourse colonies will be studied in more details in the following
chapters o f this thesis.
148 Hoey (1986): 23.

Appendix one: The cantharides recipes
Nat.Mul 32 (Ihm [1999]: 276- M ul 1.78 (Ihm [1999] 276- Mul. 1.78 (Ihm [1999]: 276- Mul. 1.84 (Ihm [1999]: 276278;
Trapp
87.13-10; 278; L8.182.13-20)
278; L8.178.1-12)
287; L8.208.15-210.4)
L7.346.13-20)
'T/cep a flora Kal 7ip o a 0exa,
%6piov e^dyeiv Kal xa e7iipfjvia
K axaa7idaar

Xopiov e^ayei Kal
Kaxaa7ta,
Kal
f|plepyov e^ayei-

e7iipi)via
epppuov

ITpoaOexov yopiov e^ayei Kal
87iipi)via KaxaaTia Kal epppuov
a7i07iAr|Kxov

KavOapiSac; rcevxe d7ioxlAa<; xa
7TT8pd Kal xouc; 7io8a<; Kal xf|v
KecpaAi)v
87i8iTa xpipoAouc;
TiapaOaAaaalouc; auv xrj pl^T]
Kovpa oaov Koyxnv, Kai
avOepou xou xXropoO xo elaco
^rjpov xpnpaq oaov Koyxnv
aeAlvou arceppa lao v
Kal
crr|7c{r|<; coa 7ievxeKai8eKa, ev
olvco yAuKei KgKpripevco 81800
71181V.
K ai £7cr|v oodvt| exil>
v o a ti
0epp<x> Ka0i)aOco, Kal peAfcprpa
68a p e a 7iivexco.

KavOapiSaq rcevxe dTioxlAaq xa
Tcxepa Kal xa aKeAea Kal xf|v
KecpaAi)v
87i8ixa
xplpoAov
7ia p a 0aA aaaiov Kovpaq auv xrj
p{^r] Kai xoTai cpuAAoiaiv oaov
Koyxnv Kal xo euavOepov xo
xAcopov xpupov laov 7iAfj0o<; Kal
aeAlvou arceppa Kal crr|7cvr|q coa
TievxsKaiSeKa, ev olvco yAuKei
K8Kpt]p8vcp xauxa opou,

Kav0ap(8aq rcevxe xikaq xa
rcxepa Kal xa aKeAea Kal xf|v
KecpaA,i)v
eixa
xplpoAov
rcapa0aA aaaiov Koipag auv rrj
pi^r) Kal xoiai cpuAAoiai 8aov
Koyxnv Kal PoavOepov xAcopov,
xpiipaq xo e£,co okAtipov oaov
Koyxnv Kal aeAlvou arceppaxoq
laov
Kal
arirclrp
coa
TievxeKaiSeKa ev olvco yAuKei
KeKpripevcp
Kal 87xr|v o8uvr| e^r), ev u 8axi
Oeppcp
Ka0i)a0co,
Kal
peAiKprpov u 8ape<; rcivexco, Kal
oivov yAoxuv

<
;
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*

x0$
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>
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"Exepov
paxpaxioo
xcov
cpdAAcov
Kal
av0eo<;
xexpippevou
oaov
axaxfjpa
A lyivaiov ev olvco yAuKei mew.

Kai 87iei8dv o8uvr| ext], 7ilveiv,
Kal
ev
u 8axi
Oeppcp
eyKaOi^eaOco
7iivexco
8e
peAfcprpov u 8ape<; Kal yAuicuv
oivov AeuKov.
*H Paxpaxioo xou cpdAAou Kal
xou av0eo<; xexpippevou oaov
8paxpr)v Alyivalr|v ev olvco
711V81V yAuK8l.

Kal xou xexpippevou
axaxfjpa Alyivaiov ev
Tilveiv yAuKei.

oaov
olvco

IlpoaOexov KaOapxiKov x^Pia
8K|3dAAei
Kal
Kaxapi)vai
KaxaaTia Kal epppuov e^ayei
drc6rcAr|Kxov‘
KavOapiSac rcevxe arcoxlAac Kal
xa 7ixepa Kai xa aKeAea Kai xrjv
KecpaAi)v
eixa
xpipoAov
TiapaOaAdaaiov Koipaq auv xfj
pi^r| Kal xoiai cpuAAoiai Kal xo
xAcopov xo e^co, xp(\j/a<; laov
oyKOv Kal aeAlvou a 7ieppaxo<;
Kal arjTilric; coa 7ievxeKai8eKa, ev
olvco yAuKei KeKprjpevco
\

\

\

\

/a

\

\

Kal ev u 8axi Oeppw Ka0iwua0co
Kal peAiKprjxov uSapeq Tiivexco,
Kal oivov yAuicuv.

K a l xou xexpippevou
axaxfjpa Alyivaiov ev
Tilveiv yAuKei'

oaov
olvco
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Nat.Mul. 32 (Ihm [1999]: 276278;
Trapp
87.13-10;
L7.346.13-20)
Other drinks and pessaries to
cast out the afterbirth and
induce the menses:

Mul. 1.78 (Ihm [1999] 276- Mul. 1.78 (Ihm [1999]: 276- Mul. 1.84 (Ihm [1999]: 276278; L8.178.1-12)
278; L8.182.13-20)
287; L8.208.15-210.4)
Draws out the afterbirth, brings
down the menses, and draws
down
the
half-completed
embryo:

Pessary able to cast out the
afterbirth, bring down the
menses and the embryo
disabled by a stroke:

Five cantharides, remove the
wings, legs and head. Then
crush
prickly
samphire,
together with its root, in the
amount of one konche; and
crush the inside of fresh
anthemon, in the amount of one
konche, equal quantity of celery
seed, add 15 eggs of cuttlefish;
give to drink in sweet mixed
wine.
And when there is pain, let her
have a sitz-bath in warm water
and drink watery melikraton.

Five cantharides, remove the
wings, legs and head. Then
crush
prickly
samphire,
together with its root and
leaves, in the amount of a
konche; crush the same amount
of fresh euanthemon, seed of
celery, 15 eggs of cuttlefish;
these together in sweet mixed
wine

Five cantharides, remove the
wings, legs and head. Then
crush one konche of prickly
samphire, together with its root
and leaves; and crush the
external, dry, part of fresh
boanthemon, in the amount of a
konche, same amount of seed
of celery, 15 eggs of cuttlefish
in sweet mixed wine.

When there is pain, make her
drink these, let her have a sitzbath in warm water, and let her
drink watery melikraton and
sweet white wine.
Another. Crush leaves and Or crush leave and flower of
flower of batrachion, in the batrachion, in the amount of an
amount of an Aeginetan stater,; Aeginetan drachma; drink in
sweet wine.
drink in sweet wine.

Purgative pessary, draws out
the afterbirth, brings down the
menses, and casts out the
embryo dead because of
apoplexy:
Five cantharides, remove the
wings, legs and head. Then
pound
prickly
samphire,
together with its roots and
leaves, and the fresh external
part; crush the same amount of
celery seed and 15 eggs of
cuttlefish in sweet mixed wine.

When there is pain, let her have Let her seat in a warm bath,
a sitz-bath in warm water, and and let her drink watery
let her drink watery melikraton melikraton and sweet wine.
and sweet wine.
And <make> her drink one And <make> her drink one
Aeginetan stater of this ground Aeginetan stater of this ground
preparation in sweet wine.
preparation in sweet wine.
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Appendix Two: Types o f medications and application/administration verbs
Type of medication

Name of the medication in Number of recipes in the CH
Greek

Verbs of application

Oral medications
Drink

IIOTOV,

Kykeon

K

Gruel

fPocpr|pa, pucpripa

29

Electuary

’E k Xe i k t o v

14

’E ^ X e i %(o

Pill

Kaxa7rox(i)ov

3

Kaxarcivco

Toothpaste

-

1

Tpi(3oo

Gargle

’Avayapyapicrrov

3

’Avayapyapi^co

External medications
Ointment

7t6xr|jLia

ukecov

385

17

No substantive given in the 87
Hippocratic recipes

nivco, mmcncco, 8i8copi 7uveiv,
8l8c6fll
EK7C181V,
8i8copi
pexaTtieiv, jcapeyco.
AiScopi
e o Gi e i v ,
SvScopti
Kaxacpayeiv, xpcoyco
'P09&0, pocpavco, pucpavco,
7Epopo(pdvco,
Kaxapucpavco,
87llpUCp(XVC0

Cataplasm

Kaxa7t^aapa, E7ci7c^aopa

46

Plaster

vEji7rX,aapa

38

Xpico,
Siaypico,
a7toxpico,
E7Cixp{co, a7roaprixco, Eyypico,
aXEupco, avaXEupco, £7iaX£upco,
8iaXEi(pco
KaxaTiXdaaco, ETiurXdaaco,
7ipoo7cX.dooco
’EpTtXdaoco

5

’E7ll8£CO

Application to put under a ’EmSexov
bandage

82

Powder

IIap(X7raoTov

8

-

Vaginal and rectal medications
Enema
KAuapa, icAuapoq

194

Infusion149

’'Ey^uxov

38

KXn^cpdTiOK^u^co, pexaicAu^co,
8uxkAu^co, TtpoaKAu^co, evippi
’Eyx&o

Pessary

BaAavoq,
7tpoa0epa

7tp6a0exov, 410

npocmOr|pi,
7tp6aK8ipai,
Ttpoadyco, evxi0r|pi, epPdAAco,
7tpoaiaxco
’Evx(0ripi, evippi

Suppository
‘Vapour’ medications
Fumigation

X7to0upuim<;, 0op{r|pa

114

Fomentation150

Ilupid/r|, 7n)piacn<;

29

0npiaco, a7to0upid(o,
a7tOKa7rv{Cco
ITupidco, ^upTtuptdco,
7ipoa7ruptdco

Inhalation

'OAko<;

2

'OAicd^co

1
1436

’EvcjxdCco

Instillation in the nostrils
Total

12

149 In opposition to the enema, an infusion has to stay a while in the body.
150 Gourevitch (1999): The aim o f a fumigation is to bring to a part o f the body a dry smoke whereas the aim o f a fomentation is either to bring to a part of the
body a wet and hot vapour or to put a part of the body in contact with a wet and warm cloth. However, the difference between the two techniques is far from
being strict.

3 The History of the written catalogues of recipes
3.1 Introduction
This chapter examines the ways in which written catalogues of recipes were
composed and transmitted in classical Greece.
In the first part of this chapter, I identify small, self-contained, collections
of recipes within the Hippocratic gynaecological treatises. I argue that small
collections of written recipes, comparable to those found on papyri and ostraca
from Egypt, were available to the compilers of these treatises. In the second part
of this chapter, I suggest, that in the late fifth century BC or early fourth century
BC, the compilers of the gynaecological treatises made a selection of these small
catalogues and included them in their writings. Although Diseases o f Women
and Nature o f Women had the same material at their disposal, I suggest that they
organised and structured it independently of each other.
I then ask when the production of small collections of written recipes may
have started, taking into account the cultural reasons that might have encouraged
physicians or healers to use writing.
In the fourth section of this chapter, I attempt to reconstruct the structure
of the lost Pharmakitis, mentioned several times in Affections, and to identify
possible fragments of this recipe book. I also reflect on the reasons for the
disappearance of this treatise.
I conclude by asking whether the ‘Hippocratic’ treatises included recipes
that were transmitted anonymously before being ascribed to the master of Cos.

3.2 The composition o f the Hippocratic gynaecological collections
o f recipes
3.2.1 Identification o f small collections o f recipes within the
Hippocratic gynaecological treatises
In Chapter Two, I discussed the phenomenon of the parallel redactions of recipes
in the gynaecological treatises. Together with Ann Hanson and Sybille Ihm, I
considered these parallel redactions as an indication that written sources were
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available to the compilers of these treatises. However, I argued that no general
conclusions for the composition of the gynaecologies could be drawn from the
study of the parallel redactions of a single recipe, as Ihm did in her analysis of a
cantharid-drink.
In addition to parallel redactions of individual recipes, there are numerous
examples of repetitions, in the same order, of series of recipes in different
gynaecological treatises, as in the following example:1
A = Nature o f Women 109 (Trapp B
125.23-126.11; L7.422.23-424.ll)
1.

TuvaiKeia

KaOaprrjpia,

r\v

=

oaov

xpicopoAov

dpxepia(r|v

tcoit|v

Kal

of

Women

1.78

(L8.174.16-176.8)
pf|

1. *Hv pr| Kaxit] f| KaOapaiq f| A,oxsui,

7copeur|Tai f| ^© apon;’ taxpaw oucur^; Aaptbv
evxspicovriv

Diseases

aucuriq

evxepicovr|<;

oaov

Kal xpicopoAav, Kal apxepiairjv 7ioirjv, Kal

tapavcoxou Axpavcoxob oaov opoAav, xpii|/a<;, ev

opoAjbv, xpixpaq, ev peAaxi pl^aq, e<; peA.ixi pft;a<;,

zq elpiov

eveili^aq,

eipiov eveki^aq, 7ipoa0e<; 7cpo<; xo 7ipoa0e<; 7ipo<; xo axopa xrjq pfjxpriq,
axopa xrj<; p^xprj<;, anat; xfj<; f|pepr|<; vukxoc; del Kal rjpept]^, a.'xpiq ripepecov
7revxdia<; xooxo rcoieiv.
2.

"Exepov*

xo

ap7i&iov

7ievxe xouxo rcoieeiv.
xpipoov 2. *H xo ap7ceA.iov xpipeiv x^copov, Kal

X^xopov ev pekixi, e<; eipiov eveXi^aq, peAxxi piaycov, eq elpiov eveiAX^ac;,
7cpoaxi0evai xov auxov xporcov.
3.

"Exepov

xrjq Kurcapiaaou

7tpoaxi0evai xov auxov xp07iov.
xov 3. *H xrj<; K07tapiaaoo xov Kaprcov Kal

Kap7cov Kal ^.iPavcoxov xpit|/a<; ev xw AiPavcoxov xpuj/ac; ev xcp auxco, poSivco
auxco, poSivco pupco Sie'u; Kal peAaxi, eq 8iel<; Kal peA,m, e<; elpiov eveiAa^aq,
eipiov eveXi^aq, 7cpoaxi0evai.
4.

"Exepov

appoxdvou

7ipoaxi0ea0co.
oaov 4. *H appoxovov oaov Spaxprjv, Kal

xpicoPoXov xptyac; ev peAaxi, e<; elpiov aucuriq
eveAi^aq, 7cpoaxi0evai.

evxepicovnv

oaov

opo^ov

xpiij/aq ev peAxxi, eq elpiov eveiXi^aq,
7ipoaxi0evai.

5. "Exepov* eAxxxr|piou 6poA.ov Kal 5. *H eAxxxripiou 6poA.ov Kal apupvriq
apupvriq opoXov xp(i|/a<; ev peAaxi, eq xpivpaq ev peA-ixi, e<; elpiov eveiAx^ac;,
elpiov eveAi^aq, 7ipoaxi0evai.

7ipoaxi0ea0a).

1 For translation, see Appendix one. For ease o f reference, I shall refer to these series as Series A
and Series B respectively.
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6. ''E x ep o v Ki)7capvaoou xov Kap7tov

6. *H KDTcapiaaou Kaprcov Kal aiKuq<;

Kal

evxeptcovqv Kal A,ipav©xov peX m pi^aq,

oucucovqq

svxeptcovqv

Kal

Xipavcoxov xpuj/aq ev x© aox© piX m ,

ev elpi© 7ipoaxi0ea0©.

Evekifyu; ev elpi©, 7cpoa0e<; xov auxov
xpojcov.

The similarities between these two series of recipes are very pronounced. On the
other hand, there are small variations between the versions of the individual
recipes.2 For instance, A4 has three oboloi of wormwood, and honey; whereas B4
has one drachma of wormwood, one obolos of cucumber, and honey. In addition,
A5 recommends using one obolos of squirting cucumber and one obolos of
myrrh; whereas B5 specifies that that one obolos of squirting cucumber be used,
but is silent on the quantities of myrrh required. There are also several
grammatical differences between the versions of the individual recipes; but, as
suggested in Chapter Two, these differences are not significant.
Both series are introduced by a similar title (A: TuvaiKeia Ka0apxqpia, qv
pq rcopenqxai q Ka0apai<;; B: *Hv pq Kaxiq f| Ka0apau; f) A o x ^)- Series B is

followed by a series of recipes for a similar purpose, introduced by the title
Ka0apxqptov, qv ck xokou pq Ka0ap0fj (purgatives if she does not purge herself

after childbirth),3 whereas series A is followed by a series of recipes for a
different purpose, introduced by the title *Hv yuvq pq KUioKqxai, Ka0apxqpiov (if
a woman cannot bear children).4 In other words, Series A and B are parallel
redactions of a self-contained collection of recipes. The parallel redactions of
self-contained collections of recipes within the Hippocratic gynaecological
treatises point to the existence of smaller catalogues that were later absorbed
within the treatises.
Small catalogues could include recipes for a series of different purposes,
organised by type of medication, as in the following example:5

2 In Littre’s edition, there are variations in the order o f the recipes: A6 is placed in third position,
between the recipe with vine and honey (A2) and the recipe with cypress, frankincense, rose oil
and honey (A3).
3 Mul. 1.78 (L8.176.8).
4 Nat. Mul. 109 (Trapp 126.11; L7.424.11).
5 For translation, see Appendix One. For ease o f reference, I shall refer to these series o f recipes
as Series C and Series D respectively.
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C = N a tu re o f W om en 95, 96 an d 97
(T rap p
1 2 0 .1 6 -1 2 1 .9
w ith
sm all
ch an g es b y A n d o 186 -1 8 8 ; L 7 .4 1 2 .1 5 4 1 4 .9 )

D
=
D is e a s e s
( L 8 .1 7 8 .1 2 -1 8 0 .1 )

1. ’E K p o ^ io v GucDoi) a y p lo o xov o7iov

1. ’E k P o Aio v uoxepcov

ooov

xov

7cogiv,

eq

pa^av

e p 7 ia a a o a v ,

o7iov

of

oaov

1.78

W om en

oikuou

Ttoieiv

cbq

a y p lo u
p a ^ lo v

TtpooOeivai, 7 tp o v r|o x e6 o aaav E7d ddo

ep 7 tA a o aaa

7ipooxi0evai,

f|p ep aq.

7 ip o v r|ax e 6 o ao a e7il duo f |p ip a q ,

ouk

dv eupoiq xooxou ap e iv o v .
2.

n e ip p x rjp io v

pcoAn^av oK opodoo

drco^eoaq, 7ipoa0eivai 7cpoq xaq p^xpaq*
xrj

de

naxepair)

xov

2.

rie ip r|x n p io v '

pcoAu^av aK opodou

anoCfoac, 7Cpoa0eivai.

daKxuAxw

e a a c p d a a o n o a GK07telxco, Kal r\v pev
o£,r]

xo

Gxopa*

el

de

p^,

ictfA.iv

7ipooxi0evai.
3.

neipr(XTipiov vexam ov oAlyov ev

3.

"E xepov

7 ieip r|x ^p io v

vex©7iov

elplco eiXt^aq, Kal opfjv, o0ev a v xou

oAdyov elpicp eveAi£,aq 7tpoa0eivai, Kal

ax o p a x o q

opfjv r\v d id xou a x o p a x o q o^rj.

o Cr

.

4. n p o o G e x d ' GKop7c(on O aA aoaloo xf|v

4. npooO exa* oKOp7nou O aA aoolou xf|v

XoX,r)v eq eipiov elAl^aq Kal ^rjppvaq ev

XoAx|v ev elplco xiOelq Kal ^rip ^v aq ev

GKia, 7tpOGXl0ei

OKlfj 7lpOGxl0ei

5.

r/E x e p o v

7ioi^aaq,

yXryxpiva

peAm

^P^v,

deuoaq,

ev

Aelr|V

5.

elplco

7ioi^aaq, ev peAixi d eu o a q , ev elplco

7tpoaxl0ei.

*H

y^xcova

^rjppvaq,

Aeliyv

7ipoaxi0evai.
6.

*H

avOoq

xa ^ K° b

ev

pe>axi

eq

oOoviov e v d ^ a a q 7cp o a 0 eivai.
Kal

7. nH au cu o u G7ieppa Kal oaxpaK ov

OGxpaKOV Kaxaicauaaq, olvco d eu o a q ,

K a x a m u o a q , ev olvco xe d e u o a q , ev

ev

Aaycorjai Qpi^lv rj elpicp rcpoaxiOevai.

6.

"E xepov

Xxxy(pr]Gi

aiKuoi)

Gpi^l

a7ieppa

Kal

ev

elplco

7cpoa0eivai.
7.

"E xepov

cm)7ixr|plr|v

elplco KaOeAi^ac. 7ipoaxl0ei.

Aiyu7i;xlr|v

8.

”A X ko

Alyu7ixlr|v

7tpoG 0exov
ev

elpicp

axi)7cxr|plr|v
KaxeAl^aq

7ipoa0eivai
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Series C and D are parallel redactions of a catalogue of pessaries including a
recipe for an expelling drug, two recipes for pregnancy tests, and pessary recipes
for which a purpose is not specified. In our modem editions, Series C is divided
into three chapters: Nature o f Women 96, 97 and 98; whereas Series D is part of
the longest chapter o f Diseases o f Women I: chapter 78. At times, the ways in
which our modem editions are divided into chapters conceal the existence of
small self-contained collections of recipes within these chapters.

When three - or more - parallel redactions of small collections exist, it
becomes possible to draw stemmata, as in the following example:6
E = Nat. Mul. 33 (Trapp F = Mul. 1.78 (L8.192.16- G = Mul. 2.209 (L8.404.7404.19)
97.17-98.6;
L7.366.16- 194.4)
368.6)
1. "Exspoq KAuapo<;, r\v
1. "Exspov • npaoa i\\tr\aaq
7ispico8uv{r|
Kal
sv u8 axi, aKxfjq KapraSv,
axpayyoupir) sxrp 7ipdaou
awrfoov,
Xipavooxov,
XuAAv, aKxfjq Kaprcov,
apupvav, oivov, xcp yupcp
asasA.i,
awr|aov,
xouxecov kAu^siv.
AaPavcoxov,
apupvav,
oivov, ^uA/oaov Kal pi^ov
Kal KA.uaai.
2.
"Exspov
Kpapprfv 1. KAuapaxa 7cpoq xa
s^Ksa*
XpAxp
s\|/T]aa<; sv u 8 axi, sv xcp 7iaXaid
svpripsvriq
Xupcp xrj<; Kpappr|<; sips xf|v Kpappriq
A.ivo^coaxiv, 7tapsppaXX.cov kAu^siv Kal Aivo^coaxiv
Aavou 07isppa pucpov* opaio*;’
Kal
vixpov
7rapapiays
spuOpov
S7isixa ano%£ac, kAaS^s.
oAiyov.
3. f/Exspov apupvr|<; oaov
o^upacpov,
Axpavcoxov,
asasA,i, awrjaov, Aivou
a7tsppa, vsxGmov, prjx(vr|v,
psAr, XTIvo<; sAsuov, ot,oq
Asukov, xo Aiyorcxiov,
xouxecov SKaaxou xo iaov
xpupaq,
Sisivai
olvou
Asukou koxuAxxu; Suaiv
S7tstxa yAxspcp kAu^siv.

2 . Xpupvr|<; o^upacpov,
Aapavcoxov,
asasA.i,
awrjaov, aeAlvou a 7csppa,
VSXC0710V, pr|x{vr|V, psA.1,
X^vsiov axsap, otpq xo
ASUKOV, pupov XO ASUKOV
Aiyu7txiov,
sv
xcouxcp
xpipsiv iaov SKaaxou Asia,
sixa olvco 8 islq Asukco
KoxuAxjai dual- xAirpcoq
kAu^eiv.

2. *H apupvqc; o^upacpov,
Aapavcoxou
iaov,
psAsivOlOU Kal KU7lElpOO
laov, asasAi, awrjaov,
asAavou axtsppa, vsxco7iov,
peA.i,
prjxlvnv,
X ^oq
axsap, o^oq Asukov, pupov
Alyu7ixiov, xouxcov laov
SKaaxou
SisTvai
olvco
Asukco yA.UKsi Kal kAu^siv.

4. "Exspov Aavo^coaxiv sv 3. *H Aivo^coaxiv sipsTv sv 3. *H A.ivo^coaxioq uScop
6 For translation, see Appendix One. For ease o f reference, I shall refei to these series o f recipes
as Series E, F and G respectively. Series E and F have 14 further recipes in common.
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bdaxi expqaaq, djrqGqaaq,
apupvqq
o^dpacpov,
Axpavcoxou, VETC07COD, laov
eKaaxou
X ^P®
kAu^eiv.

bdaxi Kal a 7rq0 eiv. *H acpeipqaac; ^uv apupvq,
apdpvq<;
o^upacpov, AiPavcoxcp, vexco7icp.
Aipavcoxov,
aeaeAi,
vexcoiiov, laov eKaaxou,
xAiapcp KXu^eiv.

5. f/Exepov eAeAiacpaKov 4. *H eAeAiacpaKov Kal 4.
*H
eXeXiacpaKOv,
Kal imspiKov ev bdaxi u7iepiKOV,
ev
udaxi wcepucov, e\j/eiv ev udaxi
evj/fjaaq, kAu^eiv xcp uSaxi. Kal kAu££iv.
eipqaaq, xcp bSaxi kAu^e.
5. *H Aivou Kap7iov,
awqaov,
peAavGiov,
aeaeAi, apupvav, rnaaiqq
Kap7iov ev olvcp eipeiv Kal
KXuCeiv.
6 . "Exepov aKifjc; Kaprcov, 5. *H aKxq<; KapTiov Kal 6 . 'lExepoq KXuapog, qv
Sacpv(5a<;, eKaxepoo xo 6 acpv(8a<; eKaxepcov e^ oduvq iaxn acpodpq pexa
iaov, ev olvcp e\j/e e7ieixa laou eipe ev olvco, eixa xcp KaGapaiv aKxfjq Kapkov
xcp olvco KXd^e.
oivcp xAu^e.
Kal dacpvidaq evpeiv ev olvcp
peAavi Kal KXuaai.
Although the recipe with leeks (E1=G1) is not present in Series F, Series E and
Series F are generally closer to each other than they are to Series G. For instance,
the recipe with cabbage and mercury (E2=F2) is not present in Series G; recipe
G2 has two more ingredients than its parallels (E3 and F3): love-in-a-mist
(melanthion) and cyperus. In addition, E4 and F4 specify that the ingredients
have to be used in the same quantity and injected lukewarm; these specifications
are not found in G3. Series G sometimes specifies the colour or sweetness of the
wine to be used, when Series E and Series F are silent (see E3=F2=G2;
E6=F5=G6). Furthermore, Series G has a recipe that is not present in the two
other series (G3); this recipe may have been part of the model for these three
redactions but omitted in Series E and F, it may have been added to this model
by the compiler of Series G, or it may have been present in an intermediary copy.
One could draw the following stemma for the transmission of this series of
recipes:
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Nat.Mul.33

Mul. 1.78

Mul. 2.209

However, it should be noted that, if stemmata can sometimes be useful
for understanding the transmission of individual recipes or catalogues of recipes,
they do not necessarily reflect the history of the gynaecological treatises in their
entirety.
This conclusion is reinforced by the fact that small catalogues of recipes
are sometimes repeated twice in the same treatise, as in the following example:7
H =

Diseases

of

Women

2.158

J

=

Diseases

of

Women

2.205

(L8.336.2 and 12-21)

(L8.392.17-394.5)

1. npooGexoioi paA,0aKoicn... Apiaxov

1. MaA,0aKxnpia uaxspriq- oioq axsap,

8s cbou to 7ruppov Kal alyoq axsap Kal (bcbv AsiaGoq, psAx, sAmov poSivov,
psA,i Kal sXmov poSivov, xouxsoiaiv xouxoiaiv,
ava<pupfjv, TtapaxA-iaiveiv 5s rcapd to

avacpuprjaaq

d^rpa,

7capax^taivsiv sv 7rupl paA,0aK(p, to

7r0p Kal xo d7cooxd^ov slpicp ^uA^sysiv dTioaxa^opsvov

sq

Eipiov

avapaAxxaasiv, Kal 7ipoaxi0svai.

Kal 7ipoaxi0svai.

2. *H axsap spuGpov to t|5uvt6v xnvo<;, 2. nH axsap f|5uvxov xo spuGpov, xtivoq
pupov po5ivov, xauxa ^uppiaysiv, Kal aAsupa, poSivov sAmov, ^uvxp^aq Kal
7cpoaxi0svai Eipiov avaSsbaaaa.

sq slpiov avacpupf|aaq, 7tpoa0sivai.

3. Apsivov 8s xnvoq sAmov, r\ oioq 3. Xpvoq aAsupa r\ pi^Asiov axsap,
axsap, Kipoq XsuKoq, pr|xivr|, vsxamov, Kripov
sXaiov poSivov, xauxa opou xfj^ai Kal sAaiov,
pT^ar A.ouaapsvr|

5s

7rpoaxi0sa0G) 7COISSIV,

xA-ispa siaco rcpoq xo axopa xcbv As7rxa,

Asukov,

vsxcotcov,

cbq apiaxa
Kal

paKsa

Kal

auxiKa

xauxa

poSivov
avapl^

eyKaxaxOJsiv
A,ouaapsvr|,

7 For translation, see Appendix One. For ease o f reference, I shall refer to these series as Series H
and J respectively. Ihm is aware o f the fact that recipes can be repeated in the same treatise
because the cantharid recipe is repeated three times in Diseases o f Women I (twice in Mul. 1.78
and once in Mul. 1.84).

UGT£p8C0V.

7ipoaxi0ea0co $ 4 apa rcpoq to axopa.

4. *H eAxxtpou pusA,6 v Kai oxeap xnvoq 4. *H eXdcpou poeAbv Kai axeap xfj^ai
xi^aq pobivcp r\ ipivcp etaxicp avacpupfjv

ev poSivco eAxxico avatpopu^aaa elpiov

elpiov 5e pa^Gaxov ayav 7ipoaxi0evai.

paX0aKOv, 7tpooxi0eo0co.

Although these two redactions are very similar, they are preserved in different
contexts.8 Series H is found at the end of a chapter describing treatments for a
disease in which the mouth of the womb is hard and closed {Mul. 2.158);
whereas Series J, is not included in a nosological chapter, but is a section of a
long catalogue of softening pessaries {Mul. 2.205). The compact format of these
small catalogues allowed them to be inserted into a variety of contexts: into
chapters on individual diseases or into sections devoted entirely to recipes.

I would suggest that small collections of recipes were circulated
independently before being included into the gynaecological treatises. These
collections could be transmitted on materials such as sheets of papyrus, small
scrolls of papyrus, wooden tablets or ostraca .9
Such small collections of recipes were found on Egyptian papyri and
ostraca.10 Our earliest example of the kind (Papyrus Rylands 3.531 = MertensPack3, 2418) dates from the end of the third century BC or the beginning of the
second century BC. The papyrus preserves the upper part of a scroll bearing three
columns of recipes on the recto and two columns on the verso."
The three recipes preserved on the second column of the papyrus can be
compared with recipes from Diseases o f Women II :12

8 Again, there are small differences between the individual versions o f the recipes. For instance,
H 1 recommends egg yolks, goat suet, honey, and rose oil; whereas J1 has egg whites, sheep suet,
honey, rose oil and flour.
9 See Chapter Six, Section Two for more details on the materials on which pharmacological texts
could be transmitted in antiquity.
10 On recipes on papyri and ostraca see Andorlini (1981); (1993); (1999); Calame (1983); Gazza
(1955); Marganne (1981); (1994); (2001); (2004): 78-80 and 113; Marganne and Mertens (1997);
Preaux (1956).
" See Chapter Six, Section Two for more details on the presentation o f the recipes on this
papyrus.
12 For translation, see Appendix One. For ease o f reference, I shall refer to these series as Series
K and L respectively. Recipes LI and L2 have parallels in Nat.Mul. 32 (Trapp 93.12-13 [=L2]
and 15-16 [=L1 ]; L7.358.12-13 and 15-16); L3 has a parallel at Mul. 2.203 (L8.388.11-14).
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K = P. Rylands 531, recto col. II

L = Diseases o f Women 2.200 and 201

(Roberts 166.10-18)
1. KaOapaiv 7toieiv papaOou Kaprcov

1. Mul. 2.201 (L8.384.8-10)

KprjOpou cpXoiov ev oivcoi 8 i8 ou tcieiv

"Oxav 8 e o8 uvr| eyq Kai 7iv{yqxai,
paXdxnq pi^av, fj o^upeki r\ cpAxnov
papaOou Kai KprjOpov ev u 8 axi Souvai
7aveiv, apiaxov 8 e epuyyaveiv Kal
SiavaKaOi^eiv.

2.

ITpoq xouq ouro xcov uaxepcov 2. Mul. 2.200 (L8.382.12-13)

Tmypouq ev8 u 8 pi8 o<; xouq vecppouq
§r|pava<;

8 i8 ou

oaov

xoiq

"Oxav

7iviyr|xai

utto

uaxepecov*

xpiaiv Kaaxopa Kal Kovu^av ev olvco ycop'u;

SaicxuXou; kaPeiv ev oivcoi eucoSei Kal ev xauxco 7nvexco.
xouxo Kai 7tpo<; xou<; xcov 8 i8 upcov
7covou<q>

poir|0ei

Kai

KXuaxrjpiov

eaxiv uaxepcov
3. AXlo eav pexa xou 7myea0ai Kai 3. Mul. 2.200 (L8.382.15-18)
pqoar|i [aa]v 8 apaicr|<; Geiou a7uupou xo "Oxav 8 e 7mycoai Kal opou Pqaar],
iaov apuySc&a 7i[ev]xe rj 8 aTtoKaOapaq aavSapdyqq oaov opoA,ov Kal Oeiou
auppeiyvue eixa xauxa [...J.xqi

ev a7Tupou iaov Kal ajiuySaAxx 7UKpa

OlVO)[l]
♦

KaOqpavxa ^uppiayeiv xpia r\ xeaaapa,
Kal 8 i8 ovai ev olvco euco8 ei.

K3 and L3 are parallel redactions of the same recipe, with small variations in the
quantities indicated. (L3 indicates that one obolos of realgar should be used;
whereas K3 is silent. In addition, L3 recommends using three or four almonds;
whereas K3 recommends five almonds.)
K1 and LI are both drinks including fennel and samphire; but LI
suggests two alternatives to fennel (root of mallow or oxymelori). K1 should be
taken in wine, whereas LI should be taken in water. In addition, these recipes
have different purposes: K1 is a cathartic, whereas LI is prescribed in case of
suffocation.
K2 and L2, at first sight, present fewer similarities. They are both drink
recipes against uterine suffocation. However, K2 has a pinch of dried otter
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kidneys in sweet smelling-wine; whereas L2 has castoreum and fleabane in wine.
There are no mentions of otter kidneys in the Hippocratic Corpus, nor in any
other classical medical writing. However, as the editor of the papyrus (C.H.
Roberts) noted, in the early modem period, otter testicles could be used as a
substitute for castoreum . 13 Otter kidneys may have been more easily available in
Egypt than castoreum, and as suggested by Isabella Andorlini, closer to the
religious traditions of the people using the recipe: according to Herodotus, the
otter was a sacred animal in Egypt.14
Scholars, starting with Claire Preaux in 1956, have argued that the source
for this papyrus could be ‘Hippocratic’ or ‘Cnidian’; they imply that the compiler
of the papyrus has read a treatise of the Hippocratic Corpus.15 The fact that this
papyrus collection is chronologically later than the Hippocratic gynaecological
treatises could reinforce this hypothesis. However, the compiler of the papyrus
collection may never have read any Hippocratic treatise, but have had access to
small collections of recipes that had been absorbed independently into the
Hippocratic writings.
Not all recipes on papyrus Rylands 531 have parallels in the Hippocratic
Corpus. For instance, the third column of the papyrus bears a recipe for an
atokion (contraceptive) that has no parallel in the Hippocratic gynaecologies:

Axoksiov kt|ki5o<; Kai poa[<;] xa .
8 ia cpuasGx; xcov kokkcov k[ 16
0

#

The Hippocratic treatises contain only one recipe for an atokion, at
Diseases o f Women 1.76: Axokiov fjv prj Set] KinoKeaGai, piauoq oaov Kuapov
8 ielq u5axi, 7uveiv 5i5ovat, Kai eviaoxov, dx; enoq euieiv, ou KinoKsxai.17

13 Roberts (1938): 167.
14 Andorlini (1999): 442-443. See also Hanson (1998): 80. On otters in Egypt, see Herodotus
2.72.
15 Andorlini (1981): 38; (1999); Hanson (1998): 80 talks about ‘subsequent recontextualization o f
Hippocratic medicaments’; Marganne (2001): 61 and (2004): 113 suggests that the papyrus may
have had a Hippocratic or Cnidian source, or that the papyrus and Diseases o f Women had a
source in common; Preaux (1956): 147.
16 P.Ryl. 531, recto col. Ill (Roberts 166.25-26). The combination o f oak-gall and pomegranate
appears in the Hippocratic Corpus, in a recipe against red flux. Mul. 2.192 (L8.372.19-21). *H
xapioov oveiov Kal oiSqc, yA.uK£ui<; pi^qv Kal Kud5a
laou rcavxa, Kal poifjq y)a)K£ir|<; y v lo v §i>v
oivco 7uveiv. Translation: ‘Or donkey’s rennet, root o f sweet pomegranate-tree, oak-gall, o f each
the same amount, and juice o f sweet pomegranate; drink with wine.’
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It seems that more atokia recipes were circulated in antiquity than were
integrated in the Hippocratic Corpus - unless the recipe of papyrus Rylands was
‘invented’ after the writing down of the Hippocratic gynaecological treatises.
The similarities between the recipes of the Hippocratic treatises and the recipes
on papyri must not be considered in a simplistic way, namely by suggesting that
the Hippocratic treatises influenced the papyri. The Hippocratic treatises and the
papyri are only two manifestations of a complex and extended transmission of
pharmacological knowledge in antiquity. It is important to acknowledge that
there are many missing links in this transmission. It is tempting to give a central
importance to the texts of the ‘Hippocratic Corpus’, but these texts may not have
been as familiar to readers in third-century Egypt as they are to modem
historians of medicine.

I have suggested that small collections of gynaecological recipes were in
circulation before -

and after -

the compilation of the Hippocratic

gynaecological treatises. These small collections were most probably circulated
anonymously; they cannot be called Hippocratic, they became Hippocratic when
the treatises in which they were included were ascribed to the physician of Cos.

3.2.2 The small collections are integrated into treatises
As exposed in Chapter One, there are two competing interpretations of the links
between Nature o f Women and Diseases o f Women I and II: some scholars
believe Nature o f Women to be an extract from Diseases o f Women; others argue
that these treatises use one or several common source(s). I would argue this later
interpretation is to be favoured for the history of the catalogues of recipes; the
compilers of the gynaecological treatises collected small collections of recipes to
create the large catalogues of recipes found at the end of Nature o f Women and
Diseases o f Women II and I. In other words, the compilers of the three main
gynaecological treatises drew upon the same ‘stock’ of recipe collections, but
organised them in different ways.

17 Mul. 1.76 (L 8.170.7-8). Translation: ‘Contraceptive, if she does not want to bear children:
copper ore (misy), in the amount o f a bean; soak with water. Give to drink and for a year, so to
say, she will not bear children.’
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The catalogues of recipes at the end of Diseases o f Women I and II are
not mere disorganised addenda to these treatises, as was first noticed by Helga
Trapp.18 The ordering of the catalogues of recipes follows the ordering of matters
in the main text o f the treatises, i.e. a ‘chronological’ order from menstruation to
birth in Disease o f Women I, 19 and an organization by themes in Diseases o f
Women II.20 This observation leads to the conclusion that the catalogues of
recipes were integrated into the structure of Diseases o f Women I and II when
these treatises were first organised as we know them. According to Hermann
Grensemann and Iain Lonie, this is likely to have happened at the end of the fifth
century BC (Lonie: c. 420 BC; Grensemann: c. 400 BC).
Collections o f recipes breaking away from the structure of the treatises such as the non-gynaecological recipes found at the close of Diseases o f Women
I (Mul. 1.92-109) and the cosmetic recipes included in Diseases o f Women II
(Mul 2.185-191) - might have been added after this date.
The non-gynaecological recipes at Diseases o f Women 1.92-109 are
qualified as spurious (voOa if] xeXsuxrj xou 7cpcoxou 7iepl yuvaucsicov pipAfoi)
7cpooK8ipeva) in some manuscripts, and omitted in other manuscripts.21 There is

18 Trapp (1967): 37. See also Hanson (1971): 29 and 267; (1991): note 19.
19

Descriptions o f diseases
1-9: menstruation
10-24: conception
25-34: pregnancy
35-73: birth and ailments occurring after the
birth

Corresponds to collection(s) o f recipes
74: remedies to draw down the menses
75: remedies to assist conception
76: contraceptive
No collection o f recipes
From 77 (remedies to promote a quick
childbirth) to 91 (remedies to expel the embryo
if it is dead)

20

Descriptions o f diseases

Corresponds to collection(s) o f recipes
185-191: cosmetics recipes

110- 122: fluxes
123-153: the wandering womb

192-199
200-204

154-184: other afflictions o f the uterus or
genitals

205-212

21 The word vo0a does not appear in all the manuscripts: for instance, it does not appear in the
earliest manuscript o f Diseases o f Women: Manuscript Theta. These collections o f recipes are
omitted from Manuscript M. See Hanson (1971): 129.
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only one recipe included in this section that has a parallel in another section of
the gynaecological treatises:22
Diseases o f Women 1.109 (spurious)

Diseases o f Women 1.81

*Hv 6£ OsAriq %oXr\v ay£iv...'/Ex£pov

*Hv 5e xo^>$r|q Tl, KoXoicuvOiSac; 5uo

koXokuv0i6o<;

6paxpf|v

xpivj/aq Kai duioppE^ai ev yataxKTi oveico EtpOco

7ipopp£§a<; £v yaXxtKTi oveico, piayEiv oaov
xa auxa.

xsaaapai

a7rr|0qaavTa

koxuX,t)oi,

icA.uaai,

^uppi^ai

Kal
8e

eAxxiov vapidaaivov r\ avOivov
Whereas the recipe at Diseases o f Women 1.109 is destined to draw out the bile,
whatever the sex of the patient, the recipe at Diseases o f Women 1.81 is for
female patients only. This latter recipe includes a sweet-smelling ingredient
(narcissus or lily oil), probably in order to make the preparation more pleasant
for female patients.
One of the medications for which a recipe is given in the spurious section,
the black remedy ( to piAxxv (papjiaicov; recipe at Mul. 1.94), is recommended at
Diseases o f Women 2 .1 2 6 for cases of displacement of the womb to the
hypochondria.23
The recipes of the spurious section were probably qualified as ‘spurious’
simply because they were non-gynaecological; they do not seem to partake in a
different type of pharmacology from the recipes prescribed in the remainder of
the gynaecological treatises.
Recipes may also have been added to Diseases o f Women I and II whilst
respecting the ‘original’ structure of these treatises. For instance, chapters 192199 of Diseases o f Women II are collections of recipes against fluxes. The first
five chapters are systematically organised by types of medication,24 but are

22 Translation:
Mul. 1.109 (L8.230.21 and 323.5-6)
If you want to draw the b ile... Another: crush a
drachma o f gourd, soak beforehand with
donkey’s milk; mix these ingredients.

Mul. 1.81 (L8.200.18-21)
If she is bilious: soak beforehand two gourds in
boiled donkey’s milk, as much as four kotylar,
filter <this preparation> and inject it, having
added narcissus or lily oil.

23 Mul. 2.126 (L8.270.15-16): ’E<; 8e tou; pivou;, xou (pappaicou xou p&avo<;, xou xfj<; K£(paXfj<;,
XaPovxa xf| pijXt} eprcXaaai. Translation: ‘Having taken some black remedy (which is for the
head) with a probe, plaster it onto the nostrils.’
24 Chapter 192: drinks; 193: cataplasms; 194: injections; 195: fumigations; 196: pessaries.
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followed by eight recipes against fluxes (chapters 197-199) jumbled up together,
perhaps added at a later date .25
Recipes ‘invented’ in the fourth century may also have been integrated to
the structure of the treatises. This may be the case for a recipe including a drug
named ‘philistion’ (cp&umov).26 Scholars generally consider this drug to be
named after Philistion (OiXioxicov), the Sicilian physician whose acme is situated
in the middle of the fourth century BC; and Hanson argues that the recipe
involving philistion was one of the last entries in the gynaecological treatises.27
However, there is no way o f telling whether the philistion of the Hippocratic
treatises was named after the Sicilian physician. The Galenic lexicon of
Hippocratic words does not raise this possibility.28 In addition, there is no drug
(whether simple or compound) named after a physician in the Hippocratic
treatises; this seems to be a practice uncommon in classical Greece.29
Although the mention of the ‘philistion’ is difficult to use as a terminus, it
should be noted that, at some point in time, the process of recipe accretion within
the gynaecological treatises stopped; the treatises Diseases o f Women I and II,
including their catalogues of recipes, froze. The catalogues contain none of the
long poly-pharmaceutical recipes fashionable in the late Hellenistic and Roman
period. In addition, many recipes are introduced by formulae of the type ‘if...
then’ which were not used in later recipes.30 It is likely that the catalogues of
recipes froze during the Hellenistic period, probably when Diseases o f Women I
and II were included in the collections of the Alexandrian library and attributed
to Hippocrates.

25 Chapter 197: two infusions and one pessary against a watery flux; 198: a cataplasm against a
watery flux; 199: one pessary and three drinks against fluxes.
26 Mul. 2.201 (L8.386.9-10): *H <piXi<mov opoicoq npootiGei. Translation: ‘Or apply philistion in
the same way.’ See also Nat.Mul. 32 (Trapp 94.15; L7.360.14-15).
27 Hanson (1996a): XXI; (1997): 305; (1998): 76. See also Andd (2000): 291, note 343; Thivel
(1981): 96 who believes that the name o f the physician probably became a plant name at the end
o f the fourth century BC. This recipe was long believed to be a terminus post quem for the
composition o f the gynaecological treatises instead o f a terminus ante quem: see Gossen (1913):
col. 1830; Wellmann (1901): 17.
28 Galen, Glossarium 105 (K 19.151.9): OiXforiov to auto Kai touto eoucev elvai xfj carapivri Kai
(piXeiaipitp. Translation: ‘Philistion: it seems to be the same as aparine and philetairion.’
29 The practice o f naming a remedy after a physician or after a famous character becomes
common in Roman times. The Mithridatic antidote, named after Mithridates VI, King o f Pontus,
is one example.
30 See Chapter Two, Section Four.
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Nature o f Women is, as noted by Trapp, composed of two different
treatises: treatise A {Nat.Mul 1-34) and treatise B {Nat.Mul 34-109). In each of
these sub-treatises, the organisation of the catalogues of recipes does not follow
the organisation of the nosological chapters.31
In Nature o f Women A, the catalogues of recipes {Nat.Mul. 34-35) are
organised by types of medications.32 They share a large amount of material with
the recipe collections of Diseases o f Women I and II, but use an entirely different
criterion of organisation.33
In Nature o f Women B, the catalogues of recipes {Nat. Mul. 93-109) are
organised either by efficacy or by types of medications. There are strong
parallels between the organisation of the catalogues in Nature o f Women B and
Diseases o f Women II. For instance, the catalogues found at Nature o f Women
102-105, organised by types o f medications, are shorter versions of catalogues of
recipes found at Disease o f Women 2.193-195.34 However, whereas the latter
catalogues list recipes against fluxes, the purpose of the recipes listed in the
former catalogues is not indicated.
In addition, Nature o f Women B also includes recipes that are not found
anywhere else in the Hippocratic Corpus.35 Here again the treatise may have been
created by accretion o f sources, independently from the compilation of Diseases
o f Women.
As in the case o f the catalogues of recipes attached to Diseases o f Women
I and II, there is no strong argument against the suggestion that catalogues of
recipes were attached to Nature o f Women A and B when these treatises were
first organised as we know them. If we follow Grensemann’s chronology, this is
likely to have happened in the second half of the fifth century BC. However,
written collections o f recipes could have been in circulation even earlier.
Dividing the catalogues of recipes into layers, using philological criteria, as was

31 Trapp (1967): 32 and 36.
32 Chapter 32: drinks and pessaries; 33: enemas; 34: fumigations.
33 Nat.Mul. 32 has recipes in common with 7 chapters o f Mul.l (1.74; 78; 79; 81; 84; 91; 109); 6
chapters o f Mul. II (2.192; 200; 201; 205; 206) and with Nat.Mul. 109. Nat.Mul. 33 has recipes in
common with three chapters o f Mul. I (1.78; 80; 90) and one chapter o f Mul. II (2.209). Nat.Mul.
34 has recipes in common with two chapters o f Mul. II (2.95 and 203) and one recipe in common
with Nat. Mul. 103.
34 Chapter 102 (cataplasm) see Mul. 2.193; 103 (fumigations) see Mul. 2.195; 104 (injections) see
Mul. 2.194; 105 (fomentations) see Mul. 2.193.
35 See for instance Nat.Mul. 99 and 101.
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suggested by Grensemann, would prove tedious and of little interest. On the
other hand, it is important to ask when small collections of recipes started to be
written down.

3.3 The beginnings o f the tradition o f small collections o f recipes
Hanson noted that a pennyroyal recipe was ‘in use more than a century or two
before a medical writer subsumed it into his collection’.36 At the end of the
seventh century, a recipe for a kykeon (i.e. a sort of porridge) containing
pennyroyal first appeared in written form in the Homeric Hymn to Demeter,
where it provides an aetiological myth for the consumption of the kykeon at the
Eleusinian mysteries:
Tfj 8 e d sn a q M e x a v e ip a 81800 peXu) 8 eo<; olvou

n k r\o a q \ t| 8 ’ a v e a e u a ’' 00 y a p Gepixov o i ecpaaKe
Tciveiv oivov epuG pov, avcoys 8 ’ a p ’ aAxpi Kal u 8 cop
S o b v ai p i ^ a a a a v m e p e v y ^ ri/o w i xepeivr]
f| 8 s KOK8CDx e u ^ a a a Gea 7ropev, ax; eK eX eue 37

A similar recipe for pennyroyal kykeon is found in Diseases o f Women II in a
chapter on the red flux:

K a l xrjq \j/a>pa<; xfj<; arco eXairjq, Kal KiidSa, Kal 7rpy av o v , K al o p iy av o v ,
Kal yXi^xcova ev aXcptxoiai a f ja a i Kal (pupfjaat, Kal K pipva arc’ aXcpixcov
a 8 p a cpd>£ai, Kal rcuava KaxaXeaac;, Kal xupov aiy eio v rcept^uaac; xo
a ia x o q , xcov pev aXXcov la o v eK aaxou p ta y e , o p ty av o u 8 e Kal rcriyavou Kal
ycopaq Kal kiki8o<; T^piau, x a u x a rciveiv vrjaxiv rcpcoi rcpo xfjq Kivifaioq*
K ipvavai 8 e ypf) Kal eq y p rja iv r\v 8 p tp e a vr], Kal KUKecova 8 i 8 o v a i, ev pev
xou cpappaKou p epoq eaxco, ev 8 e xou xopou, ev 8 e xcov aXcpixcov. eq
earceprjv 8 e xou peXixcx; ^ u p p ia y o v x a rcirciaKetv. 38

36 Hanson (1997): 305. See also (1996): XXI; (1998): 77-79.
37 Hymnus ad Cererem 206-210. Translation: ‘Metaneira filled a goblet with honey-sweet wine
and offered it to her <sc. Demeter>, but she refused saying that it was not righteous for her to
drink red wine; and she prompted her to mix barley and water with the tender pennyroyal and
give it to her as a drink. So she <sc. Metaneira> prepared the kykeon and gave it to the goddess,
as she requested.’
38 Mul. 2.113 (L8.244.8-16). Translation: ‘Moss from olive-tree, oak-gall, rue, oregano,
pennyroyal, with barley groats, sieve, knead; and roasted coarse barley meal, ground pyanos
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The two recipes have several points in common: they both include the traditional
ingredient of the kykeon (barley groats, atapuov) to which water is added .39 Both
recipes also include pennyroyal (yA^xwv), a plant associated with female
ailments in classical literature.40 Scholars have argued that, in the Hymn, Demeter
chose to include pennyroyal in the kykeon because of its connections with female
health and sexuality.41 However, it is difficult to determine whether pennyroyal
was included in the Hymn recipe because it had connections with female
sexuality in the archaic period or earlier, or whether the herb was later used in
female health-care because o f its connections with the goddess. Finally, both the
Hippocratic and Homeric kykeones have to be taken while fasting, an act laden
with religious connotations in antiquity.42
There are also differences between the two recipes. First, the Hippocratic
recipe has more ingredients than the Homeric recipe. Second, the context of
transmission is different: the Hymn recipe is transmitted in a verse literary text,
whereas the Hippocratic recipe is transmitted in a prose technical text.
It should be noted that recipes for kykeones are the only recipes found in
the Homeric Corpus. In the tenth book of the Odyssey, Circe concocts a kykeon
(mixture o f a variety o f pulses), goat-cheese from which the filth (?) is removed. Mix an equal
amount o f each, except the rue, the moss and the oak-gall, o f which there is half <a portion>.
Give to drink while fasting in the morning before any movement. One must agitate before using
it. If <the flux> is pungent, give a kykeon: let there be one portion o f the previous remedy, one o f
cheese, one o f barley groats. Towards the evening, add some honey and give to drink.’
39 On alphiton, see Amouretti (1986): 123-124; Braun (1995); Dalby (2003): 46 (s.v. barley);
Moritz (1949) and (1958): 151-152. The use o f water is not expressly mentioned in the recipe of
Diseases o f Women 2.113 but is implied.
40 On pennyroyal, see Dalby (2003): 254 (s.v. pennyroyal). In medical writings from the
Hippocratic treatises to Dioscorides, Galen and Soranus, pennyroyal is recommended as an
abortifacient and in childbirth. The audience o f Aristophanes’ Peace might have been aware of
the use o f pennyroyal as an abortifacient (Pax 712, see Riddle [1992]: 59-60; [1997]: 46-47;
Scarborough [1991]: 144-145). In Aristophanes’ Lysistrata, the word ‘pennyroyal’ is used as a
metaphor for pubic hair (Lys. 89, see Henderson [1991]: 135).
41 See Foley (1994): 47; Scarborough (1991): 144-145. Other explanations can be given for the
use o f this herb in the Hymn kykeon. For Delatte (1955): 38-39, the herb was simply chosen for
its aromatic properties. Burkert (1987): 108 and Kerenyi (1967): 96 suggested that pennyroyal
was chosen for its mild hallucinogenic powers. Against this view, see Richardson (1974): 344;
Foley (1994): 47.
42 On the practice o f fasting in ancient medicine, and its relations to religious practice, see Thivel
(1999): 157-158. In other passages o f the Hippocratic gynaecological treatises, the administration
o f a kykeon is preceded by fasting and a bath and followed by sexual intercourse - a series o f acts
laden with symbolic and religious connotations in antiquity. See for instance Mul. 2.162
(L8.342.2-4): Aoueo6co, kcu SiaviyapEvq uSan v|n>xp(o kukecovci jtivEtco avaAxov, oiiou 5e pq
aydaGar ^uveuSexco 5e t<S> av5pi 8uo qpspat; q Tpei^. Translation: ‘Let her bathe, and having
made her ablutions with cold water, let her drink a kykeon without salt, and let her not take any
food. Also, let her sleep with her husband for two or three days.’
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spiced up with baneful drugs (pharmaka lygra) for Odysseus’ companions.43 And
in the eleventh book of the Iliad, Hecamede prepares a kykeon for Nestor and the
wounded Machaon .44 Food preparation is usually not considered elevated enough
a topic to be included in epics; but for the kykeon, an exception is made .45
It is difficult to determine whether these Homeric recipes for kykeones
presupposed an extended tradition of recipe writing in the archaic period. No
recipe has been preserved on papyrus, ostracon, stone or any other material for
this period. Albeit undocumented, the existence of such a tradition is possible
from a theoretical point of view. Contrary to what happened in Egypt and the
Near East, where literacy was the privilege of a caste of scribes, Greek artisans
and merchants learnt to use writing soon after the adoption of the alphabet (c.
750 BC). In archaic Greece, medical practitioners were craftsmen who may have
started to use writing as early as the seventh century BC. However, even if such a
tradition is theoretically possible, sociological aspects have to be taken into
account, as noted by Lonie:

But we must remind ourselves that the Greek doctor did not need to use
writing in his craft, and that therefore he must have made a conscious
decision to do so, because he saw some particular advantage in it.
Medicine, like other crafts, tends to be traditional, discourages innovation,
and protects its corporate nature, The private notebook, even if all it
contains is a collection of private remedies, offers the means of breaking
away from this corporate nature.46

Modem scholars generally believe that physicians started using writing for
teaching purposes, when the art opened itself to people who were not members of
medical families.47 This conclusion is based on the following passage of Galen:

43 Odyssey 10.234 sqq.
44 Iliad 11.638 sqq.
45 An exception is also made for roasting meat (meat was a luxury), but this does not involve
recipes.
46 Lonie (1983): 156. See also Marganne (2004): 16-17.
47 See Boudon (2004): 199; Dean-Jones (2003); Marganne (2004): 21. Kudlien (1970): 5-6.
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Oifcc xoiq 7caAxxioi<; pepcpopai pf) ypav|/aoiv avaxopiKaq eyxstpilcjeK;, Kal
MapTvov 87taivc6 ypa\|/avxa. Toiq pev yap rcepixxov r\v amolc, r\ exepou;
wcopvrjpaxa ypd<pea0ai rcapa xotq yovebaiv 8K 7cai8cov acncoDpevoic;,
wo7C8p dvayivcoaxeiv Kal ypd(peiv, odxcoq avaxspvsiv... ’Enel 8e, xofr
Xpovou Ttpoiovxoq, ou xou; eyyovoiq povov, aXXa Kal xou; e^co xob yevouq
eSo^e KaXov eivai pexa8i86vai xf\q xe^vriq, ei>0i)<; pev xoOxo rcpcoxov
obtotaoAst, xo prjKSxi 8K 7ia{5cov aaK8ia0ai xaq avaxopaq aoxcov r\8r\ yap
xeXioiq avSpaaiv, o vq 87ciprjaav dpexpq eveKa, skoivcovodv xfjq xexvrjq...
’EKTieaoOoa xoivuv e^co xoO yevooq x©v AcncXri7cia8d)v f| xe^vri, Ka7ceixa
8ia5oxaiq JcoA^aiq del yeipcov yiyvopevr|, x©v 8ia(po>ax^6vxcov aoxrjq xr|v
08copiav wiopvripaxcov eSe^Orjaav.48
To accept Galen’s

begs the question: Why was it felt necessary around

the time of Hippocrates to teach medicine to people who were not members of
medical families? Burkhard Meissner relates the reduction in the importance of
the intra-family model o f knowledge transmission (in the field of medicine, but
also in the transmission o f poetry, etc.) to political events. With the development
of the city-state (polis) and of Greek colonization (eighth to sixth centuries BC),

48 Galen, De anatomicis administrationibus 2.1 (K2.280.1-282.1). Translation: ‘Nor do I blame
the ancients for not having written on the subject o f practical anatomy, and I praise Marinus for
having written <on this subject>. For the ancients, indeed, it was superfluous to write such
treatises for themselves or for others, since, from childhood, they learnt from their parents how to
dissect as well as how to read and write... But then, as time went by, it seemed good to share this
art, not only with family members but also with people from outside the family. Following this,
first the practice o f anatomy from childhood was lost; for they shared the art with adult men who
they judged worth o f this honour because o f their virtue... Thus the art having come out o f the
family o f the Asclepiads, and having become weaker through many successions, they needed
handbooks (hypomnematdn) to preserve its theory.’ A similar story is told in the Commentary on
the Hippocratic Oath. This text is lost in Greek, but fragments have been transmitted in Arabic.
The following fragment is transmitted by Ibn Abi Usaybi‘ah 1.24 (Miiller), translation Rosenthal
(1956): 80-81: ‘The places in which the craft o f medicine was studied were, according to the
information mentioned by Galen in his Commentary on the Book o f the Oaths by Hippocrates,
three in number: One was in the city o f Rhodes, the second in the city o f Cnidus, and the third in
the city o f Cos. <Medical> instruction in the city o f Rhodes had disappeared, because the masters
had no heirs. <Medical instruction> in the city o f Cnidus was <nearing> extinction, because those
who were heirs to it were just a few persons. In the city o f Cos, where Hippocrates resided,
<medical instruction> still persisted, <but only> a few remnants remained o f it, because those
who were heirs to it were few. Now, Hippocrates looked into the craft o f medicine and found that
it had almost disappeared, because there were few children in the family o f Asclepius to inherit it.
Therefore, he was o f the opinion that he <should> spread it everywhere on earth, hand it over to
the rest o f mankind, and teach it to those who were deserving o f it, so that it might not disappear.
He said that “benefits should be liberally extended to all who deserved them, whether they be
one’s relatives or not.” He took in strangers and taught them the craft o f medicine. He established
the written Covenant for them and made them swear the oaths contained in it.’
10 2

the Greek states came to play a more important role in the transmission of
knowledge, and compromised the family model of transmission. By the classical
period, the family model was outdated.49
However, the family model of transmission never entirely disappeared in
the ancient world. To mention only one example, Plato, in the Phaedrus,
mentions an example o f a ‘dynasty’ of physicians (Eryximachos and his father
Akoumenos).50 Even if there was a collapse in the family model of transmission,
this does not explain why physicians started to use writing: a master could teach
orally apprentices that were not members of his family. I believe the scenario
might have been the exact opposite of what Galen suggests: physicians started to
write about their art; these writings attracted people who were not members o f
medical families; the medical profession had to open itself to new members.
Physicians might have started to use the written medium, not so much for
practical reasons (i.e. for teaching), but for symbolic reasons. By accumulating
recipes in writing, physicians could demonstrate the extent of their medicinal
knowledge; writing could act as a means to display knowledge in a very concrete
manner. However, the question remains, why and when did physicians start to
use writing?
The earliest physician credited with having written on medical matters is
Democedes of Croton (sixth century BC ).51 The source (the Byzantine Suda)
telling us that Democedes wrote a medical book might not be trusted; however,
Diogenes Laertius tells us that another Crotoniate, Alcmaion, ‘talked’ (legei)
about medical matters.52 Both Democedes and Alcmaion were close to
Pythagoras: Democedes is said to have married the daughter of the famous
Pythagorean athlete Milo,53 and Alcmaion was close to Pythagorean circles.
Another Western philosopher, Empedocles of Agrigentum (early fifth century
BC) wrote on drugs.54 Each of these cases taken alone

problematic, but taken

49 Meissner (2003).
50 Plato, Phaedrus 268a. See Althoff (1993): 217.
51 Suda s.v. At]^oio)6t]<; 442 (Adler 42.32-43.3): Ar|poKT)5T]<;... Kpox(ovidxr|<;, iaxpo<;... vEypa\|/ev
Laxpucov pipAiov. Translation: ‘Democedes... O f Croton, physician.. He wrote a medical book.’
52 Diogenes Laertius 8.83: AXicpauov KpoxamdxT|<;... Kal xa rcXeTaxa ye laxpuca Aiyei.
Translation: ‘Alcmaion o f Croton... For the most, he talked about medical matters.’ See Althoff
(1993): 21-212.
53 See Herodotus 3.137.
54 Empedocles fr. 3 1B111 (Diels and Kranz): <t>dppaica 8’ ooaa yeyacn KaKtov Kal yi)pao<; aAxap
7teuoT). Translation: ‘And you will learn all the drugs that are a defence against ills and old age.’
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together they point to a link between writing on medical matters and Western
philosophy. This link was observed by Celsus:

Primoque medendi scientia sapientiae pars habebatur, ut et morborum
curatio et rerum naturae contemplatio sub iisdem auctoribus nata sit:
scilicet iis hanc maxime requirentibus, qui corporum suorum robora
inquieta cogitatione nocturnaque uigilia minuerant. Ideoque multos ex
sapientiae professoribus peritos eius fuisse accipimus, clarissimos uero
ex iis Pythagoran et Empedoclen et Democritum. Huius autem, ut quidam
crediderunt, discipulus Hippocrates Cous, primus ex omnibus memoria
dignus, a studio sapientiae disciplinam hanc separauit, uir et arte et
facundia insignis.55

Celsus’ explanation of the link between philosophy and medicine, and the role of
Hippocrates in detaching both disciplines, is certainly a fantasy. On the other
hand, the link between medicine and philosophy does exist and should not be
ignored. In my opinion, writing was applied to the transmission of medical
knowledge and natural philosophy roughly at the same time, at the end of the
sixth and the beginning of the fifth century BC. It might be argued that it is
around this time that small collections of recipes were first written down.

3,4 The disappearance of the Pharmakitis
The Hippocratic gynaecological treatises were transmitted together with their
catalogues of recipes. On the other hand, a book on drugs, entitled Pharmakitis,
that was attached to Affections, is now lost. The references to this drug book in
Affections are of the following type: Aidovai 8 e xotai xa xoiauxa a^ynpaxa
aAyeouai Kal xa>v (pappaxcov a y£ypa7cxai xfjq oSwqq rcauovxa ev xfj

55 Celsus, Proemium 7-8. Translation: ‘At first, the science o f healing was considered as part o f
philosophy, so that the treatment o f diseases and the contemplation o f the nature o f things
originated under the same authorities, undoubtedly because treatment was required most by those
whose bodily strength had been weakened by restless thinking and nocturnal wakefulness. For
that reason we find that many among the professors o f philosophy were experts in medicine, the
most famous among them being Pythagoras, Empedocles and Democritus. But it was, as some
believe, a disciple o f the last, Hippocrates o f Cos, the first among all to be worthy o f
remembrance, a man remarkable both for his skill and eloquence, who separated this discipline
from the study o f philosophy.’
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OappaidxiSi.56 From this reference, we can infer that the remedies included in the
Pharmakitis were classified according to their action .57 The references to the
Pharmakitis always mention medications (pharmaka) in the plural. It therefore
seems that the Pharmakitis included lists of alternative recipes, such as the one
found at Diseases 3.17.58
The Pharmakitis also included information on diet, as can be seen from
the following reference: Aucevxspiri oxav s'xn (...) xa 8e mopaxa Kal ptxpqpaxa
Kal xa aixia 7ipoG(pspeiv Kaxa xa yeypappeva ev xfj Oappaidxi5i.59
There are no traces o f a treatise entitled Pharmakitis in the manuscript
tradition of the Hippocratic Corpus, nor is there any mention of a Pharmakitis in
relation to Hippocrates in the works of Galen or any other important medical
writer of late antiquity. One may wonder whether this work was completely lost
in antiquity or whether it circulated under a different title.
Hermann Schone (1924) associated the Pharmakitis with a short fragment
entitled sk xon 7cspl (pappaKcov 'taoKpaxoD {Peri Pharmakon), transmitted to us
by a single Greek manuscript dating of the tenth or eleventh century: MS Urbinas
gr. 64. For Schone, this short fragment - which does not give any recipe - could
have been the introduction to the lost Pharmakitis. His main argument in favour
of this interpretation is the correspondence between a passage of Affections 36
and the fragment:60

56 Aff. 15 (Potter 28.3-5; L6.224.6-8). Translation: ‘To those suffering these pains, give also
among the remedies those which are prescribed in the Pharmakitis as stopping pain.’
57 Goltz (1974): 140. This book contained, at the least, information on remedies against pleuritis
(reference in Aff. 9), diseases caused by the bile (reference in A ff 15), tertian and quartan fevers
(references in Aff. 18), dysentery (reference in A ff 23), strangury (reference in A ff 28b), and
sciatica (reference in A ff 29).
58 Ermerins (1862): LXIV interpreted Diseases 3.17 as a fragment o f the Pharmakitis. Scholars
disagree on whether this chapter was part o f the original treatise Diseases III. See Jouanna
(1974): 365, note 5 and 442-443 for bibliography. Jurk argued that, from a stylistic point o f view,
Diseases 3.17 is concordant with the rest o f the treatise. The recipes are linked by t o u t o pev...
t o u t o 5e, expressions which are characteristic o f the style o f Diseases III, and which are not
generally used for linking recipes in the texts o f the Hippocratic Corpus. Ilberg, on the other
hand, argued that this chapter was part o f Sevens, a treatise that recommends the use o f cooling
remedies in the treatment o f causus (8.657 and 9.455).
59 Aff. 23 (Potter 42.9 and 18-21; L6.234.15 and 21-23). Translation: ‘When there is dysentery...
administer drinks (pomata), thick gruels (rhuphemata) and foods (sitia) according to what is
written in the Pharmakitis. ’
60 Translation:
Peri Pharmakon (Monfort [2002]: 706)
Affections 36 (L6.246.8-l 1; see also Potter
58.8-13)___________________
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Peri Pharmakon

Affections 36

Xpf) ouv 7tpcoxov SiSovai xoiai pev TouxoTai

xotat

cpappaKoiatv

XotabSsai o xi xoA,r|v KaGaipsi, xoiai 8s {X7toKa0aipovxa a>8s xpfjaOar oaoi psv
cpA^ypaxcoSeaiv o xi (pAiypa, xoiai 8s XoAxoSeec; eiai, 8i8ovai xa ucp’ aw

x o ^ tj

u8pG)7toi£i8eai o xi u8cop, xoToi 8s KaOaipexar oooi 8e (pA^YpaxcoSeeq xa
pstaiYXotaoSeaiv o xi pstauvav x o ^ ftv -

ucp’ d)v cpXiYpa- oaoi 8s psXaYXO^wai,
xa u(p’ cbv psXutva

x°^ T

to io i

8s

u8pa)7ucoaiv, xa utp’ cbv u8cop.

W. Artelt deleted the two last clauses from the text of Affections (oaoi 8s
^eAttyxoArDoiv, id u(p’ aw psAxnva x0^1!’ xoiai 8s u8pco7na>aiv, xa utp’ aw b8cop)
because they refer to the humours dark bile and water, which are not mentioned
anywhere else in the treatise.61 However, although these two clauses were
probably added after the first redaction of Affections, they are found in the
manuscripts.
Dietlinde Goltz refused to see Peri Pharmakon as an introduction to
Pharmakitis, because, in her opinion the references to the Pharmakitis in
Affections do not mention purgative remedies, which she sees as the object of
Peri Pharmakon.62 However, very little can be inferred about the nature of the
pharmaka included in the Pharmakitis from the references in Affections. In
addition, Marie-Laure Monfort argued that Peri Pharmakon is concerned with
remedies in general, not with purgative remedies only .63 It is therefore possible,
although difficult to prove, that the Peri Pharmakon was an introduction to the
Pharmakitis.

First, it is necessary to give, to those who are
full o f bile, something that purges bile; to those
who are full o f phlegm, something that purges
phlegm; to those who are full o f water,
something that purges water; and to those who
are full o f black bile, something that purges
black bile.

Whilst cleansing, use remedies in the following
manner: whenever they <sc. the patients> are
bilious, give remedies that purge bile;
whenever
they
are
phlegmatic, give
medications that purge phlegm; whenever they
are melancholic, give medications that purge
black bile; and to those who suffer from
dropsy, give medications that purge water.

61 Artelt (1968): 87. See also Potter (1988): 58-59. Affections adopts a two-humour theory
(phlegm and bile), expounded in chapter 1 and 37.
62 Goltz (1974): 140-141. See also Harig (1980): 225.
63 Monfort (2002): 698. On the modem history o f this fragment, see also Monfr;fi(2000).
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According to Karl Deichgraber a fragment of the Pharmakitis can be
identified in Aetius :64 'taoKparric; 8 s 7tspl U7t£pKa0 dpo£co<; ouxco Ijsysv oxav
O7C8 pKd0 apai<; KaxaAxxpp xov dvOpcorcov, £U06<; siq PaAxxvciov spPiPdaaq auxov,
oivov x£ £7ci7riv£iv ouceiov Kal 7tpo xou PaX.av£iou Kal ji£xa xo paX.av£iov Kippov
xo xpcopa Kal Xeukov xfj auaxaaci .65 This kind of dietetic recommendation could
indeed have been found in the Pharmakitis. However, the word U7t£pKd0 apai<; a very rare word - does not appear in the Hippocratic Corpus: it is not a disease
covered by any of the Hippocratic nosological treatises. In addition, the word
paXxxvciov (bath) appears only once in the Corpus.66 It is therefore difficult to
determine whether the prescription found in Aetius is really a fragment of the
Pharmakitis, or indeed of any lost recipe book of the classical period.
I would argue that it is possible to identify fragments of the Pharmakitis
in a treatise of the Hippocratic Collection: Diseases II. This suggestion is based
on a comparison of the parallel redactions at Diseases 2.42-43 and Affections 18:
Diseases 2.42 and 43 (Jouanna 173.16- Affections
175.8; L7.58.22-60.24)

18

(Potter

30.6-32.13;

L6.226.4-228.5)
Kal xpixaToi 8s Kal xcxapxatoi 7rup£xol
£K xcov auxoov yiv£o0ai TiccpuKaaiv
auxr) rj Kaxaaxaau; xcov voaripaxcov
pdAaaxa p£v xou 0 £p£o<; yivcxar yivcxai
8s £v(oioi Kal xou x^tpcovoc;.

*Hv xpixaToq 7n)p£xoq syr\, fjv p£v pf|
7tap£'u; xp£ic; A^yiaq xfj xcxdpxr] X,aPp,
(pappaKov Tuoai Kaxar fjv 8 e aoi Sotcrj
cpaouaKou uh 8sio Qcli. xoivpac xou
7i£vxa(DuM.oo
xcov diCecov oaov
ofrSBacoov ev u 8 axi, 8 ouvai ttieiv. *Hv
8s pxjSfi xouxcp 7iaur|xai, Xoxxmq auxov
noXXxb 0£duco. 7naai xo xpiouXXov Kal
07r6v atXcaiou ev ovvco laoKoax£i Kal
KaxaK^ivaq £7nPa^£iv ipaxia noXka
scoq iSpcoary £7rf|v 8 ’ f^iSpcoap, Souvai
7H£iv aXcDixov Kal b 8 coo’ sc £07t£pr|v 8s

Tptxaioc; 8s 7rup£x6<; oxav £Xfl, fjv pcv
aoi 8 oK£fj aKa0apxoq £ivai, xcxdpxr]
cpappaKov 8 ouvar fjv 8s prj ooi 8 oicrj
coaouaKOu 8£ia0ai. 8 i8 ovai caaouaKa
7ioxa. olai u£xaaxna£xai o 7tud£x6c h
ano'ksiwsv 8 i8 ovai 8 ’ (bonso YEYDarcxat
£v xoic OaouaKoic’ Kal xfi ucv Xrwusi
pucprjpaai Kal 7toxcp 8 iaixav, xau; 8s 8 ia
|i£oou, avxioiai SiaxcoprjxiKOiai. Kal
AxXppaVCl 8S COq £7U XO 7C0XU OUK £7U
7C^£IOXOV fjv 8s pf| 0£pa7l£UT)Xai, £0&£l
p£0iaxaa0ai sq xcxapxaiov Kal yivEaOat

64 Deichgraber ap. Olivieri (1935): 307.
65Aetius 3.118 (Olivieri 307.3-7). Translation: ‘Hippocrates says the following concerning
hyper /catharsis: when hyperkatharsis seizes a man, directly make him take a bath, and have him
drink, both before and after the bath, a suitable wine, orange in colour (kirron), and transparent in
consistency.’
66 Epid. 7.45 (Jouanna 80.11-12; L5.414.10): ’Ev Palaveufl 7ipo<; Tiup'i xpiopevoc; e08ppav0r|.
Translation ‘While he was rubbing himself in his bath, next to the fire, he became feverish.’
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K8YXP0V eyifaac; Xemov pixprjadxo) Kal
OlVOV 870708X®‘ 8(0^ 8 ’ dv SiaXeiTET),
amoiaiv d)g paXGaK®xaxoiai xpifaG®.
4 3 . Tepxapxaioq 70)pexo<; oxav exn, fjv
pev e§ aXkr]q vodaoo Xdpr\ aKaGapxov,
(pappaKov nloai dv®, e7ieixa xf)V
K8(paA.r|v icaGfjpai, 87teixa (pappaKov
7oaai Kaxw r\v 8 e pr|8 e xaoxa
7toipaavxi 7raor]xai, 8 iaXei7i®v 800
X.T)\|naq pexa xr|v Kaxco KaGapaiv,
Xoooac adxov 7toXX,® Geou®. maov xoo
Kao7co0 xoo doaicoduoo ooov k&yydov,
Kal uavSoayoooo Xcov, Kal 07100 xoek
xoduooc Kal xpi©dXX,oo laov. ev olVco
aKopx® 7081v. *Hv 8 ’ epp®pevoc Kal
dyiaiveiv SoKecov, 8k K07100 r\ e§
o8oucopvr|<; 70>pexfiva<;, Kaxaaxfj e<;
xexaoxatov, 7U)oipaac adxov. OKoaoSa
8oovai ec uiXi Bd7cx®v 87ieixa
8707nv8xco (Daiaov. ueXi Kal o£oc ukac
S7rr|v 8’ ep7iXr|a6fj, epeoax®* e7teixa
Xoooapevo<; Gepp®, 87ct|v \poxGfj, 7oex©
KOKecova ecp’ d8axr eq scnsp-qv 8e
omoiai paXGaKoTai Kal prj 7roXXoun
SiaxpiioG®- xfj 8’ exeprj X.rj\p8i Xodoaq
Gepp© Kal 710XX©, ipaxia e7opaX©v e©<;
e£i80 ©or|, 7oaai 7tapypfjpa XeoKoo
eXXepopoo x©v oiCecov oaov xdi©v
SaKxoXcov uflKoc. Kal xoo xoiodXXoo
oaov Soayuriv uiveGoc, Kal 07100 800
Koauooc. ev olv© aKprjx®- Kal fjv
epeaiai piv ex©aiv, epeoax©* fjv 8e prj,
opoi®<;- pexa 8e xf|v K8(paXrjv KaGrjpar
01x10101 8e xpifaG© ©<; paXGaK©xaxoioi
Kal Spipoxaxoioiv* oxav 8e f| Xfj\|n<; piv
8XG, M-G vfjaxi(; e®v xo (pappaKov
7UV8X®.

7toXoxpoviO(;.

*Hv xexapxaioq Xappdvrj, fjv pev
aKaGapxoq
KaGaipsiv 7cp®xpov pev
xf)v KecpaXi^v Kal SiaXuabv xpeiq f|
xeaoepaq fjpepac;, (pappaKov 8 oovat
dv® adxfj xfj X'pvj/ev SiaXui©v 8 e,
exepov Kax® adxfj xfj Xpipei- fjv 8 e pf]
7tpo(; xaoxa 7iaorjxai, SiaXmcov, Xoooac;
710XX® Kal Gepu®, Soovai x®v
(DaouaK®v a Yeypa7ixai* 7toxoiai 8 s Kal
po(p"npaai Kal xfj aXXri Siaixr] xpfj^Qai,
®a7tep 870 xoo xpixaioo. AapPdvei 8 e
odxoq 0 70)psxoq xod<; pev 7iX£iaxoo<;
710X0 Vxpovov, xodq 8 e Kal oXiyov.

Kal yfvexai pev 0 xpixaioq Kal 0
xsxapxaio<; 07C0 x°^G^ Kai (pXeypaxoq*
Sioxi 8e xpixaioq Kal xexapxaTo<;
8xep®Gi poi yeypa7ixai.
Aovamv 8Y8i 8e xoox®v x®v 70)pex®v
xa coaouaKa 7ovoueva, ®axe xa
acouaxa Kaxa Y®priv eivai ev xrn 8®Goiri
Geouoxrixi Kal vi/oydoxtixi. Kal ume
GeouaiveaGai 7iaoa (pogiv udxe
vj/oY8aGar 8i8ovai 8e, ®c ev xfj
OaouaidxiSi YSYoa7ixai.
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The chapters of Diseases II on tertian and quartan fevers are centred on the
treatment of these diseases; whereas the parallel redaction at Affections 18 is
centred on their aetiology. Recipes and detailed dietetic prescriptions in Diseases
2.42-43 are replaced by references to the Pharmakitis in Affections 18. One may
suggest that the recipes at Diseases 2.42-43 were also included in the
Pharmakitis, as well as other recipes we find in Diseases II and the other
nosological treatises {Diseases III and Internal Affections).
The chronology of the Pharmakitis is highly problematic. This recipe
book could be anterior to both Diseases II and Affections.67 In this case, one can
suggest that the compilers of these two nosological treatises (and maybe also the
compilers of other nosological treatises) exploited this recipe collection in
different ways: the compiler of Diseases II selected a few recipes, whereas the
compiler of Affections only referred to the recipe book. On the other hand, the
Pharmakitis could be contemporary with Affections, but later than Diseases II;
indeed, Jouanna considers Affections to be a late treatise. In this case, one may
argue that the Pharmakitis absorbed the recipes included in Diseases II.

To sum up, the Pharmakitis included recipes and dietetic prescriptions,
classified by efficacy and was maybe introduced by a theoretical passage. Some
of its recipes can be read in the extant Hippocratic nosological treatises, and a
possible fragment can be identified in the works of Aetius. However, this treatise
is now lost in its original form, and was probably lost in antiquity. Recipe books
tend to be ephemeral; changes in medical theory lead to changes in therapeutics,
and therefore to the rewriting of recipe books. With the exception of Scribonius
Largus’ Compositions, none of the numerous medical recipe books written in the
Hellenistic period and the early Roman Empire is preserved in its original form;
we only know these books through quotations by authors such as Galen and the
Byzantine encyclopaedists. Similarly, none of the cookbooks written in antiquity
survives complete, as noted by John Wilkins and Shaun Hill:

Cookbooks can be influential in what they inspire, and ephemeral in
themselves. They are a form of treatise that the author thinks worth

67 See Lonie (1968): 10.
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writing, but that people do not keep in the long term. We should note that
nearly all the cookery books cited by Athenaeus do not survive and had
probably not survived to his day. Recipes in verse fared better.68

The Pharmakitis may have ceased to be copied in its entirety very early because
it had been superseded by other recipe books.

3.5 Conclusion: The i.Hippocratic9 recipes are attributed to
Hippocrates
Some of the medicaments included in the Hippocratic treatises were familiar to
writers active in the fourth century BC.
Diodes seemingly employed medicines similar to those found in the
Hippocratic gynaecological treatises. Soranus reports that Diodes used a series
of ingredients, including garlic, applied as pessaries to predict whether a woman
could conceive or not.69 The conception test through garlic is also recorded in
Barren Women.10 In addition, Aristotle mentions two means for testing whether a
woman is barren or not:

Td<; 8e yuvaucaq paaavi^ouai xou; xs rcpoaGexou;, eav SiiKvcovxai ai oapal
7rpo<; xo TTveupa xo Gupa^e KaxcoGsv avco, Kal xoiq syypioxoK; si<; zovq
cxpGaXpouc; xpcopamv, dv xpcopaxi^coai xo ev xco oxopaxi rcxueXov. Tauxa
yap ou crupPaivovxa 8r|Xoi xo acopa xouq Tiopouq 5i’ <bv a7COKpivexai xo
7iep{xxcopa auyKexupevouq exeiv Kal cmp7te(pUK6xaq.71

68 Wilkins and Hill (1996): 147.
69 D iodes fr. 172 (van der Eijk 276.9-13):

MaXicxa 8e npoaexei aqpeicooei irj 8ia twv
TipooOsxcov, oiov pr|xivq<;, 7rriydvou, OKopSou, KapSapou, KopidvSpoiv ei pev yap f| 7totoxq<;
7tpcxrce0evT(ov auiwv pe%pt ton axopaxoq avatpspoixo, 6uvaa0ai (prjaiv ooXXapfkxveiv auxaq, ei
8k pi), xouvavxiov. Translation: ‘He <sc. Diocles> particularly pays attention to an indication
<that women can conceive> that make use o f pessaries, such as resin, rue, garlic, cress, and
coriander. For if the quality o f the pessaries themselves is carried upward to the mouth, he says,
these women can conceive; if not, the opposite.’ According to van der Eijk (2001): 315-317, this
fragment is dubious.
70 Steril. 214 (L8.416.2-5): ’AAXo- ptoXu^av OKopoSou 7rspuca0i)pavxa xrjv KsipaXrjv,
dnoKvioavxa, rcpoOeivai 7ipo<; xf|v uaxeprjv, Kal oprjv xfj uoxepair), r\\ o<^t) 8ia axopaxoq- Kal r|v
o^r), Kuqasr i)v 5e pf(, on. Translation: ‘Another: Having washed and peeled a head o f garlic,
apply it to the womb, and see the next day whether she smells < of it> through the mouth; if she
smells, she will be pregnant, if not, she will not.’ For more details on this recipe, see Chapter
Five, Section Six.
71 Aristotle, GA 747a.7-14. Translation: ‘They test women by means o f pessaries <to see>
whether the smell < o f the pessary> penetrates upwards from below to the breath which goes out,
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As already pointed out, the tests by means of pessaries are recommended in the
Hippocratic gynaecological treatises. Furthermore, Simon Byl has recognised the
test by means of colours at Nature o f Women 99: *Hv (3ouA,t| yuvaiKoc;
£K7ceipr|0Tivai, £i £ a n 7 tai6 io u a a £ix£
w caX eiyai, Kal q v p.£V £O£A.0t|

xo

pf|, xfj £ p u 0 p a )d0co xouq 6(p0aA.pouq

(pappaK ov, 7 iai5 io u a a y iv c x a r

r\v

p f|, o u 72

However, although the parallelism between the Hippocratic text and Aristotle is
striking, it does not amount to a verbatim quotation.
The fragment of Diodes and the text of Aristotle indicate that these
authors shared pharmacological knowledge with the compilers of the Hippocratic
gynaecological treatises. On the other hand, these texts do not prove that these
authors had access to our written collections of ‘Hippocratic’ recipes. The
prescription at Nature o f Women 99 is an aphorism that could easily be
remembered and transmitted orally; the same goes for the indication to use
smelling ingredients to test women’s fertility. Admittedly, Aristotle might have
read some of the Hippocratic gynaecological and/or embryological works: there
are many other examples of parallelisms between Aristotle’s biological works
and some Hippocratic treatises, especially Generation, Nature o f the Child and
Diseases IV .73 However, as noted by Byl, Aristotle never names Hippocrates, nor
does he attribute the opinions that have parallels in our Hippocratic Corpus to
any other medical authority. There are two possible explanations for this silence.
First, Aristotle might not have thought it necessary to name the sources of
ideas he himself accepted.74 It cannot be completely excluded that the
‘Hippocratic’ treatises were transmitted under other authorial names in the
classical period. For instance, as seen earlier, parts of the gynaecological treatises
and their recipes could have been circulated under the name of Euryphon (even
though Euryphon probably did not compose any of our gynaecological treatises).

and by means o f colours rubbed onto the eyes <to see> whether they colour the saliva in the
mouth. For if these <effects> do not occur, it is clear that, in the body, the passages through
which the residues is secreted are mixed up and obliterated.’
72 Nat.Mul. 99 (Trapp 122.1-3; L7.416.l-3). Translation: ‘If you want to test whether a woman is
fertile or not, rub her eyes with the red stone: if the drug penetrates, she will become pregnant; if
not, she will not.’ See Byl (1980): 40.
73 See Byl (1980); Oser-Grote (2004).
74 See Coles (1995). Coles’ article is criticised by Me Go wan Tress (1999).
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Second, Aristotle might have been quoting anonymous treatises and/or
reporting ideas that he had heard. There is a strong probability that medical
treatises including recipes were transmitted anonymously before being ascribed
to Hippocrates. According to Rosalind Thomas, there may be a link between the
number of anonymous treatises in the classical period and the fact that the
epideixis (display of knowledge) was a favoured style of delivery in this period:

Even if an epideixis were written down, it might have a perilous chance
of survival... One begins to wonder if the large number of anonymous
texts we have from this period is partly a by-product of this situation:
there is an explosion in the number of texts, as it were, but not of authors.
The texts collected in the Hippocratic Corpus are of varied authorship,
and though there has been debate since antiquity about which were
genuinely by Hippocrates, many are effectively anonymous... The best
chance of survival for a floating text was to be attached to the corpus of a
well-known author... The very form of a written text of a display piece
meant for oral delivery might contribute to later anonymity. An epideixis,
after all, does not need to name the author of the piece, because the author
is there proclaiming it .75

Several treatises of the Hippocratic Corpus clearly are epideictic texts that could
have originated as oral display, such as Airs, Waters and Places, The Sacred
Disease, Fractures, and The Art; other treatises (or parts of treatises) could have
originated as oral didactic lectures.76 Parts of the gynaecological treatises could
have been delivered orally as lectures, which might have included aphorisms
such as those indicating how to determine whether a woman is pregnant. But I
have argued earlier that most of the recipes of the gynaecological treatises were
not originally delivered as part of oral lectures; pharmacological knowledge was
most probably transmitted through apprenticeship, not through lectures.77 Recipes
are not the exact reflection of this apprenticeship; they are a written genre.
Rosalind Thomas’ explanation cannot be applied to all the Hippocratic treatises.

75 Thomas (2003): 182-183.
76 See Jouanna (1984).
77 See Chapter Two, Section Three.
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Another possible explanation for the anonymity of some of the
Hippocratic treatises is that they were originally designed for circulation among a
small group of people. Collections of recipes on papyrus do not bear authorial
names because they were most probably written down for the personal use of
their compilers, and maybe of their family-members and/or apprentices. In a
small group, the author of a text would be known to everyone; he would
therefore not feel the need to ‘put his name’ on his work. When these texts
eventually came into public knowledge (it is difficult to control the circulation of
a written text), they remained anonymous. However, again, this explanation
cannot be applied to all the treatises of the Corpus: the author of Affections, for
instance, claims to write for a broad audience of laymen.78
Whether the medical works to which Aristotle had access were
anonymous or not, it is only in the Hellenistic period that, for entirely obscure
reasons, the name o f Hippocrates became central in the transmission of medical
texts. But even so the attribution of some of the medical treatises to the Coan
physician was debated. When the authorship of a Hippocratic book was disputed
in antiquity, it was often attributed to one of Hippocrates’ family members or one
of his pupils. For instance, Galen reports that Diseases II was thought by some to
be the work of Hippocrates Junior, the grandson of Hippocrates and son of
Thessalus.79 In doing so, ancient scholars had found a way of explaining the
heterogeneity of the Hippocratic Corpus, whilst recognising the authority of
Hippocrates.
As will be argued in Chapter Seven, the gynaecological recipes benefited
from their attribution to Hippocrates in a series of ways: they were commented
upon, glossed and quoted by medical authors throughout antiquity. The authority
of the name ‘Hippocrates’ allowed these recipes to be preserved despite
numerous changes in medical theory. On the other hand, the Pharmakitis may
never have been attributed to Hippocrates. If it had been, would Galen and other
medical commentators have ignored it?

78 See Chapter Six, Section Three for more details.
79 See Langholf (2004): 248.
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Appendix: Translations
A = Nat.Mul. 109 (Trapp 125.23126.11; L7.422.23-424.ll)
1. Feminine purgatives if the purgation
does not come. Take the inside of a
bottle gourd, in the amount of three
oboloi,
the
herb
wormwood
(artemisia), and one obolos of
frankincense; crush, mix with honey.
Wrap in wool; apply to the mouth of
the womb once a day. Do this for five
days.
2. Another. Grind fresh vine in honey.
Wrap in wool and apply in the same
way.
3. Another. Crush together seed of
cypress and frankincense; soak with
rose perfume and honey. Wrap in
wool; apply.
4.
Another.
Crush
wormwood
(iabrotonon), in the amount of three
oboloi, in honey. Wrap in wool; apply.
5. Another. One obolos of squirting
cucumber and one obolos of myrrh;
crush in honey. Wrap in wool; apply.
6 . Another. Seed of cypress, inside of a
bottle gourd and frankincense; crush
together in honey. Wrap in wool; apply
in the same way.

B = Mul. 1.78 (L8.174.16-176.8)
1. If the lochial purgation does not
occur. Take the inside of a bottle
gourd, in the amount of three oboloi,
the herb wormwood {artemisia), and
frankincense, one obolos; crush, mix
with honey. Wrap in wool; apply to the
mouth of the womb, day and night. Do
this until five days have elapsed.
2. Or grind fresh vine; mix with honey.
Wrap in wool; apply in the same way.
3. Or crush seed of cypress and
frankincense together; soak with rose
<oil or perfume> and honey. Wrap in
wool; let her apply it.
4. Or wormwood {abrotonon), one
drachma, the inside of the bottle gourd,
one obolos; crush in honey. Wrap in
wool; apply.
5. Or one obolos of squirting cucumber
and myrrh; crush in honey. Wrap in
wool; let her apply it.
6 . Or seed of cypress, inside of a bottle
gourd and frankincense; mix with
honey. Let her apply it in wool.

C = Nat.Mul. 95, 96 and 97 (Trapp D = Mul. 1.78 (L8.178.12-180.1)
120.16-121.9; L7.412.15-414.9)
1. Expelling. The juice of squirting 1. Expelling from the womb. The juice
cucumber, in the amount o f a potion; of squirting cucumber, enough to make
sprinkle into a dough. Apply having as it were a little cake; apply as a
fasted for two days.
plaster, having fasted for two days.
You will not find anything better.
2. Test. Boil a head of garlic, apply to 2. Test. Boil a head of garlic; apply.
the womb. The next day, let her
examine herself with her finger, and
<see> if the mouth smells; if not, apply
again.
3. Test. Wrap a little oil of bitter 3. Another test. Wrap a little oil of
almonds in wool, and see whether the bitter almond; wrap in wool. Apply and
mouth smells.
see if it smells through the mouth.
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4. Pessaries. Place the bile of seascorpion in wool. Dry in the shade;
apply.
5. Or dry pennyroyal; crush well. Soak
with honey; apply in wool.
6 . Or flower of copper in honey; bind
in a cloth. Apply.
6 . Another. Seed of cucumber and 7. Or seed of cucumber and burnt
burnt potsherd; soak with wine. Apply potsherd; soak with wine. Apply in
hare hair or in wool.
in hare hair and in wool.
7. Another Wrap Egyptian alum in 8 . Another pessary. Wrap Egyptian
alum in wool; apply.
wool; apply.
4. Pessaries. Wrap the bile of seascorpion in wool. Dry in the shade;
apply.
5. Another. Crush well dry pennyroyal,
soak with honey; apply in wool.

=
Mul
E = Nat. Mul 33 (Trapp F
97.17-98.6; L7.366.16- (L8.192.16-194.4)
368.6)
1. Another. Boil leeks in
water, elderberry, anise,
frankincense, myrrh, and
wine; inject their juice.

2. Another. Boil cabbage
in water. In the juice of
the
cabbage
boil
mercury; add a little
linseed. Then filter off
and inject.
3. Another. Myrrh, an
oxybaphon, frankincense,
hartwort, anise, linseed,
oil of bitter almonds,
resin, honey, goose oil,
white
vinegar,
the
Egyptian <perfume?>; of
each crush the same
amount. Soak with two
kotylai of white wine;
then inject lukewarm.

4. Another. Boil mercury
in water; filter off.
<Add> an oxybaphon of
myrrh, frankincense, oil
of bitter almonds, of each
the same amount; inject

1.78 G
=
M ul
2.209
(L8.404.7-404.19)
1. Another injection, if
there is excessive pain
and strangury. Juice of
leek,
elderberry,
hartwort,
anise,
frankincense, myrrh and
wine; express their juice,
mix and inject.

1. Injections against old
ulcerations: inject the
juice of boiled cabbage.
And
similarly
with
mercury. And add a little
red soda.
2. An oxybaphon of
myrrh,
frankincense,
hartwort, anise, celery
seed, oil of bitter
almonds, resin, honey,
goose fat, white vinegar,
white Egyptian perfume;
crush well together the
same amount of each.
Then soak with two
kotylai of white wine;
inject lukewarm.

2. Or an oxybaphon of
myrrh, the same amount
of frankincense, the same
amount of love-in-a-mist
and cyperus, hartwort,
anise, linseed, oil of
bitter almonds, honey,
resin, goose fat, white
vinegar,
Egyptian
perfume, of each the
same amount; soak with
sweet white wine and
inject.
3. Or boil mercury in 3. Or boil down water of
water and filter off.
mercury; <inject> with
Or an oxybaphon of myrrh, frankincense and
myrrh,
frankincense, oil of bitter almonds.
hartwort, oil of bitter
almonds, of each the
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same amount; inject
lukewarm.
5. Another. Boil salvia 4. Or boil salvia and St 4. Or boil salvia and St
and St John’s wort in John’s wort in water; John’s wort in water and
inject.
inject the water.
water; inject the water.
5. Or linseed, anise, lovein-a-mist,
hartwort,
myrrh, seed of cassia;
boil in wine and inject.
6. Another. Elderberry, 5. Or elderberry and 6. Another injection, if a
bayberries, of each the bayberries; boil the same violent pain takes hold
same amount; boil in amount of each in wine. <of her> after the
purgation: boil elderberry
wine. Then inject the Then inject the wine.
and bayberries in black
wine.
wine and inject.
lukewarm.

J = Mul. 2.205 (L392.17-394.5)
1. Softening <remedies> for the womb.
Sheep suet, egg whites, honey, rose oil;
mix these with flour. Heat up on a slow
fire; soften thoroughly the drops onto
wool and apply.
2. Or seasoned red suet, goose oil, rose
oil; melt these together and mix onto
wool; apply.
3. Goose oil or pork suet, white wax,
oil of bitter almonds, rose oil, all of
these as good as possible; mix well.
Shred strips of cloths
finely.
Immediately after having bathed
herself, let her apply these lukewarm to
the mouth <of the womb>.
4. Or melt deer marrow and goose suet; 4. Or melt deer marrow and suet, mix
mix with rose or iris oil. Apply very well with rose oil; let her apply it in
soft wool.
soft wool.
H = Mul. 2.158 (L336.12-21)
1.
With
softening
pessaries...
Excellent: egg yolk, goat suet, honey,
rose oil, mix these, warm slightly over
a fire, and collect the drops onto wool;
apply.
2. Or seasoned red goose suet, rose
perfume; mix these. Having soaked
wool <with these>, apply.
3. Better: goose oil, or sheep suet,
white wax, resin, oil of bitter almonds,
rose oil; melt these together and mix.
Having bathed herself, let her apply
these lukewarm inside, to the mouth of
the womb.

K = P. Ryl 531, col. II
L = Mul. 2.200 and 201
1. Provokes a purgation: seed of fennel, 1. When there is pain and suffocation:
bark of samphire; give to drink in wine. root of mallow, or oxymelon, or bark of
fennel and samphire; give to drink in
water. It is excellent to vomit and to sit
up.
2. Against suffocations from the 2. When she is suffocated by the
womb: give dried otter kidneys, as womb: castoreum and fleabane; let her
much as can be taken with three fingers drink these separately or together.
<i.e. a pinch>; take in sweet-smelling
wine. It also helps against pains in the
testicles and is a clyster for the womb.
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3. Another if there is cough with the
suffocation: realgar, unfired sulphur, an
equal amount, five or four almonds;
cleanse and mix well. Then <give>
these in wine.

3. When <the womb> causes
suffocation together with coughing:
realgar, one obolos, unfired sulphur,
the same amount; add three or four
cleansed bitter almonds; give in sweetsmelling wine._____________________

Diseases 2.42 and 43 (Jouanna 173- Affections 18 (Potter 30-32; L6.226175; L7.58-60)
228)
Both tertian and quartan fevers are
disposed by nature to arise from the
same causes. This kind of diseases
occurs usually during the summer.
However some <diseases of this kind>
occur also in the winter.
If there is a tertian fever, if not haying When <the patient> has a tertian fever,
slackened three attacks it attacks with if he seems to you not to be purified,
the fourth; give to drink a medication give him a medication on the fourth
acting downwards. If <the patient> day. If, on the other hand, he does not
does not seem to you to need a seem to you to need a medication, give
medication, crush an oxvbaphon of him medicinal drinks (pharmaka pota)
roots of cinauefoil in water: give to that will make the fever change or
drink. If <the Dain> does not stop after cease. Give these as it is written in the
this, wash him with a lot of warm Remedies.
water, give to drink clover and iuice of During the attack prescribe gruels and
silnhium in wine mixed with equal drinks, on the days in between, laxative
auantitv of water, put him to bed and foods. In general, this disease does not
cover him with many blankets so that attack with severity, but, if it is not
he sweats. When he has sweat treated, it is likely to change into a
thoroughly, give him barlev groats and quartan fever and to become chronic.
water to drink. Towards the evening,
boil thin millet and let him drink it as a
gruel, and let him drink wine
afterwards. Until the fever has
discontinued, let him use the most
emollient foods.
43. When there is quartan fever, if it If a quartan fever seizes <a patient>
attacks a patient who has not been when he is not purified, first purge his
purified after another disease, give him head. And leaving an interval of three
a medication acting upwards to drink. or four days, give a medication acting
Then purge his head and then give him upwards during the attack. Leaving
a medication acting downwards to another interval, give a medication
drink. If the fever does not stop when acting downwards during the next
the patient does these things, leaving attack. If with these <remedies> the
an interval of two attacks after the fever does not end, leaving an interval,
downwards purge, wash him with a lot cleanse him with a lot of warm water,
of warm water, have him drink and give one of the remedies which are
henbane seed, in the amount of a millet written. Use the drinks, gruels and the
grain, and the same amount of rest of the diet, as in the case of the
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mandrake, and three beans of tertian fever. This fever attacks most
<mandrake> juice, and the same patients for a long time, but others for a
amount of clover; give to drink in pure short time.
wine. If, on the other hand, a patient
who seems strong and healthy falls ill
with fever as a resu/t of fatigue or
travelling, and his fever changes into a
quartan fever, give him heads of garlic
dipped in honey. Then let him drink a
decoction of lentils, mixed with honey
and vinegar. After he has filled
himself, let him vomit. Then let him
wash himself with warm water. When
he has cooled down, let him drink a
kykeon with water. Towards the
evening, let him use emollient foods,
but not in large amounts. During the
next attack, wash him with a lot of
warm water, cover him with blankets
so that he sweats thoroughly, and let
him drink immediately roots of white
hellebores, three fingers in length, a
drachma of clover and two beans of
juice, in pure wine. And if <the
patient> shows disposition to vomit, let
him vomit. If not, <let him vomit>
similarly, and afterwards purge his
head. Let him use foods as emollient
and as sharp as possible. When there is
an attack, he should drink the
medication while not fasting.
•
The tertian and quartan fevers also
occur because of bile and phlegm. This
is why I have written about the tertian
and quartan fever elsewhere.
Remedies drunk for these fevers have a
power (dvnamin) such as to leave the
bodies undisturbed in their usual heat
or cold, neither heated nor chilled
against nature. Give them as written in
the Pharmakitis.
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4 Hippocratic recipes between home remedies and Haute
Medecine
4.1 Introduction
The recipes of the gynaecological treatises represent the vast majority (almost 85%)
of the recipes recorded in the Hippocratic Corpus.1 For most scholars this discrepancy
between the gynaecological and ‘non-gynaecological’ treatises of the Corpus in their
number of recipes is not a mere coincidence, as argued for instance by Iain Lonie:

If we exclude diet, therapy in Hippocratic texts reduces to a few simple
formulae for purges and emetics. The one exception to this generalization is
offered by the gynaecological texts. This apparent contrast between the
gynaecological texts and other texts dealing with internal diseases may not be
accidental. The gynaecological texts deal with a social distinct group, which
may originally have been serviced by a distinct medical personnel, the
midwives. Other, less tangible, considerations are consistent with the
possibility that before the application of literacy to medicine internal
medicine hardly existed in Greece.2

Lonie’s explanation in terms of a distinct social group with its own healers has been
influential; since 1980, the recipes of the Hippocratic gynaecological treatises have
been frequently interpreted as ‘home remedies’, transmitted orally by mothers to
daughters for generations before assuming written form. However attractive this idea
may seem, there is very little evidence to substantiate it: nowhere is it said in the
Hippocratic gynaecological treatises that the recipes there included are ‘from women’.
One of the most salient characteristics of the Hippocratic treatises is that, by contrast
with later medical texts, they never mention their informants for pharmacological

1 There are 226 recipes in non-gynaecological treatises and 1436 recipes in total: that is, 15.73% o f the
recipes are non-gynaecological.
2 Lonie (1983): 153-154. My emphasis.
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knowledge; their recipes are always anonymous. In this chapter, I argue that a
polarization into female and male traditions is not helpful to understanding the
gynaecological recipes: pharmacological knowledge, even when pertaining to female
ailments, or rather especially when pertaining to female ailments, was diffused
throughout Greek society. Conception of healthy babies was crucial for the
functioning of Greek cities, and men certainly took an interest in gynaecological
issues. When a woman’s problems could not be solved within her household, experts
- whether midwives, root-cutters, physicians or priests - made their entry; they
possessed special powers, used chants and incantations, or had knowledge of
dangerous and/or exotic plants.
The presence of exotic, expensive, flamboyant ingredients is particularly
conspicuous in the Hippocratic collections of recipes. I argue that these types of
ingredients might have acted as a way to transform traditional medicine into Haute
Medecine. Another way for the medical writers to mark themselves off from
traditional medicine was to regiment every aspect of their clients’ lives through
regimen; pharmacology was only one aspect of Haute Medecine.
In the final part of this chapter, I reconsider the contrast between the
gynaecological and ‘non-gynaecological’ treatises of the Corpus. I argue that the
relative lack of recipes in the ‘non-gynaecological’ treatises might be due more to the
use of different ‘literary’ conventions than to a difference in actual practice; the
nosological treatises often recommend pharmaka, but do not give recipes for the
preparation of these drugs. Although the nosological treatises preserve fewer
pharmacological recipes than the gynaecologies, they partake of the same Haute
Medecine: a dietetic medicine geared towards the elite.

4.2 Gender studies and the Hippocratic gynaecological recipes
In 1980, two groundbreaking gender studies on the Hippocratic gynaecological
treatises (the studies of Paola Manuli and Aline Rousselle) reached diametrically
opposite conclusions on the role played by women in the composition of the
gynaecological writings. For Manuli, Hippocratic gynaecology was a male science in
which the relationship between male doctor and female patient reflected the links of

3 In Chapter Three, I discussed the only possible exception to this rule: the philistion drug. On ‘naming’
drugs in later times, see Chapter Seven, Section One.
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subordination between female and male in Greek society. This male science reduced
midwives to the role of assistants to male physicians.4
For Rousselle, on the other hand, the role of the male doctor in the Hippocratic
gynaecological treatises was only to ‘write down’ an oral female tradition that had
been transmitted from mother to daughter for generations. This medical knowledge
was based on women’s accurate observations of their own bodies.5 With regards to
recipes, Rousselle imagined the Greek woman as a ‘cuisiniere a son fourneau,
preparing in her kitchen, potions, infusions, pessaries, and injections according to the
recipes given by the midwife, the physician or tradition.’6 The French scholar
therefore raised the possibility that some of the recipes originated outside of the
female tradition and that a certain level of interaction between men and women was
possible in the field of pharmacology.
Several

scholars

followed Rousselle in considering the Hippocratic

gynaecological recipes as female knowledge written down by male doctors. Angus
McLaren (1990) qualified the contraceptive practices described in the gynaecological
treatises as ‘female knowledge of which male writers were often simply the
chroniclers’.7 John M. Riddle, in a study of contraceptive and abortive remedies
(1992), went even further in arguing that: ‘The authors of these works probably did
not understand the data and merely recorded it without assimilating and reformulating
the material.’8 Riddle also pointed out the similarities between ancient Greek and
Egyptian remedies used for abortion, implying that the Greeks had ‘imported’
Egyptian

knowledge.9 Riddle’s

and

McLaren’s

interpretations

of

ancient

contraceptive medicaments, however, differ in an important respect: whereas for
McLaren ancient contraceptives did not work, for Riddle they were efficacious - this
efficacy was the result of empirical testing by generations of women.10

4 See also Manuli (1983): 154-162.
5 See also Rousselle (1983): 38-40.
6 Rousselle (1980): 1098. See also (1983): 53 (treatments for amenorrhea); 62 (abortive recipes).
7 McLaren (1990): 28.
8 Riddle (1992): 81.
9 Riddle (1992): 82. For more details on Egyptian gynaecology and its possible influence on Greek
gynaecology, see Chapter Five, Section Six.
10 King (1995a): 139; (1995b): 207-208; (1998): Chapter Seven, ‘Reading the past through the present.
Drugs and contraception in Hippocratic medicine’, argues, against Riddle, that the efficacy o f ancient
remedies should not be measured in bio-chemical terms; instead their cultural value should be assessed.
See also Demand (1999); Hanson (1998): 74.
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Most scholars, however, adopted a more nuanced picture of the respective
roles of men and women in the creation of the Hippocratic gynaecologies. The
treatises absorbed female knowledge; but male physicians did not merely write it
down - they transformed it in the process. Ann Hanson is the most important
exponent of this view. In her doctoral thesis (1971), she argued that the recipes of the
gynaecological treatises were midwives’ lore, although she accepted this assertion
was difficult to prove: ‘Our knowledge of midwives in fifth-century Greece is not
extensive and sheds little light on the relation which midwifery may have had to our
treatises.’11 She also pointed out similarities between Egyptian, Hippocratic and
twentieth-century Greek prognoses and therapies, and argued that, in these different
contexts, ‘prognostic procedures and therapies were the responses of midwives to
essentially the same circumstance’.12
In later articles, Hanson suggested that the Hippocratic gynaecological
treatises contained ‘home remedies’ and traditional anatomical and physiological
1'I
concepts that were familiar to Greek women. She noted that the authors of the
gynaecological treatises, on two occasions, qualified their recipes as gynaikeia
(women’s things), ‘for these recipes were the possession of women and they
medicated women’s diseases’.14 The role of the Hippocratic male physicians was to
organise these home remedies and traditional concepts into ‘a coherent anatomy,
physiology, and pathology’.15 She writes:

In one sense, these medicaments, now incorporated in Hippocratic treatises,
looked backward to earlier medical traditions, and they sometimes offer us a
glimpse of pre-Hippocratic medical practices. The therapies also looked
forward, for they show Hippocratics manipulating and adjusting earlier

11 Hanson (1971): 318.
12 Hanson (1971): 320. For examples o f twentieth-century remedies from the Greek islands, see Mills
(1948). In her later work, Hanson is more critical o f comparisons between remedies over such a large
chronological and geographical span: see Hanson (1991): 78 and note 32.
13 Hanson (1990); (1991); (1992a); (1992b). Hanson has since changed her position and given up the
notion o f ‘home remedies’. See below.
14 Hanson (1990): 310; (1992b): 235. See Mul. 1.64 (L8.132.23-24): Kal tcov yuvaucsuov o n av
paXioia 7ipoo5exriTai Ttuuaiceiv. Translation: ‘And among the <remedies> for women give to drink
those which are best accepted.’ Mul. 2.113 (L8.244.4-5): Kal tcov yuvauceicov 7reipc6|ievo<;, o xi av
paAAov Tipooirjxai TiudaKeiv. Translation: ‘And among the <remedies> for women, try to give to drink
those which are best accepted.’
15 Hanson (1990): 310.
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material to make it fit their own more self-conscious and more professional
styles of medical narrative.16

Similar views have been held by Lesley Dean-Jones, Nancy Demand and Valeria
Ando.17 Dean-Jones argued that women in classical Greece were serviced by
midwives and not by physicians. Her argument is based on the fact that there are only
half as many female as male case studies in the Epidemics. Dean-Jones, however,
suggest that the Hippocratic physicians attempted to ‘co-opt some aspects of
traditional female healing’, by borrowing their recipes.

to

Demand considered that ‘the bulk of the material in the gynaecological
treatises consists of midwives’ or women’s lore, but the doctors perceived that lore
through the conceptual lenses o f the Greek male.’19 She also suggested that the
composition of the gynaecological writings might have led to the professionalisation
of midwifery.20 In fifth-century writings, midwifery does not appear as a well-defined
medical profession, and it seems that any experienced female member of a
community could act as a midwife when necessary. On the other hand, during the
fourth century BC, the connection between midwifery and medicine is spelled out
more clearly in literature - there may be a reference to a female physician in Plato’s
I
Republic - and on funerary monuments. Demand concludes that: ‘The increasing
concern of men to control female reproductivity thus inadvertently also gave some
women at least semi-professional status as doctors’ assistants.’22
•

Ando noted that perfumes, such as narcissus perfume, rose perfume, or lily
perfume, were used exclusively in the treatment of female ailments in the Hippocratic
Corpus. Now, these plants were traditionally associated with the female cultural space
in the Greek world: they were offered to female Goddesses. Ando suggested reading

16 Hanson (1992b): 236.
17 Demand (1994); (1998); Andb (1999); (2000).
18 Dean-Jones (1995): 47.
19 Demand (1994): 65. See also Demand (1998): 73.
20 Demand (1995): 287.
21 Plato, Respublica 454d2 (Hermann): Oiov laxpucov pev Kal laxpncfiv xr|v v|n>xf|v ovxa<; xr|v auxr|v
cpnoiv e^eiv sAiyopev. Translation: ‘We meant, for instance, that a man and a woman who have a
medical mind have the same nature.’ See Pomeroy (1978) for a discussion o f this controversial
passage. The stele o f Phanostrate (IG 22.6873), dated to the second half o f the fourth century BC#
(Athens) reads as follows: Maia Kal laxpoc, d>avooxpaxii sv0a5s Ksixai [o]i)0evi A.U7tr|<p>d, Ttaaiv 5s
Oavouoa 7to0eivn. Translation: ‘Phanostrate, midwife {maia) and physician (iatros), lies here at rest.
She caused pain to none, and her death was lamented by all.’
22 Demand (1995): 287.
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the presence of these perfumes in the Hippocratic gynaecological recipes as ‘elements
of knowledge and practice not yet re-elaborated’ to be discovered ‘between the lines
of the medical discourse’.

Helen King has pointed out two major issues with these various attempts to
‘find female voices’ in the gynaecological recipes.24 Firstly, although drug
administration is often associated with women in Greek culture, nowhere is it
explicitly said that these gynaecological recipes are the creation of women: scholars
have assumed that this is the type of information mothers would transmit to their
daughters. The fact that the recipes are called gynaikeia is not conclusive since this
word is also used to designate women’s genitalia, the menses and women’s diseases
in general.25 Secondly, King considers that three types of ingredients used in the
gynaecological recipes may cast doubts on this assumption. For instance, we may
wonder if recipes including ingredients from the Dreckapotheke (ingredients which
appear only in gynaecological recipes, as pointed out by the studies of Heinrich von
Staden) are the reflection of women’s lore or whether they are the expression of
men’s conception of female impurity.

In addition, ‘there are some recipes which, by

their flamboyant and exceptional nature, may owe more to the competitive social
climate of Hippocratic medicine, putting pressure on its practitioners to innovate.’27
Finally, rare, expensive, imported ingredients, such as myrrh or frankincense, are not
likely to feature in women’s home remedies, but seem to be used by Hippocratic
physicians

‘to

impress’. The

‘impressive’ character

of many

Hippocratic

gynaecological recipes had previously been pointed out by Geoffrey Lloyd, who
linked it to the organisation of medicine in ancient Greece. In a society where there
was no medical licence, healers resorted to a variety of methods to convince potential
clients of their powers: rhetoric, elaborate bandaging, impressive medicaments, etc.28
Despite these issues, King does not reject the possibility that some recipes
might have stemmed from female self-help practices. She finds Hanson’s
interpretation of the recipes as ‘home remedies’ that physicians integrated in a
23 Ando (1999): 256.
24 King (1995a): 138-139; (1995b): 207; (1998): Chapter Seven, especially 132-133.
25 King (1995a): 138.
26 On the use o f ingredients from the Dreckapotheke in Hippocratic gynaecology, see von Staden
(1991); (1992a).
27 King (1995b): 207.
28 Lloyd (1983): 82.
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90
coherent theoretical framework a ‘valuable compromise’. King disagrees most with
•

scholars who interpret recipes as a ‘transparent’ source for the history of ancient
Greek women, and the physicians who wrote them down as mere ‘reporters’. She
reminds us that the Hippocratic gynaecological treatises, together with their recipes,
are texts; as with any other texts, we should try to understand the motivations of their
authors.30
When they compiled their collections of recipes, the Hippocratic authors, in
contrast to later medical compilers or to botanical writers such as Theophrastus, did
not mention their sources for pharmacological knowledge. In the following sections of
this chapter, building upon King’s work, I will investigate whether a polarization into
female and male knoweldge iShelpful to understanding the Hippocratic recipes.

4.3 The sources o f the compilers ofgynaecological recipes
As noted by Hanson, the authors of the Hippocratic gynaecological treatises
distinguish between two types of woman: the woman of experience (i.e. ‘the
intelligent layperson who works with the doctor to maintain health or to combat
illness’) and the shy and modest woman who lacks experience.
Inexperienced women are difficult patients to treat, according to this passage
of Diseases o f Women I, because they are ashamed of their illnesses:

Kal 800’ dxs od8’ aural laaaiv xi voaeooaiv, rcplv r\ epjteipoi vodacov
yevcovxat ano Kaxaprivicov Kal ecocn, yepaixepar to ts §8 otpeac; ft re dvayicri
Kal o ypovcx; 5i5aoK8i to aixiov xcov vodacov, Kal eaxiv oxe xftoi pf|
yivcoaKodapoiv dtp’ oxen vooeboi cpGavsi xa voorjpaxa avirjxa yivopeva, rcplv
av 8i6ax0fivai xov lr|xpov 6p0a><; 07co xn<; voasodariq bcp’ oxoo voosei* Kal yap
aiSeovxai (ppa^eiv, kt\v slSwai, Kai ocpiv Soksoooiv alaypov eivai 07co drceipirn;
Kal dv87uoxr|poodvr|(;.32

King (1995b): 208.
King: (1995b): 202.
31 Hanson (1990); quote p. 310.
32 Mul. 1.62 (L8.126.7-14). Translation: ‘And sometimes they do not know themselves what they are
suffering from, before they have experienced the diseases occurring because o f the menses and are
older. Then necessity and time teach them the cause o f their diseases. Often for those women who do
not know the origin o f their suffering, diseases have become incurable before the doctor has been told
by the sick woman o f the origin o f her disease. Indeed, they are ashamed o f talking, even if they know.
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By contrast, women of experience know their body; a body that men could not really
understand, because they were men.33 Women of experience talk among themselves
about their reproductive system and know the exact time when they have conceived,
as in this anecdote narrated by the author of Nature o f the Child:

'H<; 8e ei5ov xf|v yovf|V eKxaiiyv eouaav sycb Siriytjaopai. TuvaiKoq oiK8ir|^
pouaoepyot; r\v 7toA,uxipo<;, 3rap’ avSpaq cpoixsouoa, fjv ouk e8ei Axxpeiv ev
yaaxpi, okco<; pf| axipoxepij fj* f|icr|K6ei 8s f| pooaoepyoc; oKoia yuvauceg
Aiyouai 7ipo<; aAlpAxxc;' 87rf|v yuvf| peA^t] Aij\j/ea0ai ev yaaxpi, ouk e^epxexai rj
yovq, aAX’ ev5ov pivei. Tauxa aKouaaaa auvrjKe Kal ecpuAxxaaev alei, Kal eaq
rjaGexo ouk e^iouaav xf|v yovf|v, etppaae xfj 88a7ioivr], Kal o Aoyoq rjAGev eaq
epi' Kal eyo) aKouaaq eKsA^uaapriv 7ipo<; 7ruyriv TniSfjaai, Kal 87rxdia^ t^5t|
87tS7rn5r|xo, Kal fj yovf| Kaxeppuvr| 87il xf|v yrjv, Kal yocpoq syevexo, KaKeivri
i8ouaa sGefjxo Kal eGaupaaev.34

The author of this anecdote readily believes the claims of the flute-girl regarding the
age of her foetus, or at least he sees no problem in creating a fictional female
character uttering such claims. However, whenever it suits them best, the physicians
of the Hippocratic Corpus do not hesitate to contest women’s calculations of the time
•

of conception.

'X ^

One Hippocratic author even refuses to believe that women can tell

And, because o f their inexperience and ignorance, their <diseases> seem to them to be shameful.’ On
the interview o f the female patient, see Lloyd (1983): 76-79. On women as untrustworthy patients, see
also Dean-Jones (1995): 48-49.
33 See Dean-Jones (1995): 55 and 58.
34 Nat.Puer. 13 (Joly 55.7-18; L7.490.2-12). Translation: ‘I will describe how I came to see six-days
old seed. There was, <in the house> o f a woman related to me, a musician o f high value who
frequented men and who could not become pregnant lest she lost her value. This musician had heard
what women say among themselves, namely that, when a woman has conceived, the seed does not
come out, but stays inside. Having heard these things, she understood and remembered them forever.
And when she realised that the seed had not come out, she told her mistress, and the story came to my
ears. Having heard it, I ordered her to jump up and down, <touching> her buttocks <at each jump>.
After she had jumped no more than seven times, the seed fell out, there was a noise, and she looked at
it in great surpise.’ On this story, see Lonie (1977b); (1981): 54. Cam. 19 (Joly 200-201; L8.608-610)
has a similar story which seems to be modelled upon Nat.Puer. 13.
35 See Epid. 4.20 (Smith 114.1-5; L5.160.6-8): abortion o f a thirty-day foetus; 4.22 (Smith 112.3-5;
L5.162.4-7): abortion o f a sixty-day foetus. See Lloyd (1983): 68.
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when they have conceived by interpreting bodily signs: Tvcoaexai 8e, qv o psv avrjp
(pfj acpievai, q 8e yuvq ayvoq wro £npoxqxo<;.36
If the Hippocratic writers admit that women have some knowledge of their
bodies, they are silent about women’s knowledge of how to heal their diseases. The
use of feminine participles in some recipes seems to indicate that women were
expected to prepare remedies.37 However, it is often difficult to tell whether these
feminine participles refer to the patient herself or to a doctor’s attendant. In addition,
these feminine participles do not imply that the recipes are the ‘invention’ of women;
only that women are involved in the preparation of medicines. There is, in the entire
Hippocratic Corpus, only one - extremely vague - reference to a woman’s initiative
to medicate herself: Tfj Eipou xo xptqicoaxaiov d7c6(p0appcr mouaq xi q auxopaxov
/ 38
xouxo ^uvEprj.
One might expect midwives - be they ‘professional’ midwives or only
experienced women acting as female healers - to have administered drugs in classical
Greece. According to Plato, paiai (a term frequently translated as ‘midwives’) were
able to provoke labour and cause abortions by means of drugs and chants.
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However,

as pointed above, midwives are almost invisible in the Hippocratic Corpus; the word
paia does not appear in the Corpus,40 and there are only three occurrences of words
that can be translated as ‘the midwife’: q ojjxpaXqxopxx; (the cutter of the umbilical
cord), q (XKEoxpiq (the female healer), and q tqxpEoooaa (the healing woman).41

36 Steril. 220 (L8.424.18-19). Translation: ‘She will know <that she has conceived> if her husband tells
her he has ejaculated; the woman will not know it through the dryness < of her vagina>.’ This
paragraph has a parallel at Superf. 26 (Lienau 82.15-16; L8.490.6-7). See Hanson (1999): 244.
See Chapter Six, Section Four for an analysis o f these feminine participles.
38 Epid. 5.53 (Jouanna 24.11-12; L5.238.4-5). Translation: ‘The wife o f Simos, abortion on the thirtieth
day; it happened after she drank something or spontaneously.’ This paragraph has a parallel at Epid.
1.14 (Jouanna 93.4-5; L5.432.2-21).
39 Plato, Theaetetus 149c: Kal pf|v Kal 8i8ouaai ye al paiai (pappcnaa Kal e7ta8ouaai Sdvavxai eyeipeiv
xe tac, d)5Tva<; Kal paX0aKG)xepa<;, av PouXcovxai, Ttoieiv, Kal xfcxeiv xe 8f| xaq SooxoKooaaq, Kal eav
veov ov 8 6 ^ appXicnceiv, appXiaKouaiv; Translation: ‘Moreover, midwives can indeed, by means o f
drugs and incantations, provoke the pains <of labour> or make them milder whenever they want? And
they can deliver babies in difficult labours? And, if it seems good to them to cause an abortion when
the embryo is young, they cause an abortion?’
40 See Hanson (1996b): 168; Manuli (1983): 186-187 and the bibliography there given.
41 The word f) 6{i<paXr|x6po<; (the cutter o f the umbilical cord) appears at Mul. 1.46 (L8.106.5-8): *Hv 8e
yuvaiKi xo yopiov eXXeKpOfj ev xfjai pijxpr)ai, xouxo 5e yivexai, r\v payf| pb) o optpaloq r\ apaOfr)
i)7roxd(ir| r| 6p(paA.T]x6|io<; xov optpaXov xou 7tai5iou 7tpoa0ev i) xo yopiov e^ievai eK xwv pr]xpecov...
Translation: ‘If the afterbirth remains in the womb. This happens when the navel breaks because o f a
violent <birth> or when, by ignorance, the cutter o f the umbilical cord cuts the baby’s umbilical cord
before the afterbirth has come out o f the womb.’ On the fact that the cutter o f the umbilical cord is
faulted for cutting too early, see Hanson (1996b): 173. The word r\ aKeaxpiq (the female healer)
appears at Cam. 19 (Joly 202.22-203.1; L8.614.8-12): ©aupaoeie 8’ av xiq Kal xouxo ooxic; ckeipoc;
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However, these 'midwives’ are mentioned in relation to childbirth, especially in
relation to cutting the umbilical cord; women do not provide drugs in the Hippocratic
writings.42
In contrast to the picture emerging from the Hippocratic gynaecological
treatises, women are frequently presented as possessing pharmacological knowledge
in other Greek texts. It is not rare for women in Greek myths and legends to be skilful
in the preparation of drugs: witness Helen, Medea and Circe, to mention only a few.43
In tragedies and comedies, 4real women’ are often represented concocting love
philtres and poisons - Greek women, it seems, only use their pharmacological
knowledge to negative ends, whereas men are pictured preparing healing medicines.44
However, this portrayal of women as poisoners and enchantresses might be the result,
to use the expression of John J. Winkler, of 'fictitious denial and transfer’; the reading
of the Greek magical papyri suggests, on the contrary, that men - and not women prepared philtres and charms.45 This is not to say that women did not possess any
pharmacological knowledge in ancient Greece; rather, it seems that our written
sources are biased when picturing this knowledge.
In these circumstances, should we polarize pharmacological knowledge in
classical Greece into female and male traditions? It is important to note that, if the
authors of the Hippocratic gynaecologies do not mention women as a source for their

eirj, si £7rxdgr|vov yivsxai naiSiov syd) psv oov am oq OTtama Kal aoxva- si 5s tk; fiootaxai Kal xouxo
sliy^ai, prffeiov 7tpo<; xcu; aKsaxpiSa*; ai Ttapsiai xrjai xikxouotigiv sA0d)v 7to0so0G). Translation:
‘Whoever is ignorant in this matter will be surprised that a child may be bom at seven months. And if
someone wants to check this, it is easy: let him inquire about this from the female healers who assist
women in labour.’ The word f| ir|xps6oooa (the healing woman) appears at Mul. 1.68 (L8.144.22-24):
Tqv 5s uixpsuouoav xa Gxopaxa paXOaKax; s^avoiysiv, Kal qpspa xouxo Spav, 6p<paA.ov 5s
^uvs(psXKEc0ai xq> spPpucp. Translation: ‘The healing woman should open the mouth <of the womb>
softly and draw the umb’lical cord out together with the child.’
42 Littre’s edition at Mul 1.67 (L8.140.14-16) may lead us to believe that there is one reference to
women administering drugs in the Corpus: *Hv Ss yuvf| ek xpcoopob xpcopa X.dpr) psya, r\ 7rpoo0sxoiai
SpipsGiv sXKG)0rj xa<; pqxpag ota noXka yuvaiKsq asl 5pa>oi xe Kal iqxpsuouai... Translation: ‘If a
woman receives a large lesion after an abortion, or wounds her uterus by harsh pessaries such as
women always do when they treat.’ However, the main manuscripts have the passive irixpsuovxai
(when they are healed) instead o f the active Iqxpsuouai. See Hanson (1995): 300; Grensemann (1982):
138 and 171.
43 Helen: see for instance Od. 4.219 sqq. See Chapter Five, Section Three for a discussion o f this
passage. Medea: see for instance the tragedy o f Sophocles entitled Rhizotomoi ( The Root-cutters) (frs.
491-493 Nauck) in which Medea is presented as gathering poisonous herbs. Circe: see for instance Od.
10.213.
44 Women preparing love philtres: see for instance Euripides, Hipp. 479 and 509. Women preparing
love philtres: see for instance Aristophanes, Thesm. 561. See also references in Ehrenberg (1951): 152;
198 and 262; Just (1989): 265-268. On men preparing healing drugs, see for instance Aristophanes,
Thesm. 486. See also references in Ehrenberg (1951): 198, note 9.
45 Winkler (1990): 90. See also Demand (2002): 38.
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recipes, they do not mention men either. Is it possible to suggest that, in some cases,
pharmacological knowledge was shared by men and women alike in classical Greece,
even when this knowledge pertained to gynaecological ailments? I would argue that,
in many cases, men would have understood the rationale behind the use of particular
ingredients in the Hippocratic gynaecological recipes. A few examples will show that,
when the Hippocratics included ingredients in their recipes, they could not free
themselves from the cultural implications attached to these products.
Deer’s marrow appears in a series of recipes for emollient pessaries, as in the
following example:

npoo08TOi<n jiaXGaKoTm... *H eicAi\j/a<; kokkoix; 7tevxeKai8eKa, eaxco 8s Kal
ivSikou 7cooov, qv 8ok8T] 8eiv, ev yaAxiKxi 8e yuvaucoq Koupoxpocpou xpipeiv,
Kal Tiapapiayeiv eXd(pou pueXov Kal mXka oxoaa eipr|xai, Kal piAm oXiyco
piayeiv xo 8e eipiov paX,0aKov Ka0apov eaxco, Kal 7ipoaxi0ea0ai xrjv
f /
46
fjpepriv.

Now, in the Physiognomies, Pseudo-Aristotle reports that the deer, together with the
hare and the sheep, are the most cowardly of animals.47 The deer is a ‘soft’ animal,
and the use of its marrow in an emollient pessary, alongside woman’s milk and soft
wool, does not come as a surprise. Besides its cowardice, the deer was known in
antiquity for its vigorous sexual life, as described by Aristotle in his History o f
Animals** Powder of deer penis appears in a Hippocratic therapy for conception:

46 Mul. 2.158 (L8.336.2 and 7-11). Translation: ‘With emollient pessaries... Or fifteen shelled grains
<of Cnidus>, let there also be, if it seems necessary, a portion o f Indian <remedy; i.e. pepper>; crush in
the milk o f a woman who has borne a boy. Add deer marrow and all the other <ingredients> as it was
said; mix with a little honey. Let the wool be soft and clean; apply for the day.’
47 [Aristot.], Physiognonomica 2 (806b8): AeiXoxaxov pev yap ecxiv elaipoq Xaycnoq 7rpo(3axa.
Translation: ‘For the deer, the hare and sheep are the most cowardly <of all animals>.’ See Sassi
(2001): 48.
48 Aristotle, HA 6.29 (578b6-8). 'H 5’ eXoupoi; xfjv pev oxeiav 7toisixai, KaOdbiep eXixOri rcpoxepov, xa
7tLsioxa pev
wraya)yn<; (ou yap imopevei f) 0i)Xeia xov appsva koXXcxkk; 6ia xrjv auvxoviav).
Translation: ‘The hind, as I have already said, breeds mostly to purge herself (for the female often
cannot endure the male because o f the intensity).’
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Msxa be xauxqv xf|v 7rupir|aiv Kal eAatpou al5oiou ura>0uinfjaai, Kal oxav l'5ri<;
exeiv aoov, xooxoo 87c’ oivov A^okov K8Kpr||ievov era^ocov, era xpeu; rjpepaq
5i8ovai mveiv, Kal oxav gjSivt], SiSovai mveiv, Kal yap (dkuxokiov eaxi xouxo.49

The function of the penis is clearly to prepare the woman for a fruitful intercourse
with her husband: this recipe is one of the many manifestations taken by sexual
therapy in the gynaecological treatises.50 However, sexual therapy usually takes a less
explicit form in the Hippocratic recipes. Instead of the penis of a deer, the powder
made from deer horn is often recommended in the recipes, as in the following
example: *Hv jiexaKivqfieioat 7rpoa7i8acoai ran) al uaxepai, Kpi0aq rcxioaq, <ruv xoiq
axupoiq, Kal 7tpopaAov, Kal eXacpou Kepaq, o’tvco Seuaaq, ura)0u|iiT|v.51
The hom is an obvious phallic symbol, and the word Kepaq is sometimes used
in the Attic comedies as double-entendre for the phallus;

the Hippocratics are not

entirely original in their use of deer hom.
When they use figs too, Hippocratics reflect the cultural connotations attached
to this fruit in Greek society. In one passage of Diseases o f Women II, the mouth of
the womb hardened by a disease is compared to a hard wild fig (epiveov).53 Cures for
a hardened vagina usually involve fresh or dried figs - similia similibus - as in the
following example: npoo0ex6v Ka0apxucov paAftaKOv iaxaSa AxxPobv 5(ecp0ov
7coi88iv, Kal ara)ra8oa<; xpipeiv dbq X£ioxaxr|v, eixa 7cpoa0ec; ev sipicp Kal poSivcp
/
54
pup®.

Now the comparison between vagina and fig is not unique to the authors of the
gynaecologies. The iambic poet Hipponax (sixth century BC) uses the word icxdq to

49 Steril. 224 (L8.434.10-14). Translation: ‘After this fomentation, fumigate the penis o f a deer. And
when you see it is dry, scrape some o f it in mixed white wine; give to drink for three days. Also give to
drink when she is in labour because it speeds up the birth.’ On this recipe see Barras (2004): 101 and
Gourevitch (1999): 210 who is surprised that such a ‘witch’s ingredient’ could have found its way into
the Hippocratic Corpus.
50 On the use o f sexual therapy in the Hippocratic gynaecological treatises, see Dean-Jones (1992);
King (1994).
51 Nat.Mul. 75 (Trapp 116.17-19; L7.404.17-19). Translation: ‘If the displaced womb falls upon some
part, crush winnowed barley, together with its chaff, promalos, and deer hom; soak with wine.
Fumigate.’
52 See Henderson (1991): 127 for references.
53 Mul. 2.163 (L8.342.12-13): ’'Hv 8s t o oxopa xtov prppscov ^uppuor), yivexai iaxopov ax; spiveov.
Translation: ‘If the mouth o f the womb is closed, it becomes hard like a wild fig.’ This paragraph has a
parallel redaction ai Nat.Mul. 39 (Trapp 105.15; L7.382.15).
4 Mul. 1.74 (L8.156.5-7). Translation: ‘Softening purgative pessary: take a dry fig and boil it well.
Squeeze the juice out and crush as well as possible. Then apply in wool and rose oil.’ See also Mul.
2.155 (L8.330.15). The use o f figs to cure hardened vaginas was noted by Craik (1998): 226.
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designate the vagina;55 and there is a prostitute called Ischas in Menander’s Colax.56
The fig (ctukov) is used in the comedies as a metaphor for both the penis and the
vagina, as in the nuptial hymn of Aristophanes’ Peace:

TP. Oucnaexe youv KaAxo<;
ou 7ipdypax’ e%ovxeq, ak1A auKotayoovTSi;.
fYvr|v, fYpsvai, ©.
'Ypf|v, 'Ypevai, a>.
Xo. Ton pev peya K a l nayx),
xife 8’ f|8u xo oukov.57

The symbolism attached to the fig has roots in cult practices. Figs were often
associated with fertility and procreation cults.

fO

For instance, young women wore

necklaces made of dried figs at the processions of the Plynteria (the Athenian festival
in which the clothes of Athena’s statues were washed).
When men attended one of Aristophanes’ comedies, they most probably
understood the fig-jokes because, as pointed out, the symbolism of the fig had roots in
cult practices. Similarly, they most probably understood why an ingredient such as the
fig was used in gynaecological recipes. Women might have been in charge of
preparing remedies for gynaecological ailments, they might have been more skilled
than men in this matter, but they were not necessarily more knowledgeable. I believe
it is unhelpful to consider the Hippocratic recipes as the product of a ‘female’
tradition, or as the product of a ‘male’ tradition for that matter. Female fertility,
contraception and abortion were of the uttermost importance for the functioning of the
city, and it is doubtful that men would have left these matters entirely in the hands of

55 Hipponax fr. 124 (West): Mr|8e poipuXXeiv Aepe5fr|v lo^aS’ £K KapavStoXoi). Translation: ‘And not
to press the lips upon a Lebedos dried fig from Kamandolos.’
56 Menander fr. 4.1 (Sandbach): Mevav5po<; 5’ ev KoAxxki xaa5e KaraXeyei eiafpaq- XpuaiSa,
Kopcovr|v, ’Aviucupav, ’Io^aSa. •- Translation: ‘Menander in his Colax lists the following hetairai:
Chrysis, Korona, Antikyra, Ischas...’ On the symbolism o f the fig in Attic comedies, see Henderson
(1991): 134.
57 Aristophanes, Pax 1346-1352. Translation: ‘Trygaios: Yes you will live happily without any trouble
and gathering figs. Hymen, Hymenai, Oh! Hymen, Hymenai, Oh! - Choregos: His <fig> is big and
thick; her fig is sweet.’
58 See Deubner (1932): 19ff.
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women.59 Women might have shared some secrets, at times they might have aborted
‘behind the backs’ of their husbands; but it is likely that in most cases, gynaecological
interventions and therapies were discussed by all members of the household. Modem
anthropological research in Greece has shown that issues such as conception and
abortions are discussed between husband and wife.60
The presence of medical topics or technical medical vocabulary in comedies but also in tragedies, historical and philosophical writings - is often interpreted in
terms of influences from medical writings onto these texts.61 Although playwrights,
historians and philosophers might have read medical treatises, I believe too much
emphasis has been put on the idea that these authors were influenced by Hippocratic
texts. Not all medical texts from the classical period are preserved; and texts are not
the only mean by which medical theories and vocabulary were circulated in the
classical world.62 I would argue that medical themes were discussed extensively in the
Greek world; writers would not have introduced medical themes in their works if
these had not been important to their publics. For instance, the fact that Sophocles
wrote a tragedy entitled Root-cutters could be read as a sign that drugs mattered to his
audience. This interest in medicine also took concrete forms: laypeople knew how to
prepare some drugs and, as suggested by the author of Affections, could play a role in
the elaboration of pharmacological knowledge:

Ta cpdppaica, boa 7ioxa Kal boa 7cpoq xa xpaupaxa 7tpoccp£pexai, pavGaveiv
a^iov 7tapa rcavxoq* ou yap ano yvcopr|<; xauxa eupioKouoiv oi avGpcoTtoi, aXka
[idXkov ano r6xn<;, oubs xi oi yetpoxexvat paX^ov r\ oi ibicoxai. "Ooa be ev xfj
xexvr] xfj lr|xpucfj yvcopil eupioxexai r\ rcepl aixcov r\ 7tepl cpappaKcov, 7capa xcov
oicov xe biayivcocnceiv xa ev xrj xe%vr] pavGavetv xpi], fiv xi GeA,r|<; pavGaveiv.63

59 See Barras (2004): 102.
60 See Blum and Blum (1965): 74-77.
61 For comedies, see Byl (1990); Miller (1945) and Zimmermann (1992). For tragedies, see Dumortier
(1975). For historical writings, see the review o f literature in Thomas (2000b): Chapter 2.
62 See Jouanna (2000): 178.
63 Aff. 45 (Potter 68.14-22 [slightly modified]; L6.254.9-14). Translation: ‘It is worth learning from
everyone about medications that are drunk or applied to wounds. Indeed men do not discover these by
reasoning, but rather by chance, and not more by experts (cheirotechnai) than by laymen (idiotai). But
whatever is discovered in the art o f medicine by reasoning, whether about foods or about drugs, must
be learnt from those who have discernment in the art <of medicine>, if you want to learn anything.’
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Although experts in the art of pharmacology existed in classical Greece,
pharmacological knowledge - knowledge of materia medica and therapeutical
practices - belonged to society in general.
The author o i Affections does not define his categories ‘laymen’ and ‘experts’;
admittedly, his ‘experts’ category might have included only himself and a few
physicians sharing his views on therapies. There were in classical Greece, from our
point of view, numerous types of ‘experts’ who could be consulted on
pharmacological matters: the midwives, the rhizotomoi (root-cutters), rhizopolai
(root-sellers) and pharmakopolai (drug-sellers), and some priests.64 All these experts
are possible sources for the recipes of the gynaecological treatises: scholars have
found important overlaps between, on the one hand, the Hippocratic recipes, and on
the other hand religious healing and the lore of the rhizotomoi.
The rhizotomoi are acknowledged as an important source on medicinal plants
by Theophrastus in the ninth book of his History o f Plants, although he is sometimes
careful to distance himself from their lore through the use of expressions such as ‘they
say’.65 Now there is some overlap between the lore of the rhizotomoi and the recipes
of the Hippocratic Corpus. For instance, Theophrastus recommends cyclamen as a
pessary for women, adding that some use it as an amulet for speeding up childbirth.66
Cyclamen appears frequently in pessary recipes in the Hippocratic collection; on the
other hand, it does not appear in the amulet recipes preserved in the Corpus.

f\7

Large areas of overlap have also been discovered between ‘Hippocratic’
medicine and temple medicine.

These similarities pertain both to the vocabulary

used and the ingredients involved. For instance, the word KaGapaiq (purification) and
its cognates are used in both medical and religious contexts.69 With regards to

64 The first attestation o f the word rhizotomoi is in Sophocles’ play entitled Rhizotomoi (now lost); the
first occurrences o f rhizopolai and pharmakopolai are in Critias (460-403 BC) DK88ff.70.
65 See Lloyd (1983); Scarborough (1978); (1991). Theophrastus even gives the name o f some o f the
rhizotomoi - they are all men. See Scarborough (1991): 166, note 38.
66 Theophrastus Hist.Plant. 9.9.3: Tou 5s KuXapivou f| psv pi^a 7ipo<; i s xa<; SK7n)i)asi<; xcov (pXsypovcov
Ka'i TtpooOsxov yuvai^l Kal rcpoq xa s X ktj s v psXvrt... ’A ya0f|v 5s xf|v pi^av Kai c o k u x o k io i rcsplaxxov Kal
si; <piX,xpa. Translation: ‘The root o f cyclamen is used for suppurating boils, and as a pessary for
women, and for wounds, mixed with honey... And <they say> its root is good as an amulet for
speeding up childbirth and as a love potion.’ See Lloyd (1983): 129.
67 See for instance Nat.Mul. 9 (Trapp 76.10 and 15; L7.324.10 and 15): *Hv s k x o k o u p f | K a O a p O r j...
7 tp o a 0 s T v a i x f |v K U K X a p iv o v . Translation: ‘If the purgation does not occur after childbirth... Apply
cyclamen.’
68 See for instance Edelstein (1937); Kudlien (1967); (1968); Laskaris (1999); Lloyd (1983); Lloyd
(2003b): Chapter Three ‘Secularization and sacralization’; von Staden (1991); (1992a).
69 See Lloyd (1983): 132; von Staden (1992b): 15.
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ingredients, the studies of Heinrich von Staden have shown how ingredients such as
sulphur, bitumen, squill and laurel were used both in ritual purifications and in the
Hippocratic gynaecological recipe.
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• •

In addition, Julie Laskaris has noted that many

exotic ingredients listed in the gynaecological recipes were also used in the cult of
healing divinities. For instance, she pointed out that frankincense, cassia and myrrh all ingredients occurring in the Hippocratic recipes - were offered to Apollo Paion,
i.e. Apollo Healer.71 She concluded that ‘the cults of healing divinities provided a
context for the transmission, of medical knowledge... The medicinal properties, real or
imagined, of plants sacred to an archaic healing deity were known by the archaic
•

77

period and their sacred status was, at least in part, owed to these properties.’

Although there is a significant overlap between the medicine of the
‘Hippocratic’ writers, on the one hand, and the medicine practiced by the rhizotomoi
and priests, on the other, scholars - most prominently Lloyd - have stressed one
important difference: there are no references to special rites, chants or prayers in
relation to the application of drugs in the Hippocratic collections of recipes. Lloyd
argues:
The omission of references to special rites or prayers when using particular
plants is, to be sure, in line with the rationalist tendencies that are prominent
in a number of Hippocratic works and there are made explicit in the polemic
against superstitious beliefs and practices in On the Sacred Disease.
Consciously or otherwise, many Hippocratic writers often adopted a stance on
these issues that was in certain respects at least in marked contrast to the
practice of temple-medicine, let alone to that of itinerant sellers of charms and
purifications... No doubt some of the clients in view in the Hippocratic

70 Staden (1992b): 19ff.
71 Sappho, fr. 44 (Lobel and Page), lines 30-34:
M u p p a K a l K a m a X ij3avo<; t ’ o v e p e i x v u t o y u v a iK 8 < ; 8 ’ s A i X o o S o v o a a i 7 c p o y e v £ a x e p a [ i
7idvT8<; 5 ’ a v 8 p e < ; e j n j p a i o v l a x o v o p O i o v
n d o v ’ o v K a A io v T sq s K a fto X o v e u X u p a v
i> p v r]v 8 ’ vE K i o p a K ’A v 8 p o p a x a v 0 8 O s iK e X o [iq .

Translation (Page): ‘Myrrh and cassia and frankincense were mingled. The elder women all raised a
joyous shout, and all the men cried a loud lovely song, calling on Paean, the Great Archer, the Fine
Harper; and they sang o f Hector and Andromache like to the gods.’ See Laskaris (1999): 5. See below
and Chapter Five for the use o f exotic ingredients in the Hippocratic recipes.
72 Laskaris (1999): 1. See also Laskaris (2002): 6.
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pharmacological writings would expect their authors to maintain the hardheaded rationalist stance that some of the polemical treatises adopt. At the
same time when we ask why it is that some of these plant substances are used
at all, or why used in the particular way recommended, in some cases a full
answer will have to include reference to the folklore surrounding them.

This opinion is shared by Hanson, who, in her latest articles on recipes, has given up
the expression ‘home remedies’; she now sees the recipes as offering glimpses of a
‘less sophisticated past’. By this expression, she seems to mean a time when the
efficacy of the remedies was linked to religious or magical systems of explanation.74
If some polemical treatises of the Hippocratic Corpus reject superstitious
beliefs, I believe the ‘rationalism’ of the gynaecological treatises should not be
exaggerated.75 True, chants or prayers never accompany the recipes of the Hippocratic
Corpus, but gestures that evoke religious practice appear frequently. Fasting, bathing
and abstinence from sexual activity - all acts that were loaded with religious
symbolism in the ancient world - often accompany the administration of the
medicaments recommended in the gynaecological treatises; we are far from the hardheaded rationalist stance described by Lloyd.
In addition, as pointed out by Hanson herself, examples of amulets (a form of
medications favoured by the rhizotomoi) can be identified in the Hippocratic
gynaecological treatises, through the material used, the means of application and the
expected efficacy, as in the following examples:

If*

73 Lloyd (1983): 131-132. My emphasis.
74 See Hanson (1996b); (1997); (1998); (1999).
75 Laskaris (2002): 1 believes the rational character o f treatises such as On the Sacred Disease has been
misinterpreted: ‘The treatise has often been interpreted as having easily banished from medicine
magical and religious elements, and as having done so with the aim o f providing it with the rational
premise upon which modem biochemical medicine rests, or as having aided medicine’s progress in
becoming scientific. But such interpretations are anachronistic; positivist; and beg the questions o f how
science and rational premises are defined, what relationship they bear to each other, and whether
modem medicine can indeed be considered entirely scientific or to function solely on a rational basis.
More importantly, such interpretations overlook the true motivation for the polemic: the competitive
tensions with the healers who come under attack.’
76 See Hanson (1995); (2004). Amulets are criticised by Theophrastus at Hist.Plant. 9.19.2: AAla xa5e
euqOeaxepa Kai (mOavcoxepa xa re xcov TiepiaTtxtov Kal oktbc, xcbv a^e^upappaKcov Xeyopevcov xoi<; xe
acopaxi Kal xaiq oudaiq. Translation: ‘On the other hand the things said about amulets and charms for
the body or the house are silly and incredible.’
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1. "Exepov gjkutokiov xou CTiKiSoi) xou aypiou, oaxic; av r\6r\ XeuKoq fj, xov
Kap7iov sprcXaoac; icripcp, eixa cipicp eveH^ac; cpotviKEcp, 7cepia\j/ov 7i£pi xr|v
occpov.
2. ’AXXo 7tpoa0£xov x<*ptev

ercovopa^opevov, xouxoo pi^av 7cpoq xov

opcpaXov 7cp6o0£<; pr\ 7iouXuv xpovov...
3. ’AXXo ejndexov pr|x(vr|v Kal oxeap opvi0oq xpi\j/aaa apa Kal pi^aaa
£7a8r|ada0Q) £7cl xov opxpaXovKal xtjv yaox£pa.77

Here again, these recipes are not accompanied by chants or prayers, but they clearly
are recipes for amulets.
Turning to temple medicine, it should be noted that when Aristophanes
describes a drug administered by the god Asclepius to Neokleides, he does not
mention any prayers or special ritual either:

npcoxov 8 e 7cdvxcov xcp N

e o k Xe i S t]

cpappaKov

KaxarcXxxaxov Evsxeiprias xpi(3£iv, spPaXdjv
aKopoScov KEcpaX.dc; xpEic; Tt]\dcov. ,/E7 c eix ’ EcpXxx
ev

xf] 0u£ia aup7capapiyvucov 07cov

Kal axivov*

e ix ’ o ^ e i

S ie j i e v o ^

Zcpr|xxicp,

Kax£7tXao£v auxou xa pXicpap’ EKaxpEipac;, iva
oSuvcoxo paXlov.78

Although one can doubt such painful (all the ingredients would have irritated the eyes
of Neokleides) and inefficacious drugs were administered in Asclepius’ temple, it is
reasonable to trust Aristophanes’ description of how the drug was administered, that
is without chants and prayers.

77 Recipe one: Mul. 1.77 (L8.172.2-4). Translation: ‘Another means to speed up the birth: plaster the
fruit o f wild gourd, already white, on wax. Then wrap it in purple wool; tie around the <woman’s>
hip.’ This recipe is discussed by Hanson (2004a): 276-277. Recipes 2 and 3: Mul. 1.78 (L8.186.9-10
and 12-13). Translation: ‘Another application. The plant called ‘gracious’: apply its root to the navel
for a short tim e... Another application: crush resin and poultry suet together; mix. Let her tie this to her
navel and belly.’
78 Aristophanes, Plutus 716-721. Translation: ‘First o f all, for Neokleides, he <sc. Asclepius> set
himself to knead a plaster, throwing in three cloves o f Tenian garlic. Then, he crushed them in the
mortar, mixing them together with verjuice and squill. Then, he soaked <the mixture> with Sphettian
vinegar. And turning out the eyelids o f the man, he plastered them to make him suffer more.’ See
Chapter Five, Section Five for more details on this recipe.
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Interestingly, it was believed in later antiquity that Hippocratic medicine had
its origins in temple medicine. In the twenty-ninth book of his Natural History, Pliny
reports a story about Hippocrates he has read in Varro:

Turn earn reuocauit in lucem Hippocrat es, genitus in insula Coo in primis
clara ac ualida et Aesculapio dicata. Is cum fuisset mos liberatos morbis
scribere in templo eius dei quid auxiliatum esset ut postea similitudo
proficeret, exscripisse ea traditur atque, ut Varro apud nos credit, templo
cremato iis instituisse medicinam hanc, quae clinice uocatur.
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This story represents a hostile tradition towards Hippocrates: Hippocrates is a thief
who established clinical medicine through sacrilege. However, beyond its
improbability, this story shows that some ancient writers considered ‘Hippocratic’
medicine and temple medicine to be close enough for one to derive from the other; to
these writers the source of Hippocratic medicine was clearly in temple medicine.80
The differences between, on the one hand, religious, ‘magical’ and ‘folkloric’
healing, and on the other, ‘Hippocratic’ medicine might have been exaggerated in the
past. In practice, ‘secular’ healers could not easily distinguish themselves from other
healers in the field of pharmacology.81 The rationality of the ‘Hippocratic’ texts has
been overstated; it is important to stress that there is no such thing as a homogeneous
‘Hippocratic’ medicine: the ‘Hippocratic Corpus’ is a collection of heterogeneous
texts. Some of these texts adopt what appears to us to be a rationalist stance; others,
such as the gynaecological treatises, are, to use the expression of von Staden, ‘replete
with the “otherness” of Greek science’.

79 Pliny, H.N. 29.1.4 (Edelstein T 795). Translation: ‘Then <sc. during the Peloponnesian war>,
Hippocrates called it <sc. medicine> back to light. He was bom on the island o f Cos which was
particularly renowned, wealthy and dedicated to Asclepius. As it had been the custom for those freed
from disease to write in the temple o f that god what had helped them so that thereafter it could be
beneficial to a similar <case>, he is reported to have copied them, and, as Varro among us believed,
having burnt the temple, made use o f them in instituting that medicine which is called clinical
medicine.’ Other versions o f this story exist: see Strabo 14.19.657: Octal 5 ’ 'I^7toKpdrr]v paX iaxa £K
xd>v evOabOa avaKEipevcov OepoutEuov y u jiv a a a a 0 a i xa 7iepl xa<; 5iaixa<;. Translation: They say that
Hippocrates practised dietetics mostly from the cures recorded there <sc. in Acelpius’ temple on Cos>.’
Other versions mention an archive or a library instead o f the temple: see Chapter One, Section One. On
this story, see Pigeaud (1988): 326.
80 This story also accounts for the fact that people in later antiquity knew no medical writings anterior
to Hippocrates, and in particular no medical writings including cures. See Pinault (1992): 11-12.
81 See Laskaris (2002): 13.
82 Von Staden (1992c): 584. See also van der Eijk (2004).
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To sum up, I have identified various possible sources for the Hippocratic
collections of gynaecological recipes: midwives, rhizotomoi and rhizopolai, priesthealers, magicians, and laypeople. Laypeople - that is laymen and laywomen - had a
certain pharmacological knowledge; they could even at times prepare their own drugs,
their home remedies. However, laypeople probably did not deal with all
pharmacological ingredients, as pointed out by Anthony Preus:

The mystique surrounding the pharmakon does help preserve the monopoly of
the root digger or drug seller: if gathering the plant requires a complicated
ritual to avoid coming to harm, the, layman is the more likely to keep away
from it.83

‘Experts’ in pharmacology knew how to handle ‘dangerous’ ingredients. They also
knew how to exploit the powers o f exotic and rare materia medica.

4.4 The High and the Low
The use of exotic, rare ingredients is particularly conspicuous in the Hippocratic
collections of gynaecological recipes, as in the following example:

1. *Hv TtepicoSuviri exn £K 7ipoa0£XG)v KaGaipopevqv, quupvpc epPdcpiov,
AaPavcoxdv laov, peAxxvGiov, Kurceipov, oeaeAi, dwqaov, Aivov, vexcorcov, peta,
pr|x{vriv, xnvoq axsap, o^oq Xeukov, uqpov AiYU7txiov. ioov SKaaxou, xpipeiv
8V olvcp XeoKcp yXuKei, 5uo KoxuXqai, Kal kA.u£,8iv $-i£poiai K?a)apoTaiv.
2. ’'Hv o8uvr| exq pexa KaGapaiv, Kwieipoq, Ka^apoc. ovoivoc Kal ipiq, xauxa
ev olvcp petaxvi ev|/cov ypeo.
3. 'Tixepoq K>a)apc>q, r|v 7i£pico5ovir| Kal axpayyoupiq exrp 7rpaaoo ypXov,
aKxfjq Kap7cov, aeaeXi, aw r|oov, >xBava)x6v. apupvav. oivov, xutaaaov Kal
pi^ov Kal icXnaai.

4. *H Guupvnc o^uPacpov, AaBavcoxob laov, pe>,avGioi> Kal KU7i8ipou laov,
o8osX,i, awqaov, ae^ivou G7ceppa, vsxco7tov, peAa, pqxivt|v, xnvoq axeap, o^oq

83 Preus (1988): 79.
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X£\)KOV, ll'OpOV AlYD7tXlOV. XOUXCOVIOOV 8KOLOTOD SlElVai olV(p XeUKCO yX,UK£l Kal
kA.U^£IV.

5. *H Xivo^foaxioq uScop d<pe\|ii)Ga<; £ov guupvtu Aapavcoxcb. vexcMicp.
6. nH eXeXiotpaKov, wtepucov, e\j/eiv ev i)8axi Kal KA,ut£iv.
7. *H kivou KapTcov, awr|GOv, peAxxvGiov, aeae^i, Guupvav. KaGGirjc Kap7t6v
8V olvtp 8VJ/81V Kal K^lS^8lV.
8. 'lExepoc; K^DGpoq, r|v oSovrj iGXfl G(po8pr| pexa Ka0apGiv aKxfjq Kaprcov Kal
8acpvi8a<; eyeiv ev ojva> peAxxvt Kal icX,OGai.
9. *H aKxr|v 8vj/T]Ga(; ev u8axi cbcoxeeiv xo u8cop, oivov 8e yXuicuv mpaxeaq

K^OGai*
10. Kx\v pexa tcXuGpov 68uvr] eyyevrjxai, evj/eiv xa Qucouaxa a ec uuoov
eppaAlexai, Kal dbtoxeai xou u8axo<; 8uo KOxuXxxq, pi^ai 8e eXaiov xnvo<; Kai
poSivov, Kal kAu^civ x^iapcp.84

Out of these ten recipes, seven at least include imported ingredients: myrrh
and frankincense were products of Arabia, cassia originated from South-East Asia;
Egyptian perfume was not necessarily produced in Egypt, but included imported
ingredients such as myrrh. Because of their price and the way they were valued,
exotic and luxury ingredients were unlikely to figure in ‘home remedies’. Or more
correctly, these ingredients were unlikely to figure in the remedies of many Greek
households; they were affordable only to the rich. Perfume in particular was a status
symbol in the ancient world.

or

However, other recipes in this example are composed of very affordable and
widely available ingredients in Greece, such as elderberries, bayberries and St Johns’
84 Mul. 2.209 (L8.404). For translation, see Appendix One. Recipe one and recipe four are parallel
redactions o f the same recipe. In one o f her first articles on the recipes, Hanson gave recipe 1 as an
example o f a home remedy. Hanson (1991): 79-81. King (1995a): 144 also accepts this recipe may
derive from self-help.
85 See for instance Aristophanes, Nub. 46-52:
’TErceix’ eyt|pa M eyaxAioix; xou M cyaicAioix;
aSeAxpiSfjv aypouax; wv e£, acrreox;,
aepvfjv xp\wpa>aav ey kekouodpo pevr]v .
T aik ^ v ox’ eyajiouv, auyKaxeKlivopriv sycb
o^cov xpuyoq xpaaicu; spioov rcepiouoiac;,
fj 8’ an pupou KpoKou KaxayXtoxxiopaxov,
8a7iavT]<; Xapuypob

Translation: ‘Then I marry the niece o f Megakles, son o f Megakles, boorish as I am, her a city-lady,
pompous, delicate, covered in cesyra <sc. a type o f cosmetic>. When we got married, lying at the table
next to her, I was smelling o f new wine, crates on which figs are dried, and abundant wools; she was
smelling o f perfume, saffron, wanton kisses, extravagance, and of greed.’
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wort.86 These simple recipes are presented as alternatives to ‘expensive’ recipes: the
users of the gynaecological treatises could choose the recipes suited to their needs and
financial means. In total around 40 to 45% of the Hippocratic recipes include exotic
or luxury ingredients; the remaining 55 to 60% are made of ingredients readily
available in most parts of Greece, and indeed in many other parts of the
Mediterranean.87
Moreover, if we examine further one of the ‘expensive’ recipes of our
example (recipe 1 and its .parallel, recipe 4) we understand that the ‘author’ has
attempted to accumulate as many emollient ingredients as possible in order to soothe
the irritated vagina. The idea of using an emollient enema in this situation may have
come from a ‘home’ tradition. In addition, many of the ingredients of this recipe honey, resin, goose suet, white vinegar and sweet wine - were readily available
ingredients that could have been used in what we would expect from a ‘home
remedy’. In short, this recipe looks like a recipe that could have been designed in a
‘self-help’ environment, to which a number of expensive, imported ingredients were
added. There are many other cases of this kind in our collections of Hippocratic
gynaecological recipes. For instance, Egyptian perfume may have been added to the
following recipe in order to make it more luxurious: ''Exepov xfjc; yX,uio)a(6r|(; pi^ixi
Ssuoaq xal pupcp pobivco Kal Aiyu7ixup, ev eipico 7tpoo0eivai.88 Since this pessary had
to be dipped in honey and rose perfume, to dip it also in Egyptian perfume was not
strictly necessary; but it certainly added to the cost of the recipe.

I suggest considering the Hippocratic recipes, with their combination of, on
the one hand, cheap, readily available ingredients, and on the other, highly expensive,
exotic products, as the product'of Haute Medecine, an expression modelled on Jack
Goody’s notion of Haute Cuisine.
Goody, in his Cooking, Cuisine, and Class (1982) links the emergence of an
Haute Cuisine in ancient societies (Mesopotamia, Egypt, India, China and the Persian
Empire) to the growth of temple and royal hierarchies in these societies: ‘units of food

86 See in particular recipes 6 and 8.
87 40 to 45% o f the Hippocratic recipes (that is 575 to 645 recipes) include one or more o f the exotic or
luxury ingredients presented in Chapter Five. The uncertainty in the numbers is due to the fact that
some Greek names could designate several different species o f plants.
88 Nat.Mul. 32 (Trapp 90.17-18; L7.352.17-18). Translation: ‘Soak peony in honey, rose perfume and
Egyptian perfume; apply in w ool.’ This recipe has a parallel at Mul. 1.78 (L8.176.16-17).
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preparation’ were created in the temples and palaces that were the centres of power of
these civilizations.89 In these units, cooks invented recipes based on new exotic
ingredients, but they also incorporated recipes for daily cooking and transformed them
into an Haute Cuisine suitable for the courts or temples in which they worked. Thus,
Haute Cuisine depends on two elements: ‘traditional’ recipes and new recipes based
on ingredients coming ‘from outside’.90 Goody also noted that the organisation of
Haute Cuisine is accompanied by a ‘sexual transposition of domestic tasks’,91 that is,
male cooks were in charge in the ‘food units’ of the ancient temples and palaces,
whereas in traditional societies women do the daily cooking.
Goody did not study the cuisine of ancient Greece, but classicists have shown
that, there too, food served as a status symbol, and that the division between High and
Low Cuisine was observable.

Q'J

In the words of Peter Gamsey, ‘Haute cuisine Greek

and Roman style was marked by variety of foods (home-produced and imported),
elaboration, novelty, professionalism and luxury. The diet of the poor and lowly was
basic and repetitive, built around the staples of cereals and dry legumes, with simple
and cheap additions.’93 In addition, Haute Cuisine in Greece and Rome was in the
hands of male cooks, whereas women did the daily cooking.
Along the same lines, we could imagine that rich Greeks had access to Haute
Medecine, characterized by variety, novelty, and luxury. If we consider the
Hippocratic catalogues of recipes as a type of Haute Medecine, immediately their
eclectic nature becomes less puzzling; Haute Medecine is characterised by variety, by
the mingling of expensive, ‘fashionable’ remedies with re-interpreted folk-remedies
of all kinds. Like Chefs, Hippocratic physicians created their repertoires of recipes by
picking up from a variety of traditional sources, but above all by creating new recipes
based on ‘exotic’, luxury and flamboyant ingredients.
We could also suggest that, as it is the case with Haute Cuisine, Haute
Medecine experienced a sexual transposition of tasks: it was in the hands of male
physicians; whereas folk medicine in Greek society could be practised by both men
and women. As noted by Monica Green, in the Middle Ages, male and female healers
89 Goody (1982): Chapter Four: ‘The high and the low: culinary culture in Asia and Europe’. On
Mesopotamian Haute Cuisine, see also Bottero (1985); (1987); van der Steen (1995).
90 Goody (1982): 105.
91 Goody (1982): 101.
92 See for instance Gamsey (1999): Chapter Eight: ‘Haves and havenots’; Mazzini (1994); Nenci
(1989); Purcell (1996).
93 Gamsey (1999): 113.
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were sometimes using very similar remedies but, ‘whereas women used everyday
ingredients, men deliberately chose costly alternatives in order to distance their
remedies from those of women.’94 In Greek society, men probably had an easier
access to the places where luxury products were sold. It seems that shopping generally
was a man’s job, and this must particularly roeen the case in wealthy families.95 On the
other hand, women were in charge of the storeroom, in which exotic products were
sometimes kept.96 As pointed out above, the presence of feminine participles in some
recipes of the Hippocratic jCorpus suggests that women sometimes prepared recipes
including this kind of ingredients. For instance:

Tov 8 s xpovov xovxov k \i/ou aa sv olvcp X^roKcp cbq f|8(axcp yX,UK£i 8aT5a tuvstcd
7noT(XTr|v KaTa.ayiaa.aa X z jit a , Kal ceAavou Kaprcov K ow aaa. Kal kduivod
AlQiomKou Kap7cov, Kal AaBavcoxov dbc

kolXX i o t o v

xouxou 7n,vexco vfjoxu;

o k o oov 5ok s8i pexpiov e iv a i 7&fj0o<;, rjpipaq O K O o a q a v 5ok8T| K aX cbq s^eiv.97

Although this recipe includes two exotic ingredients (Ethiopian cumin and
frankincense), the presence of feminine participles suggests that a woman is expected
to prepare the remedy.

QO

Admittedly, the woman preparing the drug could be a female

attendant to the doctor. However, if this woman is the patient herself, the implications
94 Green (1989): 63.
95 See for instance Aristophanes, Vespae 789; Ranae 1068; Ecclesiazusae 502; TheophrajS/Os,
Characteres 9.4. See Dalby (1993); Davidson (1998): 78; Ehrenberg (1951): 200-201.
96 See Xenophon, Eco. 7.25: ’Enel 8e Kal to cpiAaxxeiv xa siaevexO evxa xfj ynvaiKi 7rpoaexa^s,
yiyvcooKcov o Oscx; oxi ixp6<; xo (puXaxxsiv on kcmcuSv ea x i (popepav e iv a i xr|v yu x^ v rcXiov pepo<; Kal too
(popou sS a a a x o xfj yn vaik i r\ xtp av8pl. Translation: ‘Since the god has charged women to keep the
provisions, understanding that it is good to have a timid nature to keep <things>, he gave a larger
portion o f fear to women than to men.’ Exotic goods in the storeroom: see Euripides, Melanippe fr. 14
(Jouan and Van L ooy):
Marnv ap’ eu; yuvaiKaq &;] av6pd>v \|/[oyo<;
\|/aXXei K8vov x6]^eupa xal Xiysi Ka[K](b<;a l 8’ eia’ apeivoxx;] a[pa]evcov. Aei^[a) 8’ ey]co...
Nepouoi 8’ olkoui; Kal xa vauoxoXoupeva
e[ao)] Sopcov ato^ouoiv, ou8’ epiipia
YuvaiKoq o!ko<; ennivrn; ou8’ oXpioq.
Translation: ‘It is thus in vain that the blame o f men shoots against women idle arrows o f
scandalmongering. They are better than men, and I will demonstrate it. They manage estates and keep
inside their houses goods that have been carried by sea, and without a woman an estate is neither neat
nor prosperous.’
97 Steril. 217 (L8.420.6-10). The feminine participles are underlined twice; the exotic products are
underlined once. Translation: ‘During this time, let her cut in little pieces oily pine twigs and boil them
in white wine, as pleasant as possible; let her drink it. And chop seed o f celery, seed o f Ethiopian
cumin and excellent frankincense. Let her drink this while fasting, in a amount that seems sufficient,
and for a number o f days that seems sufficient.’ See also Superf 29 (L8.496.12-16).
98 See Chapter Six, Section Four for a more detailed discussion o f these feminine participles.
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are important. Indeed, if a doctor asked his female client to prepare herself one of his
recipes, it meant that this recipe was not secret, but rather became part of a pool of
recipes accessible to everyone. Once a woman had learnt a recipe from a Hippocratic
doctor, she could circulate it. The creation of Haute Medecine did not preclude a
continuing dialogue between Hippocratic physicians and women; this was a dialogue
in the proper sense o f the term, not an appropriation of female knowledge by male
physicians.

Two qualifications have to be brought to this notion of Haute Medecine. First,
Haute Medecine is culturally determined. To be Haute, medicine has to make use of
exotic and luxury ingredients; now the content of the categories 4exotica’ and
‘luxuries’ may vary with time and place, economical and political changes. As shown
by the studies of Aijun Appadurai and Christopher Berry, luxury is not an intrinsic
quality of goods; almost any good can potentially be a luxury." Each society defines
which products are luxuries, and this definition is part of the ‘social grammar’ of the
society. Chapter Five will examine in more details which ingredients of the
Hippocratic recipes were considered luxuries in the classical period.
Second, as it is the case with foods, it is probable that no drug - whether
simple or compound - was completely monopolized by the rich.100 However, the rich
could make use of expensive remedies on a regular basis; they could afford long
treatments involving various medical interventions and remedies. For instance, only a
wealthy Greek woman could have afforded the following fertility treatment:

’AM.q 0 £pa7t£ir|' 7n)piqaa<;

to

acopa oXov, 7naai, icaGfjpai avco Kal Kaxco, sixa

ovsiov yaka psxamaavxa 7ropifjv xa<; pqxpaq 81’ aoAoo, 5oo psv qpspaq oopcp
yovaiKsicp aa 7rpcp Kal Aixpov spPdAXsiv, xfj 5s xpixq posico oupcp* xfj 5s
xspxapxri Kal 7rsp7ixr] xptvpaq papaGpoo cucsppa Kal aKxfjq cpuXXa Kal Sdcpvqv
Kal KU7iapiaaou 7tpiapaxa, xauxa s\|/fjaai bScop zmyiavxa’ 5si 8 s psxa xf|v
7topvr|oiv XoocapsvT|v 7ro>J-(S Gsppco 7cpooxi0svai axsap f|5uvxov sk xfjq 7rupiq<;
suGuq Kal sq vuKxa* psxa 8 s oKsua^siv, ^uppiyvix; opupvav axaKxf|v Kal
Pouxupov Kal xrivd? aXsicpa Kal s^acpou pusA.ov Kal pqxivr|v Kal vsxco7iov*

99 Appadurai (1986); Berry (1994).
100 For foods, see Gamsey (1999): 127.
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T0UT8CDV ioov SKaoxor) ^oppi^avxa, 8iaxrj^avxa, 7tpooxi0evai ev eipicp
Milrioicp paA.0aKcp cbq eoeipoxaxco* psxa 8e avaaxopobv xrjv ppxppv
poA.ip8iotaiv 8X.r]X,aap8voiq OKxcoSaKxuAxnai 7ievxe‘ xo rcpcoxov saxco Zernov, xo
8s Seuxspov Tcaxpxepov, Kal xaXXa Gaxepov Gaxepoo 7taxoxepov avaoxopouv
8s 7C8VXS rjpepaq* S7tf|v 8s avaoxopcoor], 7tpoo0eTvai KaGapxucov, xphj/aq
KavGapiSaq rcevxs Kal oiKucovpc; paKpfjq onoyyov Kal apopvav xabxa peAixi
etpGcp cpopo^avxa Kal cpoppoavxa paLaviov eipicp KaxsiXi^ai 7cX,f|v xou aKpotr
87tsixa slq aXewpa payavxa ax; rjSioxov, 7ipoa0eivar xpfjoGat 8e KaGapxucco Kal
xodxcp xfj xoX,fj xob xaopoo, Kal avGsi otixcg Kal Adxpcp Kal apopvrj, peA-ixi oALyco
Sisvxa, oGoviov Xe7ixov a7to8paavxa, Kal avco xo oGoviov 7tepieA,ft;avxa xcp
(pappaKtp, 7Epoaxi08var /pfjoGai 8e Kal pox>7rppaxei £,ov xrj apopvr], Kal
e^axripico £ov xcp peAaxi ecpGcp, Kal xrjai KavGapioi §nv xcp sAxxxripicp xe Kal xrj
apopvT]. ’E7rf|v 8e Ka0ap0fj, xrj oaxepairi AxnSoavxa KtaSoai xf|v ppxppv
Kopivov AlGiomKov xph|/a<; Kal psXdvGiov Kal pr|xwr|v Kal aXeicpa Kal peAa Kal
olvov yA.okuv xabxa pi^a<; Kal dvaxA.vqva<; icXoaai* 87if|v 8e kAaSot)*;,
avaoxrioaq, 7repiievai KsA^roeiv, okox; xo KX,dapa 8iaaeir|xai. npoo0eivai 8e
KpoKov Kal apopvav Kal XiPavcoxov ev paKei Aavaicp arcoSeovxa ^rjpov laov
SKaaxoo, ^oppioyovxa xnvo<= a^eicpa, Trepiypiovxa xo paKoq' xobxo 8s
7tpoaxi0svai S7rxd fipspaq* xfj 8s 6y8or] Gopifjaai opopvr] Kal doq>dA.xcp Kal
KpiGfj, socoSsi aXeitpaxi 7ie(p\)prjpeva S7n paA,0aKov 7rup empaAxhv, Gopifjv ST
autam. ’E7rf|v 8s Gopirjar^q, xfj oaxepavr] xpivj/ai Kaaxopoq opxiv, oivov taoKOv
7capaxscov, Kal aoxov prjAxj dp<pucA.daac; Kal eipicp Kaxs^ac; 7ipoo0eivai s<;
voKxa* opGpou 8s avsA-opsvr) Kal 8iapaAa§apevr| ixco 7iapa xov avSpa, Kal
^i)yKoipr)0sioa axpspeixar Kal av pf| em xof> 7tpcoxo\) Kurjorp aoGiq
7rpoa0spsvr| aoxo xobxo, 7iapa xov avSpa eADexco. ’ApxsaGai 8s XPG
(pappaKsoovxa, S7csi8av sA.0ri xa Kaxap^via- Xriyovxcov 8s XPG to Kur]Tnpiov
7ipoa0spsvr|v ^oyKoipaaGai* xoo 8s 7cpoa0sv xpovoo prjxs f| yovf) ixco aoaov
xoo avSpoq, pijG’ o avf|p 7iapa xf|v yuvaiKa.101

This fertility treatment lasts for an entire menstrual cycle and involves purgations,
fumigations, applications of pessaries, baths, applications of leaden tubes to open the
mouth of the womb, and sexual encounters. Long treatments of this kind abound in

101 Steril. 221 (L8.424.22-428.14). For translation, see Appendix One.
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the Hippocratic gynaecological treatises; pharmacology is only one aspect of such
cures that regiment every aspect of the patient’s life: diet, bathing, exercising, sexual
intercourse, etc. This type of dietetic Haute Medecine - and I use the word ‘dietetic’
in the widest acceptation of the term - was only available to an elite concerned with
preserving their good health through all possible means.
Studies on the notions o f luxury have stressed how the consumption of luxury
goods can act as a status symbol. Aijun Appadurai, for instance, gives the following
definition: ‘I propose that, we regard luxury goods not so much in contrast to
necessities (a contrast filled with problems), but as goods whose principal use is
im
rhetorical and social, goods that are simply incarnated signs'.
In the classical
world, conspicuously consuming expensive drugs may have been a strategy to be seen
as part of the elite. Patients requested from their physicians to design impressive
medicaments; and physicians and healers competed against each other to answer their
demand.

4.5 Are the gynaecological recipes an exception? - Dietetics and

pharmacology in the Hippocratic treatises
In the previous parts of this chapter, I argued that one could not explain the abundance
of pharmacological recipes in the Hippocratic gynaecological treatises by suggesting
that these recipes were the reflection of women’s lore. Women - including midwives
- might have contributed a certain amount of recipes to the compilers of the
gynaecological writings, but they are only one of their sources. The compilers of the
Hippocratic gynaecological writings gathered recipes from a variety of sources in
order to create their brand of Haute Medecine.
I also noted that pharmacology was only one component of the Haute
Medecine described in the gynaecological treatises - a medicine that regimented
every aspect of women’s life, whether in disease or in health. The gynaecological
treatises can be listed among the dietetic treatises of the Hippocratic Corpus, as was
done by the lexicographer Erotian (first century AD): Ei<; Siauav nspi vouacov a' (3',

102 Appadurai (1986): 38.
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Ile p l 7mcdvr}<;, ris p l xorccov xcov Kaxa avGpomov, Tuvaucsicov a ' p', fle p l xpcKpTjc;, IIsp l
dupopoov, fle p l uSaxcov.103

Dietetic treatises represent an important part of the Hippocratic Corpus, but
they probably only represent a portion of the dietetic treatises written in the classical
period. The genre of the dietetic treatise was already well developed at the end of the
fifth century BC, if we may believe the author of Regimen who tells us that the topic
of dietetics had already been treated by authors of the past, although not in a
satisfactory manner.104 At

approximately the

same period, the playwright

Aristophanes compared dietetic medicine to tragedy, accusing it of being pedantic and
bookish:

’A M,’ dx; 7capeA.aPov xr|v xexvrjv 7tapa a o u xo 7cpcoxov eu0u<;
oiSouaav U7CO Kopjtaapaxcov Kal pripaxcov hiayQ&v,
foxyava pev rcpcoxiaxov auxrjv Kal xo papoq d(peiXov
87ui)A}doic; Kal 7tepuraxoic; Kal xeuxH oiai XeuKoiq,

Xov SiSouq axcopuXpaxoov ano pip^icov d7rr]0©v105

Dietetics provides Aristophanes with an opportunity to joke by playing on words: the
word 7tepi7tdxoi<; means both ‘digressions’ and ‘walks’; and the word pripaxcov
(ponderous words) is similar in form to the word peupaxcov (fluxes).
More seriously, Plato in the Republic accuses dietetics of having dangerous
effects on the functioning of society:

103 Erotianus, Lexicon (Nachmanson 9.15-17). Translation: ‘On dietetics: Diseases I and II, Ptisane,
Places in Man, Diseases o f Women I and II, Food, Barren Women, Waters.’ Ptisane was probably an
alternative title for Regimen in Acute Diseases, a treatise which opens on a discussion o f ptisane (i.e.
barley-gruel).
104 Viet. 1.1 (Joly 1.1-8; L6.466.l-7): Ei psv poi xu; £5ok£i tcov Jtpoxepov auyypa\|/dvT(ov 7rep! 5arrr^
dv0pcD7uvr|<; ifjq 7cpo<; uyisiriv op0a><; eyvcoKox; auyyeypatpevai Ttavxa 5ia 7ravx6<; ooa 8uvaiov
av0pco7iivri yvtoprj 7i£pi)ai(p0fjvai, Ikovok; eixev av poi, aXA,cov £K7iovT]odvT(ov, yvovra xa op0®<; expvta,
toutoioi xpf]o0ai, Ka0on EKaaxov auxcov eSoKei xpijoipov £ivai. Nuv 5s 710X.X01 psv fjSri ouvsypa\)/av,
ou5sf<; 5s 7t(o syvco op0co<; Ka0oxi r|v auxoTai <xuyypa7txsov. Translation: ‘If it seemed to me that one o f
my predecessors writing on the topic o f human diet in order to <preserve> good health had written with
accurate knowledge absolutely everything that is possible to embrace with the human mind, it would be
sufficient for me - others having done the work, and exact knowledge having been obtained - to use
these <results> in whichever manner each o f them seems to be useful. However, although many have
already written <on this topic>, nobody has known how to treat it in a correct manner.’
105 Aristophanes, Ranae 939-943. Translation: ‘Immediately when I <sc. Euripides> first took over the
art <sc. tragedy> from you <sc. Aeschylus>, swollen by boasts and ponderous words, I first o f all
reduced the swelling and made her lighter by means o f versicles, digressions and white beet. And I
gave her nonsense-juice extracted from books.’ On the imagery o f this recipe, see Rodriguez Alfageme
(1999): 375; Jouanna (2000): 192-193; Taillardat (1965): 452.
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Tekxcov jisv, rjv 6’ eyco, Kapvcov a^ioi 7iapa xou iaxpou cpappaKov 7UG)v
&;spsoai xo voaripa, fj kcxxco Ka0ap0si<; r\ Kauasi r\ xoprj xP^apsvoc;
(X7rrjXldx0ai’ sav 8 s xu; aox© paxpav Siaixav Tcpoaxaxxr], TtOaSia xs 7ispi xf|v
KS(paX,f|v 7cspixi0 si<; Kal xa xouxoic; sraSpsva, xaxp sucsv oxi ou axoXrj Kapvsiv
008 s Auaixs^si ooxco £fjv, voa^paxi xov voov rcpoasxovxa, xfj<; 8 s 7tpOKSipsvrj<;

spyamaq apsXobvxa. Kal psxa xauxa xcupsiv si7t(bv xcp xoiooxcp laxpco, sic; xr|v
slcoOmav Siaixav sppd<;, uyif|<; ysvopsvoc; £fj xa saoxoo 7ipaxxcov sav 8 s pf|
ucavov f| xo acopa 07tsvsyKsTv, xsAsox^aaq Tipaypaxcov d7rr|XXdyr|.106

Dietetics is a medicine only affordable to the wealthy; a carpenter could not afford the
time to embark on a long treatment, he had to use a pharmakon to get rid of the
materia pecans as fast as possible.
Although dietetics appeared to be well developed at the end of the fifth
century BC, the ancients commonly held it as a sixth- or fifth-century BC invention.
The ancients had noted the absence of regimen in Homer, where only surgery and
application of (external) medicaments are described, and concluded that dietetics did
not exist at the time of the epic poet, but had been invented later.

107

There was,

however, considerable debate on who was the inventor: some considered Pythagoras
of Samos deserved the title, for some it was Herodicus of Selymbria, and for others it
10R
was the physician Hippocrates of Cos.
However, not all ancient authors regarded dietetics as a late invention. For
instance, the author of Ancient Medicine considers the invention of dietetics to be
contemporary with the birth of medicine.109 Most modem scholars reconcile these

106 Plato, Respublica 3.15 (406d-e). Translation: ‘When a carpenter, I said, is sick, he expects his
physician to give him a drug in order to vomit the disease out, or get rid o f it by purging downwards or
using cautery or the knife. But if someone prescribes him a long diet, wrapping his head with
compresses and their accompaniments, soon he says he has no leisure to be sick and that there is no
advantage in living such a life, paying heed to his disease and neglecting the work at hand. And
thereupon, saying good-bye to this type o f doctor and entering upon his usual diet, he becomes healthy
and lives practising his own affairs. Or i f his body is not strong enough to resist, death frees him o f all
his troubles.’ In the Timaeus (89b-d) Plato has a more positive attitude towards dietetics.
107 The sources are conveniently collected in Longrigg (1988): 146-147.
108 See sources in Longrigg (1998): 147-148.
109 Prisc.Med. 3 (Jouanna 120.6-121.5; Ll.574.12-576.1): Ti)v yap apxr|v out’ av eupeOr] f| xsxvr| f|
uiTpucri out’ av e^r|xf)0r| - o65sv yap auxfj<; s5si - si xoiai Kapvoom xcov dvOpcojicov xa auxa
Siaixcopsvoiai xs Kal 7tpoa<pspopsvoiaiv arcsp oi uyiaivovxsc; saOiouai xs Kal 7iivouai Kal xaXXa
Siaixsovxai cruvstpspsv Kal pr| l^v sxspa xouxcov psXxio). Nov 5s auxi) f| avayia] irppiKriv S7roiT]csv
^r)Tr|Tfjva{ xs Kal sopsOfjvai avOpamoiaiv, oxi xoTm Kapvoom xaoxa Tcpootpspopsvoiaiv a7isp ol
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divergent views by arguing that a ‘primitive’ dietetics, an attention to food, had
always existed in Greece. In the fifth century, this ‘primitive’ dietetics dramatically
changed and came to embrace most aspects of daily life: diet, obviously, but also
exercises, baths, down to sexual intercourse - whether in illness or in health.110 Lonie,
followed by James Longrigg, linked the developments in fifth-century dietetics to the
cosmological and physiological speculations of the pre-Socratic philosophers, who
postulated a series of affinities between man and his environment.111 Wesley D.
Smith, on the other hand, believes it is not necessary to imagine such an influence
from natural philosophy upon dietetics.112In addition, several modem scholars suggest
the historical Hippocrates contributed to the development of dietetics, although they
do not agree on the exact form of this influence. For instance, Smith argues that
Hippocrates composed the treatise Regimen, whereas Antoine Thivel suggests
Hippocrates wrote Regimen in Acute Diseases.113
Whether they regard dietetics as a late invention or the culmination of a long
development, most scholars would agree with Owsei Temkin in regarding dietetics as
‘the great dynamic element within Greek medicine', the element that induced the
leech to become a physician’.114 Dietetics, it is often suggested, is the epitome of
‘rational’ medicine. In contrast, modem students of ancient medicine consider ancient
pharmacology to have developed very little in the classical period. For instance, Maria
M. Sassi writes:

Greek medicine focused on the causes of a given illness, refining its methods
of investigating and describing a patient’s condition. Within this framework,

wyiaivovreq ou ouvecpepev, ox; ou5£ vuv au|i(p£p£i. Translation (Schiefsky): ‘For the art o f medicine
would never have been discovered to begin with, nor would anyone have sought for it - for there would
have been no need for it - if it were beneficial for the sick to follow the same regimen and diet as the
healthy, taking the same foods and drinks and following the same regimen in other respects, and if
there were nor other things better than these. But in fact necessity itself caused medicine to be sought
for and discovered by human beings, for it was not beneficial for the sick to take the same foods as the
healthy, just as it is not beneficial for them to do so today.’
110 See for instance Lonie (1977a); Nutton (2004): 97. Longrigg (1998): 155; on the other hand,
dismisses the views o f the author o f Ancient Medicine: ‘Although the author o f Ancient medicine
regards the administration o f diet as virtually conterminous with the art o f medicine and this view has
been widely accepted by modem scholars, it is difficult to determine precisely at what time he
conceived the inception o f the art o f medicine to have taken place, and allowance here must be made
for polemical exaggeration.’ See also Longrigg (1999).
111 Lonie (1977a); Longrigg (1999).
112 Smith (1980): 446.
113 Smith (1980): 440; Thivel (1999). See also Craik (1995a); (1995b).
114 Temkin (1953): 147-148.
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developments in etiology also gave rise to the search for remedies connected
with the cause of the disease itself and intended as acting directly on the
organism. Yet such research continued to be pursued in one area only - diet while the overall situation was one of therapeutical stasis.115

This therapeutical stasis, it is argued, particularly affected internal pharmacology external pharmacology is well represented in the Hippocratic treatises Ulcers,
Haemorrhoids and Fistulas, and the gynaecological treatises. As noted at the
beginning of this chapter, Lonie observed that most plants are ‘used dietetically’ in
the Hippocratic texts and concluded that ‘If we exclude diet, therapy in Hippocratic
texts reduces to a few simple formulae for purges and emetics.’ Is it possible to argue
that, instead of developing a curative medicine based on pharmaka, physicians in the
classical period concentrated their efforts on a preventive medicine based on regimen?
Can we conclude that there was a pharmacological stasis from the extent writings of
the Hippocratic Corpus? Before answering this question, it is important to take into
considerations three remarks.
First, it is unclear whether a distinction between food and drug (or in the
words of Lonie between, on the one hand, substances ‘used dietetically’ and, on the
other, ‘purges and emetics’) is clearly drawn in any of the Hippocratic writings. Some
substances, such as hellebore or henbane (which have a strong purgative effect), must
have been considered as pharmaka, and others, such as lentils or chickpeas, must have
been considered as foods; but there were cases in which the distinction was more
difficult to draw. For instance myrrh was extensively used in the ancient world in cult
practices, but it was also used in perfumery, to spice wine, and in medical practice;
clearly myrrh does not fall in any of the categories drawn by Lonie: it was both a drug
and a food.116 The treatise Places in Man (which probably dates from the fifth century
BC)117 shows that medical writers were attempting to define the notion of pharmakon
in opposition to food: ndvxa tpappaica siai xa pexaiavsovxa xo 7capeov rcdvxa 8e xa
laxppoxcpa psxaKivsooatv e^saxi 8e, qv psv pouAq, cpappaKCp psxaiavsiv qv 8s pq

115 Sassi (2001): 142. My emphasis.
116 See Chapter Five, Section Three for more details on myrrh.
117 Craik (1998): 29 argues this treatise was written in the first half o f the fifth century BC; Jouanna
(1999): 405 believes the treatise dates from the fourth century BC.
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Poi&r), amcp.118 Although the author of Places in Man manages to define the notion
of pharmakon (something rather strong that causes changes in the present state), he is
not successful at defining the notion of food, and the difference between a food and a
drug.
Second, contrasting the gynaecological treatises to other treatises of the
Hippocratic Corpus can be dangerous because many medical texts composed in the
classical period might be lost. For instance, the recipe book Pharmakitis mentioned in
Affections is now lost. In addition, other recipe books of which no traces are preserved
might have been written in the classical period; as argued in Chapter Three, recipe
books tend to be ephemeral. We should also remember that ‘gynaecological’ writers
did not always include recipes in their writings: the author of parts of Diseases o f
Women

(Author

C

in

Grensemann’s

terminology)

probably

also

wrote

Generation/Nature o f the Child, a treatise which included no recipes.119
Third, mentions of pharmaka are extremely frequent in the Hippocratic
Corpus: there are 643 occurrences of the noun (pappaxov and cognate words
((pappotKSucD, (pappaiceia, or cpappaK07ioaia) - most of them referring to internal
administration of drugs - distributed over various treatises of the Corpus, with a
concentration in the gynaecological treatises, Diseases /-///, Affections, Internal
Affections, Places in Man and Nature o f Man.
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•

However, in most cases, these

pharmaka simply consist of one ingredient or their composition is not specified. For
instance, Places in Man has numerous mentions of pharmakon administration, but not
a single recipe. Recipes for pharmaka administered internally, outside of the
gynaecological treatises, are concentrated in Diseases II and III, Internal Affections
191
and Regimen in Acute Diseases and amount to a rather small number.
In other
words, there are very few formulae, very few recipes for pharmaka outside of the
gynaecological treatises.

118 Loc.Hom. 45 (Craik 82.20-24; L6.340.3-5). Translation: ‘All things that cause change in the present
state <of the patient> are pharmaka, and all <substances> that are rather strong cause change. It is
possible, if you want, to bring about change by means o f a drug, or, if you do not want <to use a drug>,
by means o f foods.’
119 See Hanson (1992b): 33-34.
120 The
other treatises
in
which
the
word
appears
are: Airs,
Waters
and
Places; Ancient Medicine; Aphorisms; Breaths; Coan Prenotions; Decorum; Epidemics,
Fistulas/Haemorrhoids, Fractures, Generation/Nature o f the Child; Humours; Joints, Letters;
Nutriment; Oath; Physician; Prognostic; Precepts; Prorrhetic; Regimen; Regimen in Acute Diseases;
On the Sacred Disease; Sevens; Sight; The Art; Ulcers; Use o f Liquids; Wounds in the Head.
121 See introduction to this chapter.
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The compilers of medical treatises might have chosen not to include recipes,
because they wanted to keep their pharmacological knowledge secret. Alternatively,
these compilers could also have decided to leave the administration of drugs to the
appreciation of the reader. According to the author of Regimen in Acute Diseases,
physicians often disagreed on what to prescribe in the case of acute diseases:

M a k psv ouv ou8e rcpopaAleaGai xa xoiauxa £r|xnjiaxa eiGi8axai oi ir|xpor
lacoq 8s ou8s rcpoPaAXopeva yivcooKSxar Kaixoi 8tapoA.tyv ye s^ei oA,r| f| xexvr|
7ipo<; xcov 8npoxscov peydkyv, dx; pr|8s Soksiv oXcoq lr|xpiKf|v eivar ©ax’ si sv
ye xoiaiv o^uxaxoiai xa>v voaripaxcov xoaovSs 8ioiaooaiv aXfofycov oi
XeipwvaKxsq, coaxs a o exepoq 7cpoacpspsi riysupsvoq apiaxa eivai, xauxa
vopi^siv xov sxspov KaKa sivai, a%s8ov av Kaxa ys x©v xoiouxwv xrjv xsyvriv
cpaisv ©poiwoGai pavxucr], oxi Kal oi pavxisq xov auxov opviGa, si jisv
apiaxspoq svr], ayaGov vopi^ouaiv sivai, si 8s Ss^ioq, KaKov..., svioi 8s xa>v
pavxiwv xa svavxia xouxwv.122

According to this author, physicians differed so much from each other in their
prescriptions that the art resembled divination; by not including exact recipes for
medicaments in nosological descriptions, medical writers avoided to take position.
These writers knew that recipe books existed to which their readers could refer
themselves.
I would argue that the contrast between the gynaecological and ‘nongynaecological’ treatises could be explained by the use of two different literary
conventions, two different writing policies: whereas the gynaecological treatises
clearly specify which medicaments to use in which circumstances, the ‘nongynaecological’ treatises leave it to their readers to chose which remedies to
administer. The relative absence of recipes in the ‘non-gynaecological’ treatises of the

122 Acut. 8 (Joly 39.8-20; L2.240-242). Translation: ‘Physicians are not accustomed to propose such
questions <whether barley-gruel should be administered in acute diseases>. And even if they were
discussed, they would probably not be solved. And yet, the art suffers from a very bad reputation
among laymen, to the point that there does not seem to be any medical <art>. Indeed if, with regards to
the most acute diseases, experts differ from each other to the point that <the remedies> prescribed by
one, because he believes them to be the best, are considered by another to be bad, then laymen may
indeed argue that the art resembleSlivination. For seers consider the same bird to be a good sign, if it is
on the left, and a bad one if it is on the right, while other seers argue the opposite.’
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Corpus need not be read as a sign of a pharmacological stasis in the classical period.
In practice, physicians certainly administered drugs for both internal and external
treatments. In addition, they did not hesitate to write down recipes for external
treatments. On the other hand, the preserved Hippocratic treatises include very few
recipes for internal diseases, with one main exception: gynaecological diseases. These
diseases, which affect mostly the vagina and the womb, might have assumed a special
status in the classical period: they might have been considered to be neither entirely
internal nor entirely external. Gynaecology, in this respect, was a privileged area for
experimentation with recipe writing: the organs it took into account could be treated
by pharmaka applied both externally and internally.

4.6 Conclusions
The large number of recipes in the gynaecological treatises has often been explained
by a gender argument: the gynaecological recipes are the reflection of a tradition of
home remedies transmitted by women. If many of the recipes recorded in the
Hippocratic gynaecological treatises could indeed have been prepared within the
household, it is doubtful that they were women’s secrets. ‘Household medicine’,
however, is only one possible source for the Hippocratic collections of recipes; other
sources included the lore of the rhizotomoi, magicians and other priests. The
Hippocratics collected recipes from a variety of traditional sources, transformed them
- by adding exotic, rare or extraordinary ingredients - and integrated them to their
system of Haute Medecine.
Although the nosological treatises preserve fewer pharmacological recipes
than the gynaecologies, they partake of the same Haute Medecine: a dietetic medicine
that controlled all aspects of their patients’ lives. Instead of opposing dietetics (the
epitome of ‘rational’ medicine) to pharmacology (the domain of women and other
charlatans), I suggest regarding pharmacology as part of dietetics. Dietetics and
pharmacology do not appear as distinct branches of medicine in the early treatises of
the Hippocratic Corpus. However, the ‘boom’ in dietetic medicine in the fifth century
BC might have led to reflections on what exactly a drug - a pharmakon - is and how
it differs from a food. The culmination of the reflection is found in the Aristotelian
Problems:
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Tcp evavxiov eivai xf] xpcxpfi xo cpappaicov. To psv yap 7ie(p0ev U7to xfjq
cpuaeax;, xouxo 7cpoa(puexai xoiq acopaai Kal KaX^txai xpocpiy xo 8e pf| TtecpuKcx;
KpaxeiaOai, siaiov 5e etc; xac; cpAi^aq Kal 8t’ i)7rep|3oA,T|v 0eppoxr|xo<; r\
yoxpoxrixoc; xapaxxov, aoxr| 8e (pappaKoo (poaic; eoxtv.123

In the fifth century, the line of demarcation might not have been between
pharmacology and dietetics, but rather between internal and external medicine, with
gynaecology falling in neither category, or rather in both categories.

123 Aristotle, Problemata 1.42 (864b7-l 1). Translation (Touwaide): ‘A drug is the opposite o f a food.
What undergoes coction by natural forces is assimilated into the body and we call it food. The nature o f
a drug, on the other hand, is that it is not naturally disposed to be overcome and penetrates into the
vessels, where it causes disturbance due to an excess o f heat or cold.’ See Scarborough (1983);
Touwaide (1996).

Appendix: Translations
Diseases o f Women 2.209 (L8.404)
1. If there is excessive pain because o f the purgation by means of pessaries: a cup of
mvrrh. the same amount of frankincense, love-in-a-mist, cyperus, hartwort, anise,
linseed, oil of bitter almonds, honey, resin, goose suet, white vinegar, Egyptian
perfume, of each the same amount: crush in sweet white wine. Inject two kotylai
lukewarm.
2. If there is pain after the purgation: cyperus, sweet flag, ginger-grass and iris; boil
these in black wine and use.
3. Another injection, if there is excessive pain and strangury. Juice of leek, elderberry,
hartwort, anise, frankincense, myrrh and wine; express their juice, mix and inject.
4. Or an oxybaphon of myrrh, the same amount of frankincense, the same amount of
love-in-a-mist and cyperus, hartwort, anise, linseed, oil of bitter almonds, honey,
resin, goose suet, white vinegar, Egyptian perfume, of each the same amount; soak
with sweet white wine and inject.
5. Or boil down water of mercury; <inject> with mvrrh. frankincense and oil o f bitter
almonds.
6. Or boil salvia and St John’s wort in water and inject.
7. Or linseed, anise, love-in-a-mist, hartwort, mvrrh. seed of cassia: boil in wine and
inject.
8. Another injection, if a violent pain takes hold <of her> after the purgation: boil
elderberry and bayberries in black wine and inject.
9. Or boil elderberry in water; filter off the water. Add sweet wine and inject.
10. If pain occurs after an injection: boil the spices that are used in perfume: pour off
two kotylai of the water. Add goose oil and rose oil; inject lukewarm.

Barren Women 221 (L8.424.22-428.14)
Another therapy <to make the woman fertile>: Administer a vapour-bath to the entire
body; give to drink a purgative acting upwards and a purgative acting downwards.
Then having administered ass’ milk, fumigate the womb by means of a pipe, for two
days, adding putrid woman’s-urine and soda. On the third day, <fumigate> with
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cow’s urine. On the fourth and fifth days, crush seeds of fennel, leaves of elder-tree,
sweet-bay, and sawdust of cypress; pour water over these <ingredients> and boil. It is
necessary, after the fumigation, to wash with a lot of warm water, and to apply
perfumed suet, immediately after the fumigation and for the night. Afterwards,
prepare the following: mix together oil of myrrh, butter, goose oil, deer’s marrow,
resin and oil of bitter almonds. Mix an equal amount of each, melt and apply in soft
Milesian wool, as fleecy as possible. Then open the womb with five leaden tubes,
eight fingers in length, prepared as follows: let the first be thin, the second thicker,
each thicker than the other. Open the mouth for five days. After having opened <the
womb>, apply a purgative pessary: crush five cantharides, the spongy part of a large
cucumber and myrrh. Mix these with boiled honey and knead into a pessary,
wrapping it into wool, apart from the extremity. Then dip it in oil as perfumed as
possible, and apply. Also use the following purgative: bull bile, roasted <copper>
flower, soda and myrrh. Soak with a little honey, bind fast a thin cloth, smear the top
of the cloth with the remedy and apply. Also use bouprestis with myrrh; squirting
cucumber with boiled honey; and cantharides with squirting cucumber and myrrh.
After the purgation, the next day, after a bath, make an injection to the womb: crush
Ethiopian cumin, love-in-a-mist, resin, ointment, honey and sweet wine. Mix these,
leave it to cool down and inject. After the injection, urge her to get up and walk
around so that the injection is shaken about. Apply also saffron, myrrh, frankincense,
tied up in a thin strip of cloth. <Use these> dry, of each the same amount; add goose
oil, anoint the strip of cloth. Apply this for seven days. On the eighth day, fumigate
with myrrh, asphalt and barley. Mix with sweet-smelling oil, place on a mild fire;
fumigate through a tube. After the fumigation, on the next day, triturate a beaver
testis, add white wine, spread this around a probe, wrap with wool and apply for the
night. In the morning, having removed it and softened <her vagina>, let her go to her
husband. And after having slept with her husband, let her keep still. If she does not
become pregnant after the first time, having applied this pessary again, let her go to
her husband. One must start the treatment when the menses start. When they have
stopped, she must apply the pessary aiding conception and sleep with her husband.
But before this time, the woman must not approach her husband; nor the husband
<approach> his wife.
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5 Imports, geographical determinism and influences: The
use of exotic and luxury ingredients in the Hippocratic
catalogues of recipes
Ai S’ eaxaxiai Kcoq xf|<; oucsojievri^ xa KaAlioxa ekayov
Herodotus 3.1061

5.1 Introduction
In Chapter Four, I argued that the exotic, luxury and flamboyant ingredients included
in the Hippocratic recipes transformed traditional medicine into Haute Medecine. In
this chapter, I will attempt to determine with more precision which exotic and luxury
products were exploited in the Hippocratic recipes and dietetic prescriptions. This, in
turn, will help us understand the socio-economic context in which these prescriptions
were created. Also, it will offer precious insights into how Hippocratic compilers
valued different regions of the world.
Following a note on the naming of plants in ancient Greece, in the second part
fiStT
of this chapter, I systematically
the imported ingredients listed in the
Hippocratic recipes, that is, the products that, for ecological reasons, could not grow
in Greece or in Asia Minor.2 I have also included ingredients, which, although they
could be produced in Greece, are accompanied by an epithet of foreign geographical
origin. I present these imported ingredients in four sub-categories according to their
geographical origin.3 In order to determine the origin of each exotic ingredient, and
the routes they followed to reach Greece, I have drawn upon the studies of scholars
working in a variety of disciplines: historians, linguists, botanists and archaeologists.4
I start with ingredients coming from the East, i.e. from the Levant (Syria,
Lebanon, and Palestine), Arabia, and from ‘Further East’ (India, China, etc). Then, I
consider ingredients coming from the South, i.e. from Egypt, Ethiopia and Libya. In
most accounts of the contacts between Greeks and overseas, Egypt and Ethiopia are
1 Translation: ‘Somehow the outer parts o f the inhabited world were allotted the most beautiful
features.’
2 Byl (1995) lists many o f these exotic ingredients.
3 This approach is similar to Dalby’s in his book Empire o f Pleasures (2000), where he maps the
‘pleasures’ o f the Roman Empire.
4 Archaeological evidence is unfortunately rather slim. Exotic organic goods, such as spices and gums,
leave very few traces in archaeological contexts for the simple reason that they were consumed; we are
left with the containers. There is however one archaeological context in which luxury organic goods
are preserved: shipwrecks. See Haldane (1993): 349.
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presented together with the regions of the Near East, even though John Boardman
pointed out that this can lead to confusion.5 In the case of our recipes, it is particularly
important to dissociate imports from Egypt and Ethiopia from imports from the Near
East. Indeed, these two sub-categories of exotica are presented in a very different way
in the recipes. Moreover, scholars have generally considered that Greek medicine, and
particularly Hippocratic gynaecology, was influenced more by Egyptian medicine
than by Mesopotamian medicine or any other medicine from the Near East. My fourth
sub-category includes exotica from the North, i.e. regions around the Black Sea.
Finally, I consider ingredients imported from the Western Mediterranean.
The exotic products listed in the Hippocratic treatises could have been divided
into different sub-categories; for instance, these products could have been divided
amongst the ancient continents. However, the number and boundaries of the
continents were much disputed in fifth-century Greece. Some ancient authors,
criticised by Herodotus, divided the world into three continents: Europe, Asia and
Libya.6 Others, like the author o f Airs, Waters and Places divided the world into two
parts: Europe and Asia (which included Ionia, Egypt and Ethiopia). Herodotus
himself, it seems, rejected the notion of continent altogether.7 In view of this
confusion, I have chosen a more arbitrary repartition following the four cardinal
points.
The Greeks could learn about, or discover, the medicinal qualities of exotic
drugs in a variety of ways. In some cases, Greek physicians themselves may have
learnt the medicinal properties of exotic drugs from foreigners. Indeed, physicians
constituted, from at least Homeric times, a mobile part of Greek society, together with
craftsmen, seers, and singers.8 The Hippocratic Epidemics tell us of the travels of

5 Boardman (1999): 111. See also Gulranick (1997) who differentiatefbetween ‘orientalizing’ art and
‘egyptianizing’ art.
6 See Herodotus 2.16.
7 See the discussion by Thomas (2000b): Chapter 3: ‘Dividing the world: Europe, Asia, Greeks and
barbarians.’
*Od. 17.383-386:
Tu; yap 8r| £eivov koXeT aXJ.o0ev aoxoq £7cel0d)v
aXkov y’, si (IT) xcov oi 8r|pio£pyoi £aai,
pavxiv rj liyrpfipa kcxkcov i) xacxova Soupoov,
i) Kal 0£cmiv aoiSov, o kev T£p7ir|oiv oeiScdv;
O uxoi yap KXr|To( y£ Ppoxtov £7t’ driEipova y a ia v

Translation: ‘Who indeed o f himself ever calls and invites a stranger from abroad, unless it is one o f
those who are skilled workmen, a seer, or a healer o f ills, or a builder o f houses, or perhaps a singer
inspired by God who gives pleasure with his songs? For these men are summoned all over the
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physicians within Greece. In addition, several Greek physicians

frCftC l$C<i
their art at the

Persian court. In the sixth century BC, the Crotoniate physician Democedes was made
prisoner by Darius.9 Other Greek physicians entered the services of the Persian King
of their own accord: Apollonides of Cos was doctor to Artaxerxes I, and Ctesias of
Cnidus to Artaxerxes II.10 Late vitae report that Hippocrates travelled far and wide.
Although this probably only reflects the attempts of these biographical authors ‘to
make the Corpus yield historical information’,11 travels to far-away countries may
have been a reality for some of Hippocrates’ contemporaries. During their trips, these
physicians may have learnt of the properties of indigenous plants.
The medicinal qualities o f exotic drugs could be transmitted from one culture
to another in many other ways, which are listed by Julie Laskaris as follows: ‘trade,
gift exchange, the spread of empire, contact with foreign slaves and the advent of
immigrant free populations, intermarriage of Greeks with foreigners.’12 In addition,
we should not exclude the possibility that the Greek themselves discovered the
medicinal properties of some products initially used in a different context, for instance
in cooking, perfumery or religious practice. We will indeed notice that most exotic
products listed in the Hippocratic treatises were exploited outside medicine.
In the third part of this chapter, I examine the mundane goods coming from
Greece - Greece is here defined as Mainland Greece, the Ionian and Aegean islands,
the Greek cities of Asia Minor, Crete, Rhodes and Cyprus - which are distinguished
in our recipes by the use of geographical epithets. In many cases, these epithets are
used as a means to distinguish a commodity from its luxurious equivalent.
After a final discussion of the exotic and luxury products listed in the recipes,
I conclude this chapter on a discussion of the question of influences of Egyptian and
Mesopotamian pharmacology upon Greek medicine, stressing the historiographical
problems related to this important issue.

boundless earth.’ See Burkert (1983); (1992): Chapter One ‘Who are public workers? The migrant
craftsmen’; Zaccagnini (1983).
9 The story o f Democedes is reported by Herodotus 3.130-138. On this story, see Griffiths (1987).
10 On Apollonides o f Cos, see Ctesias ft. 14.44 (Lenfant). On Ctesias, see references in Hogermann
(1999).
11 Hanson (1996b): 161.
12 Laskaris (1999): 7.
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5.2 A note on naming materia medica in ancient Greece
When the Greeks borrowed a drug from a foreign country, they could either adopt its
foreign name or give it a Greek name. Both methods are illustrated in the Hippocratic
treatises.
Many ingredients in the Hippocratic treatises bear a name borrowed from a
foreign language.13A foreign name, however, is not necessarily a sign that the materia
medica was any longer imported into Greece. For instance, the Greek name for cumin
(Cuminum cyminum L.) - kyminon - is borrowed from a Semitic language;14 but
cumin was part of Greek agriculture probably as early as the second millennium BC.15
Native sodium carbonate is another case in point: the Greek words used to
designate this product - litron or nitron - are derived from the Egyptian ntr.16
However, in the Hippocratic Corpus, these words seem to designate any native
sodium carbonate, not only the Egyptian variety. The authors of Airs, Waters and
Places advises his readers to look for presence of nitron in the waters of any city:
Asuxspa 8s ogcdv eiev ai 7tr|yal ek 7i£ip£C0v - aKA.r|pd yap avayicri Eivai - r\ ek yfj<;,
okod 0£ppa \55axd eotiv f| aiSipoc; yivExai r\ xatacoq r\ apyopoc; f\ xpuocx; r\ GeTov rj
OTorcxTjpiT) r\ aacpaXxov rj vixpov.17 In order to differentiate the Egyptian variety from
any other variety of nitron, the Hippocratic compilers of recipes used the epithet
‘Egyptian’.
On the other hand, some ingredients bearing a foreign name could not grow in
Greece for ecological reasons: this is the case, for instance, of myrrh and
frankincense, the geographical distribution of which is extremely limited and which
bore names borrowed from a Semitic language.
The Greeks could also give a Greek name to a foreign materia medica, naming
it by analogy with a product from Greece. For instance, the name Aithiopikon
kyminon was given to our Nigella sativa L. by analogy with the cumin grown in
Greece; the epithet ‘Aithiopikon’ (‘Ethiopian’) allowed differentiation between these
two species.

13

For the etymology o f Greek plant names, see Camoy (1959).
14 See Camoy (1959): 100.
15 See Zohary and Hopf (1988): 172-173.
16 See Foumet (1989): 64.
17 Aer. 7.9 (Jouanna 201.15-202.1; L2.28.22-30.2). Translation: ‘The second <worst> would be those
<waters> whose springs <come> out o f rocks - these are necessarily hard - or which come from a land
where the waters are warm, or in which there is iron, or copper, or silver, or gold, or brimstone, or
alum, or bitumen or sodium carbonate.’
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As already pointed out, geographical epithets were attached to other products
than plants: for instance we find mention of ‘Chian wine’ or ‘Milesian wool’ in our
recipes, as we do in other classical texts, mainly in comedies. However, as students of
Aristophanes have noticed, such epithets may be misleading in determining the
geographical origin of ingredients. For instance, the ‘Syracusan cheese’ of the
Aristophanic plays might be made in Athens, while the ‘Persian bird’ was the
commonplace cock fowl.18 On the other hand, ‘Chian wine’, for instance, was
produced only on the island o f Chios. In consequence, one cannot regard this use of
geographical epithets as a strict system o f ‘appellations controlees\ but it seems that
when the ancient consumer bought geographically labelled products, he was
expecting a certain standard of quality.19

5.5 Exotic ingredients20
5.3.1 The East
Most of the exotica listed in the Hippocratic recipes were imported from the East - a
huge territory which I will subdivide into three parts: the Levant, Arabia and ‘Further
East’.

Reference is made in Nature o f Women to phoinikikous kokkous, which could
be interpreted either as ‘Phoenician grains’ or ‘red grains’. Translators have favoured
the latter interpretation: the adjective ‘phoinikikos ’ is probably here referring to the
colour of the grains rather than to their geographical origin.21 Anuce Foes tentatively
identified these grains with the Cnidian grains frequently listed in the Hippocratic
recipes and which, according to Theophrastus, were red.22
Although the phoinikikous kokkous did not come from Phoenicia, a series of
products listed in the Hippocratic recipes originated in the Levant and might have

18 See Braund (1994): 42; Ehrenberg (1951): 137-137.
19 See Brim (1997) on the absence o f appellations controlees in antiquity.
20 These ingredients are recapitulated on Tables One and Two, found at the end o f this chapter.
21 Nat.Mul. 32 (Trapp 90.4-5; L7.352.4). ’E7iipqvia kivsTv (poivuaicoix; kokkoix; sv olvco vqan5i 8i5ovai
7iiv£iv. Translation: ‘To provoke the menses: give to drink “Phoenician” grains in wine whilst fasting.’
22 Foes ap. Littre (1851): 352, note 3. See Theophrastus, Hist.Plant. 9.20.2: 'O 5s Kv(5io<; kokko^
oxpoyyuX.ov spuOpov if) xpoiq psT^ov 5s tou TiSTispux;. Translation: ‘The Cnidian grain is round, red in
colour and bigger than that o f pepper.’ See also Ando (2000): 280, note 287. See below for more
details on the ‘Cnidian grain’.
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been traded by the Phoenicians: terebinth resin (Gr. terminthos or terminthinos
retine), the resin produced by Pistacia terebinthus L.;23 galbanum (Gr. chalbane), the
resin produced by Ferula galbaniflua Boiss. & Buhse;24 styrax (Gr. sty rax), the gum
produced by Storax officinalis L.;25 and sumach (Gr. rhous; Rhus coriaria L.).26 In
addition, some occurences o f the plants schoinos and kalamos in the Hippocratic
Corpus might refer to plants from the Levant: both names designated a variety of
marsh plants, many of which grew in Greece. However, according to Theophrastus
species of these plants grew East o f the Lebanon: 'O 5s KaAxxpoq yivsxai K al o axoivoq
u7E£ppaAlovTi

xov Aipavov pexa^o xou xs Aipavou Kal a X lo u xivoq opouq pucpoo sv

xco auA.coviciKcp xouxco.27 These

oriental plants have been identified with our sweet flag

(Acorus calamus L.) and our ginger-grass (Cymbopogon Schoenanthus Spreng.),
respectively.28 It should be noted that two of these products’ Greek names are Semitic
in origin: chalbane and styrax.29
Some of the Levantine ingredients were perhaps imported to Greece as early
as the Bronze Age. In 1984, a shipwreck containing large cargoes of organic goods
was found at Uluburun, off the coast of Asia Minor. The ship was sailing probably to
Greece or Egypt (or to both destinations, in a circular journey around the Eastern
Mediterranean), and sank at the end of the fourteenth century BC, at the time of the
Eigtheenth Dynasty in Egypt, and Helladic IIIC in Greece.30 Aboard the shipwreck,
among other goods, remains o f sumach seeds were found, as well as large quantities
of resin (about a metric ton). At first, this resin was thought to be frankincense resin;31
but further analysis showed that it should be identified with the resin from Pistacia
terebinthus.32 Now, it may be possible to recognise a reference to terebinth resin on
Linear B documents from Knossos, where important amounts of a product named ki-

23 Identification: Dalby (2003): 323-324 (s.v. terebinth) and bibliography.
24 Identification: Dalby (2003): 29 (s.v. asafoetida) and bibliography.
25 Identification: Hort in Liddell-Scott-Jones.
26 Identification: Dalby (2003): 315 (s.v. sumach) and bibliography.
27 Theophrastus, Hist.Plant. 9.1 A. Translation: ‘Kalamos and schoinos grow beyond the Lebanonmountains, between the Lebanon-mountains and another small mountain-range, in the hollow thus
formed.’
28 Identification: Hort (1916): 454 and 480.
29 Chalbane: Camoy (1959): 74; Masson (1967): 60. Styrax: Camoy (1959): 255.
30 On this shipwreck, see Bass (1986); (1987); (1997); Pulak (1998). On the organic remains found on
the site o f the shipwreck, see Haldane (1990); (1991); (1993).
31 Beck in Bass (1986): 277. See below for more details on frankincense.
32 See Mills and Whites (1989); Hairfield and Hairfield (1990).
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ta-no are mentioned.33 The identification of ki-ta-no with the Greek xspjiivOoc; is based
on a late gloss by Hesychius: Kpixavoq' xcppivGoq.34 If there was a Bronze Age trade
in terebinth, sumach and other ingredients from the Levant, we cannot - in the current
state of research - determine whether this trade was interrupted after the collapse of
the Mycenaean civilization, and if it was interrupted, when it resumed.
In the archaic and classical periods, the use of these Levantine ingredients is
well documented outside medicine. Terebinth resin, styrax and galbanum were
scented gums employed in the production of perfumes; sweet flag and ginger-grass
were scented herbs that were also used in perfumery;35 and the use of sumach as a
spice is documented in writing from the sixth century BC.36

The Hippocratic Corpus contains only one reference to a product originating
from the Persian territory: sagapenum (Gr. sagapenori), the resin of Ferula persica
Wild.37 The use of this plant is not otherwise documented until the first century AD
when Dioscorides described it.38

The two exotic ingredients listed the most in the Hippocratic treatises - myrrh
(Gr. smyrna or myrrha),39 the oleo-gum produced by Commiphora Myrrha Engl.40 and
frankincense (Gr. libanotos), the oleo-gum extracted from Boswellia sacra Fluckiger
and Boswellia carterii Birdwood41 - have a very limited geographical distribution:

33 On ki-ta-no, see Melena (1974); (1975).
34 See Melena (1975): 181.
35 See for instance Theophrastus, Hist.Plant. 9.7.3 where terebinth, styrax, galbanum, sweet flag and
ginger-grass are named. This text is quoted below.
36 Solon fr. 41 (West): pouv to qSuopa. Translation: ‘Sumach: the spice.’ Dalby (2003): 215 suggests
that sumach is ‘one o f the first exotic spices to find a use in Greek cuisine’. It is more correct to say
that it is one o f the first spices whose use is recorded in writing.
37 Identification: Dalby (2003): 29 (s.v. asafoetida) and bibliography. Occurence at Mul. 1.78
(L8.184.5-8): "Exspov Kaoxopiou f\ oaya7tqvou oPoXov, dapaXxoi) 8paxpf|v plav, vrcpou 5uo, navxa
xphi/ac, ev yXuKsi oivco Kal ekam oaov f|piKoxuA.iov, 5o<; 7iisiv vqaxei o|3oA,oi)<; 5uo. Translation:
‘Another: one obolos o f castoreum or sagapenum, one drachma o f bitumen, two o f soda; crush all
these in sweet wine and oil in the amount o f half a kotyle. Give to drink whilst fasting in the amount o f
two oboloi.’
38 Dioscorides, Mat.Med. 3.81.
39 Smyrna is the form found in the Hippocratic Corpus.
40 Identification: Dalby (2003): 226-227 (s.v. myrrh) and bibliography.
41 Identification: Dalby (2003): 150-151 (s.v. frankincense) and bibliography, to which should be added
Muller (1978). On both incenses, see also Detienne (1972): Chapitre Deux: ‘Les parfums de l’Arabie’;
and the collection o f essays edited by Avanzini (1997): especially D ’Agata, Liverani, Retso, and
Zacagnino.
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both grow only in South Arabia and the Horn of Africa. The Greek names for both
ingredients are borrowed from a Semitic language.42
We cannot find any trace of the use of frankincense in the Aegean before the
archaic period. Myrrh, on the other hand, may have been used in the production of
perfumed oil in Mycenaean Knossos, if Anna Sacconi’s interpretation of the ideogram
MU is correct.43 It could be suggested that the myrrh employed at Knossos was
imported from Somaliland, through the intervention of Egyptian merchants; I do not
think the possible presence of myrrh in Bronze Age Crete can be interpreted as a sign
of early trade in Arabian myrrh.44
In any case, after the collapse of the Mycenaean palace civilization, we
completely lose track of both oleo-gums in Greece. No mention of them is made in
either Homer or Hesiod, a fact o f which the ancients were aware.45 The imports seem
to have (re)-started around 700 BC.46 Outside medicine, frankincense and myrrh were
used mainly in cult practices, which, according to Walter Burkert, expanded with the
trade.47 In addition, myrrh was used to spice wine and in the preparation of perfumes48
- the Greek word for perfume (myron) was so similar to the word for myrrh (Smyrna
or myrrha) that the ancients believed the former to be derived from the latter: Tco 5s
xou pupou ovopan rcpcbxoq ’Apx&oxoq Kexppxai ^eycov ... puppa yap r) apupva 7tap’
Aio^suoiv, 87C£i5r| xa 7coXXa xcov pupcov 8ta apupvpc; saicsm^exo.49
In archaic and classical Greece, the main source of myrrh and frankincense
was Arabia, although some early Greek authors believed these were products of
Syria.50 These plants do not grow in Syria, but it is probably from there that

42 See Camoy (1959): 161 and 183; Masson (1967): 53-56.
43 Sacconi (1969).
44 D ’Agata (1997): 89 advances this hypothesis, even though she finds it doubtful.
45 See for instance Pliny H.N. 13.1.2: Ilia d s temporibus non erant, nec ture supplicabatur. Translation:
‘At the time o f the Trojan War, they <sc. perfumes> did not yet exist and incense was not used in
worship.’ See Burkert (1985): 62.
46 The first written mention o f the incenses are in Sappho: ff. 2 (frankincense) and ff. 44 (myrrh). •
47 See Burkert (1985): 62.
48 Wine spicing: see for instance Theophrastus, Odor. 7.32: Aio Kal xtov olvov xial xa xoiabxa
piyvuvx£<; cocmep xevxpov epjroiooaiv. ’T axi 8e rj pev apupvt] 0eppf| Kal 8tikxikt| pexa axuv|/eco<;,
8e
Kal TtiKpiav. Translation: ‘This is the reason why these <perfumes> are mixed with certain wines to
produce a sharp edge. Thus myrrh is hot and biting as well as astringent and it also has a bitterness o f
taste.’ Perfumery: see for instance the list o f aromata in Theophrastus, Hist.Plant. 9.7.3 (text quoted
below) and numerous mentions in On Odours.
49 Athenaeus 15.37 (688c). Translation: ‘Archilochus was the first to use the word m yron... For myrrh
(,smyrna) is called myrrha by the Aeolians, since most perfumes are prepared with myrrh.’ According
to Camoy (1959): 183, this etymology for myron is fanciful.
50 See for instance Hermippus fr. 63.8 (Kassel and Austin): Arco 8’ au £up{a<; XxPavcDxov. Translation:
‘From Syria comes frankincense.’ See Zacagnino (1997): 102 for further references.
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Phoenician merchants shipped them to Greece. Herodotus is the first preserved
author to mention the Arabian origin of myrrh and frankincense; in his account,
Arabia appears as a mysterious country, and its plants are surrounded by myths and
legends:

npoq 8’ au psaapPpvriq eax,axr| ’Apa(3{r| xcbv ouceopevGW x©p£<ov son, ev 8s
xauxrj AxPavcoxoq xi soxi pouvt] x©pecov 7caascov (puopevoq Kal opupvrj Kal
Kaairi Kal Kivapcopov Kal A.rj8avov. Tauxa rcavxa 7cXf|V xqq apupvriq 6uo7tsxsco<;
Kxcovxai oi ’A papioi. Tov pev ys Aipavcoxov auXXsyouai xf|v axupaKa
Gupicovxeq,

xtjv

iq

f'EAA.r|va<; OoiviKeq

s^ayouor

xauxqv

Gupicovxeq

XapPdvouai' xa yap 8sv8pea xauxa xa AiPavcoxcxpopa otpieq imoTtxepoi,
apiKpol xa psyaGea, 710110X01 xa eiSea, (puXxxoaoucn 7rA.r)0ei 7tokXol 7cepl
8ev8pov SKaaxov, ouxoi oi 7tsp S7c’ Aiyu7txov emoxpaxeuovxai. Ou8svl 8e a Alep
a^sAauvovxai ano xcbv 8ev8pecov

xfj<; axupaKoq xcp Ka7rv(b.51

Herodotus then goes on to describe how the Arabians collected kassia and
kinamomon - two products also listed in the Hippocratic recipes: the former from a
shallow lake protected by winged animals similar to bats, and the latter from the nests
of birds inhabiting high mountains.52 Pliny deplored such stories, which he saw as a
means to increase the price of these imports: Cinnamomum et casias fabulose narrauit
antiquitasprincepsque Herodotus... his commends augentes rerumpretia.53
Ancient writers situated the land producing kassia and kinamonon either in
Arabia or in Eastern Africa.54 The spices today called cinnamon (the bark of

51 Herodotus 3.107. Translation: ‘Again, o f all the inhabited lands, Arabia is the furthest to the south:
and it is the only land that yields frankincense, myrrh, cassia, cinnamon and gum-ladanum. All of
these, with the exception o f myrrh, are difficult to get for the Arabians. They collect frankincense by
burning styrax, which the Phoenicians bring to Greece. By burning it, they gather <the frankincense>
because a large number o f small, dappled, winged snakes guard the frankincense-bearing trees; many
around each tree (they are the snakes that attack Egypt). Nothing drives them away from the trees, but
the smoke o f styrax.’
52 Herodotus 3.110-111. See Detienne (1972): ‘Les parfiims de l’Arabie’ for a structuralist analysis o f
these stories.
53 Pliny, H.N. 12.42.85-86. Translation: ‘Regarding cinnamon and cassia, a fabulous story has been
narrated by antiquity, led by Herodotus... They augment the price o f these goods with these lies.’
54 Arabian origin: see for instance Theophrastus, Hist.Plant. 9.4.2: Tivexai pev ouv o Xiflavot; Kal f|
apupva Kal f| Kama Kal exi to Kivapcapov ev if) Ttov Xpafkov Xeppovqaco 7tep( xe £af3a Kal ASpapuxa
Kal Kmfknva Kal MapaAi. Translation: ‘Now frankincense, myrrh, cassia and also cinnamon grow in
the Arabian Peninsula, around Saba, Hadramyta, Kitibaina and Mamali.’ East-African origin: see for
instance Pliny, H.N. 12.42.86. Omnia falsa, si quidem cinnamomum idemque cinnamum nascitur in
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Cinnamomum zeilanicum Nees) and cassia (the bark of Cinnamomum cassia Nees) do
not come from Arabia but from South-Eastern Asia. In consequence, modem scholars
are divided on whether the ancients knew the South-Eastern spices,55 or whether they
applied the names kinamonon and kassia to other plants, native to Arabia or the Horn
of Africa.56
In any case, Phoenicians must have played a role in the trade of these spices:
kassia and kinamomon are words of Semitic origin,57 and Herodotus affirmed that the
Greeks had leant the word kinamomon from the Phoenicians: xauxa xa icdpcpea xa
fipsi^ arco d>oivuc(ov paGovxsq Kivapcopov icaAiopev.58
Basing herself on Herodotus’ testimony, Sacconi has identified the monogram
KAPO on Mycenaean tablets as the equivalent of the classical Greek word ‘icdptpoq’,
referring to kinamomon bark.59 However, it seems to me that this identification is
highly dubious. In the current state of research, it is wiser to argue that the trade in the
spices called kassia and kinamomon started in the early archaic age, at the time of the
Orientalizing Revolution.
Similarly to frankincense and myrrh, kinamomon and kassia were used as
incenses in religious practices and in the production of perfumes.60

The geographical origin of other East-Asian products used in the Hippocratic
recipes is less disputed by modem scholars: pepper (Gr. peperi, Piper longum L.) is a
product from north-eastern

India;61 cardamom

(Gr.

kardamomon,

Elattaria

cardomomum Maton) originates in south-eastern India;62 spikenard (Gr. nardos,
Nardostachys Jatamansi D. Don);63 and amomum (Gr. amomon, Amomum subulatum

Aethiopia. Translation: ‘All <these stories> are false, inasmuch as cinnamomum, which is the same as
cinnamum, grows in Aethiopia.’
55 See for instance Dalby (2003): 87-88 (s.v. cinnamon).
56 See for instance Raschke (1978): 655.
57 Camoy (1959): 67 and 82; Masson (1967): 48-50.
58 Herodotus 3.111. Translation: ‘The barks that we have learnt from the Phoenicians to call
kinamomon.’
59 Sacconi (1972).
60 Religious practice: see for instance Sappho fr. 44 (quoted in chapter Four).Perfumery: see for
instance Theophrastus, Hist.Plant. 9.7.2 (text quoted below).
61 Identification: Dalby (2003): 254-255 (s.v. pepper) and bibliography.
62 Identification: Dalby (2003): 74 (s.v. cardamom) and bibliography. Raschke(1978): 651and note
1023 argues that cardamom grew in Egypt. This is wrong: Raschke confuses the Greek word
‘kardamon’ which designates our cress (Lepidium sativum L.) and the word kardamomon’ which
designates our cardamom ( Elattaria cardomomum Maton).
63 Identification: Dalby (2003): 229-230 (s.v. nard) and bibliography.
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Roxb.)64 come from the Himalayas. All these plants have a name of non-Greek origin:
peperi is borrowed from Sanskrit;65 amomon is borrowed from some unidentified
Oriental language;66 and nardos is borrowed from Sanskrit via Semitic.67
Pepper is qualified with the geographical epithet ‘Indian’ in the following
recipe of Diseases o f Women II: 'Tixepov 7rpoa0ex6v eicAixj/a^ k o k k o u <; xptrjKovxa, xo
Tvducov, o KaXioucnv oi n ep o at 7t£7tepi, Kai ev xouxecp evi axpoyyulov, o KaXiouai
pupxi5avov, £uv yahiKTi yuvauceicp opou xpiPsiv Kal peXixi Suevai.68 This recipe
informs us that the Greeks learnt the word ‘peperV - and probably the uses of pepper
- from the Persians, who may have served as intermediaries in the trade of this plant.69
The other East-Asian products listed in the recipes are not qualified with
geographical epithets, and there is no way of knowing whether the compilers of the
recipes knew their geographical origin. Theophrastus records the divergent opinions
of ancient authorities on this topic: for some ancients, cardamom and amomum were
from Media; whereas for others these products came from India, together with
spikenard.70
All the products from ‘further East’ listed in the Hippocratic recipes were used
outside medicine. Interestingly, the use of pepper as a food is not documented until
the fourth century. Andrew Dalby therefore concluded that pepper was used in
medicine before the Greeks discovered its culinary properties.71 However, it seems
dangerous to use the argument e silentio in this manner: pepper may have been used
as a condiment well before it was first recorded in a written text.

64 Identification: Dalby (2003): 8 (s.v. amomum) and bibliography.
65 Camoy (1959): 208.
66 Camoy (1959): 22.
67 Camoy (1959): 185; Masson (1967): 56.
68 Mul. 2.205 (L8.394.7-10). Translation: ‘Another pessary: peel 30 grains - the Indian <grain> which
the Persians call pepper (and in this there is a round <grain> which they call myrtidanori) - together
with woman’s milk; crush and soak with honey.’ See also Mul. 1.81 (L8.202.15-17). See Filliozat
(1949): 212-212.
69 Thomas (2000b): 99 notes that this is the only mention o f the Persians in the Hippocratic Corpus. In
another recipe, pepper is called ‘the Median remedy’: see Nat.Mul. 32 (Trapp 96.1-4; L7.364.l-4):
"Exepov* k6kkou<; hckefyiq oaov xpiaKovxa Kai xpippaxa MtiSikou cpappaKoo to tcov 6<p0aXp<5)v o
KaXeixai Tr&tepi. Translation: ‘Another: Chose thirty grains and scrapings o f the Median remedy, the
one for the eyes which is called pepper.’ The notion o f pepper as a treatment for the eyes is suprising:
maybe it was supposed to make the patient cry, thus cleansing the eyes?
70 Theophrastus Hist.Plant. 9.7.2: To 8e KapSapcopov Kal apcopov ol pev sk Mt|8£ia<;, ol 8’
’Iv8a>v
Kal xauxa Kal xr|v vapSov Kal xa aXka r\ xa nXElaxa. Translation: ‘Some <say> that cardamom and
amomum come from Media; others <say> that they come from India, together with spikenard and most
o f the other <spices>.’
71 Dalby (1996): 137. Pepper appears, for instance, in a list o f condiments in Alexis fr. 132 (Kassel and
Austin).
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Like most of the oriental products reviewed so far, spikenard, cardamom and
amomon were characterised by their pleasant smell and figure in Theophrastus’ list of
aromata used in perfumery:

Ou; pev ouv ei<; id apcopaxa ypcovxai axedov xaSe eaxr Kama Kivapcopov
KapSapcopov vapSoc; vaipov pdtarapov da7cdtax0o<; axupa^ tpi<; vapxq

k o oxoc ;

navaKsq KpoKoq apupva KU7ieipov a%oivoq KaXapoq apapaKov Xcaxoq
awrixoq... Kal xa pev 7ioXXaxou yivexai, xa 8e 7tepixxoxaxa Kal suoSpoxaxa
rcavxa 8K xfjq Acdaq Kal

sk

xcov

aXesivoov xorccov.

’E k

yap auxffc Eupco7cr|(;

ouSsv eaxiv e^co xp<; ipiSoq.72

For Theophrastus, there is a strong link between the geographical origin of the
aromata and their wondrous qualities: all ingredients but iris are products of ‘Asia’, a
continent that included Ionia.
If the recipes given by Theophrastus in On Odours are anything to go by,
Eastern ingredients also entered in the composition of the numerous perfumes
mentioned in the Hippocratic recipes: iris perfume, narcissus perfume, myrtle
perfume, bakkaris perfume, marjoram perfume, white perfume and above all,
Egyptian perfume.

To sum up, Hippocratics made use of a large number of eastern ingredients in
their recipes: there are well over 300 references to eastern ingredients in the Corpus,
to which should be added references to perfumes including eastern products. Most of
these oriental products have a foreign name, and only one ingredient is qualified with
an epithet: the Indian pepper.73 None of these products was used solely in medicine;
they were also exploited in one or more of the followings: perfumery, cooking and
religious practice. The polyvalence of these ingredients should not surprise us: it is
very unlikely that a trade in materia medica existed independently from trade in other
goods in the ancient world. Specialised trade did not exist in early Greece, as was

72 Theophrastus, Hist.Plant. 9.7.3. Translation: ‘Here are, approximately, <the plants> used as
aromata: cassia, cinnamon, cardamom, spikenard, nairon, balsam, aspalathos, styrax, iris, narte,
costus, all-heal, saffron-crocus, myrrh, cyperus, ginger-grass, sweet flag, marjoram, lotos, dill. Some o f
them grow in many places, but the most extraordinary and the most fragrant come from Asia and from
hot regions. None o f them is from Europe itself, apart from the iris.’
73 Thomas (2000b): 73 also noticed this absence o f epithets.
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noted in studies on food trade. For instance, David Braund pointed out that, in the
Greek world:

Trade in food is not distinguished from trade in other goods: even individual
cargoes were regularly composed o f a plethora of different items... there was
no ‘food’ trade’, but trade in food was a large proportion of total trade.74

Recent archaeological discoveries of shipwrecks have stressed the importance
of highly heterogeneous cargoes in antiquity.75 The fluidity we have observed in the
previous chapter between medicine, religious practice and cooking was, it seems,
reinforced by the nature of ancient trade.

5.3.2 The South
The compilers of recipes exploited the riches of three Southern regions: Egypt,
Ethiopia (the land to the South of Egypt) and Libya.

Perfumes o f the Egyptian ‘family’ occur frequently in the gynaecological
treatises: Egyptian oil, Egyptian white oil, Egyptian perfume, and Egyptian white
perfume. Theophrastus in his On Odours tells us that the Egyptian perfume was
composed of several ingredients, including kinamomon and myrrh.76 A few centuries
later, Erotian glosses the word ‘Egyptian perfume’, informing us that ‘Egyptian oil’ is
a synonym used in Diseases o f Women II.77 The Galenic glossary of Hippocratic
terms, on the other hand, makes a difference between Egyptian oil and Egyptian
perfume:

Aiyu7CTiov eXaiov* 07iep autol KaXoOai

k ik iv o v .

(Oi (icvxoi 7taXaioi

sk

rrj<;

KIK£(D<; K a l KIKIVOV)

74 Braund (1995): 164.
75 See for instance Parker (1992): 16-22.
76 Theophrastus, Odor. 6.28: To 6’ Aiyu7tnov ek tiXeiovcov, ek te too Kivaptopou Kai ek apupvT^ Kal e£,
aAJUov. Translation: ‘The Egyptian <perfiime> is made from many ingredients, including kinamonon
and myrrh/
77 Erotianus, Glossarium (Nachmanson 61.3-6): Mupov A iyu7m ov\.. vE on yap 0EppavriKov. Oi 6e to
paXapdGpivov. Oi 5e to pEv5i)aiov. Kai yap ev P' TuvaiKEicov to auxo (pr|cnv £>.aiov Aiyu7tTiov.
Translation: ‘Egyptian perfume... It is heating. Some <call it> Malabathrinon\ some <call it>
Mendesion. In the second book o f Diseases o f Women, they also call it Egyptian oil.’
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AiyiS7CTiov eXaiov

Xe u k o v *

xo ano xcbv Kpivcov aKeua^opevov,

0 7 ie p

Kal

Kpivivov T8 Kai aouaivov eXaiov cbvopaaxai.
Aiyu7mov pupov A^dkov o7iep Kal MevSqaiov cbvopaaxai aKeua^opevov 8ia
xe Kpivcov Kal apcopaxcov, 8ia xouxo Kal pupov,

ouk

sXaiov Tipoaayopebexar

xo 8’ auxo Kal Kpivopupov Kal aouaivov popov cbvopaaxai.
Alyu7mov popov xo popov 5ia xoo av0oo<; xrjq aKdv0r|<; AlyuTmat;, 07tep Kal
p£X(07Ciov cbvopaaxai.7*

Since we have different recipes for the Egyptian perfume in different sources,
it might be wondered whether the expressions ‘Egyptian perfume’ and ‘Egyptian oil’
were used to designate a standard o f quality, a kind of preparation, instead of a fixed
recipe. The scent could have been manufactured in Greece itself; indeed, fragments of
comedies indicate that Egyptian perfumers were established at Athens.79
In addition to the Egyptian perfume, we find in the Hippocratic treatises a
series o f products bearing the epithet Egyptian: Egyptian kyamos, Egyptian balanos,
Egyptian akantha, Egyptian krokos, Egyptian stypteria, Egyptian nitron, Egyptian
linon, and Egyptian or Theban hals.
‘Egyptian kyam os\ literally ‘Egyptian bean’, is usually identified with the
pink lotus (Nelumbo nucifera Gaertn.).80 The name ‘bean’ was chosen by the Greeks
because o f the shape of this plant’s seeds, which Theophrastus describes as follows:
’Em. xouxco 8e f| Kco8ua 7capopoia acpr|Kicp 7C£pi<pspeT. Kal ev eKaaxco xcbv Kuxxapcov
Kuapoq piKpov u7iepa(pcov auxou, 7cXf|0o<; 8e oi 7iXeiaxoi xpiaKovxa.81 The epithet
‘Egyptian’ was then added to differentiate this plant from beans in the ordinary sense.
Similarly, the ‘Egyptian balanos\ literally the ‘Egyptian acorn’, took its name
from its fruits, according to Theophrastus: 'H 8e pdXavoq exei pev xf|v 7rpoar|yop{av

78 Galen, Glossarium (K 19.70-71). Translation: ‘Egyptian oil: what we call Kikinon (the ancients, on
the other hand, <called> it From the castor-oilplan t and Kikinon). Egyptian white oil: what is prepared
from lilies and is called Krininon and Sousinon oil. Egyptian white perfume: what also is called
Mendesion and is prepared from lilies and spices. For that reason it is called perfume and not oil. It is
also called Krinoperfume or Sousinonperfume. Egyptian perfume: the perfume made from the flower o f
the Egyptian akantha, which is also called M etopion.’
79 For mentions o f Egyptian perfumers in Athens, see for instance Strattis ff. 33 (Kassel and Austin):
Perfumer Deinas the Egyptian. See Froidefond (1971): 60. On perfume recipes, see Manniche (1999):
61-89.
80 See Dalby (2003): 199-200 and bibliography.
81 Theophrastus, Hist.Plant. 4.8.7. Translation: ‘Above this <sc. the stem>, the head is similar to a
round wasp-nest. And in each o f its cells, there is a small ‘bean’ slightly raised; at the most there are
thirty o f these.’
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ano toO Kap7to\j.82 Modem scholars usually identify the ‘Egyptian balanos’ with
Balanites aegyptiaca Delile,83 but Amigues believes Theophrastus’ description rather
points to an identification with Moringa peregrina Forskk.84 Besides its medicinal
use, ‘Egyptian balanos’ was used in antiquity to produce an oil used as a base in
perfumery.85
The name *akantha’ was given to many plants by the Greeks, but one akantha
was particular to Egypt according to Theophrastus;86 it is identified as Acacia nilotica
Wild, by modem scholars.87 This plant produces a gum called kommi in Greek, a loan
word from the Egyptian.88 This gum is also recommended in the Hippocratic treatises.
The case o f the “Egyptian krokos’ is more enigmatic: the phrase does not
appear outside the Hippocratic Corpus. The Greek word krokos was most commonly
used to designate the saffron-crocus (Crocus sativus L.),89 a plant that was not grown,
it seems, in ancient Egypt.90 There were other varieties of ancient krokos, however,
which Theophrastus listed as ‘sweet-smelling krokos', ‘white krokos' and ‘thorny
krokos'.9' According to Amigues, the * thorny krokos' can be identified with safflower
(Carthamus tinctorius L.), a plant with saffron coloured flowers growing in Egypt,
most commonly called knekos in Greek.92 Knekos is recommended in several
Hippocratic recipes, and outside o f medicine was used as a dye.
The plants just presented were particular to Egypt. On the other hand, linon
(linen), nitron (native sodium carbonate), stypteria (alum) and hals (salt)93 could be
found in other places around the Mediterranean, but it seems that the Greek
considered them of better quality if they came from Egypt. In the case of salt, in
particular, the epithet is used to differentiate a simple commodity from its more
luxurious equivalent.
82 Theophrastus, Hist.Plant. 4.2.6. Translation: ‘The balanos takes its name from its fruit.’
83 See for instance the identification by Hort in the Liddell-Scott-Jones.
84 See Amigues (1989): 207 and bibliography.
85 Theophrastus, Odor. 4.15: Xpatvxai 5e pdXiaxa xqt etc rfjq PaXavou xrjq Aiywmc*; Kai Iupia<;, T^iaia
yap Xuiapov Translation: ‘The <oil> from the Egyptian or Syrian balanos is used the most because it
is the least greasy.’
86 Theophrastus, Hist.Plant. 4.2.1: ’Ev AiywtTG) yap eariv i5ia 5ev5pa nXeuo, r) xe cn)Kapivo<; Kai rj
7iepoea KaXoupevr} Kai r| pdXavo<; Kai rj chcavOa Kai exep’ a n a . Translation: ‘For in Egypt there are
many particular trees: the sykaminos, the tree called persea, the balanos, the akantha and so on.’
87 See Amigues (1989): 209.
88 See Foumet (1989): 62.
89 See Dalby (2003): 289-290 (s.v. saffron) and bibliography.
90 See Darby (1977): 805-806.
91 Theophrastus Hist.Plant. 1.1 A: 'O KpoKO<; oitxe o euoapo*; ouO’ o Xcuko<; ou0’ o dKav0(65ri<;92 Amigues (2003): 131. On safflower, see Dalby (2003): 289 (s.v. safflower) and bibliography.
93 On Egyptian salt, see Darby (1977): 447-451.
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The use of Egyptian drugs in the Hippocratic Corpus is not surprising since
Egyptian medicine was highly regarded in Greece;94 some Greek authors even
maintained medicine was an Egyptian invention.95 Egyptian drugs received particular
praise, as in this passage o f the Odyssey:

Toia Aioq Ouydxtp eye (pappaica prjxioevxa,
eaOXa, xa oi noXu6apva rcopev, 0covo<; 7iapaKomq,
Aiyi)7rrvr|, if) 7iXsioia (pepei £ei5(opo<; apoupa
(pappaKa, noXka psv caGXa pcpiypeva, noXka be A.uyp(r
irjxpoq be eicaaicx; e7naxapcvo<; 7t£pl rcdvxcDv
dvOp(07tcov r| yap FIaif|Ov6<; eicn yeveGXrn;.96

Archaeological records suggest that exchanges of pharmacological substances
between the Aegean world and Egypt occurred well before the writing-down of the
Homeric poems in the eight century BC.97 This traffic seems to have gone in both
directions, since a section o f the Ebers papyrus mentions Cretan beans.98 In later
times, transmission o f pharmacological knowledge between Egyptians and Greeks
would have been relatively easy since Greeks were present in Egypt from the reign of
Psammetichus I (664-610 BC).99 This transmission would have been even more
facilitated by the foundation of Naucratis under the reign of Amasis (570-526 BC), or
slightly earlier.100 By the fifth century BC, healing drugs from Egypt were familiar to

94 On the image o f Egyptian medicine in Greece, see Jouanna (2004): 6-21.
95 Isocrates, Busiris 22: MeO’ wv ocetvoi Pioie6ovre<; toT<; pev awpaoiv iaipncfjv e^eopov enucouptav.
Translation: ‘With such conditions o f life, they <sc. the Egyptian priests> invented for the body the
succour o f medicine.’ Clemens Alexandrinus, Stromata 1.16.75: Oi §£ <J>oivuca<; Kai Supouq ypdppata
enivofiaai npanoix; Xiyoixnv. ’IatpiKT|v
Xm v AiyuTtnov auioxOova 7tp\v eiq AiyunTOv dwpiKeaOai
triv ’Ico, pera 6e taOia ’AoKXr|7ri6v rf|v xexvriv ao^fjaai Xiyouoiv. Translation: ‘Some say the
Phoenicians and Syrians first invented the letters, and that Apis, a native Egyptian, <invented> the
<art> o f medicine before Io came to Egypt. Later, they say, Asclepius augmented the art.’
96 Od. 4.227-232. Translation (von Staden [1989]: 2): ‘Such cunningly good drugs the daughter o f Zeus
had; drugs Polydamna, mistress o f Thon, had provided her in Egypt, where food-giving fields yield
most kinds o f drugs: many good when mixed, many baneful. And each physician there is
knowledgeable beyond all human; for they are o f the race o f Paean.’
97 See Amott (1996): 28; (2004): 165; Marganne (1993): 37-38; Nutton (2004): 41.
98 Papyrus Ebers 28 (Bardinet 255).
99 See Marganne (1993): 37-38. See Guralnick (1997) for an overview o f the links between Egyptians
and Greeks from the eighth century BC to the sixth century BC.
100 On Naucratis, see Mbller (2000).
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an Aristophanic audience.101 Although Egyptian medicine lost some o f its prestige
over the centuries,102 Egyptian drugs were still valued at the times of Dioscorides and
Galen: all the Egyptian ingredients mentioned in the Hippocratic recipes are listed in
their pharmacological works.103
Although Egyptian drugs appear in several non-gynaecological Hippocratic
treatises, the gynaecological treatises seem particularly keen on them. For Heinrich
von Staden the constant reference to Egyptian drugs in the Hippocratic gynaecologies
may be a reflection o f the strong gynaecological tradition within Pharaonic medicine
- a suggestion that will be discussed at the end of this chapter.104
It is interesting to note that, with the exception o f nitron and kommi, all the
Egyptian drugs used in the Hippocratic Corpus have Greek names; this is in stark
contrast with the Oriental products which, for the most, have names of foreign origin.
If this naming system is anything to go by, the attitude towards Egyptian products
must have been rather ambivalent in classical Greece: the Greeks were ready to
acknowledge the high quality o f Egyptian drugs and to use them in their medical
preparations, but in general, they preferred giving them a Greek name: naming is
taming. At the same time, however, the use of the epithet ‘Egyptian’ made these
products more visible, more conspicuous in the written recipes. The number of
occurrences of Egyptian products in the Hippocratic recipes is much smaller than the
number of occurrences of Oriental products, but modem scholars have put much more
emphasis on the former than on the latter. As Rosalind Thomas puts it: ‘Egypt beats
them all’.105

101 Aristophanes, Pax 1253-1254:
II wXei (ktSi^tov a u ra xou; Aiyimiiou;'
ecmv yap airn)5£ia cruppaiav perpeiv.
Translation: ‘Go and sell them <sc. your helmets> to the Egyptians for they are convenient for
measuring the purge-plant <sc. a plant used by the Egyptians for medical purposes>.’ See von Staden
(1989): 1-2; Thomas (2000b): 72.
102 See Jouanna (2004): 14-21.
103 ‘Egyptian balanos’: see for instance Galen, Comp.Med.sec.Loc. 5.1 (K. 12.818.13); ‘Egyptian
kyam os’: see for instance Galen, D e Ther. a d Pamphil. (K 14.303.2) where it is used as a measure;
‘Egyptian stypteria’: see for instance Galen, Comp.Med. per Gen. 4.5 (K 13.697.4); ‘Egyptian nitron’:
see for instance Aretaeus, De curatione acutorum morborum 1.4.10 (Hude 104.23); ‘Egyptian
akantha’: see for instance Galen, Comp.Med.sec.Loc. 6.5 (K.12.926.6); kommi: see for instance Galen,
Comp.Med.sec.Loc. 4. 5 (K 12.718.5) (by that time, however, kommi has become a generic term,
referring to any gum produced by a tree, and not only by Acacia nilotica). On Egyptian drugs in
Dioscorides, see Marganne (1992).
104 Von Staden (1989): 16.
105 Thomas (2004): 182. See also Joly (1966): 51.
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Reference is also made in our recipes to three ingredients coming from
Ethiopia, the land to the South o f Egypt: Ethiopian kyminon; Ethiopian daukos; and
Ethiopian rhize.
'Ethiopian kym inon\ literally 'Ethiopian cumin’, is usually identified with
nigella (Nigella sativa L.), also known as black cumin, a plant that grows in the South
of modem Egypt.106 ‘Ethiopian cumin’ does not seem to have been used in the
cooking o f the Greeks and Rom ans,107 but was still a favoured medicinal drug in late
antiquity.108
The expression ‘Ethiopian daukos’ does not appear anywhere else in Greek
literature, and Ethiopia is nowhere said to have grown a variety o f daukos. Daukos on
its own refers to an umbellifferous plant, probably Daucus carota L.109 Alfred C.
Andrews and Johann H. Dierbach suggested identifying the ‘Ethiopian daukos’ with
the ‘Ethiopian seselis’ described by Dioscorides, a plant which they see as the
equivalent of our Bupleurum fruticosum L.110
The identification of the ‘Ethiopian rhize\ literally the ‘Ethiopian root’,
mentioned once in Nature o f Women is also problematic.111 An ‘Ethiopian root’ is
mentioned by Theophrastus: ’Ev Al0iO7nq yap rj xou<; oiaxouq ypiouai pi^a xit; eaxi
Oavaxqcpopoq.112 However, if arrows poisoned with this plant (which Hort identified
with Acokanthera Schimperi Oliv.) could kill, one can doubt it would have been
administered internally for ten days, as in the case of the Hippocratic recipe.
Theophrastus and the Hippocratic recipe must be referring to a different plant. An
alternative identification for the Hippocratic ‘Ethiopian roof could be with the root of
Dioscorides’ aithiopis, a plant with a stout root, which Dierbach identifies with our
Salvia Aethiopis L.113
Ethiopia does not have a particular reputation for medicine in ancient
literature. On the other hand, the sheer distance between Ethiopia and Greece,

106 Identification: Dalby (2003): 109 and bibliography.
107 See Dalby (2003): 109.
108 See for instance Galen, Comp.Med.sec.Loc. 9. 2 (K13.255.2).
109 See Dalby (2003): 75 (s.v. carrot) and bibliography.
110 Andrews (1949): 186; Dierbach (1824): 194. For the ‘Ethiopian seselis’ see Dioscorides 3.53.2.
111 Nat.Mul. 101 (Trapp 122.7-8; L7.416.7-8): ”Hv napOcvoq XiOuiorj, ion <p6XXou 5i5ovai tfjq
Ai0ionncfj<; pft^ls trraOpco, ev oiva) 7taXaup 5i5oi)<; era rjpepcu; Setca. Translation: ‘If a young woman
suffers from the stone: give a certain amount o f leaves o f the Ethiopian root in old wine for ten days.’
112 Theophrastus, Hist.Plant. 9.15.2 Translation: ‘Thus, in Ethiopia there is a certain deadly root with
which they smear their arrow-heads.’
Dioscorides, Mat.Med. 4.104. See Dierbach (1824): 165.
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together with the colour of the aethiopes (the black people), seem to have exerted a
certain fascination on the Greeks. There are references to the ‘Ethiopians, most distant
o f men’ in the Odyssey, indicating that there was a certain awareness of the land
beyond Egypt from early times. However, contacts between Greeks and Ethiopia
dramatically increased in the seventh century BC, when Greek mercenaries took part
in expeditions led by the pharaohs o f the twenty-sixth (Saite) dynasty against the
Ethiopians.114 Greek traders may have accompanied the mercenaries. From the
seventh century onwards, contacts between Ethiopia and Greece were never
interrupted. By the fifth century, Ethiopian themes were ‘in fashion’ in Greek art,
with, for instance, a series o f Athenian plays entitled Memnon, Aethiopes,
Andromeda, and Busiris. The presence o f the ‘Ethiopian’ ingredients in the recipes in
the Hippocratic recipes may be part o f this ‘fashion’. It should also be noted that
Ethiopia, together with Egypt, was described in the lost section of Airs, Waters and
Places.

From Libya came one o f the imported ingredients most commonly prescribed
in the Hippocratic texts: silphium. Silphium is arguably the biggest mystery of ancient
botany and has aroused the curiosity o f classicists and botanists alike for more than
two centuries.115 The interest in the plant is largely due to its alleged extinction.
Indeed, Romans authors reported it as extinct from the first century AD, making its
identification more difficult to determine.116 Thanks to representations of the plant on
coins, and descriptions by ancient naturalists, we know that silphium was an
umbelliferous plant, probably of the genus Ferula. 1,7 The name ‘silphiori* -

114 See Snowden (1997) and Thompson (1969) for an overview o f the contacts between Greeks and
Ethiopians.
115 On silphium: see Dalby (2003): 303-304 and bibliography, to which should be added Amigues
(1997); Bocquet (1988); Gemmil (1966); Horden and Purcell (2000): 65-67; Fabricatti (1993);
Michelon et al. (1984); Vercoutre (1913); Walton (1919).
116 See for instance Pliny, H.N. 19.15.38: In Cyrenaica prouincia repertum... Multis iam annis in ea
terra non inuenitur, quoniam publicani, qui pascua conducunt, maius ita lucrum sentientes
depopulantur pecorum pabulo. Unus omnino caulis nostra memoria repertus Neroni principi missus
est. Translation: i t <sc. silphium> is found in the province o f Cyrenaica... It has not been found in this
region for many years already because the farmers who lead their pastures destroy it by grazing sheep,
realizing that they make more profit in that way. In our memory, only one stalk was found, which was
sent to the Emperor Nero.’
117 Many different identifications o f the plant have been proposed: Ferula asafoetida L., Ferula
tingitana L., Thapsia garganica L., etc.
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apparently o f non-Indo-European origin - was probably given to the plant by the
indigenous population o f Cyrene.118
It is possible that silphium was exported from Libya in the Bronze Age. Arthur
Evans interpreted a 4Mike Minoan hieroglyph as a sign for silphium, and argued that
silphium was introduced and cultivated in Crete during the Minoan era."9 Without
going this far, we can suggest that it was the object of regular trade from Libya to
Crete. The possibility o f an early Bronze Age trade in silphium is reinforced by the
observation that a gum qualified as ‘Libyan product’ or ‘Libyan perfume’ was used in
Egyptian rituals o f renewal o f the king’s vigour (Heb-Sed) in the Old Kingdom, i.e. a
little earlier than the possible documented use o f silphium in Crete.120 Whatever the
vitality of this trade in the early Bronze Age, we have no information on it in later
Bronze Age and early Iron Age.
From our classical Greek sources, it seems that this trade was not resumed
before the seventh century BC. In a legend, Aristaios, son o f Apollo and the nymph
Cyrene, is said to have discovered the properties of the plant.121 According to the
Therans, silphium appeared seven years before the foundation of Cyrene122 after a
heavy shower;123 this date (638 BC) incidentally corresponds to the first Theran
activity in Libya. Such stories show how the Greek colonists appropriated silphium,
and transformed it into a ‘Greek’ plant, which only started growing when Greeks
arrived in Libya. Legends o f this kind were particularly necessary since, as we can
read in the Hippocratic treatise Diseases IV, numerous attempts to grow silphium in
Ionia and the Peloponnesus failed:

118 See Chantraine (1968): 1004. Camoy (1959): 245 disagrees and believes the plant name could be
Greek.
119 Evans (1921): 284-285.
120 See Vikentiev (1954).
121 See Scholia in Aristoph. Equites, line 894: ’A piorakx; 6e o ’AnoXXaMx; ica'i Kupr)vr|<; npd)io<; tt|v
epyaoiav tou aiXcpiou e^eOpev okntep ica'i to o p&iToq. Translation: ‘Aristaios, son o f Apollo and
Cyrene, first discovered the properties o f silphium as well as those o f honey.’
122 See Theophrastus, Hist.Plant. 6.3.3: d>aoi 8e oi Kup^vaToi <pavf)vai to aftxpiov exeat 7ip6tepov i)
auToi if)v 7toXiv (oicr|aav enia. Translation: ‘The Cyrenaians say that silphium appeared seven years
before they settled in the city.’
123 See Theophrastus, Caus.Plant. 1.5.1: Outgo yap tcai to aiXqnov avaTettxu <paaiv ev AiPur),
tuttgoSoik; tivo<; uSaToq yevopevou Ka'i nax£o<; Translation: ‘For it is in this manner that they say
silphium appeared in Libya, after a heavy, pitch-like rain had occurred.’ See also Hist.Plant. 3.1.6;
Pliny, HN. 19.15.41.
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’AXk' ofiox; ov) Suvaxov, 7toXAc5v i]6r) 7i£ipaaa^£vcov, o u ie ev Icovir) oike ev
neXo7towqacp a&xpiov (pbvar ev 5e xfj Ai[3i)T] auxojiaxov (puexar oi> yap eaxiv
ev xfj

I covit]

ouSe ev neA.o7iowijaa> iK\iaq xoiavxrj oSaxe xpetpeiv avxo.124

In any case, the Greek trade in silphium flourished and contributed largely to
the prosperity o f Cyrene. The plant appeared on almost all coins of Cyrenaica from
the seventh to the first century BC.125 In the fifth and fourth centuries BC, silphium
was a fashionable plant, used as an expensive way to condiment dishes; the Attic
comedians joked about its high price.126
In the Hippocratic treatises, we find numerous dietary prescriptions
concerning silphium,127 as well as recipes for soups and kykeones including the herb.128
It is the only exotic plant to be described in one of the Hippocratic catalogues of foods
- the catalogue o f the Appendix to Regimen in Acute Diseases - which usually only
list Greek plants.129 In these dietary descriptions and prescriptions, silphium is
associated with garlic and other sharp products; and a passage of Diseases o f Women I
describes it as a ‘windy’ plant.130

124 Morb. 4.34 (Joly 86.16-20; L7.546.11-14). Translation: ‘Nevertheless it was not possible, despite
numerous attempts, to grow silphium either in Ionia or in the Peloponnesus. In Libya, on the other
hand, it grows spontaneously. This is because, neither in Ionia nor in the Peloponnesus, is there a
humour (ikmas) able to nourish this plant.’ See Lonie (1981): 273 for a commentary.
125 See Robinson (1927): ccli-cclviii.
126 See for instance Aristophanes, Plutus 923-925.
AI. Ou8’ av perapaOou;;
IY . Ou8’ av ci 8oir|<; y£ poi
t6 v nXouxov am dv ica'i to Barrow aiX<piov.
Translation: ‘The Just: And you wouldn’t learn anything else <sc. than the art o f sycophancy>? - The
Sycophant: Not even if you gave me Plutus him self and the silphium o f Battos.’
12 See for instance Kiul. 2.133 (L8.298.8-12): ’EoOfciv b t pa£r|v fj aptov ica'i rcpaaa e<p0a t\ (bpa, ica'i
Td)v opoioTponcov Spipetov ndvraiv itbv itpoyeypappevcov, ica'i fhvoq aXXoie ica'i aXkoxz, t8v 8e a<pp5v
pf| a<paip&iv, ica'i oiXipiov nouXu EyKXxovra, ica'i aic6po5a eyKaOeydivTa noXXa. Translation: ‘Make her
eat maza or bread, and leeks cooked or raw, and all similarly sharp things prescribed above, and now
and then, thick soups from which the foam has not been removed, and a lot o f crushed silphium and
quantity o f boiled garlic.’
1-8 See for instance IntAff. 42 (Potter 212.10-12; L7.270.18-19): ’Eq ea7i£pqv (paicfjt; ipwpXiov pixpeiico
\|n)xpn<; avaXiou, aiAxpiov 8 ’ cti^uoOw jioXu. Translation: ‘Towards the evening, let him drink as a soup
a tryblion o f unsalted cold lentil-soup, grating a generous quantity o f silphium over it.’
129 AcutSp. 68 (Joly 89.23-90.6 ; L2.486.6-490.2).
1:>0 Mul. 1.75 (L 8.164.20-166.2): "Exepov icur|Tqpiov Siaitav 8eT Tf(v yuvauca qtiq 8££iai ia)qaio<;, Kai
8i8ovai awtrj curep Xcyoi Ka't eaOieiv Kai niveiv, xto be av8pl Trjq yuvaiKO<; xaXXa ^>.f|v aicop68ou, Kai
Kpoppuou, Kai ctvou<;, ica'i onou aiXipiow, Kai 6oa (puor|iiKd- toutcov be anexzoQa). Translation:
‘Another remedy aiding conception: It is necessary for the woman who needs to conceive to follow a
diet and to eat and drink like a woman who has just given birth, and to give to her husband everything
but garlic, leek, thick soups, juice o f silphium and everything that causes flatulence; from these he will
abstain.’
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Because o f its windy quality, silphium was prescribed in gynaecology to
‘create a wind in the womb’131 - contraria contrariis - or against ‘winds in the womb’
- similia similibus.in Although ‘winds in the womb’ referred to a genuine condition
that needed treatment, ‘to create a wind in the womb’ may have been a euphemistic
way to refer to an abortion; another important use o f the herb was as an expelling of
the dead foetus or as an abortive.133
It therefore seems that all medical uses o f silphium derived from its dietary
properties. In this case, John Riddle’s suggestion that the ‘true value’ of the plant was
not as a medicine or a condiment but as an anti-conceptive is, to say the very least,
exaggerated.134
I would suggest that silphium was primarily exported from Cyrene as a
culinary herb, and that the medicinal uses of the plant stemmed from its uses in
cooking, although one cannot entirely reject the suggestion, made independently by
Jean-Pierre Bocquet and Jacques Jouanna, that the use of silphium in medicine may
have been disseminated from Cyrene itself, which, if we may believe Herodotus, was
an important medical centre in the fifth century BC.135
The ‘Libyan phyllon\ literally the ‘Libyan le a f, mentioned in a recipe of
Diseases o f Women I could be identified with the leaf of silphium;136 the epithet
‘Libyan’ is here used to make a difference between leaves in general and the leaf of

131 Steril. 239 (L 8.454.1-2): H oim v bk <pOcav ev rfj |iqTpr| otav (knjXr), oKopo5ov pcoXu^av Kai onbv
a&ipiou napapiyvuvai npbq ta npoaOerd. Translation: ‘When one wants to create a wind in the womb:
add heads o f garlic and juice o f silphium to the pessaries.’
132 Mul. 2.211 (L 8.406.11 and 14-15): *Hv bk avEpoq £yy£vTyrai ev rfj ptyrpr)... Kai Kpipva Ttupiva £v
oiva) XeuKW (popular, Kai onbv oiXtpiov ax; KuaOov, Kpapa eij/eiv, eviopdzepov 5i56vai po<p£eiv.
Translation: ‘If there is a wind in the w om b... knead wheat meal in white wine, add juice o f silphium
in the amount o f a kyathos, boil the mixture; give to eat as a soup not too much cooked.’ Parallel recipe
at Nat.Mul. 64. (Trapp 114.11 and 13-15; L 7 .4 0 0 .ll and 13-15).
133 See for instance Mul. 1.91 (L 8.218.13 and 20-21): AiekP6Xiov, i)v cutoOdvr) xb £pPpi>ov... ’AXXooiXipioi) okooov 8paxpr)v piav, Kai Tipaoou xiAov okooov oipjfkupov, Trapapi^aq KeSpivov eXaiov qpiou
KuaOou apiKpou, bbq reieiv. Translation: ‘Expelling if the embryo has died... Another: one drachma o f
silphium, one oxyhaphon o f juice o f leek, add half o f a small kyathos o f cedar-oil; give to drink.’
134 Riddle (1997): 44. See also Riddle et al. (1994): 30. Riddle’s hypothesis is largely based on a
Cyrenian coin depicting a seated woman with silphium at her feet, touching the plant with one hand
and her lap with the other. Fabricatti (1993): 30 interprets this coin as a representation o f the goddess
Cyrene looking ‘after its [sc. the region’s] most precious fruits’. On this coin, see also Robinson
(1927): 3.
135 Bocquet (1988): 90; Jouanna (1999): 176. See Herodotus 3.131: ’Eyevero yap wv routo o ie Ttpwioi
pev KpoTamfjiai iqtpo'i e k tfo v ro ava rr|v 'EAAaSa elvai, Ssuiepoi be Kupqvatoi. Translation: ‘For this
happened at the time when the doctors from Croton were said to be the best in Greece, and <the
doctors> from Cyrene to be the second.’
136 Mul. 1.78 (L 8 .182.24-184.2): *H <puXXov t6 AiPukov ^qpbv qpixoiviKiov ouv oivcp KoruXqai rpia'iv,
eyetv Kai ayeiv e<; to qpiau, Kai ano toutou ffivera). Translation: ‘Or half a choinix o f dried L »byan leaf
with three kotylai o f wine; boil and reduce by half. Let her drink from this.’
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silphium. The word ‘silphium’ is never qualified with a geographical epithet in the
Hippocratic recipes, and the expression ‘Cyrenaic op o s\ literally ‘Cyrenaic juice’,
referring to the juice o f silphium in the works of later medical authors, does not occur
in the Corpus.137

5.3.3 The North
There is only one reference to an ingredient from the Black See (Pontus) in the
Hippocratic Corpus: the ‘Pontic karya\ literally ‘Pontic nuts’.138 ‘Pontic nut’ was the
Greek name for the hazelnut (Corylus avellana L.); the mountains south of the Black
Sea are rich in hazelnut trees.139 ‘Pontic nuts’ are mentioned by Ctesias of Cnidus and
appear in the recipes o f later medical authors.140

From north o f the Pontic Sea came two ingredients recommended exclusively
in the cure o f female diseases: beaver testes and the scented secretion that the ancients
believed to be produced by these testes, castoreum. In reality, castoreum is produced
by the scent glands o f the beaver, which are situated between its anus and testes; as
Guido Majno puts it, ‘it seems that some information was lost between the beaver and
the market’.141 According to Herodotus, beavers came from the land of the Budinians,
to the north o f Lake Maeotis: ’Ev §e xauxq cvuSpieq aXiaKovxai Kai Kaaiopeq Kai
aXka 0t|pia xexpayovoTipoacoTia, icov id Seppaxa 7tapa xou; aiaupvaq 7tapappa7txsxai,
Kai oi opxi&; auxolcn eim xpqcripoi eq uaxepecov aKeaiv.142
Herodotus seems to indicate that the testicles o f all three categories of animals
(the otters, the beavers and the square-faced animals) are useful for gynaecological

137 For the use o f this expression in later authors, see for instance Galen, Comp.Med.sec.Loc. 1.1
(K12.419.17).
138 Mul. 2.208 (L8.402.20-21): BoqOei 8e Kai KpoKoq, apupva, Kapua novruca, aXeupov KaOapov, ev
XTjvoq a ie a n Kai pupco ipivco jtpoariOevai. Translation: ‘Saffron, myrrh, Pontic nuts, and cleaned flour
also help; apply in goose suet and iris perfume.’
139 Identification: Dalby (2003): 173 (s.v. hazelnut) and 267 (s.v. Pontus) and bibliography.
140 Ctesias fr. 45.36 (Lenfant): Oepeiv 5e Kai Kaptrov xa 5ev5pa Poxpix;, akj7rep dpTieXo*;, exeiv 5e tgu;
pwyaq cikniep Kapua xa novxiKa. Translation: <He says> that these trees bear fruits in bunches, like
grapes, and that they have fruits like Pontic nuts.’ Use in later recipes: see for instance Galen,
Comp.Med.sec.Loc. 10.1 (K 13.323.7).
141 Majno (1975): 210.
142 Herodotus 4.109. Translation: ‘In this <lake>, otters and beavers are captured, and also square-faced
beasts whose skin is sewn onto garments, and whose testicles are useful for healing <diseases of> the
wom b.’
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diseases. In the Hippocratic recipes, on the other hand, the beaver is the only animal
whose testes are recommended.143
The identification of Herodotus’ square-faced animal is problematic. Casson’s
identification with the seal from the Caspian Sea has been rejected by scholars;144 it is,
however, supported by the fact that various products from seals, although never the
testicles, are mentioned in ancient medical texts. In the Hippocratic texts, products
from seals are recorded only in gynaecological contexts;145 Theophrastus, on the other
hand, reports that seal’s rennet was useful in the treatment o f epilepsy.146
Herodotus implies that the Budinians themselves (auToiai) used the testes of
these animals. Thomas suggested, that ‘some information about possible use travelled
with the drug in question’.147 However, it cannot be excluded that Herodotus reflected
Greek practices upon the Budinians. In any case, the concordance between the use of
beaver products in ancient gynaecological recipes and Herodotus’ assertion that
beaver testes are good for the womb is particularly striking, especially since in later
medicine these ingredients were not particularly associated with female ailments.148
In later sources, castoreum is sometimes referred to as ‘Pontic’;149 in the
recipes o f the Hippocratic Corpus, on the other hand, castoreum is never accompanied
by a geographical epithet.

A reference to rfj arcoScp rrj ’IAAupiconSi at Ulcers 13 is particularly difficult to
interpret.150 The adjective ’IAAupiGmq is a hapcvc legomenon, bearing some similarity
with the adjectives ’IXXupioq or ’IXXupucoq, ‘Illyrian’. However, Illyria was not known

143 On otter’s testes in the early modem period, see Chapter Three, Section Two.
144 Casson (1918/1919): 185. For a criticism o f this interpretation, see for instance Corcella (1993):
319.
145 Seal’s rennet and oil: see Nat.Mul. 34 (Trapp 100.18-20; L 7.372.18-20): "EiEpov <|X0Kr|<; tfjq 7nmri<;
to 5ep|ia Koya; Xeiov tca'i a7r6yyov Kai (Jpoa opoo XcTa
tq> eXaito rfjc; <(kokt|<; rcepuiotqacu;,
unoOupujv. Translation: ‘Chop finely the skin o f seal’s rennet, sponge, and bryon; mix well together.
Keep in seal oil; fumigate.’ Seal’s lung: Nat.Mul. 34 (Trapp 100.20-21; L7.372.20-21): "Eiepov aly6<;
cnrupdOoix; Kai <(xoicn<; xou 7tX£upovo<; Kai KeSpou npiapaia uTtoOupifjv. Translation: ‘Another: goat’s
dung, the lung o f a seal, shavings o f cedar; fumigate.’
146 Theophrastus, Hist.Plant. 9.11.3. On the use o f products from seal in medicine, see Lloyd (1983):
45-46; Sharpies (1995): 74; Scarborough (1978): 364-365.
147 Thomas (2000b): 288.
148 Thomas (2000b): 63 and 286-288.
149 See for instance Galen, Anti. 2 (K 14.192.2).
150 Vic. 13 (Duminil 63.3-6; L6.12-15): "Orav Serial, £r|poTai toTai toioutoioi xpfjoOai Kai rrj o7to6cp
rrj TXXupid)Ti5i Xeir] pcra tg)v ix9uripdi(ov Kai auifj povrj Kai ixOurjpaai Kai avOei apyupou povtp ax;
>xiOT<mp... Translation: ‘When necessary, use dry substances o f this kind, also fine Illyrian ash
together with the shavings or on its own, also the shavings and flower o f silver on its own very fin e ...’
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for its mining industry in the classical period.151 Petrequin regards ’IXXupuonSi as a
corruption of AauptconSi, referring to products from the Laurion district (Attica).152
This hypothesis is reinforced by Pliny’s mention of a spodos Lauriotis, an ash
produced when silver is smelted.153

5.3.4

The West

Two products identified as originating in the Western Mediterranean are mentioned in
the Hippocratic treatises: 'seselis from Massalia’ is recommended in a recipe of
Diseases o f Women I;154 and ‘salt-fish (gr: taricha) from Cadiz’ are mentioned twice
in Internal Affections'55 Massalia was a Greek colony from 600 BC; whereas Cadiz
was a Phoenician - and later Carthaginian - commercial settlement in the West.
Seselis is generally identified with our hartwort (Tordylium spp.).156 On the
other hand, seselis from Massalia - a plant described at length by Dioscorides - 157 has
been identified by Dierbach with Seseli tortuosum L., a plant growing in the south of
France.158 By Galen’s time, this ingredient entered, for instance, in the composition of
a remedy called diakalaminthe.l59
‘Salt-fish from Cadiz’ are mentioned by several poets of the Middle
Comedy.160 Galen informs us that, in his time, these pickles were not called ‘from
Cadiz’ anymore, but went under the name ‘sa rd a \'bX Although archaeological finds
indicate that Spain played an important role in the trade of salt-fish in antiquity, it is

151 See Healy’s map (1978): 54-55.
152 Petrequin ap. Duminil (1998): 215. On the Laurion district, see Shepherd (1993): 73-95.
153 Pliny, H.N. 34.34.132: Fit et in argenti fornacibus spodos, quam uocant Lauriotim. Translation:
‘And an ash is produced in furnaces <in which> silver <is smelted>; they call it Lauriotis.'’
154 Mul. 1.78 (L 8 .182.23-24): Llapapicr/eiv 5e tcov a7reppaia)v icupivov ai0io/mcov KaioecteXi
paaaaXicoxtKOv. Translation: ‘Mix seeds together: Ethiopian cumin and seselis from Massalia.’
155 Int.Aff. 25 (Potter 159.2; L7.232.1); 30 (Potter 176.24; L7.244.25).
156 See Dalby (2003): 173.
157 Dioscorides 3.53.1.
158 Dierbach (1824): 187.
159 See Galen, De sanitate tuenda 7 (K6.282.6).
160 See for instance Antiphanes ff. 78 (Kassel and Austin): Tdpix<$<; avraKaiov ei tic; PouXet’ i)
TaSeipiKOv... Translation: ‘Salted sturgeon, if you want, or salt-fish from C ad iz...’
161 Galen, De alimentorum facultatibus 3.40.6 (Helmreich 385.69-8; K6.747.6-9): Apiaxa 8’s a il tcov
eL; epf|v 7ietpav eX0ovtcov xa te TaSEipucd 7ipo<; tcov ep7rpoo0ev laxpcov ovopa^opEva xapixn, oap5a<; 5 ’
auxa; koXouoiv oi vuv. Translation: The best salt-fishes among those we have experienced are those
which were called “from Cadiz” by the physicians o f the past, but which they call “sarda” now.
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difficult to tell whether all Cadiz salt-fish was imported from that place, or whether
pickling a la mode de Cadiz was a standard o f production.162

Elizabeth Craik recently noted that the possible western Greek dimension of
the Hippocratic Corpus has received far less attention than its possible Coan and
Cnidian dimensions.163 Since the cities o f Magna Graecia were particularly flourishing
intellectually at the end o f the fifth century BC, and since famous physicians are
known to have come from there, we may expect to find in the Corpus at least traces and maybe even entire works - that originated in the western Greek world.164 In our
recipes, on the other hand, the presence o f the western Mediterranean appears very
limited. One might argue that, since this region was largely hellenised, its products
would not have been considered ‘exotic’. However, many of its products could have
been given a ‘luxury’ status by employing a geographical epithet.

162 On the role o f Spain in the trade o f salt-fish, see Curtis (1991): 44-46.
On the use o f salt-fish in ancient medicine, see Curtis (1991): Chapter Three, ‘Salted fish products in
ancient medicine’.
163 Craik (1998): 7-8.
164 Craik (1998): 29 believes that Places in Man could bear the stamp o f West Greek medicine.
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Castoreum

PERSIA
Sagapenum
LEVANT Sweet na*
Galbanum Ginger-grass
Sumach
Sty rax
Terebinth resin

CYRENE
Silphium
EGYPT
Acmcim nilotica
Alum
Linen
Lotus
Moringu peregrin*
Perfume
Safllower
Salt
Soda

INDIA & EAST
Amomum
Cardamon
Cassia
Cinnamon
Pepper

ARABIA
Frankincense
Myrrh

ETHIOPIA
Daukos
Nigel la

M ASSALIA
Hartwort -

CADIZ
Salt-fish

O

GREECE

CYRENE
Silphium

Maps One and Two: The exotic ingredients listed in the Hippocratic Corpus
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5.4 Greek ingredients accompanied by a geographical epithet165
Several ingredients coming from Greece are accompanied by a geographical epithet in
the recipes o f the Hippocratic Corpus.

Products qualified with an epithet referring to a region of Mainland Greece
appear relatively rarely in the Hippocratic Corpus: a powder from Orchomenos is
mentioned once in Ulcers;166 the wine from Mende is recommended five times in
Internal Affections; Attic honey enters in the composition of several recipes; and an
Attic remedy, for which no recipe is given is mentioned in Epidemics IV.167 In
addition, Diseases III mentions once the ‘earth from Eretria’, a city of Euboea.168
The powder from Orchomenos is otherwise unknown; Marie-Paule Duminil
suggests it was made with plants growing around Lake Copais (Boeotia), which
according to Theophrastus were particular to this locality.169 On the other hand, Attic
honey and wine from Mende were praised in fifth- and fourth-century Greek
literature.170 In addition, Attic honey, wine from Mende and Eretrian earth were
exploited in later recipes.171

The epithet ‘Cretan’ is attached to several ingredients in the gynaecological
treatises: Cretan diktamnon, Cretan kissos, Cretan kedros, and Cretan aigeiros.
‘Cretan kissos’ is mentioned nowhere else in the Greek Corpus, and it is
therefore impossible to determine whether ‘Cretan kissos’ was a plant particular to
Crete which bore some similarity to the ivy {Helix spp.) - the Greek word ‘kissos’ is

165 These ingredients are recapitulated on Table Three, found at the end o f this chapter.
166 Vic. 17 (Duminil 66.15-16; L6.422.10-l 1). ’AvayaXXl; Kai oxi)7txr|pir| Aiyu7mT] 07111], eniTraoxov
'Opyop^viov ETturdoai. Translation: ‘Pimpernel, roasted Egyptian alum; sprinkle with powder from
Orchomenos.’
167 E pid 4.47 (Smith 142.12-14; L 5.188.19-190.2): "Oq ev xrj Kviipri £bco<;
Kai ia> ’A ttiko)
expifaaxo, toutui e^avOifaaxa e4aip6pcva, epuOpa, peyaXa. Translation: ‘The person who had a wound
in the leg and who used the Attic remedy: for him, large, red, swelling eruptions.’
168 Morb. 3.16 (Potter 94.25-27; L 7.154.6-8): ’E<; ouv ’Epexpia5a yf]v uypr|v Kai Xe(r|v i£xpipp£vr|v Kai
xXiapf|v epPdyas oOoviov Xotiov, TrepiKaXovj/ov kukXio tov OtoprjKa. Translation: ‘Soak a fine cloth in
moist, warm, finely pounded Eretrian earth; wrap it all around <the patient’s> thorax.’
169 Duminil (1998): 66, note 76. See Theophrastus, Hist.Plant. 4.10.1.
170 For references to the wine from Mende, see Dalby (2003): 215-216 (s.v. Mendaean wine). For Attic
honey, see for instance Aristophanes, Thesm. 1192: 'Qq yXuKspo to yXcboo\ coanep A ttik o; peXi<;.
Translation: ‘How sweet is <your> tongue, like Attic honey.’ The Thracian who is talking here is
speaking bad Greek (see yXuKcpo).
Wine from Mende: see for instance Galen, Comp.Med.sec.Loc. 2.2 (K 12.572.14). Attic honey: see
for instance Galen, Comp.Med.sec.Loc. 3.1. (K12.646.6). Earth from Eretria: see for instance Galen,
Comp.Med.sec.Loc. 5.2 (K12.838.12).
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generally used to designate our ivy - or whether ivy from Crete was judged to be of
especial quality.
According to Theophrastus, diktamnon (Dittany, Origanum dictamnus L.) was a
plant growing only in Crete;172 the epithet ‘Cretan’ was therefore not strictly
necessary.173 The medicinal properties o f this plant were exploited throughout
antiquity.174
The word ‘kedros’ is used in the modem Cretan dialect to designate the
juniper tree (Juniperus spp.), and it probably did so in antiquity; cedar-tree - also
designated by the word kedros in Greek - did not grow in ancient Crete.175 Each time
the word kedros appears on its own in the Hippocratic recipes, or in later recipes, one
is left wondering whether our juniper or our cedar is intended.
The grains o f the ‘Cretan aigeiros’ are mentioned in a gynaecological recipe.176
Usually, the word ‘aigeiros’ refers to our black poplar (Populus nigra L.). However,
the b^ck poplar does not have berries/grains and does not grow in Crete.177
Nevertheless, Theophrastus informs us that aigeiroi were plentiful in Crete.178 It
seems that the word ‘aigeiros’ was used in the ancient Cretan dialect to designate a
plant native to Crete, possibly Zelcova cretica Spach.179
It should be noted that Theophrastus praised the quality o f the Cretan vegetation
in the ninth book o f his History o f Plants - the book he devoted to the medicinal
properties of plants: Oaol 5s xiveq oAxix;
tc o v

wt£p yfjq

t&

tc o v

cpuXAcov K a i

tc o v

opoSapvcov Kai <x7tAxo<;

ev Kpqrri 6iacpepeiv.180 Down to the Roman Empire, the plants of

Crete maintained their excellent reputation.181

172 See Theophrastus, Hist.Plant. 9.16.1: T6 8£ Sucrapvov iSiov tt)<; Kpi)TT|<;. Translation: ‘But dittany is
particular to Crete’.
There are mentions o f diktamnon without the epithet in the gynaecological writings.
174 See for instance Galen, Anti. 2.9 (K 14.154.3).
175 See Rackham and Moody (1996): 131.
176 Mul. 1.78 (L 8.182.3-4): nH aiyelpou KpTiiucr)<; k6kkou<; ew £a ipiyac, ev otvcp Ttivexco. Translation:
‘Let her drink nine grains o f the Cretan aigeiros in wine.’ Parallel at Nat.Mul. 32 (Trapp 89.1-2;
L7.350.1-2).
177 See Rackham and Moody (1996): 129.
178 Theophrastus, Hist.Plant. 3.3.4: ’Ev Kpnxrj 5e Kai aiyeipoi Kapmpoi nXetoix; elm. Translation: ‘And
in Crete fruit-bearing aigeiroi. are plentiful.’
179 See Amigues (1989): 127; Rackham and Moody (1996): 129.
180 Theophrastus, Hist.Plant. 9.16.3. Translation: ‘Indeed some say that the <plants> o f Crete are
superior in leaves, branches and, in general, all <parts> above the earth.’
181 See for instance Galen, Anti. 5 (K 14.30.14-16): Ou5el<; youv eo n tcov pupo7tco>.djv, oq ouk oi5ev xdq
ek Kpi)ny; Kopi^opevcu; Poxavcu;, oknrsp Kai iou<; Kap7tou<; auxcbv. Translation: ‘There is no perfumeseller who does not know the plants brought from Crete as well as their fruits.’ See also Pliny, H.N.
25.94 who copies Theophrastus Hist.Plant. 9.16.3.
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Two ingredients qualified as coming from Cyprus appear in the Hippocratic
recipes: ‘Cypriot spodos’ and ‘Cypriot ha ls\
The phrase ‘Cypriot spodos\ literally ‘Cypriot ash’, probably refers to the ash
resulting from the smelting o f copper, one o f the most important products of
Cyprus.182 The geographical epithet is here used to differentiate between copper ashes
and ashes in general. With time, the expression ‘Cypriot spodos'’ seems to have
become a set phrase for copper ashes, whatever their actual geographical provenance.
This phrase occurs in the writings o f later medical writers.183
The case o f ‘Cypriot h a ls\ literally ‘Cypriot salt’ is similar to the case of
‘Egyptian salt’: salt was produced in many regions of the Mediterranean, but was
judged o f particular quality when coming from Egypt or Cyprus.

With regard to Asia Minor, we find numerous references to the ‘Cnidian
kokkos’ in Internal Affections and the gynaecological treatises; ‘Cilician hyssopos’ is
mentioned in a list o f drugs ‘good for the womb’ and in a remedy of Diseases III;184
‘the black earth from Samos’ enters in the composition o f a recipe o f Nature o f
Women;1*5 and a pessary described in Barren Women has to be applied in ‘Milesian
wool’.186
The ‘Cnidian kokkos\ literally the ‘Cnidian grain’, is identified by modem
scholars as the grain o f the poisonous plant Daphne gnidium L.187 Following a text by
the medical author Rufus o f Ephesus (second half o f the first century AD), modem
scholars have argued that the Asclepiads o f Cnidus established the reputation of this
ingredient: Ou yap rcavxa 7k x v x t) xc&Xiaxa (postal, aXka axappcovia pev ev KoXotpwvi
rrjq ’Icoviaq... 7cep\ 5e Kapiav o KviSioq KOiacoq, o0ev 5f|

K ai

eaxe xouvopa,

tc o v

5e ex

KviSoo ’Acn&r|7na8(it)v paXtaxa xe xa! 7cXe{axcp xpcopevwv.188 Although physicians on

182 See Healy (1978): 58; Shepherd (1993): 113-115 where bibliography is given.
183 See for instance Galen, Comp.Med.sec.Loc. 4.8 (K. 12.748.17).
184 See Nat.Mul. 32 (Trapp 93.6; L7.358.6); Morb. 3.10 (Potter 78.14; L7.130.10).
185 Nat.Mul. 32 (Trapp 92.4-5; L7.356.4-5): "E repov if|v yijv xf|v p& aivav if|v Iap (r|v ev u 5 a n rp{i|/aq
oaov dorpayaXov 6i5ou ;neiv. Translation: ‘Another: the black earth from Samos; crush in water the
amount o f a knuckle-bone. Give to drink.’
186 Steril. 221 (L8.426.7-9): ...Touieiov ibov eKaotou ^upjii^avxa, Siorn^avra, npoaxiOevai ev eipup
MiXr|aup paXOaKtp ox; eueipoiaxa)- Translation: ‘Mix the same am ount o f each, melt; apply in soft
Milesian wool, as w ell-com bed as possible.’
187 See Touwaide (2003): 999.
188 Rufus, De medicamentis purgantibus, in Oribasius, Collectiones medicae 7.26.30 (Raeder 231.813). Translation: ‘For not all <plants> grow beautifully everywhere, but scammony <grows> in
Colophon in Ionia... And in Caria <grows> the Cnidian grain, whence it also takes its name j the
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Cnidus might have used this ingredient, its presence in a text is not sufficient for
classifying this text as Cnidian (as opposed to Coan).
Dioscorides informs us that the best variety of hyssopos grew in Cilicia.189
Dioscorides’ description points to an identification with Hyssopus officinalis L., a
plant native to Asia Minor. The epithet ‘Cilician’ is used by the Hippocratic authors to
indicate that only the best quality of hyssop would be satisfactory.
The Milesian wool was mentioned regularly in classical literature for its high
quality, but does not appear in later medical works.190 As in the case of the Egyptian
perfume, it is doubtful that all Milesian wools were really imported from Miletus;
rather it seems that the expression ‘Milesian w oof was used to designate wool of
particularly high quality.
All three other products - the Cnidian kokkos, the Cilician hyssopos and the
Samian earth - were exploited in the recipes of later medical authors.191

When we turn to the islands o f the Aegean, we find one reference to the milk
of goats from Scyros in Diseases o f Women I;192 Thasian nuts and Thasian wine are
each mentioned once in Diseases III;193 Melian stypteria (alum) appears four times in
the Corpus;194 Coan wine is recommended once in Internal Affections;195 and Chian
wine is listed in a recipe o f Excision o f the Foetus. 196

Asclepiads o f Cnidus having used it the m ost and frequently.’ See Grensem ann (1975): 67-70; Jouanna
(1999): 176.
189 Dioscorides, Mat.Med. 3.25: "Y oggwkx;-. ..api'arr| 5e f| ev KiXuda Yewcofievq. Translation:
‘H yssop... The best grow s in Cilicia.’
190 See for instance Aristophanes, Lysistrata 729-730:
Oikoi yap eariv 2pia poi M iXqaia
wr6 to > v aetov KaxaK07ti6peva.
Translation: ‘For I have at home M ilesian wools which fall into pieces because o f m oths.’ See also
below on M ilesian wool.
191 Cnidian kokkos: see for instance Galen, Comp.Med. p er Gen. 6.2 (K 13.875.8); Cilician hyssopos:
see for instance Galen, Comp.Med.sec.Loc. (K12.818.17); earth from Samos: see for instance Galen,
Comp.Med.sec.Loc. 1.7 (K 12.491.15). On the Samian earth, see Shepherd (1993): 111-112.
192 Mul. 1.44 (L 8 .102.12-13): 'O pou lau x a n a v ra y ak a novkv noieei Kai au ^ e r Itcupi'ai aiy£<;, tupol 6&
paX icta. Translation: ‘AH these things together make the milk abundant and increase <the production
o f milk>; the goats from Scyros, their cheese above all.’
193 Thasian wine: Morb. 3.17 (Potter 98.26-27; L 7 .160.5-6): Touto h t ©aoiov oivov naXaiov, nbsnz
Kai eikooiv oSaioc; Kai oivou eva 8(8ou. Translation: ‘Another: Thasian wine; give to drink one part o f
wine for twenty-five parts o f w ater.’ Thasian nuts: Morb. 3.11 (Potter 78.29-30; L 7.130.24-132.2): K ai
7i(v£iv peXfopqiov auv Kapuiov ©aouov XanaOevTcov Kai av|/iv6iou Kopqq lacp, aw io o u aeaqapEvou
f|pia£r 7iiv£iv oXKfjq rpuoPoXov vrjaric;. Translation: ‘And let him drink melikraton with peeled nuts
from Thasos, the same am ount o f leaves o f wormwood, half o f sieved anise-seed; let him drink three
oboloi o f this preparation w hilst fasting.’
194 Ulc. 11 (Dum inil 59.21; L6.412.1); 12 (Duminil 61.21; L6.414.18); 18 (Duminil 66.17; L6.422.16);
Steril. 225 (L8.434.16).
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Cnidus might have used this ingredient, its presence in a text is not sufficient for
classifying this text as Cnidian (as opposed to Coan).
Dioscorides informs us that the best variety of hyssopos grew in Cilicia.189
Dioscorides’ description points to an identification with Hyssopus officinalis L., a
plant native to Asia Minor. The epithet ‘Cilician’ is used by the Hippocratic authors to
indicate that only the best quality o f hyssop would be satisfactory.
The Milesian wool was mentioned regularly in classical literature for its high
quality, but does not appear in later medical works.190 As in the case of the Egyptian
perfume, it is doubtful that all Milesian wools were really imported from Miletus;
rather it seems that the expression ‘Milesian wool’ was used to designate wool of
particularly high quality.
All three other products - the Cnidian kokkos, the Cilician hyssopos and the
Samian earth - were exploited in the recipes o f later medical authors.191

When we turn to the islands o f the Aegean, we find one reference to the milk
of goats from Scyros in Diseases o f Women I;192 Thasian nuts and Thasian wine are
each mentioned once in Diseases III;193 Melian stypteria (alum) appears four times in
the Corpus;194 Coan wine is recommended once in Internal Affections ™ and Chian
wine is listed in a recipe o f Excision o f the Foetus. 196

Asclepiads o f Cnidus having used it the most and frequently.’ See Grensem ann (1975): 67-70; Jouanna
(1999): 176.
189 Dioscorides, Mat.Med. 3.25: ,,Yoawno<;\..dp{cTT| 6e f| ev KiXuda yewtop^vT]. Translation:
‘H yssop... The best grow s in C ilicia.’
190 See for instance A ristophanes, Lysistrata 729-730:
Oticoi yap ecmv £pta poi MiXqaia
vnd to>v oetov KaiaK07ri6peva.
Translation: ‘For I have at home M ilesian wools which fall into pieces because o f moths.’ See also
below on M ilesian wool.
191 Cnidian kokkos: see for instance Galen, Comp.Med. p er Gen. 6.2 (K 13.875.8); Cilician hyssopos:
see for instance Galen, Comp.Med.sec.Loc. (K 12.818.17); earth from Samos: see for instance Galen,
Comp.Med.sec.Loc. 1.7 (K12.491.15). On the Samian earth, see Shepherd (1993): 111-112.
192 Mul. 1.44 (L 8 .102.12-13): 'O pou xaOia n a v ra yaXa nouXu noieei Kai a u ^er Iicupiai aiye<;, rupo'i hi
paX iaia. Translation: ‘All these things together make the milk abundant and increase <the production
o f milk>; the goats from Scyros, their cheese above all.’
193 Thasian wine: Morb. 3.17 (Potter 98.26-27; L 7 .160.5-6): Touto h t © aoiov oivov naXaiov, 7i£VT£
Kai eucooiv u6axo<; Kai oivou eva S(8oi>. Translation: ‘Another: Thasian wine; give to drink one part o f
wine for tw enty-five parts o f w ater.’ Thasian nuts: Morb. 3.11 (Potter 78.29-30; L 7.130.24-132.2): K ai
7nv£iv peXiKpr|iov auv Kapucov ©aaioov XehioOevtcdv Kai aij/ivOiou Kopqq ia(p, a w ia o u acaqapevou
f|p(a£r tiiveiv oX-KT^ ipicoPoXov vfjoTu;. Translation: ‘And let him drink melikraton with peeled nuts
from Thasos, the same am ount o f leaves o f wormwood, h a lf o f sieved anise-seed; let him drink three
oboloi o f this preparation w hilst fasting.’
194 Vic. 11 (D um inil 59.21; L6.412.1); 12 (Duminil 61.21; L6.414.18); 18 (Duminil 66.17; L6.422.16);
Steril. 225 (L8.434.16).
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Most o f these products are known from classical Greek texts: Thasian nuts
were used, for instance, in the preparation of a Cretan cake, the recipe of which is
reported by the physician Chrysippus (c. 300 BC);197 Thasian, Chian and Coan wine
were famous antique crus\m and the goats from Scyros are first mentioned by Pindar
(second half o f the fifth century BC) for the quality o f their milk.199
In addition, Thasian nuts, and Chian and Coan wine were still exploited in the
medicinal recipes o f the first centuries o f our era.200

Only one ingredient from the Ionian Islands is mentioned in the Hippocratic
Corpus: the ‘asphaltos from Zakynthos’, literally The bitumen from Zakynthos’,
listed in a recipe o f Diseases o f Women II.201 This ingredient later entered in the
composition o f recipes recorded by Galen.202

Although there are relatively few Greek ingredients accompanied by an epithet
of origin in the Hippocratic Corpus, they yield interesting conclusions. First, with the
exception o f the Cretan ingredients, which appear only in the gynaecological treatises,
the Greek products distinguished by geographical epithets are spread over a series of
Hippocratic treatises and not concentrated in the gynaecological treatises only. In
addition, the majority o f these ingredients are also known outside the Corpus: in flfthand fourth-century sources and/or in later medicinal recipes.
Second, many of the products qualified with an epithet, wine, honey, salt,
wool and goats are not rare per se\ they are what Peregrine Horden and Nicholas
Purcell have called ‘artificial rarities’. The scholars have noted that the distribution of
195 Int.Ajf. 30 (Potter 178.2-3; L7.246.2): riiv£ra) hi oivov Kcpov wrooTpixpvov tlx; pfXavraiov.
Translation: ‘Let him drink astringent Coan wine, as dark as possible.’
196 Foet.Ex. 4 (L 8 .5 16.8-9): Kacrropos £V£i|/qaai xq> oivu) X(a>. Translation: ‘Boil castoreum in Chian
w ine.’
197 Athenaeus 14.57 (647f): ’Ev Kpqrq hi, ipqoiv, JiXaKOUiapiov noiouoiv, 8/tep ovopa^ouoi yacrrpiv.
I'l'veiai hi outgx;- Kapua © ao ia Kai novrucd Kai apuyS aX a...’ Translation: ‘In Crete,’ Chrysippus says,
‘they make a cake which they call gastris. It is made in the following manner: nuts from Thasos and
Pontus, a lm o n d s...’
198 See Dalby (2003): 82 (s.v. Chian wine); 89-90 (s.v. Coan wine); and 325 (s.v. Thasian wine) for
further references.
199 Pindar ap. A thenaeus 1.50 (28a) (text quoted below).
200 Thasian nuts: see for instance Oribasius 4.7.27 (Raeder 1.104.25); Chian wine: see for instance
Galen, Anti. 2 ( K 14.108.7); Coan wine: see for instance Galen, Comp.Med.sec.Loc. 5.5 (K.12.867.8).
201 Mul. 2.206 (L 8.402.l-3): 'Exepq nupiq f | 5T daipaXiou OT£p£0 )iepr|- dctpaXtou Zaia)v0ir|<;, Xayiooo
ipixa<;, nqyavov, Kopiov ^qpov, x au ia ip iy a ^ n dvta, q>0oi5a<; 7iXaad|i£vov Oopifjv. Translation:
‘Another stronger fom entation o f bitumen: bitumen from Zakynthos, hare hairs, rue, dry coriander;
crush all these. M ould cakes and fom ent.’
202 See for instance G alen, Comp.Med. sec Loc. 4.13 (K 13.741.15).
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products in the ancient Mediterranean was rarely the ‘ineluctable consequence’ of the
environmental conditions. This distribution responded to ‘the ever-shifting social
construction o f commodities’.203
Second, many o f these ingredients come from islands: Euboea, Crete, Cyprus,
Samos, Miletus, Thasos, Cos, and Zakynthos. The importance of islands in ancient
commerce is, according to Peregrine Horden and Nicholas Purcell, linked to their
‘connectivity’:

Islands are uniquely accessible to the prime medium of communication and
redistribution. It is not that island niches are usually really much more
productive in themselves than similar environments on the mainland. It is
rather that they have the simple advantage of being located on islands. And
despite a malign tendency to see islands as isolated and remote, characterized
principally by their lack o f contamination and interaction, they in fact lie at the
heart o f the medium of interdependence: they have all-round connectivity.204

Finally, epithets of origin referring to localities in the East are numerous in the
Hippocratic Corpus, whereas epithets referring to localities in the West are rare. In
other words, the scheme we have discerned for the exotic ingredients is reproduced at
the level o f Greece; there is a negative prejudice against the West in the Hippocratic
prescriptions.

203 Horden and Purcell (2000): 344 and 366.
204 Horden and Purcell (2000): 225.
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5.5 Final discussion on exotic and luxury ingredients
In the previous pages, I have attempted to map the exotic and luxury ingredients listed
in the recipes of the Hippocratic Corpus. It is now time to draw some general
conclusions on these ingredients.
My first set o f conclusions is geographical. Contrary to a common opinion, the
Egyptian ingredients are not the most important exotica of the Hippocratic recipes;
‘Eastern’ ingredients are employed much more frequently. However, the most
important geographical conclusion is that products from the West suffered from a
negative prejudice in the Corpus. Epithets of origin referring to localities in the west
of Greece or in the west o f the Mediterranean are extremely rare in the Corpus: if
products from these parts of the world were used in the recipes, they are almost
impossible to detect. This is surprising since trade in the West was particularly
thriving in the archaic and classical periods. However, this apparent lack of western
ingredients is probably not related to economic factors; rather it seems that the
compilers o f Hippocratic recipes were influenced in their choice of ingredients by the
orientalizing tendencies discernible in ancient Greek culture: products from the East
were seen as more ‘exotic’ and more attractive than products from the West. In
addition, the lack o f western ingredients in the Hippocratic Corpus is linked to the
value-loaded connotations of the West and the East - a contrast between the East
(valued positively) and the West (valued negatively) is common in the ancient
world.205 Such a contrast is strongly expressed by the author of Airs, Waters and
Places in his description of the cities situated towards the East and the West:

'O x o o a i p ev 7tpo<;

xa<; avaxoAxxc; xou f|Aiou Ksovxai, xauxaq eucoq s iv a i

uyieivoxepaq xcov rcpoc; x aq apicxoo<; eax p ap p £ v co v Kai xcov rcpoq x a O eppa
7cveupaxa, p v Kai a x a d io v xo p s x a ^ u f |...
'O K o a a i 5e 7tpo<; xaq S u a ia q K eovxai K ai au x fjo fv eax i aK67cr| xcov jcveupaxcov
xcov cbto xfjq f|ou<; nveovxcov x a xe G sp p a 7 rv su p a x a m p a p p s i Kai x a y u / p a

goto

xcov dpxxcov, dvdyKTj xau x aq xa<; 7toXia<; G saiv K staG ai voaepcoxdxr|v.206

205 See Sassi (2001): 108.
206 Aer. 5.2 and 6.1 (Jouanna 196.5-9 and 198.1-5; L 2.22.18-20 and 24.10-13) Translation: ‘Those
<cities> which are facing towards the risings o f the sun are, in all likelihood, more salubrious than
those which are turned towards the North and those which are turned towards the warm winds, even if
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There is a difference between ‘facing towards’ the West and ‘being situated’
in a western region; however, there could have been a connection between these two
notions in people’s minds: the ancients might have believed that if bad influences
came from the West, in the West itself there must be a lot of these bad influences,
therefore products from there will be bad. The choice o f ingredients made by the
compilers o f Hippocratic collections o f recipes - or rather the way in which the
ingredients are presented in the recipes - is dictated, it seems, by a form of
geographical determinism favouring the East against the West.
This geographical determinism was not universal, however: a verse from an
unidentified play o f Aeschylus depicts Tyrrhenia as rich in drugs: Kai yap Aio^uAxx;
ev xai<; t&eyeiau; cb<; 7ioXixpappaKov Aiyei xr|v Tuppr|viav ‘Toppr|v6v yeveav,
cpapjiaK07ioiov eOvo^.’ 207
Interestingly, Theophrastus who reports this verse goes on to omit the West in
his list of regions producing marvellous drugs: Ol 8e xotcoi Ttdvxeq tigx; cpaivovxai
pexeyeiv tgjv cpappaKcov, dXXa xq> paAAov Kai rjxxov Siacpepeiv Kai yap ol 7ipo<;
apKxov Kai peoT|ji|3piav Kai ol rcpoq avaxolaq exouai Gaupaaxaq Suvapeu;.208
It is interesting to note that the regions producing most o f the exotic and
luxury ingredients listed in the Hippocratic Corpus were part of ‘Asia’ as defined by
the author o f Airs, Waters and Places, that is a continent including Ionia, Egypt and
Ethiopia. The compilers o f the Hippocratic recipes would have agreed with this author
in his assertion that ‘A sia’ produced the most beautiful plants:

Tt|v ’A alrjv 7tXeiaxov Siacpepeiv cpr|pl xrj<; Eupco7rr|<; eq xaq cpuaiaq xcov
^i>|!7idvxcov xcov xe 8K xrjq yfjq cpuopivcov Kai xcov av0pco7tcov. noXu yap
KaXXlova Kai pcl^ova 7tavxa ylvexai ev xr\ Aoirj... To 5e aixiov xouxcov f|

there is only one stadium between them ... Those which are situated towards the settings o f the sun and
which are sheltered from the winds blowing from the Orient, and on which the warm winds and the
cold winds from the North flow past; these cities by necessity have the most unhealthy situation.’
207 Aeschylus ap. Theophrastus Hist.Plant. 9.15.1 (fr. 2 West). Translation: ‘For Aeschylus too in his
elegies says that Tyrrhenia was rich in drugs: “Tyrrhenian race, a nation that produces drugs.’”
208 Theophrastus, Hist.Plant. 9.15.2. Translation: ‘It seems that all places have their share o f drugs, but
to different extents. For the <places> facing towards the North, the South and the East have <plants of>
marvellous power.’
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Kpf\m<; tcov cbpecov, o n xo0 TjXiou ev peaco xcov avaxoXecov tceixai rcpoq xt]v f|co
too

xe \|/\)xpo0 7coppcoxepco.209

The author’s idea that the perfect balance of season occurs only in ‘Asia’ is
obviously ethnocentric: this author adopts an Ionian or eastern Greek point of view.210
The Hippocratic collections o f recipes did not necessarily originate in Ionia but they
reflect a vision o f the world that was first formulated, seemingly, in that part of the
Greek world.
My second set o f conclusions is chronological. We have seen that products
such as sumach, terebinth and silphium may have been imported into Greece during
the Bronze Age. This raises the important question o f the continuity - or absence of
continuity - in Greek overseas trade from the Bronze Age to classical times. Scholars
are divided on this question.211 Until the 1990’s, scholars tended to stress the rupture
more than the continuity, the collapse o f trade in the eleventh century more than the
fact that trade in later centuries often followed routes established in the Bronze Age.
Recently, however, the reverse tend has started to manifest itself. Sarah Morris, for
instance, argued that: ‘The period called “Orientalizing” extends from the Bronze Age
to late antiquity, and remains better understood as a dimension of Greek culture than a
phase.’212 Julie Laskaris followed Morris, arguing that contacts with North Africa and
the North East were never entirely lost from the Bronze Age forward, even though
the/gmay have been fluctuations in their intensity.213 It is, however, important to ask
what the significance o f these fluctuations is. Exotic and luxury products are by
definition not subsistence items and their trade is time- and labour- consuming.
Fluctuations in their import may therefore reflect important changes in social,
economical and political circumstances.214 Although some exotica were imported into
Greece in the Bronze Age, it is necessary to note that these imports probably came to

209 Aer. 12.2-3 (Jouanna 219.15-220.8; L2.52.14-54.1). Translation: i say that Asia differs from
Europe in the nature o f everything, be they plants growing from the earth or men. For everything is
more beautiful and bigger in A sia... The cause for this is the balance o f the seasons because Asia is
situated in the middle o f the risings o f the sun, towards the Orient and furthest away from the cold.’
210 See Thomas (2000b): 97.
211 As an introduction to trade in the first centuries o f the first millennium BC, see Sherratt and Sherratt
(1993).
212 Morris (1992): 130.
213 Laskaris (1999): 7.
214 See Hamilakis (1999) who argues that, in Bronze Age Crete, we can observe cycles o f production o f
wine and perfumed oil (two labour-intensive products), which are ‘a response to social processes’.
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a halt after the collapse o f the Mycenaean civilization. They were probably resumed at
the end of the ninth century or at the beginning of the eighth century, at the time of
the so-called ‘Orientalizing Revolution’. At this time, new routes, such as the Arabian
route, were created, and some products were probably imported into Greece for the
first time, such as pepper or spikenard.
My final set o f conclusions concerns the nature of ancient trade in materia
medica and itfrelation to trade in general. I have pointed out that most exotica listed in
the Hippocratic Corpus were not imported into Greece exclusively for medicinal
purposes. Many exotic ingredients listed in the Hippocratic recipes were also used in
perfumery, religious practice and cooking. Specialised trade would not have been
profitable in the ancient world; the more purposes an ingredient was used for, the
more chances it had to be available.
Similarly, most Greek products distinguished by a geographical epithet in the
Hippocratic Corpus were also employed outside medicine: Milesian wool, wine from
Chios, nuts from Thasos and goat milk from Scyros are all recorded in Greek
literature. I have pointed out that, in fifth- and fourth-century literature, geographical
epithets are not always a good indicator of the exact geographical origin of a product;
rather they appear to be used as a ‘rhetorical tool’ to indicate that a product is of the
highest quality. However, it is safe to assume that when, for instance, the phrase
‘Milesian wool’ first appeared, it referred to wool from Miletus, and not from
anywhere else. Andrew Dalby has noted that phrases linking a geographical epithet
with a common noun are particularly rare in Homer;215 it seems that the idea that a
good could be of better quality when produced in one particular locality developed in
parallel with the growth of commerce in the first millennium BC.216
This link between quality and geographical origin was well established when
Pindar composed his ode to the Sicilian tyrant Hieron:

nfvbapoq S’ ev xf) elq Tepcova nuGucp q>5fjand Tabysxoio pev Aaicaivav
87ci 0 r |p a l lcuva xpexsiv 7roKivcoxaxov 8 p 7texov.

Zicupiai 5’ eg apeA^iv yaAxxicxoc;

2.5 Dalby (2000): 6.
2.6 See Sheratt and Sheratt (1993) who noted that the growth in commerce in the first millennium BC
was linked to a ‘growing ethnic differentiation.’
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uiycc c4oxtl#JT ttiar
otiX u

6' a n ' 'Apyco*;, dppa 0r|PaTov, aXk'

an d xtjc ay/,uoKup 7tou

I

ikcauL;

ox n p a 6ai6d>xov paxcuav.217

Pindar only lists products from the Greek world, using this enumeration to
compare the respective achievem ents o f the Greek cities. By the end of the fifth
century BC, catalogues had com e to include goods from the entire world, as in this
most impressive exam ple by the comedian Hermippus. In this catalogue, the
comedian juxtaposes physical goods with more abstract goods, thus making political
jokes:

"Ecrrccxc vOv poi, M ouaai OA.upma Stopax' cxouaai,
d4 ou vauKAripei Aiovuocx; dn' oivoxa 7tovxov,
o a a ' dyaO' avGpdmou; 6cup' fjyaye vr)i pcXalvrp.
'Hk pcv Kupr|vr|c icauXov Kai Scppa po£iov,
ek

6' 'HX>.r|07t6vxo\> aKOpppoxx; Kai 7cavxa xapixn,

ck 6* au 0£XTdXia«; x^vSpov Kai 7iXcupa pooa*
xai Tiapd

I ix c & k o u

ycopav AaK£6aipovioiai,

Kai napd I IcpSiKKOi) ycu6r| vaxxiiv tkxvd TioXXau;.

Ai 6c lu p aK o o o ai crix; Kai xupov Tcapcxouai.
Kai KcpKupaioxx; o IloaciStbv i!~o)J;oc\z
vauoiv i:7ri yAutpupuu;, oxir| 6ixa Oupov £xoxxii.
Iauxu pcv cvxcuOev ck 6’ Aiyujmou xa Kpepaaxa
iaxiu Kai p(p>»mx;, and 6' au Iup(a<; Xipavcoxov.
'H 6c KuATj Kpijxr| KUTtapixxov xoiai Gcoiaiv,

i] AiPuii 6' c/xtp avxa

tio A .u v

7iap£X£i xaxa Ttpaaiv,

r\ 'P66oc daxa<pi6a<; <xc> Kai iaxddcu; rj5uove{pou<;.

Auxap an' Ex>Poia<; aniovc, Kai upia prjXtr
dv6pa7io6'

ck

(Ppoyiav;, arco S' ’ApKaSiaq OTiKoupou<;.

2r Pindar ap. Athenaeus 1.50 (28a). Translation: ‘Pindar in the Pythian ode to Hieron, <says>: "From
Taygetus, he brings the Laconian hound, a most strong beast for the chase. The goats from Scyros are
the most excellent for the production o f milk. Weapons <are> from Argos, the chariot from Thebes; but
from Sicily bearing beautiful fruits, seek for the cunningly wrought carriage.”’
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Ai I Iuyuaui 6o\>}.oi)c kui axiypaTid.; 7tapexo\KJi.

1 ac 6 c Aioc fktXdvouc Kai d|ioy<5aXu aiyaXoevra
I IaipXayovcc 7tapcxouar id yap < i’> dvaOi^paia Saixoc
+<IH)ivikt) 6 ’ au+ KapTiov (poiviKtx; Kai acpiSaXiv,
Kapxr|6 (bv SdmSuc. ko\ 7toudXa 7tpocnce<pdXaia.:ig

Hermippus celebrates - in a mock Homeric style - the prosperity o f Athens,
which draws to herself goods (and ills) from the entire known world. A catalogue of
this type would have been a pow erful tool in defining the identity o f Athens as the
centre o f the Athenian confederation. At the same time, it defined the identity o f other
places as sources o f luxury goods, necessary commodities or - since this is a comic
catalogue - o f ills.
The catalogues o f goods o f Pindar and Hermippus were designed to impress
audiences, and it is probable that the Hippocratic catalogues o f recipes shared this
desire to impress. Aristophanes exploited this impressive aspect of recipes when he
included the following recipes for sore eyes in his Plutus:

Hpcoiov 6e TidvTGJv xd> N eok>x {5t) (pdppaxov
KaiaTiAxiaiov evex£ipr|ae ipipeiv, eppatabv
cncooodov KcoaXac ipcTc Tnvuov. vE7t£vr’ eipXa
ev rfj Oueiq aupTtapapiyv'ucov 07t6v
Kai axivov

cit’

ocxi 6iepcvo^ Xcpnrria),

KUTC7i>xtacv auioi) id P>xipap' CKaTpcya<;, iva
oduvioio jid>7.o\’. :|lJ

:i* Hermippus fr. 63 (K assel and Austin). Translation: *Tell me now, Muses dwelling in Olympian
mansions, all the blessings D ionysus, since the time he voyaged on the wine-dark sea, brought hither to
men in his black ship. From C yrene, silphium stalk and ox-skins, from the Hellespont mackerels and all
sort o f pickled fish, from T hessaly again grain and ribs o f beef, from Sitalces an itch for the Spartans,
from Perdiccas lies in many ships. The Syracusans provide swine and cheese. And the Corcyreans may Poseidon destroy them in their hollow ships, because their mind <sc. loyalty> is divided in two.
Thence all these things; but from Egypt, rigged sails and papyrus, from Syria again frankincense.
Beautiful Crete <provides> express for the gods; Libya provides much ivory' for sale, Rhodes raisins
and dried figs procuring sw eet dreams. B esides, from Euboea, <he carries> pears and fat apples, from
Phrygia slaves, from Arcadia mercenaries. Pagasians provide slaves and branded culprits.
Paphlagonians provide the acorns o f Zeus and smooth almonds, for they are the ornaments o f a party'.
Phoenicia again <provides^ the fruit o f the palm-tree and the finest wheaten flour. Carthage
• provides ' carpets and m ulti-coloured cushions.’ On this catalogue, see Gilula (2000).
:l‘, Aristophanes, Plutus 7 1 6 -7 2 1 . Translation: ‘First o f all, for Neokleides, he <sc. Asclepius> set
h im self to knead a plaster, throw ing in three cloves o f Tenian garlic. Then, he crushed them in the
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And in his Assembly Women:
BA. ‘DKOpoS’ ojioh xpivj/avx’ oncb
xi6uuaM.ov sppaAxSvxa xou AaKcoviKou
aauxou TcapaXsicpsiv xa P^scpapa xfjq £07l£paq,,
eyoy’ av suiov, ei 7iapo)v sxuyxavov.220
Ancient scholiasts and lexicographers maintain that Tenos was reputed for its
garlic;221 Sphettos for its vinegar; 222 and Laconia for its spurge.223 However, since none
of these products are mentioned in later medical texts, it can be argued that the
conclusions of the scholiasts and lexicographers are inferences from the Aristophanic
recipes.224 It seems that Tenian garlic, vinegar from Sphettos, and Laconian spurge are
Aristophanes’ inventions. There certainly are political allusions behind the
Aristophanic joke;225 but Aristophanes was probably also parodying those healers who
thought that because mundane goods such as garlic or vinegar came from a particular
locality, they would be more powerful. It should be noted that Aristophanes criticizes
religious healers - the first recipe is concocted by Asclepius himself - and secular
healers alike - the second recipe is prepared by Blepyrus, a layman.
At the end of the fifth century BC and in the first half of the fourth century BC
(i.e. the time when the Hippocratic collections of recipes were most probably
compiled) it was sufficient to add one or two epithet-bearing products, one or two
eastern or Egyptian ingredients, to a recipe to make it look impressive and expensive.
However, a ‘trickle-down’ effect is often recognised in the history of luxury goods:
mortar, mixing them together with verjuice and squill. Then, he soaked <the mixture> with Sphettian
vinegar. And turning out the eyelids o f the man, he plastered them to make him suffer more.’ See
Chapter Four, Section Three for more details on this recipe.
220 Aristophanes, Ecclesiazusae 403-407. Translation: ‘Crush garlic with verjuice, add Laconian
spurge; cover your eyelids with this ointment in the evening. This is what I would have said if I had
been there <sc. at the assembly>.’
221 See for instance Scholia in Aristoph. Plutus, line 718: Trjvo<; vfjoo<; ev rj Spipuxaia yivsiai cnc6po5a.
Translation: ‘The island o f Tenos in which grows the sharpest garlic.’
222 See for instance Scholia in Aristoph. Plutus, line 720: Ltpfjnoq xonoq, evGa 5pipu o^oq yivexai.
Translation: ‘Sphettos, a place whereffom comes a sharp vinegar.’
223 See for instance Suda, s.v. Ti0upaXXo<; 582 (Adler 548.22-23): TiOupaXAxx;' ei5o<; poxavr|<;
5pi|ioidTT|<;, 7tapa A<xkgkjiv eupiaKop£vq<;. Translation: ‘Spurge: a type o f plant very sharp found in the
land o f the Laconians.’
224 See Rogers (1907): 79.
225 See for instance Didymus ap. Athenaeus 2.76 (67d): Ai5upo<; 5’ s^r|you(i8vo<; to lappeiov (pr|aiv
‘’Totoq 5ioxi oi Lipqxxioi o^stq.’ Translation: ‘And Didymus, in explaining the verse, says: “maybe
because the Sphettians are sharp.’”
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(XKopoD T6 Kai

<pou, Kai aaya7rr|voi) xaq la a q ,

dGapavxucou pi)oi) is Kai xfic aKaidac
CTKiyKOD 18 yaaipoc;, U7t 8 plKOb

18 O7l8ppai0<;.

ToiSxcov laa 7iavxcov ava (3' S” .
'O h c a d a c ,, o l v o o x o p s x p i o v , K a i p e X a x o q

xo c r o p p e x p o v , ax; x a a 8 ’ opoiax; o b x c o q

oK ed aaov.

5.6 The question o f influences
On sait d’ailleurs bien qu'influence est un vocable
commode pour marquer un lien, en masquant une meconnaissance.
Francis Hartog228

Up to this point, I have considered the ‘exotic’ ingredients listed in the Hippocratic
recipes individually. Entire recipes may also have been exchanged from one region to
another. For instance, the Greeks may have learnt recipes for preparing the ‘Egyptian
perfume’ from Egyptian perfumers. In addition, two recipes in the Hippocratic Corpus
bear regional names: the ‘Indian remedy’ described in Disease o f Women II:

T p ip eiv xe a w r |a o v , Kai avqO ou KapTtov, Kai ap d p v riq otacrjv 6poA,ob<; 8do,
8 u e v a i oivcp Asokco aKp^xco ripucoxuXup, ev xouxecp SiaicXu^eaGa), K ai ev xcp
axopaxi

7101)X,uv

Kaxe%ex(D xpov o v . .. T ouxo xo cpappaKov oSovxaq K aG aipsi

Kai edd>8ea<; 7ioi8er K aX iexai 8e ’IvS ikov cpappaK ov.229

And the Carian remedy recommended in Ulcers:

*Hv PouX.T] dypco yprjaGai, Kai xo Kapucov cpappaKov 87iaXe{(peiv, 87u5elv 8s
cSa7cep xa 7ip6xepa yeypa7cxai Kaxa xov auxov xpo7iov. ’Eaxl 8s

sk

xcov8e xo

228 Hartog (1980): 344.
229 Mul. 2.185 (L8.366.14-20). Translation: ‘Crush anise, seed o f dill and two oboloi o f myrrh; soak
with half a kotyle o f pure white wine. Let her wash her mouth with this and keep it in her mouth for a
long tim e... This remedy cleanses the teeth and makes them sweet smelling. It is called the “Indian
remedy”.’
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(papjiaKov 7coi£ij(i£vov eMepopou peAm'oq, aav8apaxr|<;, Xenidoq, poAipou
K8Kai)p£VOD <JUV 7loXX,(b 081CO, dppSVlKOl), KavGapiSoq' TOUTCp O7COIC0 80 K8I
auvxe08VTi xpfjaGai* f| 8 e S ieaiq , KeSpivco eAmcp *230

However, it is impossible to determine whether these recipes really came from
India and Caria, respectively.
As pointed out by Vivian Nutton, ‘the exchange of substances need not have
involved any deep exchange of ideas beyond the most obvious instructions for use.’231
It is therefore possible to conceive of a trade in materia medica without any deep
influences from one culture onto another. However, the question of influences
deserves attention for two main reasons. First, there are obvious cases of parallelism
between Greek recipes, and recipes from other cultures. Second, the question of
influence raises important historiographical issues regarding the alleged ‘rational’
nature of Hippocratic medicine in comparison to other ancient medicines. In the
following pages, I will concentrate on the possibility of influences of Egyptian and
Mesopotamian pharmacology upon Greek pharmacology.

5.6.1 Egyptian influences?
As pointed out earlier, Egypt was regarded as a land of wondrous drugs from an early
time in Greece. Egyptian ingredients, as seen above, enjoyed a particular status in the
gynaecological recipes: although they are listed less frequently than Arabian products
(myrrh and frankincense), they are singled out and made more conspicuous by the use
of the epithet ‘Egyptian’.
The use of Egyptian drugs in Hippocratic gynaecology is a sign of interactions
between Egypt and Greece, but is it a sign of influences? Most Egyptian drugs listed
in the Hippocratic recipes also appear in the important Corpus of Egyptian recipes,
but exact paralleUbetween Egyptian and Greek recipes containing these ingredients
are difficult to

(so l ^ t - e ,

230 Ulc. 16 (Duminil 64.19-65.3; L6.418.20-420.2). Translation: ‘If you want to use a moist <remedy>,
also smear the Carian remedy and bandage in the same way as prescribed in the previous cases. This
remedy is made o f the following <ingredients>: black hellebore, realgar, <copper> flakes, burnt lead
with a quantity o f brimstone, arsenic, cantharid. Make use o f this preparation in whatever manner
seems good. Dilute with cedar oil.’
231 Nutton (2004): 42. See also Thomas (2004): 175. Jouanna (2004): 3.
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In addition to the Hgyptian drugs presented at the beginning of this chapter,
scholars have argued that Hgypt might have contributed several ‘unusual’ ingredients
to the Greek pharmacopoeia; the example most commonly given is the ‘milk o f a
woman who has borne a male child’.*'2 According to Julie Laskaris, in Hgyptian
medicine, the phrase ‘milk o f a woman who has borne a child’ refers to the milk of
Isis nursing Horus. Laskaris argues that the use o f kourotrophic milk in Greek
medicine is the result o f Egyptian influences, but that the Greek misunderstood or
ignored the Hgyptian ritual connotations o f kourotrophic milk.
To assume that, when ‘unusual’ ingredients are used in the medicines o f two
neighbouring cultures, there was borrowing from one o f these cultures to the other
poses an important epistemological problem. Because we see ‘milk o f a woman who
has borne a male child' as unusual, we are tempted to see its use in Greek medicine as
a borrowing. However, the boundary between the ‘usual’ and the ‘unusual’ is fixed by
us, not by the ancients. In ancient civilizations, the medicinal use o f ‘milk of a woman
who has borne a boy' may have seemed perfectly natural. The possibility o f
independent developments in Hgypt and Greece should not be rejected.233
Nevertheless, it should be noted that an Egyptian recipe o f Papyrus Berlin (c.
1200 BC) involving kourotrophic milk has a very close parallel in the Hippocratic
treatise Barren Women, as was already noticed by P. Le Page Renouf in 1873:234
Berlin medical papyrus 194 (Translation:

Barren Women 214 (folfcwing Kuhn’s

Iversen [1939]: 27)

tex t)235
squeezed,

If you want to know whether a woman

moistened w ith the milk o f a woman who

will be pregnant, prepare bottle-gourd

has borne a male child, it shall be made

(sikye) or boutyron and milk of a woman

into a remedy that can be swallowed, and

who has borne a male child; give to

the woman shall eat it. If she vomits, she

drink. If she vomits, she will be pregnant;

will give birth, if she gets flatus, then she

if not, she will not.

W ater-melons

(bJcf),

will not give birth.

232 Laskaris (forthcom ing). See also Dawson (1929): 140; (1932); Ghalioungui (1968): 98.
233 The milk o f a wom an who has borne a male child’ appears in a Chinese remedy. See Read(1931):
number 422. 1 wish to thank Dr Vivienne Lo for this reference.
2U Since I do not read Hgyptian, texts in this section will appear in translation.
23' Greek text (KUhn 3.6): I uvauca i)v O&r).; yvcbvai ei Kike oiKur|v noif)oai r\pourupov tcai yaXa
yinutxbs Koupoipopou ftibovai juvetv, xai fjv cpi'y^iac la ^ a e r ei 6e pij, ou.
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For He Page Rcnouf. the Cireek word *boutyron in this context does not mean
‘butter’ but is the transliteration o f the Hgyptian bdd%the water-melon. In other words,
boutyron is considered to be a synonym for sikye, bottle-gourd.2’6 The Greek
lexicographer Hesychius m entions a plant named houtyros but unfortunately does not
give enough information for us to identify it with a cucurbitaceous plant.237 It should
be noted that the parallel drawn by le Page Renouf is based on Kuhn’s edition of
Hippocrates; if one follows Littre’s edition, the parallel is less striking.238
Krik Iversen identified two further close parallels between birth prognoses
found in Papyrus C'arlsberg VIII (c. 1300 BC) and Papyrus Kahun (c. 1820 BC), on
the one hand, and in the H ippocratic treatises Barren Women, Nature o f Women and
Aphorisms, on the other;
Papyrus Carlsberg 8.4 = Papyrus Kahun

Barren Women 214 = Nature o f Women

28 (Translation: Nunn [1996J: 192)

96239
<bear

Another: Having washed and peeled a

<bear

head o f garlic, apply it to the womb, and

children>, you should then cause the bulb

see the next day whether she smells <of

o f an onion to spend the night in her flesh

it> through the mouth; if she smells, she

until dawn. If the odour appears in her

will be pregnant, if not, she will not.

< Io

determine>

children>

and

who

who

will

will

not

mouth, she will bear <children>. If <it
does

not>,

she

will

never

<bear

children*.
Papyrus Carlsherg 8.5 - Berlin medical

Aphorisms 5.59240

papyrus 195
Another to distinguish between a woman

If a woman does not take <a child> in her

who shall give birth and one who shall

belly, if you want to know whether she

236 See also D awson (1928); 298; (1929): 42.
^
Hesvchius, L exicon, s.v. pouxupo*; (1000): Bouxupa; (k)idvT|^ ei&ck;. Translation: 'Bouturos: a type
o f plant.’
: -*Stertl. 214 (1.8.414.18-19): ruvauca fjv 0eXiK yvwvai et icu^oer Pouxupov icai yaXa yuvaikcv;
KoupOTpo<(K)u 6i6ovai ntveiv v^orei, wat i)v epcuytixai, ku^oer z\ 6 t pi), ou. Translation: i f you want to
know whether a w om an w ill be pregnant, give to drink boutyron and the milk o f a woman who has
bom e a child whilst she is fasting. If she vom its, she will be pregant; if not, she will not.'
siertl. 214 (L 8 .4 16.2-5): AXao pcoXu^av akopoSou 7tepika0T)pavxa rf|v Ke<paXf|v, anokviaavxa.
;ipoo0eivai jrpa; xf|v uoxepqv, wri oprjv xrj uoxepaig, r\v SC& 6id ox6paxc>s kat r\v o^r] kui)oet fjv 5e
ut\. ou. Parallel recipe at Sut.M uL 96 (Trapp 120.18-121.3; L7.412.19-414.3).
Aph 5.59 (L 4.554.3-6): I'uvf| fjv |if| Xappdvr} t v yaarpC pouXi] 6e ei6£vai ei Xt)yexai, ncpiKolvyob;
ipcixioiot, 0upia kdxov ki)v pcv nopeueaOai 6ok£rj f| o6pf) 6ia xo0 awpaxos t ; xa^ pivac kat L, xo
crroga. yivtixjKf. bxi auxf) ou 6 f auuxfjv dyovc*; eaxtv. On this aphorism, see Hanson (2004b): 296-298.
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not.

You

shall

fumigate

her

with

will take: WTap her in clothes, fumigate

i <excrements o f hippopotam us through>

from below- if the smell seems to go

her vulva. If she vomits with her mouth at

through the body to the nose and to the

once, she will not give birth, if she gets

mouth, know that she is not sterile on her

flatus from her posterior at once then she

own account.

will give birth.

In the case o f the first recipe, Iversen acknowledges that the text of P. Carlsberg 8.4
and P. Kahun 28 is so extrem ely damaged that ‘it is not until we compare our
prescription with a sim ilar one from Hippocrates that the meaning and the whole
proceeding becomes perfectly c le ar.'241 As we will see, the translations o f the
Egyptian recipes were also based on the comparison with Greek texts, and have
recently been challenged. In the case o f the second test (the fumigation test), although
there are similarities between the recipes, the interpretation o f the signs in the
E g\ptian recipe (vomit: sign o f sterility) appears to be exactly the opposite as in the
Greek recipe (smelling through the mouth: sign that the woman is not sterile).
Iversen believed that these pregnancy/fertility tests had been transmitted from
Egyptian to Greek m edicine through writing. He argued that the prognoses were part
o f an important Egyptian gynaecological treatise, now lost. He found the proof for the
existence o f such a treatise in Clement o f Alexandria (second century AD), who
informs us that six books o f medicinal lore were included in the forty-two books of
human knowledge that circulated in ancient Egypt:

Aik) ficv ouv xui ic a a a p d k o v ia ai 7cdvo avayicaiai ia> 'Eppfj yeyovaai ptyXor
cov idc pev Tpidkovra f.£ rr|v naoav AiyuTmmv Tccpicxouaaq <piXooo<piav ol
Hpoeipripcvoi ckpavOdvooai, zaq 6 t kouraq

oi 7taaro<p6poi iaTpuca<; ovoaq

m p i re rrjc rou or6paio<; K-ataaiceorjq xai Ticpi voacov icai jrepi opyavcov icai
(pappdktov icai 7ir.pi 6<p0akpicov icai to irXruiaTov jcepi xwv yuvaucricov.242

241 Iversen (1939): 21.
242 Clem ens Alexandrinus, S tro m a ta 6.4.37. Translation: ‘There are forty-two books in total which are
essential to Hermes. Thirty-six o f them encompass the whole o f Egyptian philosophy; the
aforementioned * priests - study them by heart. The pastophoroi <study> the six other ^books'*; they
are medical: about the constitution o f the human body, about diseases, internal organs, remedies,
diseases o f the eyes, and the final ' b o o k - about gynaecological diseases.1
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Iversen concluded his study o f the Hgyptian birth prognoses as follows: ‘Thus
there seems to be good evidences o f the existence of this volume in ancient Hgyptian
medicine; and that the birth-prognoses are direct remains and the only existing
excerpts ot any extent, w ould seem to be the only natural and probable conclusion.'24’
Hgyptologists em braced Iversen's conclusions and extended them, sometimes
with very little caution, to other areas o f Egyptian and Greek gynaecology. For
instance, J.B. de Crusance M orant Saunders suggested that:

The

aphoristic

style

so

common

in the

‘Hippocratic Collection'

is

characteristically Hgyptian and there is very strong suspicion, if not actual
proof, that

apart

from

the various pregnancy tests and methods of

gynecological treatm ent by fumigation, sections from several others o f the
Hippocratic works are derived from the physicians of the Nile.244

From a series o f clear parallels, Saunders jumped to the conclusion that most
aphorisms contained in the Hippocratic Corpus were derived from Egyptian medicine.
A series o f Hgyptologists suggested that the way in which recipes are presented in the
Hippocratic gynaecological treatises - long lists of alternative remedies separated by
the phrase ‘a n o th er'- is an indication o f direct borrowing from Egyptian medical
texts;24' a conclusion also em braced by the Hippocratic scholar Jouanna.246
However, it should be noted that long lists of alternative medications separated
by the phrase ‘another' or by visual markers also occur in Akkadian and Chinese
medical texts, to m ention only two examples. We need not assume that Hippocratic
physicians imported this model from the Egyptians. It rather seems that the very act o f
writing leads to the constitution ot catalogues.
Moreover, if we take into consideration the repugnance the Greeks had
tow ards learning foreign languages, the suggestion of a transmission through writing
becomes very im plausible.24’ If gynaecological remedies were ever transmitted from
Hgyptian to Greek m edicine, the transmission most probably occurred orally.

24'' Iversen (1939): 30. S ee a lso C ap art (1939).

'u Saunders (1963): 18.
24' See G halioungui (1 9 6 8 ): 105; (1983): 215: Saunders (1963): 15.
24* Jouanna (1974): 509. n ote 1
24' On the repugnance ot the G re e k s tow ards learning foreign languages, see Lanza (1974). 27 IT.
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I he H gyptologists' claim that Greek medicine, and particularly Greek
gynaecology, was largely indebted to Egyptian gynaecology met a variety of reactions
among classicists. M any, like Laskaris and Jouanna, accept the possibility o f an
intluence o f Hgyptian m edicine upon Greek pharmacology, especially upon the
pharmacology o f the so-called Cnidian School.24* However, these scholars were eager
to point out that the G reeks only borrowed therapies from the Egyptian, but not the
aetiological theories guiding the choice o f therapies.249 Other classicists, like Heinrich
von Staden and Robert Palter, are much more sceptical towards claims of Egyptian
influence, even in the case o f the birth prognoses.250
Von Staden notes that three factors make the question of influence particularly
difficult to resolve.2' 1 The first factor is a chronological gap; the extant Egyptian
medical papyri are dated from the second millennium BC, whereas the Greek parallels
are from the fifth and fourth centuries BC. The second factor is the uncertainty about
the exact meaning o f num erous Hgyptian and Greek disease and plant names. The
third factor is that many m edical theories and practices are shared by several
M editerranean cultures, and som etim es also by other cultures.
Von Staden is not entirely correct in identifying his first chronological
problem: although most o f the Egyptian medicinal texts date from the second
millennium BC. later Coptic texts have also survived.252 With regards to the second
objection, it was recently estim ated that only 20 per cent of some 160 plants
mentioned in the Hgyptian medical texts are identified with certainty.25'' However, this
objection is not sufficient in itself to reject the possibility o f influences. The final
objection is more im portant: sim ilarities are not necessarily a sign of borrowing: the
possibility o f independent developm ents can never be excluded, even in striking cases
such as the birth-prognoses. :' 4 As von Staden put it: ‘merely identifying foreign
borrow ings... can be m isleading, since the original semantic, structural, theoretical, or

:4* See also B ourgey (1 9 5 3 ): 176, note 4; G rensem ann (1975): 49-50; Jouanna (1983): 248-249;
Jouanna (2004): 3; L onie (1 9 7 8 ): 17; M arganne (1993): 41; Thomas (2004).
244> Jouanna (1974): 509, no te 2. For the hypothesis that Cnidian aetiology was influenced by Egy ptian
m edicine, see S teu er an d S a u d e rs (1 9 5 9 ); Saunders (1963): 20-30.
See Palter (1993): 2 6 4 -2 7 4 (esp ecially p. 272-273 for the birth prognoses); von Staden (1989).
B em al w rote a resp o n se to Palter: B em al (1994) 457-459.
2M V on Staden (19 8 9 ): 3-5.
See R itner (1989): 39. S ee also Jou an n a (2004): 2.
‘' ’ See G erm er (1993).

*'4 See Von Staden ( 1989): 2 1-22.
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functional context of the borrowed often is usurped and transformed by new cultural
contexts, in science as in art and myth.’255
Recently, the Egyptologist Thierry Bardinet has located a possible
transformation in the functional context of the Egyptian prognoses examined above.
The Egyptian tests have always been interpreted, with the help of the Hippocratic text,
as fertility or pregnancy tests. However, Bardinet believes this was not the function of
the Egyptian tests; they were used to determine whether pregnancy and childbirth
would be problematic or not.256 If the Greeks adopted these tests, they also adapted
them.

5. 6.2 The question o f rationality and Mesopotamian medicine
In their claims for the influence of Egyptian medicine on Greek medicine,
Egyptologists and Classicists have often belittled Mesopotamian medicine, as in this
quote of the French Egyptologist Gustave Lefebvre:

Greek medicine, we can see, knew well and used widely prognostic methods
and therapeutic recipes fashioned centuries earlier by Egyptian gynaecologists.
What is surprising is that peoples closer to Egypt in space and time did not
know these recipes. No trace of them can be found in Assyro-Babylonia. It
seems that physicians were there rarer than exorcists.257

Further, Lefebvre acknowledges that there are pregnancy prognoses in the
Akkadian Corpus of prognostic texts, in the handbook entitled ‘When the exorcist
(asipu) goes to the house o f the sick person',25* but argues that ‘they cannot stand
comparison with the Egyptian prognoses, sometimes so close to the modem mind and
which are always so colourful.’259
Fifty years have passed since Lefebvre wrote these comments, but things have
changed very little: ‘Greek medicine’ is still considered the pinnacle of ‘rationality’,
followed by ‘Egyptian medicine’ - and lowest of all - Mesopotamian medicine. For

255 Von Staden (1992c): 588.
256 Bardinet (1995): See also Jouanna (2004): 4.
257 Lefebvre (1956): 104.
258 This handbook was edited by Labat (1951). The pregnancy prognoses and prognoses related to
gynaecological ailments are found on tablets 35 and 36: Labat (1951): 201-217. See also Stol (2000):
193-203.
259 Lefebvre (1956): 105.
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instance, James Longrigg opens his Greek Rational Medicine with the following
words:

One of the most impressive contributions of the ancient Greeks to Western
culture was their invention of rational medicine. It was the Greeks who first
evolved rational systems o f medicine for the most part free from magical and
religious elements and based upon natural causes.260

When Dietlinde Goltz listed fifteen similarities between Greek and
Babylonian recipes, the classicist Georg Harig maintained that there is ‘qualitative
difference between Greek scientific medicine and Oriental pre-scientific medicine; a
difference which excludes almost any possibility for a direct borrowing.’ 261 And
Geoffrey Lloyd also argued that ‘Babylonian medicine was, to judge from the extant
remains, much more straightforwardly magical than Egyptian.’262
In this situation, one is not surprised why Egyptologists are so keen to show
that Egyptian medicine had rational elements long before the emergence of Greek
medicine, and that these rational elements had an influence on Greek medicine conflating two claims that should be kept separate.
However, if Longrigg’s definition of ‘rational medicine’ could maybe be
applied to a few treatises of the Hippocratic Corpus such as On

Ancient Medicine

and The Sacred Disease, it cannot be applied to the entirety of the Hippocratic
Corpus. A series of Hippocratic texts - and particularly the Hippocratic collections of
gynaecological recipes on which the debate on Egyptian influence has concentrated include many magical and religious aspects. Greek medicine need not be ‘irrational’
for having been influenced by Egyptian medicine, and Egyptian medicine need not be
‘rational’ for influencing Greek medicine. The debate on influence should stir away
from these considerations on ‘rationality’ which can only blind us to interesting
aspects of medical texts.
For instance, we have seen that Lefebvre denigrated the pregnancy prognoses
found in the manual of the Mesopotamian asipu (the exorcist). However, he did not

260 Longrigg (1993): 1.
261 See Goltz (1974): 240-242 and the criticism by Harig (1975): 656. See also Harig (1977). On the
other hand, the Assyriologist Stol (2004): 63 argues that almost none o f G oltz’s similarities ‘can stand
criticism’.
262 Lloyd (1982): 16 (reprinted in Lloyd [1991]: 295).
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know that birth-prognoses also occur in the medical texts reflecting the practices o f
another Mesopotamian actor: the asil, a term which can be translated as ‘physician'.26’
Another example o f practice shared by the three ‘cultures' is the action o f
placing pharmacological preparations outside during the night. The Egyptologist
Iranyois

Daumas, observing

that

the

indication to place a pharmacological

preparation outside during the night occurred in both Egyptian and Greek medicine,
concluded that: ‘This prescription, am ongst others, shows a closer dependence
between Greek and Egyptian m edicine than between Egyptian and Babylonian
medicine, for instance.'264 However, this indication occurs quite frequently in
Babylonian texts, and was interpreted by Erika Reiner as an indication to expose a
remedy to astral irradiation.26' Now, the astral dimension may not be present in Egypt
and Greece, but further study is necessary.
The question o f influences from

Mesopotamian medicine upon Greek

medicine is further com plicated by tw o factors. First, the ancient Greeks did not
praise Babylonian medicine as they did praise Egyptian medicine. Herodotus* account
o f how medicine was practiced in Babylonia is surprising and difficult to interpret:

Aeuxepoc 6 c aoynri 0 6 c a/Xoq a (pi vopoc Kaiearr|Ke- Touy Kapvovxac cc xqv
(iyopqv ciapopcouar 0 6 yap 6q xpccovxai iqxpoTai. flpoaiovxec cov Tipoc xov
KUfivovra aujiP ou/xuouat 7tept xfjc vouoou, ci xu; icai auxoc xoiouxov C7ta0c
ok oIov

dv cxil ^

*vd|ivcov r\ aXXov ctec 7ta06vxa- xauxa 7rpoaiovTec

m>p(kiu/xi)oi>ai xai 7tapaiveouai aaoa auioy Ttoiqoay e^C(puyc opoirjv vouaov
r\

oaaov

ctec

C K cpoyovT u.

liyfi 6e 7tapd;e>»0eiv xov xdpvovra ou a<pi c^eaxi,

Tipiv dv C7icipr|xai qvxivu vouaov c^ci.266

26 ’ See R einer (1982).
*M D aum as (1956): 174.
265 R einer (1995): 4 8 f f S ee also G o ltz (1974): 240.
266 H erodotus 1.197. T ran slatio n : T h eir second w isest custom is as follow s. They carry their sick
people to the m ark et-p lace, for they do not have physicians. Then, passers-by approach the sick and
advise him about his d isease if they have suffered them selves from som ething sim ilar to w hatever the
sick person is afflicted w ith, o r if they have seen som eone else suffering from it. A pproaching him,
th e\ advi£? him and re c o m m e n d him to do the things they have done them selves to escape a sim ilar
disease, or w hat thev have seen som eone else do to escape it. It is forbidden for them to pass by the
sick in silence, w ithout a sk in g him what sort o f disease he has.’
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Second, if ingredients from the Levant and from the Far East are used in the
Hippocratic Corpus, no ingredient seems to come from the lands in between these two
extremities o f the Asian continent. Thom as argues that:

If trade routes for ingredients m ight correspond at all to routes o f information,
recipes, medical techniques, then they would suggest that the doctors o f the
Corpus Hippocraticum, in all their variety, had their eyes turned elsewhere
than the Mesopotamian heartland o f the Near East.267

This, however, is too strong a statem ent since trading routes from Persia and
the Far East certainly passed though Mesopotamia. Mesopotamia might not have
contributed any ingredient o f its own, but it had a role to play in the transmission of
eastern ingredients to Greece.
The Assyriologist Mark G eller recently offered a new and original solution to
the problem o f influences. For him the striking similarities between Babylonian and
Greek medicine can be explained because Babylonia and Greece shared the same
system o f medicine for centuries:

There was only one m ajor system o f medicine in the oikumene o f the Near
East before Hippocrates, which later diverged into two quite different systems.
Babylonian m edicine represented an older classical tradition going back to the
second millennium, which continued through until the Parthian period without
much innovation. In Greek circles, however, the fifth century BC introduced
some important changes, which highlighted many new developments in Greek
medical thinking and w riting.26*

The main developm ent introduced in Greek medicine, according to Geller,
was dietetic treatment, no trace o f which can be found in Babylonia.264 Geller is
certainly correct in not draw ing clear boundaries between Greece and Mesopotamia in
the domain o f m edicine, and I believe no clear boundary existed between Greece and
Hgypt either: I have given exam ples o f common practices between the three cultures.

*6 T hom as (2004): 183.
26* ( i d l e r (1991): 73.
See also Stol (2004): 64.
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and more examples could certainly be found. The boundaries that have been drawn
between cultures in the field o f medicine often reflect the boundaries between modem
scholarly disciplines (Egyptology, Assyriology, and Classical Studies) and the lack o f
communication between scholars.
I would argue that, like goods, and like physicians, pharmacological
knowledge circulated in the ancient M editerranean world from at least the second
millennium BC. The notion o f ‘influences' is not helpful in understanding the links
between M esopotamia, Egypt, and Greece in the field o f pharmacology, because it
often presupposes that one o f these cultures is superior to the others. The notion o f
‘influence' implies a flux o f knowledge in one direction only, with one contributor
and one recipient. However, in practice, the flux o f pharmacological knowledge must
have gone in all possible directions, following commercial routes.
Exact parallel recipes are difficult to locate in our texts, because o f problems
o f ingredient identification, because slight regional (and maybe also local) variations
in medical practices occurred, but above all because only one portion o f medical
knowledge was transmitted through writing in the ancient world. The Egyptian
medical papyri, the Mesopotamian tablets, and the Hippocratic texts only represent a
minuscule proportion o f the transm ission o f medical knowledge in the ancient
Mediterranean. The most common way o f communicating medical theories and
therapies across civilizations was orally; not all pharmacological knowledge
transmitted in this manner was written dow n in the form o f recipes.
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Table One: The exotic ingredients o f the Hippocratic Corpus that are
not accompanied by geographical epithets
Greek name

Identification

Origin o f
the name

Amomom

A mom urn,
A mo mum
suhulatum Roxb.
Product o f the scent
glands o f the beaver
Galbanum, resin o f
Ferula
galbaniflua
Boiss. & Buhse

Oriental
language
Greek

25

Gynaecological

Semitic

17

Sweet flag, Avar us
calamus L.
Cardamon,
Elat taria
C ardomomum Maton
? Cassia, bark o f
( innamomum
cassia
Nees
? Cinnamon, bark o f
C innamomum
zeilanicum Nees
Safflower, ( arthamus
tine tori us L.
Gum
produced
by
Acacia nilotica Wild
Frankincense,
Boswellia sp.
Spikenard,
Sardostachys
Jatamansi D. Don
Pepper, Piper longum
L.
Sumach, Rhus coriaria
L.
Sagapenum, the gum
of
Ferula
persica
Willd.
Ginger-grass,
Cymbopogon
Schoenanthus Spreng.

Greek

20

Gynaecological
except for two
recipes;
Acut.Sp.
30
and 34
Mixed

Oriental
language
Semitic

5

Gynaecological

6

Gynaecological

Semitic

7

Gynaecological

Greek

4

Mixed

Egyptian

4

Mixed

Semitic

69

Mixed

Sanskrit
via
Semitic
Sanskrit

2

Gynaecological

17

Mixed

Greek

28

Mixed

1

Gynaecological

12

Gynaecological

Castoreum
Chalbane

Kalamos
Kardamomon
Kassia

Kinamomom

Knekos
Kommi
Fibanotos
Nardos

Peperi
Rhous
Sagapenon

Schoinos

Greek

Number of Hippocratic
occurences treatises
in
which
the
ingredient
appears2’0
1
Gynaecological

The treatises are referred to as “g y n aeco lo g ical'; “non-gynaecological’; and m ixed (i.e. a m ixture o f
both gynaecological and non-gynaecological treatises).
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Silphium
Smyrna
Stvrax
Terminthos/ter
minthinos
retine

A plant o f the Ferula 9
genus
Myrrh,
Commiphora Semitic
Myrrha Engl.
Styrax, the gum of Semitic
Storax officinalis L.
Terebinth resin, resin Greek
o f Pistacia t ere bint hus
L.

46

Mixed

150

Mixed

7

Gynaecological

7

Mixed

Table Two: The exotic ingredients o f the Hippocratic Corpus that are
accompanied by geographical epithets
Greek name

Literal
translation

Indikon peperi

Indian pepper

Aigyptios
Kyamos

Aigyptios
Balanos
Aigyptia
Akantha
Aigyptios
Krokos
Aigyption
Linon
Aigyptia
Stypteria
Aigyption
Nitron
Aigyption
myron
Aigyption
leukon myron
Aigyption
aleipha
Aigyption

Identification

Number
occurences

Long pepper. 2
Piper longum
L
Pink
lotus, 1
Egyptian bean
nelumbo
nucifera
Gaertn.
1
Egyptian acom Moringa
peregrina
Forskk.
Egyptian
Acacia nilotica 3
thorny plant
Wild.
1
Egyptian
SafTlower,
( arthamus
saffron
tine tori us L.
Egyptian linen Linen, Linum 1
spp.
of 13
Egyptian alum Sulphate
aluminium and
potassium.
Egyptian soda
Native sodium 8
carbonate,
Na2C 0 3
A
type
of 7
Egyptian
perfume
perfume
A
type
of 1
Aegyptian
white perfume perfume
Egyptian oil
A
type
of 3
scented oil
Egyptian white A
type
of 4

of

Hippocratic
treatises
in
which
the
ingredient
appears
Gynaecological

Gynaecological

Gynaecological

Gynaecological
Gynaecological

Nongynaecological
Mixed

Mixed

Gynaecological
Gynaecological
Gynaecological
Gynaecological
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leukon aleipha
Aigyption
claion

oil
Hgyptian oil

scented oil
A
type
scented oil

Aigyption
elaion leukon
To Aigyption

Hgyptian white
oil
The Egyptian

Aigyptios Hals
Thebaikos
Hals
Aithipikon
kyminon

Hgyptian salt
Theban salt

A
type
scented oil
A
type
perfume
NaCl
NaCl

Ethiopian
cumin

Aithipike rhize

Ethiopian root

Aithipikos
daukos
Libykon
phyllon
Massalotikos
seselis
Ciadeirikon
tarichon
Pontikon
karvon

Ethiopian
daukos
Libyan leave
Seselis
from
Massalia
Salt-fish from
Cadiz
Pontic nuts

of

4

Gynaecological

of

7

Gynaecological

of

1

Gynaecological

2
2
(parallel
recipes)
35

Gynaecological
Gynaecological

1

Gynaecological

2

Gynaecological

1

Gynaecological

1

Gynaecological

2

Nongynaeological
Gynaecological

Nigella.
Xigella sativa
L.
?
Salvia
Aethiopis L.
?
Bupleurum
fruticosum L.
The leave of
silphium
Scseli
tortuosum L.
A type o f saltfish
C aryl us
aveliana L.

1

Mixed
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Table Three: Greek products accompanied by geographical epithets in
the Hippocratic Corpus
Greek name

Literal
translation

Identification

Attikon meli

Attic honey

Chios oinos

Wine
Chios
Earth
Eretria
Cilician
hyssop

from

A
type
of
honev
A type o f w ine

from

A type o f earth

Eretrias ge
Kilikios
hyssopos
Knidios
kokkos
Koos oinos

Coan wine

Kretikos kissos

Cretan ivy

Kretikos
kedros
Kretikos
aigeiros
Kyprios hals
Kyprie spodos

Cretan kedros

Melia stypteria

Alum
Melos
Wine
Mende

Mendaion
oinon
Mendesion
Milesion eirion
Orchomenon
epipaston

Sarnie melaina
ge
Skuriai aiges

Cnidian grain

Hyssop,
Hyssopus
officinalis L.
Daphne
gnidium L.
A type o f w ine

Number
occurences

of Hippocratic
treatises
in
which
the
ingredient
appears
Gynaecological

1

Gynaecological

2 (in the same
recipe)
2

Nongynaecological
Mixed

26

Mixed

1

Nongynaecological
Gynaecological

1

from

? A species o f
ivy
(Helix
spp.)
Juniper,
Juniperus spp.
?
Zelcova
creiica Spach
A type o f salt
Ash resulting
from
the
smelting
of
copper
A type o f alum

from

A type o f wine

4

Nongynaecological

Milesian wool
Powder from
Orchomenos

A type o f wool
The
powder
made from the
plants growing
around
Lake
Copais
A types o f
earth
A type o f goat

1
1

Gynaecological
Nongynaecological

1

Gynaecological

1

Gynaecological

Cretan poplar
Cypriot salt
Cypriot ash

Black
earth
from Samos
Goats
from

2
(parallel
recipes)
2
(parallel
recipes)
2
7

Gynaecological

4

Mixed

Gynaecological
Gynaecological
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Thasios oinos
Thasion
karvon
Xakynthie
asphaltos

Scyros
Thasian wine

A type o f wine

1

Thasian nut

A type o f nut

1

Bitumen from
Zakynthos

A
type
bitumen

of

1

Nongyanecological
Nongynaecological
Gynaecological
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6

Reading, studying and using the Hippocratic catalogues of
recipes

6.1 Introduction
This chapter attempts to determine how and by whom the Hippocratic collections of
recipes were read, studied and used. Studies o f reading in antiquity are relatively few, in
great part because scholars often treat literacy as a ‘monolithic’ skill. However, writing
and reading - the two constitutive skills o f literacy - are distinct: to be able to read does
not necessarily imply an ability to w rite.1 Existing studies on ancient reading have
concentrated on whether the ancients were able or not to read silently.2 They have
maintained that the fact that ancient texts were written in scriptio continue that is,
without word division, led to the practice o f reading aloud. William A. Johnson (2000)
has however argued that the important question is not whether ancient readers were able
to read silently, but in which socio-cultural context ancient readers chose to read silently
or aloud. In his study, Johnson gave a new definition of reading that I have borrowed:

I prefer to look at reading as not an act, nor even a process, but as a highly
complex sociocultural system that involves a great many considerations beyond
the decoding by the reader o f the words o f a text. Critical is the observation that
reading is not simply the cognitive process by the individual of the ‘technology’
o f writing, but rather the negotiated construction o f meaning within a particular
sociocultural context. 3

Following this definition, I will ask how ancient readers made sense of the endless lists o f
recipes found in the Hippocratic treatises and in which context they read them.
Johnson is correct in pointing out that reading is not simply the decoding of the
‘technology o f writing'; the format in which a text is written does not determine

1 Thom as (1992). 9.
; See for instance, Balog (1927); B um yeat (1997); G avrilov (1997); Knox (1968); Svenbro (1988); (1999).
For the M iddle Ages, see Saenger (1997).
' Johnson (2000): 603
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inexorably the way in which it will be read - for instance a text in scriptio continua does
not necessarily lead to reading aloud. However, it is important to understand this
technology, since it is also the product o f a particular socio-cultural context and may
therefore interact with the creation o f meaning that reading is. Consequently, I first
consider the format o f the catalogues o f recipes; how they were presented materially in
antiquity and how this may give us information on the context in which the written
recipes were read and used. 1 pay particular attention to the total absence o f retrieval tools
for the recipes.
1 then attempt to portray the reader o f the recipes. By examining which type of
information is included - or not - in the recipes, I assess the therapeutic baggage
expected from these readers before approaching the recipes. I suggest that one did not
necessarily need to be literate to benefit from ‘reading’ the recipes: these were sometimes
read out loud to audiences. I also argue that, although knowledge o f materia medica and
how to accommodate ingredients was necessary to understand the recipes, the reader did
not need to be skilled in all aspects o f drug preparation: he/she could delegate some tasks
to an assistant or to the patient himself/herself.
In the final part o f this chapter, I examine the possible tasks which the reader
might have delegated to his assistants or patients by studying the feminine participles
used in the gynaecological treatises.

6.2 The material presentation o f recipe collections in antiquity and the
Middle Ages
The first complete copies o f the Hippocratic treatises including recipes are preserved in
medieval manuscripts, the most ancient o f which are dated from the late tenth or eleventh
centuries AD.4 These manuscripts are written on parchment and presented in the form of
the codex - a format similar to our modem books. In addition to these medieval
manuscripts, we also have important fragments of the gynaecological treatises
Superfoetation and Diseases o f Women I and II preserved from a papyrus codex (P.

4 See C hapter O ne, Section O ne for an introduction to these manuscripts.
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Antinoopolis 184, sixth century’ AD).5 The codex-format was invented in the first century
ot our era; we cannot therefore reconstruct the experience of reading in classical Greece
from these late-antique and medieval books.
In classical antiquity, literary texts were usually preserved on rolls of papyrus, but
other material supports for writing were available: sheets of leather (8up0epai), sheets of
papyrus (xaprat) and wooden tablets (SeXxoi), which could be bound together into a
notebook.6 Volker Langholf suggested that these other supports were used by early
medical writers:
The construct is that at an early stage o f their genesis c. 400 BC a number of
Hippocratic treatises were written down, partly or entirely, on leather pieces or
papyrus sheets (little scrolls?) or rather wooden tablets in disconnected
instalments, the instalments being equivalent in length to about 100 (or 200) epic
verses or Normal Lines... The uniform format of the pieces made it easy to store
them in archives. For ‘publication’, the instalments were filed one after the other.7

Galen describes a process similar to Langholfs construct when relating how the
Epidemics were ‘published*:

Ta yap ev SupOcpaiq q x^PTais *1 ScXtoi^ ucp* 'taoKpaiotx; ycypappcva
cruiou QcaaaXov aOpoioavra tpaai xauri id 5uo PtpXia auvOeivai,
xat

to c k to v ,

evtoi 6 t

K at

to

to

tov

uiov

xe Seuxepov

lexaprov (paai.8

s On this papyrus, see H anson (1970).
0 On tablets in G raeco-Rom an antiquity, see C'auderlier (1992).
L angholf (2004): 271.
* Galen, Comm.EpidW , 2.15 (W enkebach and PfafT 76.1-4; K17a.922.5-9). Translation: ‘They say that
Thessalus, the son o f H ippocrates, gathering what his father had written on leather sheets, or papyrus sheets
or tablets, com posed tw o books: the second book < o f the Epidemics> and the sixth; others say the fourth
too.' See also Galen, Comm.Epid. VI, 5.5.5 (W enkebach and PfafT272.7-9; K17b249.8-11). A sim ilar story
is narrated by Diogenes Laertius concerning the ‘publication’ o f Plato’s Laws. See Diogenes Laertius, Vitae
Philosopharum 3.37: "Exnot re <pao\v o n OiXuntoq o O trouvno; ro u ; N opou; airrou p£Teypav|/ev ovrac; ev
x-qpd). Translation: .And som e say that Philippos o f Opus transcribed his <sc. Plato’s> Laws that were
' w ritten> on waxen < tab lets^ .’ See Cavallo (1992): 98. Again Diogenes Laertius might be reflecting
practices o f his day upon the past.
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Unfortunately, Galen does not identify his sources here, and it is impossible to determine
how far back the history' o f the ‘publication’ o f the Epidemics reaches. Elsewhere, Galen
tells us that, in his time, recipes could be inscribed on leather sheets: foOio
o u tu )

ycypappcvov eupe K>jau6iavo<; o exatpo*; r)|iwv z k

7 u u k t i6 i

to

cpappaicov

6i(p0epq.v

There are no preserved examples o f leather sheets or wooden tablets bearing
medical texts. On the other hand, small scrolls of papyrus and ostraca bearing recipes
from Hellenistic and imperial Egypt have survived. One of these papyri, Papyrus Rylands
531 (end o f the third century BC or beginning o f the second century BC) - a collection of
recipes similar to some recipes recorded in the Hippocratic gynaecological treatises - is
o f especial importance for reconstructing the experience o f reading recipes in antiquity.10
The experiences o f reading in these different formats - the scroll, the ostracon and
the codex - share common characteristics: in all cases, the text is written in scriptio
continua, and there are no retrieval tools (such as indices, etc.) to help the reader finding
the recipes. On the other hand, these different formats may have led to slightly different
experiences, inasmuch as they lead to different ways o f handling a document.

In antiquity and the Middle Ages, texts were written in scriptio continua, that is,
without word division. Moreover, in antiquity, signs marking the end o f a sentence and
the beginning o f another were not used systematically. In the case o f collectionyof
recipes, however, it was crucial to clearly indicate where one recipe ended and another
started. For this purpose, the ancients combined two different systems: verbal separators
and visual separators.11
In Chapter Two, we have seen that the ‘application/administration verb’,
grammatically the main verb o f the recipe, is usually situated either at the end or at the
beginning o f a recipe (and sometimes both), providing a convenient way to find the limits
o f a recipe. In a series o f recipes, the first recipe is often introduced by a conditional
formula o f the type ‘if this disease arises, do the following', and the second and following
recipes are separated by verbal indicators (q, a>Ao, ctepov, etc.).

' G alen, Comp.Sted.sec.Loc. 1.1 (K 12.423.13-14). Translation: O ur fellow Claudianus found this remedy
written in such a way on a sheet o f leather.' See Nlarganne (2004): 90.
‘ On this collection o f recipes, see also C hapter Three.
1: See Hanson (1997): 302.
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In addition to these verbal separators, visual separators could be used to signal the
beginning o f a new recipe. These separators include the paragraphos (a horizontal line
inserted between two lines o f writing), the ekthesis (extension into the left-hand margin),
the eisthesis (indentation) and blank spaces.12 The use of these visual separators can be
observed on the early P.Rylands 531. On this papyrus, there is no punctuation; but the
recipes are separated by paragraphoi and a small blank space is sometimes left to signal
the beginning o f a new sentence. Moreover, the first word of each recipe extends into the
margin (ekthesis).13 On P.Antinoopolis 184, a space at the end of the first line o f fragment
1 (a), declared ‘difficult to account for’ by the editors,14 is used to mark the transition
between the first and second recipes o f our chapter 33 of Superfoetation. It is difficult,
however, to know whether these visual separators were present on collections o f recipes
ante-dating the Hellenistic period.
With regard to the earliest medieval manuscripts containing the gynaecological
treatises. Manuscript V (MS Vaticanus Graecus 276, twelfth century) has very few visual
aids for the readers. It is a very large manuscript, in an excellent state of preservation,
which was most probably not designed for daily use by medicinal practitioners.15 On the
other hand. Manuscript M (MS Venetus Marcianus Graecus 276, end of tenth or
beginning o f the eleventh century) occasionally makes use of ekthesis of one or two
letters in order to mark a change o f subject, and has numbered chapters for some o f the
gynaecological treatises.16 The gynaecological sections of Manuscript Theta (MS
Vindobonensis Medicus Graecus 4, end o f the tenth century) contain numerous marginal
notes, which usually signal a change o f topic or the beginning of a new therapy or
recipe.17 Although M and Theta both employ visual markers, they do so in different
ways, suggesting that they organised their material independently, as pointed out by Ann
I:. Hanson:

i: See T urner (1987): 8 for a definition o f these terms.
13 See Roberts (1983): 165-166.
14 Bam s and Zilliacus (1967): 138.
15 See lrigoin (1999): 270.
16 See Hanson (1971): 66.
r Visual m arkers are only used in the gy naecological sections o f MS Theta.
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The common ancestor o f ThetaMV probably did not carry extensive section
divisions; rather, it was probably more like V, and both the Theta-branch and the
M-branch would independently and separately have received the kind o f editing
which produced the division into subject units signalled in the margins.18

Despite the presence o f these verbal and visual separators, quickly finding a particular
recipe in these medieval manuscripts must have been a difficult task; none of the treatises
they contain features retrieval tools, such as content tables or indices, which would have
allowed the reader to quickly find a section or series of recipes.19
Indices were not invented before the end o f the twelfth century and their absence
should therefore not surprise us.* On the other hand, the table of contents was invented
in antiquity, although it was rarely used: Pliny’ Natural History and Aulus Gellius’ Attic
Nights are introduced by tables o f contents;21 and the table of contents to Scribonius
Largus' Compositions, found in MS Toletanus Capit. 98.12 (sixteenth century), seems to
go back to antiquity. The table o f contents became a common feature of medieval
receptaria, whilst early modem recipe books often include tables of information and
indices, as noted by Andrew Wear:

The prominence given to indexes and tables of information in some early modem
medical books makes it clear that they were deliberately designed as tools for the
extraction o f data from what could be a confusing mass o f material and were
considered important parts ot a book.**

Indices and tables could guide the reader through the recipe-book, helping him/her
selecting the passage he/she needed to read. By contrast, with their total lack of retrieval

18 Hanson (1971): 66.
^ Both MS V and MS M are introduced by a general table o f contents listing Hippocratic treatises (see
edition in Heiberg ( 1927): 1-3). In the case o f MS V, the table o f contents only partially reflects the content
o f the manuscript: not all treatises listed in the table are found in the manuscript, and inversely, not all
treatises copied in the m anuscript are listed in the table.
20 See Blair (2000); Rouse and Rouse (1982); Wellish (1978).
:i P liny's table o f contents occupies all o f Book One o f the Natural History•; Aulus G ellius’ table o f
contents tills 13 pages o f the Loeb edition. See Small (1997): 16-18.
" W ear (2000): 82.
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tools, the Hippocratic treatises in general, and their collections of recipes in particular, do
not seem to be ‘user-friendly V 3 The structure of a treatise could, however, facilitate the
task o f finding particular passages. Recipes and medical descriptions within a treatise
could be organised a capite a d calcem, as is the case in Diseases II. When this order
could not be followed, as in the case o f gynaecological treatises, a chronological
organisation (from conception to birth) could be chosen, as in the case of Diseases o f
Women 1. Recipe collections at the end o f a treatise could be organised by efficacy or
types o f medications. However, these structures are rarely followed systematically,
sections being inserted ‘at the wrong place'; and in the case of a treatise such as Nature o f
Women it is almost impossible to discern any structure at all. Overall, a reader had to be
familiar with a treatise in its entirety before being able to find a particular description o f
disease or recipe. In other words, it was necessary to read the whole treatise, or the whole
recipe book, before being able to use it.
Finding a particular passage or recipe must have been particularly difficult when
medical treatises took the format o f a scroll, a format which makes the action of browsing
almost impossible. Indeed, it is impossible with a roll to ‘flick through the pages’.24 One
o f the main advantages o f the codex, by contrast, is that it allows non-linear access to the
material.25 It may not be an accident that the earliest examples of preserved codices, if we
exclude Christian works, are grammar and medicine handbooks.26
Considering all these difficulties, it is safe to assume that ancient catalogues of
recipes could not be consulted rapidly for reference when difficult clinical situations
arose.27 The reading o f a recipe book in antiquity must have been closer to what we
would call ‘studying’ than it was to what we call ‘reading’.28 Readers went slowly
through the text, attempting to memorize as much as they could.
Before examining what format this learning took, it is necessary to draw a profile
of the readers o f the Hippocratic collections o f recipes. In order to do so, I will turn away

To use the expression o f Small (1997): 61 who is the first scholar to have devoted an extended study to
data-retrieval in antiquity.
~4 See M arganne (2004): 25.
See O ’Donnell (1998): 54.
On these codices, see E asterling (1985): 18; Gamble (1995): 65.
‘ See Dean-Jones (2003): 113.
' 8 See L angholf (2004): 2 3 1.
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from the material presentation o f medical treatises in antiquity, and examine in more
detail the information contained in the recipes.

6.3 The audience o f the Hippocratic recipes
In recent years, scholars have paid increasing attention to the audience of the Hippocratic
treatises. This approach, as pointed out by Philip van der Eijk, does not go without
problems because in most cases we know very little about these audiences.29 The
compilers o f the Hippocratic texts usually do not specify for which public they write, and
if they do so, like the author o f Affections, their claims are difficult to interpret:

Av6pa xptf oaru; ecrri auvexoq, Xoyiad|i£vov o n xoiaiv avGpawcoiai 7cXeicnou
a^iov eariv f| uyiciq, £7naxaa0ai and xfjq ecouxou yvcopqq ev xfjai vouaoiaiv

axpc/ixaOar emaxaaOai 6c xa vno xcov iqxpcov xa'i X^ydpcva Kai Tipoatpcpopcva
Tipoc x6 ad)pa eauxou Kai biayivcocnceiv emaxaaOai 6e xouxcov cxaaxa zq oaov
cikoc i6icoxr|v... Act 8z npbq xaOxa xov i6icoxr|v ejriaxaoOai o a a eixoq i6icoxr). "Oaa

6c xoi)^ ycipoxcyvac eixoq C7riaxaa0ai xai Ttpoatpepeiv Kai 6iaxeipi^eiv, 7cepi 6e
xouxcov icai xdiv /xyopcv'cov Kai xcov Tioioupcvcov olov x’ eivai xov i6id>xqv yvcdpq
xivi aupPd>Jxa0ai. 'H 6q ouv O7c60ev xouxcov exaaxa 6ei xov I6ic6xr|v C7ciaxaa0ai

cycb cppaaco.30

From this passage alone, it is difficult to determine whom the author of Affections
classifies as idiotai, what their social position is, their level of education, etc.31

^ Sec van der Kijk (1997): 86.
w Aff. 1 (Potter 6.1-7 and 7.1-8; L6.210.1-6 and 16-21). Translation: ‘Any man who is wise must, whilst
considering that health is m ost important for human beings, gain from his personal judgem ent the
knowledge necessary to help h im self in diseases, and to understand and judge what physicians say and
what they prescribe for his body, and to understand each o f these things to a degree reasonable for a
laym an... The laym an m ust understand as much about these things as is reasonable for a layman; and what
is fitting for the experts to understand, adm inister and manage, about these things, which are either said or
done, the layman <m ust> be able to make a contribution with his own judgem ent. Now thus, from the point
whence the layman m ust understand each o f these things, I shall tell them .’
31 The author o f Affections also m entions the idiotai at chapter 33, where he concludes his section on
diseases (Potter 56.3; L6.244.10); at chapter 45, in relation to drugs (Potter 68.18; L6.254.12; see Chapter
Four, Section Three for m ore details on this text) and at chapter 52, where the word seems to mean simply
‘person in good health ’ (Potter 80.10; 1-6.262.17).
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An indirect way to approach the problem of the intended audiences of the
Hippocratic treatises would be to examine what kind of information their compilers
needed to make explicit and which information they never spelled out. In the case of the
recipes, this examination may give us an indication as to what kind of therapeutic
baggage their readers were expected to possess.
One striking aspect o f the Hippocratic recipes is the endless repetition of simple
rules of procedure.3- This is in sharp contrast with many Galenic and medieval recipes
where these rules o f procedure (the skeuasia) are missing.33 This contrast may lead to the
conclusion that the Hippocratic recipes could be approached by ‘anyone’, whereas later
recipes were intended for specialists. However, this conclusion would be hasty, as an
examination o f the instruments, quantities and other information mentioned - or omitted
- in the Hippocratic recipes will make clear.

6.3.1 Utensils used in the preparation and application o f drugs
If actions such as pounding, roasting, boiling are endlessly repeated in the recipes, the
utensils needed for these actions are rarely mentioned. For instance, the mortar and
pestle,34 the sieve,35 the strainer36 and the pan37 are cited only on rare occasions.38 These

See C hapter Two. Section Four.
Fabricius (1972): 29.
Three different words are used for the m ortar in the Hippocratic Corpus: oXpov tnt. 51 (Potter 244.21;
1.7.294.14); Nat Mul 109 (T rapp 126.14.16; L7.424.14.16); Mul. 1.53 (L8.112.9); 1.107 (L8.230.8). iy5n:
Nat Mul 88 (1.7.408.11 but not in Trapp); Mul. 1.103 (L8.224.22). ©ueuv Int. 48 (Potter 234.19;
1.7.286.20); 51 (Potter 246.8; 1.7.296.2); Mul. 1.44 (L8.104.2); 1.107 (L8.230.8). ©oeui XiOivti: Mul. 2.185
(1.8.366.9); 2.188 (1.8.368.19). The pestle is never mentioned in the Hippocratic Corpus. On mortars and
pestles in antiquity, see A m ouretti (1986): 135-137; M oritz (1958): 22-28; Sparkes (1962): 125-126.
' kprjoepn: Mul 1.118 (1.8.256.13); Steril. 222 (L 8.430.I).
v ,'H 0n6y Ulc 12 (D um inil 59.23; 1.6.412.3)
r XutpiSiov or xvOptSiov: Ulc. 17 (D um inil 65.20,24; L6.420.17,20); 21 (Duminil 67.19; L6.424.16); Int.
26 (Potter 164.4; 1.7.236.7); 27 (P otter 168.5; L7.238.16); Nat.Mul. 53 (Trapp 111.20; L7.394.20); Mul.
1.51 (1.8.110.8). xuxpi^: Morb. 2.26 (Jouanna 160.7; L7.42.1); Int. 6 (Potter 90.20; L7.180.21); 51 (Potter
246.1; 1.7.294.21); 52 (P o tter 250.17; L7.298.20). Xutpivxx;: Mul. 2.133 (eight mentions: 1.8.284.9,15,16;
286.1,9; 288.3,4; 284.13). X urpr|: Ulc. 12 (Duminil 60.5; L6.412.8); Morb. 2.56 (Jouanna 195.19;
L7.88.9); Morb. 3.17 (3 m entions: Potter 96.23; 98.21 [twice]; L7.156.12; 158.21; 160.1); Nat.Mul. 47
(Trapp 110.6; L7.392.6); 64 (T rap p 114.13; L7.400.13); 109 (Trapp 126.15; L7.424.15); Mul. 1.98
(L 8.224.9); 1.107 (L 8.230.9); 2.140 (L 8 .314.6). XaXxoq: Ulc. 12 (Duminil 59.23; 60.3; L6.412.3,6); 17
(Duminil 65.15; L 6.420.I2); Mul. 1.92 (L8.222.10); 1.104 (L8.226.10,22). XaXiceiov: Haem. 3 (Joly 148.2;
L6.438.22,24); Mul. 1.92 (L 8.222.10); 1.102 (L8.224.11,20); 1.105 (L8.228.14). On vessels in the
Hippocratic Corpus, see V illard and Blonde (1991); (1992); Villard (1992).
18 See Villard (1992): 77-78.
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instruments were common kitchen-utensils with which most people in antiquity would
have been familiar, and it was therefore not necessary to specify their use in the recipes.3^
The cooking pan is most often mentioned in the case of the gynaecological
fumigations and fomentations, two procedures which are described in details on several
occasions in the Hippocratic Corpus. These descriptions include a wealth of information
on the instruments used, as in the following example:

riupiqv TtpcoTov xa<; ixrrcpa<; a>6e‘ ^urpivov XaPovxa ooov 660

£KX£a<;

x^pcovra,

Kavciov cjnGeivai Kai ^uvaprftaai, okox; 7iapa7tve6acxai pq6cv £7tcixa 5 ’ eKKoyai
xou kovciou xov jru0 p£va, Kai Tioiqoai o7iqv eq 5 £ xqv

07cqv

evGeivai KaXapov,

pqKO< ooov jcrixuatov cvqppoaGai 6c xpq xov KaXapov xcp Kaveup KaXdx;, okox;
pq napanveuacxai pq6apox;‘ otcoxav 6c xauxa oKCudcrqi;, emQeq xo Kavciov cm
xov x^xpivov, 7icpuiXaoa<; 7rqXcp' oxav 6c xauxa 7ioirjcrqq, (3o 0 pov opu^ov, ooov
66o Jto6d)v pa 0 oc, prjKcx; 6c ooov x^peeiv T° v x^xpivov C7teixa xpq eyxaiciv
£uXou;, cox; xov poGpov 6ia7tupov 7ioiqoq<;' oxav 5 c 6idjrupo<; ycvqxai, eqe.7s.iv xpq
xa ^uXa xai xwv avOpaKcov oi 6q a6poxaxoi coovxai Kai 6idm)poi, xqv 6c O7to6 iqv
Kai xqv papiXqv ev xcp poOpco KaxaXuiciv OKOxav 6c o yuxpivcx; £caq Kai q axp'u;
C7iavq, qv pev q Xiqv Gcppq q 7tvoiq, emoxeiv, ci 6c pq, KaGi^eoGai cm xo aKpov
xou KaXapou, Kai evGcoGai e<; x6v oxopaxov, CTteixa 7n>piqaar qv 6e yuxqxai,
avGpaKcu; 6iajrupou<; TiapapdXXciv, cpuXaaaopcvoc iva pq o^eqv jcoiqoqq xqv
7rupiqv qv 6c 7iapaPaXXop£vcov xcbv avGpaKcov o^eiq ycvqxai q nupiq paXXov xou
6covxtx;, acpaipcciv xa>v avOpaKcov xqv 6c 7cup(qv xpq KaxaoKeua^eiv ev eu6iq xe
Kai vqvcpiq, ox; pq ij/uxciv, dptpiKCKaXucpGai 6c XP1! apcpicopaoiv, eq 6e xov
Xuxpivov xpq paXXciv OKOpo6a xd)v aucov, Kai u6cop emxcai, cSoxc 6uo 6okxuXou<;
U7icpiaxciv, Kai KaxaPpe^ai ax; apiaxa, crcixcai 6e Kai cpcoKqq eXaiov Kai ouxco
Geppaiveiv, jrupirjv 6c xpq nouXuv xpovov.40

1<5 On kitchen utensils in antiquity, see Dalby (2003): 100-102 (s.v. cooking utensils); Sparkes (1962);
(1965).
40 Mul. 2.133 (L8.284.9-286.12). Translation: ‘First, foment the womb in this way: take an earthen pot
(ichytrinon) o f a capacity o f two sixths <sc. o f a kotyle> and place a lid on it, fixed to it so that no vapour
can escape round it. Then, cut through the depth o f the lid, and make a hole. Through this hole, place a reed
( k i l l a m o n ), a cubit long; you must install the reed well into the lid, so that no vapour at all can escape round
it. When you have prepared these, place the lid on the pot, plastering over it with clay. When you have
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Although this description is very detailed, it is by no means - as vividly expressed by
Helen King - ‘a “painting by number” format in which the iatros has his book beside him
as he works’;41 the order in which the instructions are given in the text does not
correspond to the order in which the activities should be carried out. In addition, there are
no indications of where the fumigation should be administered, although the mention of
the hole in the ground suggests the wom an’s own garden or courtyard.42 Furthermore, no
mention is made o f who should dig the hole: the medical practitioner, one o f his
assistants, one o f the woman’s slaves, etc.?
Although advice is given in order to make the experience as comfortable as
possible for the patient, this particular fumigation would have been very unpleasant and
tiring for the woman squatting for a long time over a steaming pot. Other descriptions of
fumigations depict a slightly more sophisticated - and slightly more comfortable apparatus involving a seat, as in the following example:

M era

S t Tcupirjaai 7ci>piT)xqpiov K axaoK Euaacu; t o

ek

rfj<; aucur|<;* o x a v St

7CE7toif)pEvov rj, ty yta q tq e x iv o v G a X a o a a v , icai Tcpaaa EgpaX aw , E7n0eivai xov
cruXov rfjc oucuq*;, icai 7t£piaX£U|/ai 7rr|Axp ax; (kA.rioxco, oicax; pr) 5ia7tv£r|- e ix a S ia
a x o iv o x o v o u 6 u p p o u xd>v xEXpaycovcov S idyeiv xov auX ov, okox; ujiEpE^si 5 u o
6 c u c t u Xo
te

u

;

xoO x o v o u • e i t o uTroxatEiv av G p a^u teat xaq KaBtSpaq (puX aaoEiv, OTav

xa0{C r|xai xa'i o x o x a v dvioTT|Tai, oxoaq p f| KaxaKauOrj, aXXd xaOi^Eiv

eti

done this, dig a hole <in the ground>, two feet deep and large enough to accommodate the pot. Then it is
necessary to heat <the hole> with wood, until when you have made the hole very hot. When it has become
very hot, it is necessary to remove the wood and those o f the charcoals which are the biggest and hottest,
but leave the ashes and embers in the hole. When the pot is boiling and the vapour comes out, if the steam
is too hot, wait; if not, sit <the woman> on the extremity o f the reed, and introduce it into the mouth < o f the
womb>. Then foment. If it becomes cold, add hot coals, taking care that it does not become too sharp. If,
after having added the coals, the fomentation becomes sharper than it should, remove the coals. It is
necessary to prepare the fomentation in good weather, without wind, lest she gets cold; it is necessary to
cover her with clothes. In the pot it is necessary to put dry garlic, and to pour water so that it raises two
fingers above <the garlic>; soak well and also pour seal oil. Heat in that manner; it is necessary for the
fomentation to last a long time.'
41 King (1998): 219.
42 See Gourevitch (1999): 12; Rousselle (1980): 1097.
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yi>XpoO eovroq toO ixupir|Tr|p{oi) Kai aviaxaaOai ecoq av KaxavjruxOf|vai xov avXov
cm Sc xfj Tuupir) xf|v 5iaxpiPr|v o n 7iXcTcrrov Tfjq ripepqq.43

An inhalation prescribed at Diseases 2.26 makes use of the same material as the
gynaecological fumigations and fomentations and is described in similar terms, down to
the recommendations not to hurt the patient:

~Ejc€itci TTUpiav a u x o v o ^ e i icai Xixpco K ai opiyavco Kai K ap S a p o u <T7ccppan, x p u y ac
X cia, K c p a o a c t o o tp q io o x o o v u 8 a n , K ai

aXswpa oXiyov em axa^cu;, S ie iv a i xouxco-

ejreix a iq x o rp iS a eyx^cu;, em O cu; e m ftrip a , Kai Kaxacnce 7id o a q , xpi) 7rq aac; xo
£ 7n 0 r |p a , K aX apov evO eivai k o lX o v ETteixa emGe'u; 87i ’ a v 0 paKa<;, a v a ^ e o a u Kai
C7ri)v 81a t o o

K aX apou

rj a x p ic

(p u X a a a o p c v o c p f| K axaK aixir] xf|v

\r\, TccpixaoKtov eXKsrco eaco xf|v a x p id a ,

(papuyya.44

These long descriptions may indicate, as suggested by Laurence Villard, a lack of
familiarity on the part o f the readers with the techniques o f fumigation and fomentation;45
the material involved in the preparation and application o f other forms of medication is
described in much less detail. Drinking-vessels are mentioned only on rare occasions.46
Recipes for pessaries or vaginal applications often specify whether to apply the

Steril. 230 (1.8.438.17-440.1). Translation: ‘After this foment, having prepared the fomentation apparatus
which involves the bottle-gourd. When this has been done, pour sea-water into ajar (echinus), add leeks,
place the pipe o f the bottle-gourd and smear it all over with clay as well as possible, so that it does not let
vapour out. I3ien pass the tube through a square seat made o f rushes, so that it raises two fingers above the
cords. Then heat w ith coals, keeping a close eye on the chair, so that <the woman > is not burnt either when
she sits down or when she gets up, but let her sit down when the apparatus is still cold and let her not get up
until the tube has cooled down. Let her spend most o f the day on the fomentation.’
44 Morb. 2.26 (Jouanna 160.4-12; L 7.40.19-42.5). Translation: ‘Then foment him <sc. the patient> with
vinegar, origano, seed o f cress; crush these well, mix the vinegar with an equal amount o f water, add a few
drops o f perfume and soak <the dry ingredients> with this. Then pour in a pot, place a lid, cover entirely,
pierce through the lid and place a hollow reed through it. Then place it on coals and bring it to the boil;
when the vapour goes through the reed, let him open his mouth and inhale the vapour, taking care not to
bum his throat.’
45 Villard (1992): 78.
46 Bop0uXiov (PopPuXiou o u k eupixrropou): M orb. 3.16 (Potter 90.30; L 7 .148.ll). 'Ayyoq: Mul. 2.211
(L8.406.14). KuXi4: Int.Aff. 12 (Potter 108.26; 110.22; 112.14; L7194.19; 196.10,22); 20 (Potter 136.20,23;
L7.216.8,10); 32 (Potter 182.21; L7.250.3); 41 (Potter 208.11 [twice]; L7.268.6 [twice]); Nat.Mul. 63
(Trapp 114.9; L7.400.9); Mul. 1.78 (L 8.196.15); icuXu^ S u c o t u Xon;: Int.Aff. 12 (Potter 114.15; L 7.198.20); 27
(Potter 168.12; L7.238.21); kuXis rpucoruXov Int.Aff. 3 (Potter 84.23; L7.176.19);
lerpaicoTuXov
Int .Aff 24 (Potter 152.21; L7.228.9); 28 (Potter 172.10; L7.242.6).
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medication in a cloth, in wool or hare-hair, on a feather, on meat and the use of a thread is
sometimes mentioned,47 but these descriptions usually do not exceed two lines. For
instance. Diseases o f Women 1.84 - a long list o f pessaries - gives this general advice on
how to make pessaries: "Ooai 6e pdXavov npooriOevraL, egnx^avra xpq to 7rrepov e<; if|v
paXavov, £7t£ixa paKa; 7i£pi0eivai Xctctov ev eipico, pdyaaa eg aXeupa Aiyu7m ov
^pocrriBcoOat.4*

Descriptions o f vaginal applications are longer only when they depart from this
general advice, as in the following example:

Kai r\v eXKcoOfj Kai (pXuicraivai axnv ev ifj KaOapaei, r\v pev aKpa ia xeiXea
eXKtoOfj, awr|aiov Kai xnveiov cXaiov ev poSivco eXmcp xpiyaq, eg eipiov eveXQ;a<;,
aapK a

fk>o»;

Xapcav

7 ta x u T £ p r |v

tou peyaXou SaicruXou tou noSog, pfjKcx; Se

baicruXxuv, xpi^ac; tco cpappaKco, 7iepie>.ft;a<; tco eipico, to cpappaKOv dvacmayyiaou;.
To eaxaxov xfjv; aapKO<; o peXXei e^co eivai, Xivcp Sqaac;, ev0e<; to vpiXov rrj^
oapK ex;

eg pi^xpa^, ou av £Xko<; rj.49

The instrument used to infuse liquids into the womb - the enema - is rarely mentioned in
the gynaecological treatises;50 and the long description of an enema at Barren Women
222 is unique:

T outco kXu^civ, KXucrrfjpa e7nxq6eiov 7toiqaapevo<;

to pev dxpov tou KXoorfjpot;

>xiov earco, oiov 7iep pqXqq, apyupeov Kai 7iap’ auto T£Tpu7tqa0co tou KXixxrqpoq

Etjpiov, wool: see for instance Nat.Mul. 109 (Trapp 128.7; L7.428.7); Xi'vov, linen thread: see for instance
Mul. 1.75 (L8.168.10); cv XaYtorjoi Opi^k in hare hair: see for instance Nat.Mul. 97 (Trapp 121.7;
L7.414.7); poppa, thread: see for instance Mul. 20 (L 8.60.1); dOoviov, linen cloth: see for instance Mul. 75
(L8.I64.19); mepov, feather: see for instance Mul. 1.37 (L8.90.13); paico*;, cloth: see for instance Steril.
221 (L8.428.3).
48 Mul. 1.84 (L8.208.4-6). Translation: 'Every time one applies a pessary, it is necessary to stick a feather in
the pessary, then to wrap it with a fine cloth and wool; dipping it in Egyptian ointment, let it be applied.’
4* Nat.Mul. 108 (Trapp 125.16-22; L 7.422.16-22). Translation: 'If <the vagina?> is ulcerated and blistered
during a purgation, or if the outer lips are blistered: aniseed, and goose oil; crush in rose oil and wrap in
wool. Take a piece o f beef, larger than the big toe and six fingers in length, smear it with the drug, wrap it
with w ool, soaking up the drug. Tie with a linen thread the extremity o f the meat which has to be outside
and insert the part o f the meat that does not have the linen thread round it into the womb, where the
ulceration is situated.’
50 KXixmp: Mul. 1.66 (L 8 .1 3 8 .ll); 2.179 (L8.362.10); 2.197 (L8.380.21 and 382.2); Steril. 222
(L8.430.2,3,4,6,7,20).
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diioteiK ov oXiyov

to i p r m a ’ e iv a i 6 c Kai aXXaq eicrpqaiaq, SiaXcuicxa) 6e loov

EKacrrri evGev Kai eVOcv ck tou 7iXayiou tou KXuarqpot;, Kai pr) pEyaXa*;, aXXa
arevcL;-

tou 6e KXixxrijpa; 13 pev xopixpq orcp crj caraj, to 6 c aXXo rcav koiXov

cctto) a>; auXiaKO*;’ 6q a a i 6e xpf| kuotiv aucx; 0r}X£ir|<;, Taurqv 6e \j/qaa<; eu paXaGJir|v 6c 7ipoo6rjari^, cy%ca^
>X7rrf)q

to yaX a cq tt|v kuotiv, iq xaq xprjoiai; evOc'u; paKO<;

oOoxti.;, okgx; pr| to yaX a per|* C7ici6av 5e 7iXiior|(; tt|v kuotiv, a 7io 6fjoai,

Kai 6o u v a i

tq y u v a u d auTrj, r\\' pGXXeu; kau^civ kcivt] 6 c e^sX ouoa to p u o p a , e<;

Tr(v pi^Tpr|v ev6e o 6 a r a u rr | 6c ei6 rio ci

okou 6e i.51

The fact that this enema has an extremity made o f silver probably indicates that it was an
expensive instrument, available only to few.
To sum up, Hippocratic writers rarely mention the instruments and material
necessary for the preparation and/or application o f drugs. The forms o f treatment for
which instruments are most frequently described are the fumigation, fomentation and
inhalation. These forms o f treatment may have been less familiar to the readers of the
Hippocratic collections o f recipes than drinks, ointments, pessaries or suppositories, and
infusions. For these other forms o f medications, the Hippocratic authors only described
material when it was unusual.

6 . 3.2 Quantities: posolog)’ and metrology>
The way in which the quantities and posology are expressed in the recipes may also
provide an insight into the therapeutic baggage expected from the readers of the
Hippocratic recipes.

51 Steril. 222 (L 8.430.2-16). Translation: ‘Inject this <preparation>, having prepared a fitting enema. Let
the extremity o f the enema be smooth, as it is for a probe, and made o f silver. Let the aperture be pierced on
its side, leaving the aperture small. Let there also be other holes, each at equal distance on each side o f the
enema; these holes must not be large, but narrow. Let the top o f the enema be strong, and all the rest be
hollow like a pipe. It is necessary to attach <to this> the bladder o f a female pig, having scraped it properly.
When you have attached the pipe, pour milk into the bladder, placing rags o f fine linen in the holes so that
the milk does not flow out. When you have filled the bladder, bind it and give it to the woman herself who
needs the injection. This woman, having removed the linen, must introduce it into her womb; she will know
where it must <be placed>.'
5: On the problem o f quantities in the Hippocratic Corpus, see Bratescu (1983); Gourevitch (1996);
Grimaudo (1998): 71; L lo y d (1987): 247-257; Pellegrin (1992).
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As pointed out earlier, many different systems of weights and measures are used
in the collections o f Hippocratic recipes, without any attempt at standardization.53 To be
able to use the Hippocratic catalogues o f recipes, readers needed to be familiar with these
different systems.
In the case o f countable ingredients, (grains, seeds, eggs, etc.) quantities are
sometimes given in exact numbers, which are usually multiples of three, four, five, and
more rarely multiples o f seven.54 All these numbers were symbolically significant in
antiquity:

Interest in the number seven seems to derive from the belief that there were seven
planets, in five from the number o f fingers on a hand (and, possibly, ten for
similar reasons), in three, possibly from the tripartite division of the cosmos into
air, land, and sea, and from the numbers of signs in the zodiac. Multiples of these

M See Chapter Two, Section Four.
54 Two or three twigs o f m yrtidanon: Mul 1.34 (L 8.82.6-7).
Three cantharides: Acut.Sp. 58 (Joly 94.14; L2.512.7); three mice: Mul. 2.185 (L8.366.7).
Three or four seeds o f peony: Sat.M ul. 109 (Trapp 127.12; L7.426.12); three or four seeds o f cypress:
Mul 2.192 (L8.372.7-8); three or four almonds: Mul. 2.200 (L8.382.17).
Four grains o f peony: Mul. 2.136 (L8.308.8); Steril. 234 (L8.448.10); four cantharides: lnt.Aff. 36 (Potter
194.21-22; L7.258.11-12); S a t Mul 8 (Trapp 76.1; L7.324.1); Mul. 2.135 (L8.306.17-18).
Five roots o f asphodel: Morb. 2.38 (Jouanna 170.5-6; L7.54.7-8); five grains o f pepper: Morb. 3.16 (Potter
92.10; L 7.150.2); five leaves o f squirting cucumber: Int.Aff. 46 (Potter 226.3; L7.280.9); five grains o f
peony: Sat.Mul. 6 (Trapp 74.9-10; 1/7.320.9-10); 32 (Trapp 90.7,10; L7.352.7,10); Mul. 1.59 (1.8.118.1415); 2.134 (1.8.304.18-19); 2.135 (1.8.306.18-19); five cantharides: Nat.Mul. 32 (Trapp 87.14-15;
1.7.346.14-15 and Trapp 94.2; 1/7.360.2) 109 (Trapp 128.3; L7.428.3); Mul. 1.74 (L8.158.16); 1.78
(1.8.178.3; 182.14); 1.84 (1.8 .2 0 8 .17); Steril. 221 (L8.426.14); five balls o f goat dung: Sat.Mul. 32 (Trapp
89.9-10; 1.7.350.9-10); five grains o f pepper: Mul. 1.84 (L8.206.12); five river crabs: Mul. 1.91 (L8.220.34); five juniper-berries: Mul. 2.199(1.8.382.11).
Seven seeds o f ivy: Mul. 1.23 (L8.62.12); seven eggs: Mul. 1.75 (L8.164.10).
Nine grains o f Cretan ‘poplar’: Mul. 1.78 (L 8 .182.3).
Ten grains from the fruit o f peony: Int.Aff. 40 (Potter 206.6; L7.266.9); ten bouprestis: Sat.Mul. 32 (Trapp
94.10; L7.360.10); ten bay-berries: Mul. 1.75 (1.8.170.3).
Ten or twelve eggs o f cuttle-fish: Mul. 2.133 (L8.2998.18-19).
Two times seven seeds o f peony: Superf. 40 (Lienau 96.12-13; L8.508.1-2).
Fifteen eggs o f cuttle-fish: Sat. Mul. 32 (L7.346.18); Mul. 1.78 (L 8.178.6; 182.18); 1.84 (L8.208.20-2I);
fifteen <Cnidian?> grains: Mul. 2.158 (L8.336.7).
Thirty grains o f pepper: Sat. Mul. 32 (Trapp 96, 1-2; L7.364.l-3); Mul. 2.205 (L8.394.8-9); thirty grains of
sumach: Sat.Mul. 109 (Trapp 128.13-14; L7.428.13-14).
Forty grains o f raisins: Mul. 1.109 (L8.230.16).
Sixty Cnidian grains: Fist 7 (Joly 141.27; L 6.454.ll); Nat.Mul. 33 (Trapp 99.2; L7.370.2); Mul. 1.78
(1.8.192.9; 196.1); 1.80(1.8.200.6).
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numbers may also be regarded as significant (e.g. nine), as could numbers that
exceeded a significant number by one (e.g. 13).55

In most cases, however, the quantities are not given at all. This happens even in the case
o f recipes involving toxic (such as hellebore or strychnos)56 or extremely expensive
ingredients. One may wonder why some recipes indicate quantities whilst others do not.
Valeria Ando suggested that Hippocratic writers specified the quantities in chapters
where there is no symptomatology or in long catalogues of recipes, whereas they did not
give them in chapters where symptoms are described in detail.57 However, Ando's
hypothesis cannot be verified: many recipes in long catalogues of recipes do not include
quantities, and inversely, recipes in chapters including detailed symptomatology
sometimes specify quantities. These discrepancies can be explained by the fact that the
compilers o f the Hippocratic treatises gathered their recipes from a variety o f sources,
without attempting to harmonize them. Possible reasons for not mentioning quantities
could range from concealing the ‘secrets o f the trade’ to leaving dosage to the reader’s
judgement. The readers would determine the quantities of each ingredient, taking into
consideration the condition o f the patient, as recommended in the following recipe: *H
Kimap(aooi) xaprtdv ooov ip ia r\ xeaaapa, Kai pupxa p& ava Kai opoO Kai aura
KaO’ewuid, 7ip<x iaxuv tou acopaxcx; opecov xrjq yuvaiKcx;, ^uv oivco 8e q nocru; ysveaOa).*8
The reader also had to determine the posology, i.e. the amount to administer,
taking into account the condition o f the patient and the strength of his/her disease: ’AXXo
opoiax;- SiKxapvou 8eapC8a Kai SauKou KaprcoO Spaypac; 8uo, Kai peXavGiov ibov, ev

45 Potter, D.S. (1996).
46 As pointed out by Mutton (2004): 100, poisonous plants are not recommended very frequently in the
Hippocratic Corpus. On poisonous plants, see also Girard (1990); Preus (1998); Lloyd (1983): 128.
4’ See Ando (2000): 56.
48 Mul. 2.192 (L8.372.7-9). Translation: ‘Three or four seeds o f cypress, and black myrtle, together or
separately, taking into consideration the strength o f the woman’s body; let it be drunk with wine.’ On the
importance o f taking into account the patient’s condition see also: Steril. 230 (L8.442.27-444.4): Ileipd) 5e
(pixjucos elvau xpo*; try; avOpamou Tqv e4lv Kai m v iox^v opetov toutcov yap ouSei; ataO p d ; eanv, aXX’ e4
auTEtuv TouiecDv TGKpaipopevo*; Jteipco, oXou to u a w p a to ^ Keipakffc KaOapoeai, (pappaKeirjoi, Kai 7cup(r]<n
i)OT£pi>; Kai xpoaOeroicn xpqoOaL Translation: ‘Attempt to be <a doctor> acting conforming to nature,
taking into consideration the condition and strength o f the woman. Indeed there is no measure (stathmos)
for these things; however conjecturing from these, you must try to use, on the whole body and on the head
purgations and evacuations, and on the womb fumigations and pessaries.’ See Dean-Jones (2003): 111.
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oivco X cdkco, xpitj/aq XeTov, 6oq 7n£iv, Kai Xoboov 0eppcp ttoXXco*8i5<$vai 5e Tipoq t t | v iaxuv
to u

voafjpaxoq.59
When both quantities and posology are specified, it usually appears that the

quantities are sufficient for more than one administration of the drug, as in the following
case: "Exepov* Kaoxopioo r\ aayajcqvou 6(k>X6v, aatpaXxou Spaxpqv piav, vitpou 5uo,
Ttdvra xpiyaq
ouo.

ev

yXuKei oivco Kai eXaico ooov qpiKoxuXiov, 8oq 7a£iv vqorei 6fk>Xoi>q

Eight oboloi o f ingredients are used for this recipe, but only two oboloi are

administered at a time. One can either suppose that this preparation (an expelling remedy)
had to be administered on four consecutive days to be effective, or that the medication
could be used on four different women. One o f the late texts of the Hippocratic Corpus Decorum (first or second century AD) - makes it clear that drugs should be prepared in
advance:

npoK axaoK E uaoO co

5c

T to rq p a x a

Suvapcva

x c p v c iv

0 0 1 K a i p a X a y jia x c o v y £ v e a Jtp o q x a q e K a a r c o v y p q a i a q ,

e4

a v a y p a < p fjq

caK cuaap^va

npoq

xa

ycvca.

n p o q x o ip d a O c L ) 5 e K a i x a 7 ip 6 q ( p a p ( ia id r ) v e q x a q K a O a p o ia q , c i X q p p c v a

idiuov

and

x w v KaOrjKOVTcov, e o K e u a a j i C v a e q o v 5 e i x p d jio v , 7 ip o q x a y e v s a K a i x a

pcyc0ea

eq

nakaiaxnv

|i e p e X e x r ||i e v a , x a 5 e

jipdacpaxa vno

x o v K a ip o v , K a i x a Xka

K a x a X o y o v .61

Although some o f the drugs recommended in the Hippocratic Corpus must have
been prepared in advance, the way and place in which a preparation should be kept is

59 Mul. 1.78 (L 8 .184.14-17). Translation: ‘Another, similarly: a handful o f dittany, two drachmai o f seed o f
daukos and the same amount o f black cumin; crush well in white wine. Give to drink and cleanse <the
patient> with lots o f warm water. Give according to the strength o f the disease.’
60 Mul. 1.78 (L 8 .184.5-7). Translation: ‘Another: one obolos o f castoreum or sagapenum, one drachma o f
bitumen, two o f soda; crush all these in sweet wine and oil, in the amount o f half a kotyle. Give two oboloi
to drink whilst fasting.'
61 Decorum 10 (Jones 292.9-17; L9.238.7-13). Translation: ‘You must have prepared in advance
<different> types o f emollients according to their uses, and prepare by chopping powerful draughts, made
from a formula, according to their types. You must also make ready before hand purgative drugs, gathered
from the appropriate places, and prepared in the appropriate way, according to their types and sizes, some
treated so as to keep for a long time, others fresh for immediate use, and similarly for the other <drugs>.’
For other ancient texts testifying to the practice o f preparing drugs in advance, see Brain (1982).
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rarely specified.6- We will see that the physician did not always prepare drugs in advance,
but asked his patients to prepare their own medicines.
I he recipes for one form o f medication almost always specify the posology: the
injection, which should not exceed two kotylai , i.e. more or less a pint of liquid:

KXuajiOi KdGapuKoi pqxp&Dv, rjv ck

t o k o u g X k c d O g o x jiv

r\ cpXEypamriq' oXuvOoix;

XCifiGpivoix;, u&op emxcaq Kai C,eoaq, atpetvat, Kaxaaxfjvat, elxa eXxiiov emxeat
X^-iapov Kai filial, KXuoai 6e 6uo KOXuXqcn t o TtXeicnov 7iavxa 8e xa KXuapaxa pr|
7cXeovi kXu^giv.63

Lesley Dean-Jones noted that infusing such a large amount o f liquid into the womb
would have been particularly uncomfortable, although it is not clear whether the liquid
should be injected at once, or little by little until the total amount has been
administered .64 She also pointed out that an amount o f two kotylai corresponds with what
the Hippocratic believed to be a normal menstrual blood loss. Since these authors thought
that the womb filled up entirely with blood each month, it is safe to assume that they
believed the normal capacity o f the non-gravid womb to be of two kotylai. 65

6* The place where the remedy should be kept is specified at Steril. 235 (L8.450.15-19). w|piv cut66ea
icoycu; Kai 6 iaaq aa,; xwPlv *i>xeipou i o o v , Kai C K p a y p a ooov payi6a, oivio avOoopiq 6eTvar eira
dXeippaxdi&e*; x o im v , Kai
axXqva*; aXciya^ pqKOv; oxiOapry;,
apuepqv ounnSa evOel;, o k io < ; pq
xapaxveq, xpoaOeaOto. Translation: ‘('h o p sw eet-sm elling iris and sift separately, the same amount o f
cyperus and one magis o f saffron paste; soak w ith sw eet-sm elling wine. Then give <to this preparation> the
consistency o f an unguent; smear it on com presses, a span in size; place in a little box so that <the
preparation> does not lose its smell. Let it be app lied.’ See also Mul. 2.104 (L8.228.8): text quoted below.
t>3 Mul. 1.78 (L 8 .188.24-190.4). Translation: ‘Purgative enem as for the womb if it is ulcerated after birth or
if there is inflammation: w inter wild figs; cover with water, boil, sieve and leave to rest. Then add
lukewarm oil and mix; inject two kotylai at the m ost. N o enem a should exceed this amount.’ See also Mul.
2.209 (L 8.404.21-406.I): nXeov St KXuopa 6uo KoruXai pqSevt ax; atoq eixeTv. Translation: ‘An enema o f
m ore than two koty lai should be used on no-one, so to say.’ There are rare exceptions o f enemas o f more
than tw o kotylai: see for instance Nat.Mul. 33 (T rapp 99.11-12; L7.370.11-12): KXu^eiv St, qv Scq, KXoopq>
xXeov q 8ikji KOTuXai*;. Translation: ‘If necessary m ake an injection o f more than two kotylai.'
64 See Dean-Jones (1989): 182; (1994); 91. See also King (2002); 565.
65 D ean-Jones (1994): 86-94. See Mul. 1.6 (L 8.30.8-9). M erpia 5’ e a ti x aaq ywauci xwpeeiv, qv vyiaivq ta
exipqvia eXOovra ooov KoniXai 66o ’A triK ai q oXiya) xXeova q eXaaoova. Translation: ‘For any healthy
wom an, an average am ount o f m enstrual blood is tw o kotylai, or a little more or a little less.’ This is very
heavy blood-loss: See Hanson (1975): note 12; K ing (1995b): 210-211; King (2002).
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6.3.3 Conclusions
Information about the instruments used for the preparation o f the Hippocratic recipes,
quantities and posology were often left to the appreciation o f the readers. When quantities
and posology are specified they are symbolically significant. Many other elements were
often ‘left out' o f the Hippocratic recipes: how long it takes to prepare the drug, how long
it has to stand, how many times it has to be stirred, etc. Recipes specifying these
particulars are exceptionally rare:

"Exepov* opcpaKCx; x0^ ^ Kctl cnro66<; Kimpiq* rf|v optpaica aic|id£oi>aav xPft
EK7U£aai xov x^Xov 8\ oOoviou eq xc&kov £pi)0pov, Kai gT^ai o^eoq xpixov |i£po<;
Xevk o O

OK o^uxaxou, Kai cmxco KaOeyeiv ev tco qXup, Kai avaxapaaaeiv 7ievxdia<;

xq.; qpepq.;- oxav 8c Ttaxix; yevqxai o yvkoq* onoSov xq<; Kurcpiqq xq<; xaXKvn§o<;
Xeiqv egpaXeTv Kai avapi^au egpaXXeiv 5e xqv onoSov, oxav eicxaio<; q epSopaioq
o x^^S g\*

qXico KEipevoq q, eq KoxuXqv ’Axxucqv

8paxytac

edv 8c pouXq 5pipuxepov eivai, eXaaaco xqv ano8ov' eav 5e

okxoV

xoO

x^Xou

ano8o\j

paXftaKcoxepov, itXear pexa 8c xaOxa ^qpaiveiv, dypiq ou 5uvaxov 5ia7tXaaai
(pOoeic' eixa eyqqpai'vav, Kpepaoac avco UTiep Ka7rvo0, Kai ooxco ^qpaiveiv pexpic
ou ocrrpaKwSeq yevqxai, akrxe xpipopevov pq quaxpecpeaOau ei0’ ouxcoxp<*>‘
Keia0w 8c okou iKpaSa pq eqei.66

One may wonder whether recipes of this kind are the rule or the exception, whether
composing drugs was always such a long process, or whether most Hippocratic recipes
were quickly prepared.

66 Mul. 2.104 (L 8.226.21-228.8). Translation: ‘A nother: juice o f unripe grape and ash o f copper. It is
necessary to squeeze the ju ice o f the flourishing unripe grape through a cloth into a red copper vessel, and
add a third part o f white vinegar, as sharp as possible; in this way dry up in the sun, stirring five times a
day. W hen the juice has becom e thick, add the fine ash o f copper from Cyprus and mix together (add the
ash w hen the ju ice has rem ained six or seven days in the sun): eight drachmai o f ash for one Attic kotyle o f
juice. If you want <this preparation> to be sharper, <use>less ash; if you want it to be milder, more. After
this, dry until it becom es possible to m ould pastilles. Then dry out, hanging <the pastilles> above a
sm oking fire; dry them in this way until they take the consistency o f an earthen pot, so that when you crush
them they do not gather together. U se in this way. Keep <the preparation> in a place where there is no
h u m idity /
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In addition, it should be noted that botanical information is almost never given in
the recipes. When several varieties o f plants existed, the recipes rarely specify which
particular variety is to be used. For instance, when hellebore is listed in recipes, it is
rarely mentioned whether one need to use the black or the white variety.67 None of the
extant treatises o f the Hippocratic Corpus is devoted to the description of the medicinal
properties o f plants and other ingredients. To approach the recipes, the reader needed an
extensive knowledge o f materia medica. In particular, he needed to know that the art of
pharmacology required taking into account many variables, as expressed by the author of
Epidemics II:

O o p p a K c o v TpOTtoix; i d p e v ,
a X X o i a X ta o q

eu

eq <*>v

x e o v r a r te a l aX X oO i r c p c o ia ix e p o v

6 i a x e i p i o p o U o i o v rj ^ q p a v a i ,
K ai o K o a a

y iv s x a i o k o u z a a a c r

r\

K ovj/au

r\

r\

ou

yap

n&vzsq o p o ic o q , akX'

o y ia f r e p o v ^ ( p O e v r a - K ai

e v j /f ja a r K a i x a x o ia u x a ,

CKacntp, K a i e<p' o i a i v o u a q p a a i , K a i

eaj

oi

x a 7iXeicrxa-

o k o x e x o u v o u c r q p a x o q , r |)d K ir|v ,

e i S e a , 5 i a i x a v , o k o i t ] copr| e x e o q , K a i q x iq K a i o k o i o x ; a y o p e v q , K a i x a x o ia O x a .68

If recipes took into account all these variables, their format would become incredibly
cumbersome. The compilers o f the Hippocratic recipes opted fora ‘lighter’ format, which
required from their readei5a certain amount o f expertise in the art of pharmacology.
The Hippocratic recipes leave out more elements than they expose;69 it seems that
we are faced with the bare bones o f the recipes, short aide-memoires, or in Jack Goody's
formulation, recettes de base - the missing elements had to be supplied by the reader.
One could suggest that all these elements have been omitted in order to conceal secrets of
the trade, but as noted by Pamela Long, ‘concrete evidence for craft secrecy in antiquity

61 W hite hellebore: see for instance Morb. 3.15 (L 7 .140.22); black hellebore: see for instance: Steril. 230
(L8.442.21); variety not specified: see for instance: Ulc. 16 (Duminil 65.7; L6.420.6). See Lloyd (1983):
127.
68 Epid. 2.3.2 (Sm ith 50.1-8; L 5 .104.6-12). Translation: ‘We know the characteristics o f drugs, from which
are produced such effects. For they are not all similarly good; but different <characteristics> are good in
different conditions. In different places, <plants> are gathered either earlier or later. And m anipulations
<also differ>, such as drying, chopping or boiling - 1 om it most things o f the sort; and how much for each
patient, for which diseases, at w hat point o f the disease, the age, appearance, regimen, which season o f the
year, o f w hich kind it is and in which way it is developing, and so on and so forth.’ On these variables, see
Dean-Jones (2003): 111; Lloyd (1987): 253; Nutton (2004): 99.
6g See L angholf (2004): 252.
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is exceedingly sparse ’.70 On the other hand. Long stresses the fact that technical
knowledge such as pharmacology can only be taught through practice: ‘Written or spoken
instructions can introduce the subject but cannot actually transmit it. Only through
learning the technique itself through practice can one truly know it. The “secrets” o f these
crafts are synonymous with the “techniques ” .’71 In order to master fully these techniques,
a long apprenticeship was certainly involved, coupled with an extensive use of memory.
The author o f Decorum stresses the importance of memory in the art of pharmacology:

’' 1:0 X0) Se ooi Ei>|ivr||i6 v£UTa (pappatca xe Kai Suvdfi£i<; a 7tXai Kai dvayeypappevai,
eutEp apa Ecrriv ev voco Kai xa TiEpi vouocov iqaicx;, Kai oi xouxcov xporcoi, Kai
oaaxax; Kai ov xpo7iov jiEpi ekcxoxcov exouoiv aim) yap apxn ev iqxpiKrj Kai g£oa
Kai xeXo<;. 72

It seems that the novice in pharmacology would have gained nothing from reading the
preserved Hippocratic recipes.73 An obvious audience for the Hippocratic collections of
recipes would have been the iatroi, people who made a living from the practice of
medicine .74 Iatroi sometimes possessed their own books. A tombstone from the second
century AD (?) may be interpreted as representing a physician in his surgery, in his
iatreion: it shows a young man with a series of medical instruments and at least three
book-rolls.75 However, a physician did not need to possess books to benefit from the
Hippocratic collections o f recipes; he did not even necessarily need to be literate: the
Hippocratic treatises could be read aloud by a master to a group of students in medicine:
reading aloud was, as noted in the introduction to this chapter, far from unusual in

70 Long (1991): 860. C'raik (193£): 180 and L angholf (2004): 256 suggested that secrecy might be one o f
the resons for the om ission o f so much information in the Hippocratic recipes.
1 Long (1991): 860. See also Barras (2004): 98.
72 Decorum 8-9 (Jones 293.3-8). Translation (Jones): ‘Keep well in your memory drugs and their
properties, both sim ple and compound, seeing that after all it is in the mind that are also the cures o f
diseases; rem em ber their modes, and their num ber and variety in the several cases. This in medicine is
beginning, middle and end.’ On the im portance o f m em ory in antiquity, see Small (1997).
75 See A lthoff (1993): 220; Kudlien (1970): 5. O n the fact that medieval collections o f recipes could not
have trained novices, see Eamon (1994): 33.
74 See Lloyd (1983): 72.
75Archaologische Sam m lung der U niversitat Freiburg, Inv. S 535. For other tombstones with
representations o f doctors and bookrolls, see Birt (1907): 262-263; Hillert (1990): number 9 (p. 94-97,
illustration 14; late first century BC) and num ber 29 (p. 155-159, illustration 32; c. 300 AD).
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antiquity. Now, one could imagine that the person performing the reading could stop at
times to supplement information, for instance to fill the gaps left in the recipes or to give
some information on the ingredients o f the recipes. Listeners could store medical
information and recipes in their memory .76 In addition, if one of the students was literate,
but not able to afford a medical book, he could write down a selection of recipes on a
sheet o f papyrus, an ostracon or a wooden tablet.
However, if we may believe the author o f Affections, not all medical books were
geared towards ‘experts’, and even the fact that the collections of gynaecological recipes
were very specialised does not necessarily imply that these collections were read by the
iatros only. Several comments made by ancient philosophers indicate that people, who
could not claim for themselves the label ‘iatros\ were interested in reading medical texts.
Plato, for instance, writes the following in his Phaedrus: EuteTv av otpai, o n paivexat
avOpoTKx;, xai ex PipXtou 7io 0 ev axouaciq r\ 7icpixux<ov cpappaxiou; iaxpcx; otexai
yeyovevai, ovStv eitafcov xrj<; rexyriq.77
A generation later, Aristotle proffered the same opinion - one cannot learn the art
o f medicine from books, this can only be learnt through practice:

Ou yap <pa(vovtai ov>6 ’ iaipixol ex xaw cyuyypappaxcov yiveoftai. Kaiioi 7i£ipa>vxa(
ye Xeyeiv ou povov xa 0 epa 7ieupaxa, aXka xai ax; iaGeiev av xai ax; 5ei 0 epa 7teueiv
exacrxouc, SieXopevoi xa<; e^eu;- xaOxa 8 e xou; pev epjieipou; dxpeXxpa eivai 8 oxeu
xoic S' dve7n<Trqpoaiv axpeta .78

6 See Dean-Jones (2003): 113.
7 Plato. Phaedrus 268c. Translation: 'T hey w ould say, I think, this man is mad because he has heard
som ew here from a book or happened to fall upon som e remedies, and he thinks he has become a physician,
understanding nothing o f the art.’ On this text, see Boudon (2004): 199. A similar thought is attributed to
D iodes: see D io d es fr. 6 (van der Eijk): AtoKXrjs o tatpcx; XiyovTO<; aunp t iv o <; PifXiov riyopaiccvai
iaipucov xai pf| JipooSetoOai 8i5aaxaXia«; eute T a fipXia twv pEpaOtiKortov uxopviipatd eioi, xdiv 5e
apaOcov p v ^ p a ta . Translation: ‘W hen som eone told D iodes the physicians that he had bought a medical
book and that he no longer needed teaching, D io d e s said: “ Books are reminders for those who have learnt,
but for the ignorant they are tom bstones.’” For com mentary, see van der Eijk (2001): 11-12.
78 Aristotle, Ethica Nicomachea 9.9 (1181 b2-6). Translation: in d e e d one does not appear to become skilled
in the art o f medicine through books ( syngrammaton). And yet they attempt to describe not only the cures,
but also how they might cure and how it is necessary to treat each individual, distinguishing his condition.
But while these things seem useful to m en o f experience, they are useless to the inexperienced.’
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One o f Socrates' ironic comments reported by Xenophon implies, however, that some
people attempted the impossible - to become a physician through reading the numerous
medical books in circulation: Ti 6 e

fkn)XxS|i£vcx; dyaGoq ycveaOai, e<pr|, a> Eu0uSr|p£,

auXXeyeu; xa ypappaxa; £7i£t 6 £ SieaicoTrriaev o Eu0udr|po<; cK07abv o ti d 7roicpivaiTo,
nriXiv o XojKcpdrriq- X pa p f| iaxpo<;; £<pq' 7ioXXa yap Kai iaipcov ecrri cmyypappaxa.79
Although a literate layman could probably not become an iatros by reading
books, he could, as suggested by the preface o f Affections, learn to help himself in
diseases and to choose the best physician for his family members and slaves.80 Some
literate laymen might have possessed enough o f the prerequisite knowledge to ‘fill in the
gaps' in the recipes included in the Pharmakitisy i.e. the recipe book that was once
attached to the treatise Affections. Whether these laymen took the time necessary to read
the more ‘specialised’ gynaecological treatises is more doubtful, although not entirely
impossible: once a book was in circulation, its ‘author’ could not control its readership.81
Here again, literacy was not a sine qua non condition for ‘reading’ medical
treatises. Plato, in the Phaedrus passage quoted above uses the expression ‘hearing from
a book' (e k pip>aou 7io 0 £v dtKOuaa*;), indicating that medical texts - or texts containing
medical information - were read aloud to groups of people including non-iatroi.
Several questions, however, remain unanswered: who organised and ‘advertised’
such reading reunions, where did they take place, were there readings for ‘students of
medicine' only, and others to which ‘anyone’ could assist? In particular, one may wonder
whether midwives benefited from readings of the gynaecological treatises. Several
scholars, indeed, have argued that midwives either read for themselves or were taught the
content o f these treatises .82 Nancy Demand even interpreted a sentence of Diseases o f
Women 1.34 (Ou xpq cmxpctv, ota oi irjxpoi 7toi£ouaiv.) as direct advice from the author

79 X enophon, Memorabilia 4.2.10. Translation: ‘<Socrates:> “Tell me, Euthydemus, what kind o f benefit
do you want to get by collecting these books (grammata)?” And as Euthydemus remained silent,
considering what to answer, Socrates again said: “ M aybe <you want to become> a doctor? Indeed there are
many medical treatises (syngrammata
80 See Hanson (1992): 235.
81 See Kenney ( 1982): 11.
8: See Drabkin (1944): 34; Dem and (1994): 66-68; (1995): 287; Grensemann (1975): 9; Kudlien (1970): 8;
Stannard (1961): 518. Harris (1989): 106-107 concluded that midwives were illiterate. Demand (1994): 67,
on the other hand, argued that midwives were craft-wom en, and since it is among craft-people that the
highest rates o f literacy have to be found in antiquity, there is no a priori reason to assume that midwives
were illiterate.
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to the midwives not to act as male doctors.83 Helen King, however, pointed out that
passages where doctors are criticised for their actions are not rare in the Hippocratic
treatises in general, and in the gynaecological treatises in particular. The passage at
Diseases o f Women 1.34 should be read as a sign o f the competitive nature o f Hippocratic
medicine rather than as unquestionable evidence for an audience o f midwives.84 We have
also seen in Chapter Four that midwifery did not appear as a well-defined medical
profession in the fifth century BC. It is therefore doubtful that the Hippocratic
gynaecological treatises and their catalogues o f recipes were originally designed as
instruction manuals for midwives, when they were first written down in the fifth century
BC. On the other hand, there is no strong argument against the suggestion that women
were sometimes present at the reading o f medical works, or that they sometimes read
these works for themselves. The female doctor Phanostrate must have been a wealthy
woman to afford such a beautiful tombstone; to suggest that she could have been literate
is by no means extravagant.85
The authors o f the gynaecological and nosological treatises might have made the
deliberate decision not to specify the audience for whom they were writing. They
probably composed their treatises with an audience o f iatroi in mind, but they knew that
medical and pharmacological knowledge was not the possession o f the iatroi only, and
that other people might have shown interest in their treatises. In particular, these authors
did not wish to exclude from their possible audiences literate laymen, such as the people
who frequented Socrates or other sophists.
Although the reader o f the Hippocratic recipes - whether he was a medical
practitioner or a layman - had to be familiar with the ingredients and techniques
described in the recipes, he needed not necessarily be skilled in the gathering o f herbs and
in the preparation o f drugs. He could buy the required ingredients from the herb gatherer
or drug seller, and could delegate the task o f preparing the medication to assistants or
even to his patients, as we will examine now.

83 Mul. 1.34 (L8.80.20-21). Translation: ‘Do not use astringents as doctors do.’ See Demand (1994): 66;
(1995): 287.
84 King (1998): 178. On criticism o f doctors in the gynaecological treatises, see also Lloyd (1983): 80.
85 See Chapter Four, Section Three for more details on Phanostrate.
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6.4 The involvement o f the female patient in her cure: An analysis o f the
feminine participles in the gynaecological treatises
I have suggested that the Hippocratic authors might have deliberately chosen not to
identify their audience, in order not to limit it to one particular group o f people. It is
probably for the same reason that, when these authors give orders to their readers
(generally using the second person singular, or the imperatival infinitive), they do not use i
definite subjects, such as ‘the doctor' or ‘the midwife', etc. These authors knew that an
array o f people were able to perform the medical tasks they were describing, and chose
not to specify who should execute them.
Similarly, when a third party was involved in a medical task, his/her identity was
generally not specified by the Hippocratic authors. In the surgical treatises, the surgeons'
at

/

helpers are design&i by the words xu;, aX>xx; xiq, and exepo<; xu;.86 In gynaecological texts,
female helpers are sometimes referred to with the vague expressions exepq yuvr| (another
woman) or exepai yvvalKcq (other women) - whether these women were mid wives or
simply family members who happened to be at hand is not specified.87 In many cases,
however, the subject *a woman’ is not even mentioned, and feminine participles indicate
that the action is undertaken by a woman.
As noted by Geoffrey Lloyd, Hanson and Dean-Jones, feminine participles are
frequently used in descriptions o f internal examination^!8 These scholars have pointed out
that the interpretation o f these feminine participles is problematic in three ways. First, it
is sometimes difficult to know whether feminine participles refer to the female patient
herself or a female assistant. Feminine participles referring to the action o f examining the
womb are usually in the middle voice, indicating that the patient should perform this
examination herself; but active participles are sometimes used, leaving us wondering
whether the patient herself or another woman should perform the action. Hanson argued
that ‘the Hippocratic narration may have intended some o f this ambiguity in order for

86 See Hanson (1996b): 171, note 50 for references.
8 See Epid. 5.25 (Jouanna 15.24; L5.224.12); Mul. 1.21 (L8.60.16); Steril. 213 (L8.408.17); Foet.Ex. 4
(L8.514.15,17; 516.4,5). See Hanson (1996b): 171.
88 Dean-Jones (1994): 35-36; Hanson (1996b); Lloyd (1983): 70-75. On feminine participles in descriptions
o f childbirths, see Hanson (1994): 175-176.
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their narratives to correspond to variations in circumstances.’89 Second, abrupt changes
from a feminine participle form to a masculine participle within a sentence are not rare,
making it very difficult to tell who was to execute which medical action.90 And third, the
gender o f the person performing the examination can only be determined in a limited
number o f cases: in most cases instructions are given under the form o f an infinitival
imperative and are therefore genderless.
I will here conduct a grammatical enquiry on the feminine participles included in
the gynaecological recipes, a much larger body o f sources than the descriptions o f
internal examinations, which has never received systematic treatment.91 I first examine
whether there is a pattern in the use o f these feminine participles, and whether this pattern
- if any - can lead us - or not - to determine a typology o f therapeutic actions performed
by women - and men - in the Hippocratic gynaecologies, or in other words a ‘division o f
labour'. Can we say, for instance, as Lloyd did, that the doctor relied on the patient
herself, or another woman ‘where simple and straightforward procedures such as, for
example, the application or removal o f a pessary, are concerned';92 or were women also
involved in more complicated procedures? Finally, after having stressed some possible
pitfalls in the use o f grammar for gender history, I try to understand what it exactly
means to see women involved in gynaecological procedures in the Hippocratic treatises.

Feminine participles appear most frequently in relation with one form o f
medication: the pessary or the vaginal application. The act o f applying a pessary is
sometimes expressed by a feminine participle: vExpoXtov xoptawov £uv ifj
vupov xai

v £ tc o k o v

xai

TipocOeucvn TiepiTtaxcixco.93 The use o f the middle voice in this

example indicates that the patient herself has to apply the pessary.

89 Hanson (1996b): 170.
90 Lloyd (1983): 75. note 65 considers these switches o f subject inconclusive: ‘The frequency o f abrupt
changes in subject suggests that these authors themselves were often unconcerned to mark them with care.’
91 The use o f feminine participles in therapies was noted by Ando (2000): 34; Dean-Jones (1995): 54-55;
Goltz (1974): 177-179; Lloyd (1983): 74 and note 63.
9: Lloyd (1983): 74.
93 Mul. 1.78 (L 8 .188.17-18). The feminine participles are underlined in this example and those following.
Translation: ‘Expelling: coriander with its root, soda; having applied it. let her walk around.’ npoo0£p£vr|
is also used at Epid. 1.3.13.4 (L2.692.7); 4.1.30 (Smith 126.10; L5.174.7); Nat.Mul. 8 (Trapp 75.21;
L7.322.21); Steril. 219 (L8.424.3); Steril. 221 (L8.428.10-l 1); Superf. 25 (Lienau 82.4; L8.488.17).
npooOepEVTiv: Steril. 221 (L8.428.13).
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Feminine participles in the middle voice are also used to signify that the patient
should remove the pessary, as in this example: 'Oxoxav 5e ddxvrj, ddxnpcuucvn. tq
po6ivov pupov cuBaTrrouaa. 7upooxi0£a0G). 94 Feminine participles in the active voice for
verbs meaning ‘to apply' or ‘to remove’ are rarely used in the gynaecological recipes.95
The second feminine participle in this injunction (£ppa7rrouaa) is in the active voice,
suggesting that this action can be performed either by the patient or by ‘another woman’
present in the room.96
The wrapping o f a pessary in wool is also often expressed by feminine participles
in the active voice: npocOexov AiYiwrririv cm)7ciT|pir|v paX0aicf|v eipup 7i£oi£iXnoaaa
TipoonOeaOa).97
Most o f the time, the actual recipe o f the pessary' would use either imperatival
infinitives or masculine participles, as in this remedy to cleanse the womb:

IpupvTi<;

dpiarr|<; fjpiau, xai aXcx; xdvdpov ojioiax;, taaaav f|6w rf|v (pXnaac.

uicac te )xia, ecrrco Se t6 xrj<; apupvr|<; to fjpicru xoO aXcx; xai xr\q 7riaar|<;,
r.ufkiXp.Tv 6 ’ eq paxo<;, xfjq 7C£cpXoop£vr|(; peyeOoq oaov xixida peydXr|v Sdo 6e
eoxo), ax; to p£v r|M£pTi<; £X£tv, xo 5 e £ixppovT|<;, eo t av xaxaxaxfj- XoueoOco Se
0£ppd>, £ixa d(paiO£oi>oa diavi^EoOo uSaxi eocdSei.98

94 Nat.Mul. 32 (Trapp 88.20-89.1; L7.348.20-350.1). Translation: ‘When it bites, let her remove it <sc. the
pessary >, let her dip it in rose perfume, and apply it again.' See also: Medium voice: dveXopevrj: Mul.
2.221 (L8.428.9-10); dyaipevpevn: Nat.Mul. 109 (Trapp 129.13; L7.430.13); Mul. 1.84 (L8.204.22);
atpaipeopivri: Nat.Mul. 109 (Trapp 129.4; L7.430.4); dyaipeopcvqv: Mul. 1.84 (L8.206.6); dq>eXop£vr|v
tt | v yuvaiica: Mul. 1.66 (L 8 .138.14); aipeXopcvq: Mul. 1.84 (L8.206.4).
95 ‘To apply’: apooOeioa (application o f sponges to the vaginal area): Mul. 2.144 (L8.318.1); jtpooTiOetoa:
Mul. 1.37 (L8.92.7). ‘To remove’: aipatpeouoa: Mul. 1.88 (L 8.212.11-12); 2.133 (L8.290.3).
96 See also: djtofkijrrouoa: Mul. 1.78 (L 8.178.1); 2.158 (L8.334.21); axofkxyaoa: Mul. 1.84 (L8.206.13);
paycum: Mul. 1.84 (L 8.206.17-18 and 208.6); Superf. 33 (Lienau 92.12; L8.502.8); eppdjrroooa: Nat.Mul.
32 (Trapp 88.20; L7.348.20); egpdyaoa: Mul. 1.91 (L8.218.14); 2.235 (L8.450.6); avaSeucaaa: Mul.
2.158 (L8.336.16); dvaajtoyyt^ovxja: Nat.Mul. 74 (Trapp 116.14; L7.404.14); evord^acm: Mul. 1.91
(L8.218.17).
97 Superf. 35 (Lienau 94.24-25; L8.506.8-9). Translation: ‘Pessary: Soft Egyptian alum; let her apply it,
having wrapped it with w ool.’ See also dmpieXi^aoct: Mul. 2.162 (L8.340.13); dvaSqoacra: Mul. 2.203
(L8.388.4); avcupopu^aaa: Mul. 2.205 (L8.394.4); d7toSqaaaa: Mul. 2.175 (L8.358.3); Superf. 33 (Lienau
92.12; L8.502.9); 42 (L8.508.8); fJu^aoa: Mul. 1.75 (L 8.166.8 and 10); rcepiEXi^aoa: Mul. 1.91
(L8.220.14-15).
98 Mul. 1.88 (L8.212.7-12). Masculine participles and infinitives are underlined twice in this example.
Translation: ‘Half a portion o f excellent myrrh, and grains o f salt similarly, seasoned pitch, let him crush
<these ingredients>, mix them well (let the amount o f myrrh be half the amount o f salt and pitch). Eyl in a
cloth a quantity o f a big oak-gall o f this mixture. Let there be two <pessaries>: one for the day and one for
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Here the use o f masculine participles in the first part o f the recipe seems to imply that a
man was expected to prepare the drug.
However, in a limited number o f cases, all the actions of the recipe are expressed
with feminine participles, implying that a woman has to prepare the remedy, as in the
following example: 'AXko

7 tp o o O c T O v t o o

xiaaou xoO Xeuxou

xov

xapnov xai xeSpou

Tipiapa Tpni/aaa xai PaXavia 7toinoaoa 7ipoaxi06 o 0 co." As pointed out in Chapter Four,
these feminine participles appear in pessary recipes involving both commonly available
ingredients and expensive, exotic products . 100
Feminine participles are also used in recipes for remedies to be taken by mouth:
drinks or simple meals that often constitute the second part of the Hippocratic
gynaecological treatments, as in the following examples:

Kai xd)v Tipaacov xai xd)v xpappdiv eoftiexw, auveyoixja

tou

ximaou xa (puXXa,

xai xov x^Xov fxxpci'xo).
"Hv ydXa ctTioapeaftrj' xov eXe>ia<paxov s\i/ouoa. xai xa»v xe5piv5(ov r\ xwv
apxei>0(6cL)v TtaoeuBaXXooqa. dnoyeaaa xov x ^ o v xai oivov emreaoa. 7nv£iar eq
xa Xouia aXeupov cuBaXouaa xai poXpov, xai eXaiou pixpov £7UY£aoa.
£ O 0 l£ X (0 .101

the night; let it stay until it melts. Let her bathe in warm water; then having removed the pessary, let her
wash herself with perfumed water.’
w Mul. 1.78 (L8.186.14-16). Translation: ‘Another pessary: let her crush the seed o f the white ivy and
sawdust o f cedar, make pessaries and apply them .’ For rpnj/aoa see also: Mul. 1.75 (L8.166.8,10,21); 1.78
(L8.I76.12 and 186.7,12,14); Steril. 228 (L 8.436.24); Superf. 33 (Lienau 92.4; L8.502.1); 42 (L8.508.8).
See also tptpouoa: Mul. 1.13 (L8.52.15); 1.37 (L8.92.3); 2.175 (L8.358.4); Steril. 242 (L8.456.12);
^uvrpiyaaa: Mul. 1.78 (L 8 .I8 8 .1 1); ajioKoXouoaoa: Nat.Mul. 8 (Trapp 76.1-2; L7.324.1-2); epxXaoaoa:
Mul. 1.78 (L8.178.13); onxeaoa: Mul. 1.37 (L8.92.4); fynaaoa: Superf. 25 (Lienau 82.4; L8.488.18);
Oepptivaoa: Steril. 219 (L8.424.5); paXOa^aaa: Steril. 219 (L8.424.6); Superf. 25 (Lienau 82.5;
L8.488.19); p^aoa: Mul. 1.78 (L8.186.13); Superf. 33 (Lienau 92.11; L8.502.7); pioyoDoa: Steril. 227
(L8.436.14); ^oppi^aaa: Mul. 1.81 (L8.202.12); ^vppiayoiKja: Mul. 1.74 (L8.156.4); nouyjaoa pdkavou;:
Mul. 1.78 (L8.188.12); aumnayouoa: Nat.Mul. 74 (Trapp 116.14; L7.404.14);
Mul. 2.157
(L8.334.8); xpioaaa: Mul. 2.173 (L8. 354.5).
100 See Chapter Four, Section Four.
101 Nat.Mul. 93 (Trapp 119.15-21; L 7.410). Translation: ‘Let her eat some leeks and cabbages, boiling them
together with the leaves o f tree-medick; let her drink the juice. If the milk disappears: let her boil sage, add
cedar-berries and juniper-berries, pour o ff the juice and add wine; let her drink. For the rest, let her add
barley-meal and the bulb, pour a little oil over it; let her eat it.’ These recipes have a parallel at Mul. 1.44
(L 8.102.11-15) which includes the feminine participles dbtoxeouoa and ejrixeouoa (twice). Other feminine
participles used in recipes for drinks or dietary prescriptions: SicTca: Mul. 1.77 (L8.172.13); 2.147
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It is safe to assume that any Greek woman would have had the necessary skills for
preparing such simple remedies. In addition, these recipes only list simple ingredients
that were available on every market o f Greece, or indeed in every household’s garden,
and therefore within reach o f most women.
Recipes for fumigations or fomentations sometimes include feminine participles:
these are limited to the final actions of the procedure and actions that only the patient can
perform (such as sitting on the fumigation apparatus), as in the following examples:

"Exepa 9u|iiT]id’ opo^ai ypr| poGpov, Kai (pd^ai 5aov 8i3o xoivucaq
yiyaprcov, rfjc a7to8ifj<; cmPaAxbv z m

tov

’A ttik & c ;

poGpov, oivco ts cjnyeKaaai evcoSei, Kai

du(piKa8eCou£vn Kai SiaftXiEaqa OupuiaOco.
”H to Xeyopevov oicru7rr| aiyo<; ^T|pa Koyai Kai cpco^ai ^i)v KpiGecov epiypaii,
eXaico (puonoaqa, Gupigv.102

In the first recipe, the only actions expressed by means feminine participles are actions
that the female patient must perform herself (seating and taking her legs apart), whereas
the other actions are expressed by means o f a masculine participle (empaXcbv) and neutral
infinitives (opu^ai, cpco^au em ij/eK aaai). In the second recipe, the actions of chopping and

(L8.324.3); eyicpuyaoa: Nat.Mul. 15 (Trapp 81.3; L7.334.4); £p0axroi>oa: Mul. 1.75 (L 8.164.1-2);
G\Opuyaaa: Mul. 1.75 (L 8 .164.5); evaxraoa: Mul. 91 (L8.220.5); e^aiGpiaoaoa: Nat.Mul. 15 (Trapp 81.8;
L7.334.8); exutdoooooa: Mul. 2.192 (1.8.370. 16-17); Steril. 242 (L8.456.13); eyiyraaa: Superf. 38
(Lienau 96.8; L8.506.19); eyoOoa: Nat.Mul. 9 (Trapp 76.18; L7.324.18); Mul. 2.162 (L8.342.5); 2.169
(1.8.350.2); Steril. 217 (L8.420.6); vmaiOpiov Oetoa: Mul. 1.91 (L8.220.5); KaOeyooaa: Superf. 29 (Lienau
88.2; L8.496.12); »caTa<TxCoaoa: Steril. 217 (L8.420.7); Superf. 29 (Lienau 88.3; L8.496.13); icoyaoa:
Steril. 217 (L8.420.8); paXOd^aaa: Steril. 219 (1.8.424.6); Superf. 25 (Lienau 82.4; L8.488.18); puryoixja:
Nat.Mul. 15 (Trapp 81.8; L7.334.8); Steril. 224 (L8.432.17-18); ^uppi^aoa: Mul. 1.85 (L 8.210.ll); 2.146
(L8.322.9); ^uppiayoooa: Mul. 1.90 (L 8 .2 1 6 .ll); Steril. 247 (L8.460.9); tpiyaaa: Nat.Mul. 23 (Trapp
85.5; L7.342.5); Mul. 1.91 (L8.220.5); tpXaaaoa; Superf. 33 (Lienau 92.13; L8.502.10).
102 Mul. 2.195 (L8.378.4-8). Translation: “Another fumigation: it is necessary to dig a hole and to roast
grape-stones to the amount o f two Attic choinices\ let him throw some o f this ash in the hole, dropping
continuously sweet-sm elling perfume. Seating around <the hole> and taking her legs apart, let her be
fumigated. Or <it is necessary to> chop and roast what is called the dry oisype o f the goat <sc. the grease
extracted from goat's w ool> together with bruised barley, let her knead <these ingredients> with oil;
fumigate.’ See also eyxeaoa: Mul. 2.146 (L8.322.10); eveXi^apcvri: Mul. 2.193 (L8.376.8); erturdaaouoa:
Mul. 1.11 (L8.46.8); 0upir|oap£vr|: Nat.Mul. 7 (Trapp 75.9; L7.322.9); Mul. 2.146 (L8.322.20);
KaGc^opcvriv: Mul. 1.11 (L8.46.10); KaXuyapEvrp Mul. 2.146 (L 8.322.ll); nepipdaa: Nat.Mul. 34 (Trapp
100.12; L7.372.12); noif\oaaa: Mul. 2.193 (L8.376.8); <pupi)aaaaa: Mul. 2.195 (L8.378.8);
ujroOupiTyjapEvri: Mul. 2.128 (L8.276.7); uttoOupirjoaoa: Nat.Mul. 18 (Trapp 83.21; L7.338.21)
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roasting the ingredients are expressed by means of infinitives (Kovj/ai, (pco^ai), whereas
the very final action before the administration of the fomentation is expressed by means
o f a feminine participle ((pup^aaaa). Maybe the use of this latter feminine participle
indicates that only women were expected to be present when the fomentation was
administered.
Feminine participles are not used to indicate that the woman should prepare the
ingredients - chop them, crush them, roast them, etc. - prior to the administration of a
fumigation or fomentation. Here Lloyd's argument of simplicity and straightforwardness
does not hold. It is not more difficult or less straightforward, for instance, to chop
ingredients for a fumigation than it is for a pessary; there seems to be a special link
between the pessary and women - the pessary is the female form of medication par
excellence. Feminine participles in recipes for other forms of medication - enemas,
ointments, cataplasms, etc. - can be counted on one's fingers. 103
This preliminary' study o f the grammatical evidence in the Hippocratic
gynaecological recipes seems to lead us to the idea of a division of labour within the
gynaecological therapies. Women seem to be involved mostly in the preparation of
pessaries and drinks, whether these contain ‘kitchen’ ingredients or exotic, expensive
ingredients. However, it is necessary to stress several issues that preclude the
determination o f a neat and tidy division o f labour.
First, recipes using feminine participles probably amount to less than ten per cent
of the gynaecological recipes ; 104 any pattern observable on such a small sample should be
considered with due care. Most recipes, even recipes for pessaries and drinks, use either
genderless infinitives or masculine participles.
Second, switches from feminine to masculine within a recipe are not rare, making
it extremely difficult to determine who was to do what, as in the following example: nHv

lu* Cataplasm: e^eXopcvrj: Nat.Mul. 66 (Trapp 115.4-5; L7.402.4-5)
Injection/infusion: ayeoouoa: Nat.Mul. 66 (Trapp 115.5; L7.402.4-5); 5iaicXu^op£vr|: Epid. 5.67 (Jouanna
30.14; L5.244.8); 7.64 (L 5.428.15); e^eXoGoa: Steril. 222 (L8.430.13); Katexouoa: Epid. 7.64 (Jouanna
89.15; L5.428.15).
Application to the head: nepiOeioa, anO dca, duioXuaapevri: all Superf. 25 (Lienau 82.1,3,5;
L8.488.15,16,19); the parallel o f this recipe at Steril. 219 (L8.424.2,4,6) has TtepiOdoa, (moOetoa,
anokuoaaa.
Tooth-paste: pdjrxouoa: Mul. 2.185 (L8.366.12).
104 Eighty o f the 1210 gynaecological recipes (that is 6.6 %) include feminine participles.
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Sc 9c>.qq, m 8 r|v cq cmoSov CYKcroxuaoa ev oivco 7Uvexco, aXcpixov Yaov Kai akrytov
empaXXcDv, Kai ax; qiaaxa XoueoOco.105 This switch o f subject is difficult to explain in
terms o f a division o f labour; both actions of this recipe are equally simple and
straight forward and could have been performed by a woman, or indeed a man. Rather,
this switch is due to the fact that, as pointed in Chapter Two, compilers of recipe
collections were not always attentive to the grammar o f recipes.
Third, when two versions o f the same recipe exist, it is common to see a change
o f subject from one version to another, as in this recipe of a cantharid-drink :106

Nature o f Women 8
riivexG)

K avO apibaq

d n o K o X o u o a a a xouc
Kai

xf|v

kokkoix;

Diseases o f Women 2.135

KEtpaXqv,

x e a a a p c iq,

noSac Kai x a 7cx£pd
K ai

yX uiaxriSriq

Ttcv'XE xobq p fik av a q , Kai ar|7c{r|q

(bid, cntE ppa tX iv o u t oXiyov

ev oivco.

K av O ap iS aq

xeaoapaq,

a 7tx£poi>q

Kai

anoSaq Kai ax £ p KEcpaXrjq Kai ykw axriSriq

kokkoix; tievxe
(ba, Kai

xouq p E k av a q Kai ar|7riqq

geXivou

a7 t£ p |ia oXiyov

ev oivco

S ib o v a i 7uv£iv.

In this example, the action o f removing the legs, wings and head of the cantharides is
expressed by a feminine participle in Nature o f Women 8 , whilst epithets agreeing with
KavOapidaq are used in Diseases o f Women 2.135. In other cases, a version of a recipe
can have feminine participles, whilst the other has masculine participles or infinitival
imperatives. It is impossible to tell whether the model o f these two recipes had feminine
participles or not; the ancient compilers o f recipes did not hesitate to modify the grammar
of recipes.

105 Nat.Mul. 15 (Trapp 81.3-4; L7.334.3-4). Translation; ‘If you want, let her hide a pomegranate under
ashes; let her drink it in wine. Let him add barley groats and flour upon it and let her bathe as little as
possible.’
106

Nat.Mul. 8 (Trapp 76.1-4; L 7.324.l-4)
I^t her drink four cantharides: let her remove the
legs, the wings and the head; <add> five black
grains o f peony, eggs o f cuttle-fish, a little
tlin seed t, <let her drink> in wine.

Mul. 2.135 (L8.306.17-20)
Four cantharides, without wings, legs and head, and
five black grains o f peony, eggs o f cuttle-fish and a
little seed o f parsley; give to drink in wine.
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Moreover, there are variations in the gender o f participles in our manuscripts and
papyri. For instance, the text of P.Antinoopolis differs from the medieval manuscripts: 107

P. Antinoopolis 184, fr. 10 (a), 1. 3-4

Diseases o f Women 2.205

H eX[a<pou pueXov xai]

nH eXacpou pueXov xai areap tfj^au ev

lareao tn l^ a a a ev fpodiva) eXaica al

do S ivcd

eXaico

dva(Dopu£aaa*

eibiov

0 0

[vatpopijoatov ei[piov paXBaxov]

paXOaxov 7rpocm0 eaO(o.

#

(7ipoon] 0 eaO(o
*dvaq>7ipu§aaa 0M : avacpopuaaeiv V
Instead o f the feminine participle n ^ a a a , present in P.Antinoopolis, the text of the main
i /v o

medieval manuscripts has an infinitive (tfj^ai).

In addition, the masculine participle

dva(popioo(ov of P.Antinoopolis is not attested in the medieval manuscripts, where one
can find either a feminine participle (avoupopu^aoa) or an infinitive (avatpopuaaeiv).
But despite all these issues, one cannot stress enough the presence of feminine
participles in the gynaecological Hippocratic treatises. Feminine participles are extremely
rare in later medical literature, although there are several exceptions. For instance, Paulus
of Aegina reports the following recipe designed by an anonymous woman:

I\)\T | Se tic E7ci

tcdv rjpix p av ix d iv x a i to u ttp xpcop£vr| O aupaaiax; r|6 6 o x ip e r tr|v

pu^av to u ay piou arixuou x ^ p d v E*s XeTrra xaTaxOTcrouoa x a i dyivO iav rjvpci ev
udpeXaup ea>; Taxripcoaeax; x a i icp pev udpeXaup Oeppcp peipiax; xaT rp v ei

to

7ie7iovOo<; popiov, tf|v 6e p i^av x a i rr|v ay ivO iav TpiBouaa Xeia xaT£7iXaTTev a u to ,
xai

Tourtp

povcp

to u q

te

cruv

7rup£T<p x a i

aveu

jrupetou

ripixpavixoix;

e0epd7t£uaev.109

107 Translation:
P.Antinoopolis
Or let her melt deer marrow and grease; let him mix
well in rose oil. Let it be applied <in> soft wool.

Mul. 2.205 (L8.394.3-5)
Or melt deer marrow and grease; let her mix well in
rose oil. Let it be applied <in> soft wool.

108 See Hanson (1970): 219.
I0g Paulus 3.5.4 (Heiberg 1.142.6-12). Translation: *A certain woman, having used this wonderfully on
people suffering from migraine, became highly esteemed. Having cut into small pieces the fresh root o f the
squirting cucumber, she boiled it with wormwood in a mixture o f water and oil until it became soft, and
w ith the warm mixture o f water and oil she moderately fomented the affected part, while crushing the root
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Another later recipe including feminine participles is for is an ointment allegedly
invented by Cleopatra Berenice, Queen o f Kgypt. It is found in a heterogeneous
collection o f recipes preserved in a single manuscript (MS 75.3 of the Laurentian
Library) under the heading ’Ek

xcov

M£xpo5a>pa<;, xrepi

x cd v

yuvaiKEicov roxOcov xr|<;

pnxptls:
rip6oco7cov Xapnpdv rcoifjoai. Touxo Expqaaxo B£povucr| r| (kxaiXiaaa xfjq
Aiyunxou, f| p£xaicXr|0eTaa KA£07iaxpa. ’EXacpEiov icspcu;, BaXoOoa sic; x^xpav
Katvqv, a)7nr|OEV £i<; Kapmov Kai e^eXouoa eupe Kaxa>xuKOv xouxo XEuoaa<oa>

pexd yaXaKxcx; Expfexo.110

The recipes recorded by Paulus and ‘Metrodora’ have a point in common: they are
allegedly the invention o f a woman; to use masculine participles after emphatically
claiming that these recipes had been created by women would have made very little sense
grammatically. On the other hand, when Galen quotes ‘the exact words’ of Cleopatra’s
Cosmetics, he uses masculine participles:

Kai xa xfj KXeojidxpa 7tpo<; axa>pa<; yeypapfieva

eipqaExai Kaxa xqv

£K£ivr|*; auxrjc; Xe^iv... ’AXXo Kai 7ipo<; m ropa tioiouv. vrrpou, xakKavQov ava <
a'. XEKooac cXaiov Kaxaxpie xai eyXPie- AXXo rcpa; axcopcu;. apupvav Kai
pupcn\T|<; XEUKfjq xXxopa tpuXXa XEia, ev oivco XEicooac K a x a x p i e . 111

and the wormwood till smooth she applied it as a poultice. With this only, she cured people suffering from
migraine, either accompanied by fever or without fever.’
110 Metrodora 57 (Kousis 57.14-16). Translation: ‘To make the face bright: Berenice, the queen o f Egypt,
later called Cleopatra, used this. Having thrown the horn o f a deer in a new vase, she roasted it on in oven
and, having removed it, she found it whitened. Having crushed it with milk, she anointed herself.’ See
Chapter Seven, Section Four for more details on this collection and its date.
111 Galen, Comp.Med.sec.Loc. 1.8 (K 12.492.15-18). Translation: ‘Cleopatra’s prescriptions against
dandruff are reported in order in her exact own w ords... Another, working also against scurf: soda, flower
o f copper, o f each one drachma; having reduced to oil, smear and anoint. Another against dandruff: myrrh
and fresh leaves o f white myrtle; crush w ell in wine and anoint. On the involvment o f Queen Cleopatra in
science and medicine, see Marasco (1995); (1998).
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In the Imperial period, women wrote medicinal books on subjects relevant to women - or
male authors used female names as pseudonyms when writing these books - but they did
not use feminine participles, preferring masculine participles and imperatives second
person singular. These authors may have considered masculine as a ‘common’ gender,
referring to either women or men, but their choice is nonetheless significant. Language is
not a neutral entity; by using masculine forms only, medical authors conferred to
gynaecology or the art o f cosmetics the aspect o f a ‘male science’, in the hands of men.
On the other hand, by ‘letting slip' a few feminine participles, the Hippocratic writers
give us an insight into what was more probably the reality in the ancient world: a fluidity
o f knowledge and a collaboration between men and women.

6.5 Conclusions
The experience o f reading recipe books in antiquity must have differed deeply from our
modem experience: it was a time-consuming, linear reading, close to what we would call
‘studying’. Those most likely to have had the time and skill necessary to read ancient
recipe books were iatroi, people who practiced medicine for a living; but once a text was
‘published’ there was no way o f controlling its audience, and laymen - non-medical
practitioners - may at times have read and attempted to learn from the recipe books.
One of the most salient characteristics o f the Hippocratic recipes is that they leave
out many elements o f information; information such as quantities, utensils to be used, and
times o f application are left to the appreciation o f the reader. The Hippocratic recipes are
conceived as short aide-memoires, which needed to be supplemented through oral
explanations; these recipes could not, and did not intend to, replace the oral word.
Although a theoretical knowledge of pharmacology was necessary to read the
Hippocratic collections o f recipes, their reader could delegate some pharmacological
tasks involved in the preparations o f remedies. This reader could buy herbs from the
drug-seller, and could entrust the preparation of some remedies to his patients. The
presence o f feminine participles in the gynaecological recipes implies that women, most
probably women patients, were involved in the preparation of drugs. These women
indirectly benefited from the reading o f the Hippocratic gynaecological collections of
recipes.
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7 The afterlife of Hippocratic recipes
7. 1 Introduction
The Hippocratic collections o f gynaecological recipes and the Pharmakitis were
among the first extended recipe compilations written in Greek, inaugurating a
vigorous tradition o f medical recipe writing. Most authors active in the centuries
following Hippocrates’ death are known to have composed pharmacological treatises:
Diocles, Dieuches, Praxagoras, Herophilus, to name only a few. Unfortunately, none
o f their treatises survives in full; we know them only through quotations in medical
authors such as Celsus, Pliny, Galen and Soranus. The first recipe book preserved in
full, after a gap o f at least three centuries, is Scribonius Largus’ Compositions (time of
the Emperor Claudius).
The recipes recorded by Scribonius, and by many o f his successors, differ
from the Hippocratic remedies in several ways. First, whereas Hippocratic recipes
rarely included more than six ingredients, the recipes recorded by Scribonius rarely
have less than seven. Some o f Scribonius’ recipes have well in excess of twenty
ingredients, this is particularly the case for recipes for antidotes, i.e. panaceas
designed to cure all ailments . 1 For instance, the antidote of the physician Marcianus
has forty ingredients, many o f which are exotic and/or rare:

Antidot us Marciani me d id , cui quia nihil deest, telea didtur Graece, id est
perfecta. Facit ad omnia haec una, ad quae superiores antidoti omnes. Haec
Augusto Caesari componehatur: cinnami X p. VIII, amomi X p. VI, cassiae
nigrae X p . XXV, croci X p. XVI, schoeni X p . V, thuris X p. V, piperis alhi X p .
11, myrrhae X p. X, piperis longi X p. X, nardi Indicae X p . X S, nardi Celticae
X p. XVI, rosae aridae X p. VI, costi albi X p. II, opobalsami X p. I III, laser is
Cyrenaiei uictoriati pondus uel Syriaci X p. I, stycados X p. VI, gentianae X p.
V, trifolii aculi radicis X p. IIII uel eisudem seminis X p. Ill, scordii X p. XII,
polii X p . V, asari X p. II, acori X p . Ill, phu X p . XXXII, misy X p . II, dictamni
X p. XII, am m oniad guttae X. p. Ill, agarici X p . duum semis, balsami seminis
grana numero XX, petroselini X p. VI et uictoriati, rutae siluaticae X p. trium
semis, feniculi seminis X p. trium semis, dauci Cretici X p. IIII, anesi X p. II,

' See Totelin (2004).
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cumini Aethiopici X p. II, rapae seminis X p. V et uictoriati, napi siluatici
seminis X p. Ill, ana! is fem inae <sanguinis> recent is X p. II, anatis masculi
sanguinis ariiii X p. Ill, haedi masculi sanguinis aridi X p. Ill, testudinis
marinae sanguinis aridi X p. VI S, anseris masculi sanguinis aridi X p. Ill,
mellis Attici quod satis erit. Facit ad omnia.2

I have argued that the Hippocratic recipes were the reflection o f a Haute Medecine,
based on luxury and exotic ingredients; however, compared to this type o f antidotes,
they seem terribly cheap. The spread o f the Hellenistic and Roman Empires, and the
impact this spread had on the price and availability o f ingredients, certainly
contributed to the multiplication o f ingredients in pharmaceutical recipes. Internal
pressures were also at work. A ‘trickle-down' effect is often observable in the history
o f luxury goods: social emulation leads to a higher demand for a good, which then
slowly loses its prestige.
In the recipe for Marcianus' antidote, exact quantities are given for each
ingredient. Most recipes listed by Scribonius and his successors specify quantities.
This is in stark contrast with the Hippocratic recipes which left quantities to the
readers' appreciation .3
The antidote in our example is attributed to the physician Marcianus. Other
recipes collected by Scribonius are attributed to Mithridates (170), Ambrosius the
physician o f Puteoli (152). or the surgeon Aristus (209), to name only a few. In
addition, Scribonius gives the recipe for a toothpaste regularly used by the princess
Messalina (60). Attributions o f recipes to people, famous or not, are an important
2 Scribonius, Com positiones 177. Translation: ‘Antidote o f the physician Marcianus, which is called
telea (that is perfect) in Greek, because it lacks nothing. This single <antidote> works against all <ills>
against which all the best antidotes <work>. This <antidote> will be composed by the August Caesar: 8
denarii o f cinnamon, 6 denarii o f amomum 25 denarii o f black cassia, 16 denarii o f saffron, 5 denarii
o f rush, 5 denarii o f frankincense, 2 denarii o f white pepper, 10 denarii o f myrrh, 10 denarii o f long
pepper, 10 denarii and a half o f Indian spikenard, 16 denarii o f Celtic nard, 6 denarii o f dried rose, 2
denarii o f white costus, 4 denarii o f opobalsamum, half a denarius o f Cyrenaic silphium, or one
denarius o f Syrian <silphium>, 6 denarii o f cassidony, 5 denarii o f gentian, 4 denarii o f the root o f
sharp tree-foil, or 3 denarii o f the seed o f this plant, 12 denarii o f scordium, 5 denarii o f germander, 2
denarii o f hazelwort, 3 denarii o f sweet flag, 32 denarii o f valerian, 2 denarii o f copper-ore, 12 denarii
o f dittany, 3 denarii o f drops o f amm oniacum, two times a semis o f agaricum <sc. a fungus>, 20 drops
o f balsam, 6 denarii and a half o f parsley, three times a semis o f wild rue, three times a semis o f fennel
seeds, 4 denarii o f Cretan daucus, 2 denarii o f anise, 2 denarii o f Ethiopian cumin, 5 denarii and a half
o f tumip seeds, 3 denarii o f wild mustard seeds, 2 denarii o f fresh blood o f female duck, 3 denarii o f
dried blood o f male duck, 3 denarii o f dried blood o f kid, 6 denarii and a half o f dried blood o f seaturtle, 3 denarii o f dried blood o f male goose, and a sufficient amount o f Attic honey. It works against
everything.'
3 On the importance given by Galen to accurate quantities in recipes, see von Staden (1997): 68-71.
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characteristic o f recipe books produced from the first century AD - and this may
already have been the case for recipe books composed in the Hellenistic period. With
the multiplication o f written recipe collections, it became increasingly important for
compilers to ‘prove’ that the remedies they compiled were efficacious: attaching a
name (either o f its inventor or o f a user) to a recipe could show readers that the
remedy had been ‘tested and approved’, that it was not produced by an ‘armchair
physician’. Recipes attributed to Hippocrates can be found in the works of, for
instance, Pliny the Elder, Soranus, Galen, and Aetius. Each o f these authors uses
Hippocratic material for different reasons: for emulation or for criticism. These
various motives are examined in the two first sections o f this chapter.
Anonymous recipes that bear striking similarities to the recipes of the
Hippocratic Corpus are found in the works o f medical authors active in the first
centuries o f the Common Era. In the third part o f this chapter, I address the difficult
question o f determining the boundary between unacknowledged borrowing o f
Hippocratic material and coincidental similarity between written recipes. I stress the
fact that a thriving oral pharmacological tradition existed alongside the written
tradition.
In the final sections o f this chapter, I examine the Latin translations or
adaptations o f the Hippocratic treatises Diseases o f Women I and II. Whilst the
translation o f Diseases o f Women I was introduced by a prologue stressing the
extraordinary role o f Hippocrates in the history o f medicine, in some manuscripts, the
adaptation o f Diseases o f Women II (De Diversis Causis Mulierum) does not include a
single mention o f Hippocrates.

7.2 Hippocrates as an authority in the field ofpharmacology
Scribonius Largus' Compositions is the first recipe book preserved in full after a gap
o f at least three centuries following the production o f the Hippocratic gynaecological
and nosological treatises. In the prologue to the Compositions, Hippocrates appears as
an authority in the field o f pharmacology: he is called ‘the founder of our profession’
(conditor nostrae professionis). and is praised for his Oath, in which he forbade
physicians to prescribe abortifacients .4 Scribonius, however, does not attribute any of

4 Scribonius, Compos it iones, epistula 5: Hippocrates, conditor nostrae professionis, initia disciplinae
ab iureiurando tradidit, in quo sanctum est, ut ne praegnanti quidem medicamentum, quo conceptum
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his recipes to Hippocrates, contrary to many o f his successors. In the following
paragraphs, 1 will illustrate the ways in which three authors (Pliny the Elder, Galen
and Aetius), differed in their use and presentation o f Hippocratic pharmacological
material.
Pliny the Elder (AD 23-79) has a rather ambiguous attitude towards
Hippocrates the pharmacologist. On the one hand, he reports Varro’s story that
Hippocrates had ‘stolen’ remedies from the temple o f Aslcepius .5 On the other hand,
he considers Hippocrates, the founder o f the discipline o f medicine, as an important
authority in the field o f pharmacology: Hippocratis certe, qui primus medendi
praecepta clarissime condidit, referta herbarum mentione inuenimus uolumina .6 In
the table o f contents to his Natural History, Pliny lists Hippocrates as one of his
sources for books 20-28 and 3 1,7 and pharmacological material clearly identified as
Hippocratic appears in books 20 and 22. In these books, Pliny does not quote full
Hippocratic recipes, but adapts the Hippocratic material so that it fits his own
organising principle, i.e. an organisation by plant. For instance, in the chapter on
radish (raphanus), Pliny says the following about Hippocrates: Hippocrates capitis
mulierum defluuia perfricari raphanis et super umbilicum imponi contra tormenta
uoluae.* Such advice is indeed found in two different chapters o f Diseases o f Women
II:
Kal qv paSqaq, icupivov ep7tXaaoe, rj jceXidScov Korrpov, q pdtpavov ipurrqv, q

Kpofipixo ipuixco q teutXco, q K vi5q.9
"Diav

u aiepq

rviyq...

7

xqv

K£<paXqv ^upqv

on

xaxiaxa,

Kal

xaiviq

d7ro6t(D0££iv, i)7i£p opcpaXov 5e eiXisiv* SiSovai 8e Kaardpiov Kal Kovu^av Kal
jrqydvoi) \>8o)p, Kupivov Ai0iO7nKOv, pacpavou a7i£p|ia, Oeiov, apupvqv.10

excutitur, aut detur out dem onstrelur a quoquam medico, longe praeformans animos discentium ad
humanitatem. Translation: ‘Hippocrates, the founder o f our profession, recorded the foundations o f the
discipline in an oath, in which it is established that no drug to destroy the foetus should be given to a
pregnant women, nor mentioned by any doctor, thereby inclining the minds o f students towards a
humane conduct.’
5 Pliny, H.N. 29.1.4. See Chapter Four, Section Three for more details on this anecdote.
6 Pliny, H.N. 26.6.10. Translation: ‘Indeed, we find the books o f Hippocrates, who first established the
precepts o f medicine most brilliantly, filled with information on plants.’ On the ambiguous attitude o f
Pliny towards Hippocrates, see Byl (1994).
7 Pliny, H.N. 1. See Chapter Six, Section Two for more details on this table o f contents.
8 Pliny, H.N. 20.7.27. Translation: ‘Hippocrates <advises> to rub the head o f women with radishes
when the hair falls off; and to place them on the navel against pains o f the wom b.’
9 A/m/. 2.189 (L8.370.3-5). Translation: ‘And if she loses hair, apply as a cataplasm: cumin or
excrement o f pigeons, or crushed radish, or <rub?> with crushed leeks, or beet, or nettle.’
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Sometimes, however, the Hippocratic passages mentioned by Pliny are less easy to
localise. For instance, in his chapter on the nettle (urtica), Pliny attributes the
following to Hippocrates: Hippocrates uuluam purgari poto eo pronuntiat (1), dolore
leuari tosto acetabuli mensura, dulci poto ( 2 ) et imposito cum suco maluae ( 3 ),
intestinorum animalia pelli cum hydromelite et sale (4), defluuia capitis semine inlito
cohonestari (5)." Parallels for uses ( 1 ), (2), (3) and (5) can be found in the
Hippocratic Corpus: nettle is mentioned as a purgative for flux in several chapters of
Diseases o f Women II (use l ) ; 12 roasted nettle is recommended against pains o f the
womb in Diseases o f Women 1.63 (use 2), where no quantities are mentioned ; 13 nettle
and mallow enter in the composition o f a pessary against ulcerations of the womb,
listed in Diseases o f Women 1.74 (use 3);u and a recipe against hair-loss including
nettle is listed at Diseases o f Women 2.189 (use 5 ) .15 On the other hand, nowhere in
our preserved Hippocratic texts is nettle prescribed against worms (use 4). Pliny is
either mistaken in his attribution o f the material to Hippocrates, or he had at his
disposal ‘Hippocratic’ material that is lost today. Another example in which Pliny
might be quoting lost ‘Hippocratic’ material is his description o f the marsh mallow
(althaea):

10 Mut. 2.201 (L8.384.1 and 3-6). Translation: ‘When the womb causes suffocation... Shave the head
as fast as possible, and push back <the womb> with a bandage that you roll over the navel. Give also
castoreum, henbane, water o f rue, Ethiopian cumin, seed o f radish, brimstone and myrrh.’
11 Pliny, H.N. 22.15.34. Translation: ‘N ettle... Hippocrates states that, taken as a drink, it purges the
womb; that, roasted and taken in a sw eet drink in the amount o f one acetabulum, or applied with juice
o f mallow, it alleviates the pain; that it expels intestinal worms <when taken> with hydromel and salt;
and that when its seed is smeared onto the head, it repairs hair loss.’
12 Mul. 2.117 (L8.252.18 and 21-22). 'P6ou Xeukou OEpcutcu)... Tcnrrnv pTpaova nurioKEiv Xeukt|v, kcli
Kvt'Srv; Kaptrdv. Translation: ‘Cure for white flux... Give her to drink white opium poppy and the seed
o f nettle.’ Mul. 2.119 (L 8.258.4 and 260.13-15). 'P6o<; aXXoq... Tou; 8b pfrra^ii f|p£pa<; idiv xXuapdjv
jnv6ru> aiafjs Kaptrbv xai Xayooou 7nmriv xai p^kgmx; t6 k&ixjkx; icai tcvi8?i<; xapnbv, poif)<; te
yXoKEUv; ibv <pXoiov, ipifkov ibov £Ka<rrou. Translation: ‘Another flux... In the days between the
injections, let her drink the fruit o f the elder-tree, hare’s rennet, shell o f opium poppy, nettle seed, rind
o f pomegranate; crush the sam e amount o f each.’
13 Mul. 1.63 (L 8 .126.20 and 130.18-20): "Hv 8e al pnxpai eXkojOeoxjiv... riivciv 8b pcxa xa tpappaica
Xi'vou anEpfia duto;iE<paxT}i£vov, xai aijaapov, teat icvtSin; xapndv, icai yXu»axji8ri<; pi^av xf|v TtiKpfjv
ipiptov ev oTvto eikoSei ji£Xavi KEKprjpEvtp. Translation: ‘If the womb is ulcerated... after the remedies,
give to drink roasted linseed, sesam e, seed o f nettle, bitter root o f peony; crush in sweet-smelling,
mixed, black w ine.’
14 Mul. 1.74 (L 8.156.15 and 17-18): "EiEpov xaOapxiKOv... "H »cvi5r|c; Kapnov icai paXaxtl^ yuXov Kal
XHvck; OTEap apa ouppi^avTa npoaOETvai. Translation: ‘Another purgative... Or seed o f nettle, juice o f
mallow and goose suet; mix together and apply.’
15 See above.
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Hippocrates uulneratis sitientibusque defectu sanguinis radicis decoctae
sucum bibendum dedit et ipsam uulneribus cum melle et resina, item contusis,
luxatis, tumentibus; et muscuiis, neruis, articulis imposuit ut supra; spasticis,
dysintericis in uino bibendam dedit . 16

It is interesting to note that Dioscorides (first century AD) describes the uses of the
marsh mallow in very similar terms to Pliny, without acknowledging his source:

X X 0aur

oi Se oXGiokov, oi 5 e p a X a x r| d y p ia , 'P opaioi epiaKoug... 'EyqGeiaa

y a p ev pcXiKpaxco r\ oivca rj K a 0 ' eauxT |v
jrap o jx id aq , x o ip ad a* ;, a m x jx q p a x a ,
5 aicxuXiou,

K07C£iaa 7tot£i Kpoq x p a u p a x a ,

p a o x o ix ; (pX eypaivovxat;, <(pX eypovaq>

GXaapaxa, efKpixrrjjiaxa, a w ia a e u ; v e u p o v ... F loici 5 e K al npoq

S u o e v x e p ia v , a ip a x c x ; dvaycoyr|v, 5 i a p p o i a v . 17

Undoubtedly, the concordance between the descriptions of the uses of marsh mallow
by Pliny and Dioscorides is due to their exploiting the same source. Now, the word
aX0aia used by Pliny and Dioscorides does not appear in any of our Hippocratic
treatises. Erotian, however, explained this plant name in his Hippocratic glossary.
This suggests that a treatise attributed to Hippocrates included pharmacological
information (and maybe recipes) on this plant at one stage . 18
To sum up, Pliny presents Hippocrates as an authority in the field of botany,
even though no treatise specifically devoted to botany, it seems, was ever transmitted
under Hippocrates' name in antiquity.

16 Pliny, H.N. 20.84.230. Translation: ‘Hippocrates gave to drink a decoction o f its root-juice to
wounded people thirsty because o f blood-loss; and applied the mallow itself onto wounds with honey
and resin; similarly onto contusions, luxations and swellings; and as above onto muscles, sinews and
joints; and he gave it to drink in w ine to people suffering from spasms or dysentery.’ See Byl (1994):
167 for other examples o f ‘Hippocratic’ material mentioned by Pliny which cannot be located in any o f
our Hippocratic treatises.
r Dioscorides, Mat.Med. 3.146. Translation: ‘Marsh mallow (althaia), others <call it> althiskon, others
wild m alache, the Romans <call it> ebiscoum. Boiled in melikraton or wine or chopped on its own, it
works against wounds, tumours o f the parotid gland, swellings in the glands o f the neck, abscesses,
inflamed breasts, inflammations o f the finger, bruises, swellings, tensions o f the sinews. It works also
against dysentery, blood loss and diarrhoea.’
Erotianus, G lossarium (Nachmanson 76.1-2): 'P i^ aX0auy;- Tfjq aypia^ 6ii>.ov6ri paXaxiiq, fjv
'Pwpavoi ipioKov xaXouoi. Translation: ‘Root o f marsh mallow: that is to say <the root> o f the wild
mallow, which the Romans call ibiscon.'
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Hippocrates

the

pharmacologist

is

also

an

important

pharmacological writings o f Galen o f Pergamum (AD

figure

in

the

129-199/216).19 In the

prologue to the sixth book o f his Simple Medicines , Galen praises Hippocrates for not
having mixed magic (yoT)xeia<;) and imposture (aXa^oveiaq) into the art o f
pharmacology:
fH 8e

7cX£iorr|

iwv (pappaxcav

ev auxau; xaiq 08pa7i8imxau;

7ipaypaxe{ai<; vno xc xd>v rcaXaicov yeypa7cxai xai 7ipoa8xi icbv vecoiepcov
a7cdvTcov axe8ov

xai yap 7ipo<; fl7i7ioxpdxoi)<; eipr|xai noXXA xai 7ipcx;

Eup\xpa>vxo<; xai Aicuyoix; xai AioxXsoix; xai nX^iaxovixou xai Upa^ayopou
xai fHpo<p&ou, xai oux eaxiv

ou S eic;

avfjp 7raA.aio<; o<; ou auvepdAXsxo xi xfj

xexvT] peC^ov r\ ji8iov el; £7n<xrn|ir|v (pappaxcov, aveu yor|xeia<; xe xai
aXa^oveiaq, r\v iSaxepov ’Av8pea<; ejceSei^axo.20

Galen sees the history o f pharmacology as a regression from a rational science

(episteme), incarnated by authors such as Hippocrates and Herophilus, to an art
spoiled by magical practice, incarnated by Andreas (third century BC, personal
physician o f Ptolemy Philopator). Galen lists his authorities in the field o f
pharmacology chronologically, staring with Hippocrates, the protos euretes.
In other places, Galen emulates the Hippocratic pharmacological method. For
instance in the prologue to his Composition o f Medicines according to Types, he
praises Hippocrates for his art o f mixing drugs, mentioning a recipe taken from

Regimen in Acute Diseases as an example:

'Ftp' exepcov rcaXiv 8ia0eaecov, xPeia £vcx; tpappaxou povou

xojv

auxoipixav

8<rxiv, 87npiyvup8v 8 ’ a imp xiva, 7ioxe pev apPXuvai xo atpoSpov xrjq Suvapecoq
auxoO

(k)i)X8u6p8voi.

7ioxe

8e

xr|v ar|8(av

7iappu0i)aaa0ai,

xa0a7i8p

'iTuioxpaxTi*; cv xco 7i8pi Siaixriq o^ecov ecpr| xaxa xrjvSe xf]v prjaiv r\v 8 ’ utco

19 On the role o f Hippocrates in the pharmacological writings o f Galen, see Jouanna and Boudon
(1997).
:o Galen, De sim plicium medicamentorum temperamentis ac facultatibus 6.1 (K.11.795.8-796.2).
Translation: ‘The major part o f the use o f drugs is treated in the therapeutic treatises o f the ancients,
and in addition in those o f almost all the modems. Indeed many things have been said by Hippocrates,
and also by Euryphon, Dieuches, Diocles, Pleistonicus, Praxagoras and Herophilus; and there is no
ancient who has not contributed in some way, more or less, to the science o f drugs without magic and
imposture, which later Andreas exhibited.’ On this text, see Jouanna and Boudon (1997): 217; van der
(jjk(2001): 279-281.
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tppevaq f|

to

atayr|pa, eq be xqv rcXr|i5a |ir| err)fit]vt], paXGaoaeiv ypr) xqv

KoiMqv f| petalvi eXtaepopq) rj 7i€7ita(o, pstaxvi pev So Okov r\ aeaeta rj icupivov r\
avioov rj aXko n xtov etxoSewv pioyovxa, 7i€7iXito be orcov aitapiou. ’Ev xabvq
xfj pT^oei aacpcoq o l7i7ioKpdxrjq evcSsi^axo ypeiav pev eivai
(pappaKOi), xrjv 6 ’ ar|6iav auxou Kax&

tt]v

tot> Ka0a{povxoq

7i<Saiv Kal it|v ev xrj Koitaa povr|v

f|8uopaioq SeiaOai.21

Galen praises Hippocrates for having mixed sweet-smelling ingredients to purgative
remedies, ignoring the numerous instances in which purgative plants are prescribed on
their own in Hippocratic texts. This recipe, which Galen repeats in his Composition o f
Medicines according to Places, is the only Hippocratic recipe quoted in full by the
physician from Pergamum .22 Interestingly, this Hippocratic quote is extracted from a
treatise which does not include many recipes: Regimen in Acute Diseases. In his
pharmacological treatises, Galen does not list any o f the numerous recipes of the
Hippocratic gynaecological and nosological treatises. On the other hand, in his
Glossary, Galen explicates numerous words used in these Hippocratic recipes, as in
the following example, where both Diseases o f Women I and Diseases II are
mentioned: ’Atapiicr ou povov id ano xcov Kpi0a>v ouxcoq K ataxrar ev xe yap xco
7ipcox(p xcov y u v aixeicov atapixa m Spiva e ip q x a r ev be xa> 7ceol vouocov Seuxepar xco
jiei^ovi Kal (paKwv Kal opojkov 7ie<ppuypeva)v.23

These glosses indicate that, for Galen, the Hippocratic recipes were still worth
citing. However, in his pharmacological writings, Galen preferred to list the recipes o f
more recent authorities in the field o f pharmacology, such as Apollonius, Heras,
21 Galen, Comp.Med. p e r Gen. 1.3 (K 13.372.16-373.10). Translation: ‘For other conditions, on the
contrary, there is need for only one drug among the natural things, but we mix something with it,
sometimes because we want to dull its excessive power, sometimes to soften its unpleasantness, like
Hippocrates said in Regimen in Acute D iseases, in these words: “If the pain occurs below the
diaphragm, and does not point to the collarbone, it is necessary to relax the belly with black hellebore
or wild purslane, adding to the black <hellebore> daukos or hartwort or cumin or anise or any other
sweet-sm elling drug, and adding to the purslane the juice o f silphium.” In these words, Hippocrates has
shown that there was a need for a purgative remedy, but that its unpleasantness needed a seasoning for
its absorption and for its stay in the belly.’ The Hippocratic recipe can be found at Acut. 23 (Joly 46.37; L 2.274.l-6): ”Hv 6 ’ bnb ippevaq rj to aX-y^pa, kq 8k T^jv tctajISa prj arjprjvr), paXOaaaeiv xPH xrjv
icoiXir|v rj pcXavi eXAxpopa) rj nenXup, paXavt pev Saoicoq rj a£aeXi fj icupivov rj avr|oov rj aXXo xi rdiv
eixoSetov piayovta, rraiXup 8k onov atXipi'ou. For other examples o f passages in which Galen emulates
the Hippocratic pharmacological method, see Fabricius (1972): 203-205.
22 Galen, Comp.M ed.sec.Loc. 8.3 ( K 13.149.6-11).
23 Galen, G lossarium (K 19.76.1-4). Translation: ‘Groats (alphita): it is not only the <groats> from
barley which are so called. Indeed in the first book o f Diseases o f Women wheat-groats (alphita purina)
are mentioned. In the second small book On D iseases, <mention is made o f alphita made of> roasted
lentils and bitter vetches.’
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Andromachus, Criton, Asclepiades, etc. Hippocrates’ character plays the role o f a
model in Galen’s pharmacological writings: the Coan deserves to be praised as the
founder o f the discipline, and his method is to be imitated. On the other hand,
Hippocrates’ recipes have only a historical interest for Galen; they had long been
superseded and replaced by better recipes.

More than three centuries after the death of Galen, on the other hand, Aetius of
Amida (//. c. AD 530-560) listed Hippocratic recipes in his Medical Collection, not to
illustrate a methodological point, but because he found them useful and efficacious.
For instance, Aetius tells us that he has used, and modified, the following recipe
against haemorrhoids, which we find in the Hippocratic treatise Haemorrhoids:24
Aetius, Medical Collection 14.6

Haemorrhoids 1

'l7ncoicpdTO\x; 7tpo<; alpoppoi8a<;. KrpaSov

Xfiupvav xpi\|/aq X£ir|v Kal KTpdSa, Kal

ouyy. P' apupvr|<; ouyy. P' aru7rrrjp(a^

OTD7rr|p{r|v Alyiwmriv KataKauaaq, ev Kal

oxiottv; ouyy. y' ji£Xavrr|pia<; ouyy. y'.

ppicru 7cpo<; taXXa, Kal peXavrnpiriq aXko

KOV|/a<; crqaaq Xsicoaa*; yp(b

£?<*> toooutov, lo ik o ia i £r|poiai xpfiaOar r| 5e

6e a7topf|aac pcXavxripiaq otopi evepaAx)v

alpoppou; Touxoiai xoiai (pappctKoiaiv

Kal 87ioir|oe Oaupaaiax;. ’Ev yap qpipau;

a7coaTT)G£Tai,

oXiyaiq

KaraK£Kai)pevov • xauxa 7toi£iv pexpi^ av

dSqicxax;

xcop'u;

eXic(oa£co(;

7iaaaq

acpavcu; 7ioiei xaq aipoppoifeac.

cSo7cep

okuto<;

atpavfariq.

The main difference between the version*5 o f the recipe is in the quantities: Aetius
gives exact amounts for each ingredient, whereas the Hippocratic recipe does not.
Aetius also recommends this remedy, with out giving its recipe, in the sixteenth book
of the Medical Collection, i.e. the book devoted to gynaecology .25 Hippocrates is
mentioned

several

times

in

this

gyn aecological

book,

but

no

Hippocratic

24 Translation:
Haem. 7 (Joly 149.25-150.4).
Aetius, latrika 14.6 (leraci Bio (1999): 458).
From Hippocrates, against haemorrhoids. Two Translation: Crush well myrrh, oak-gall, burnt
ounces o f oak-gall, two ounces o f myrrh, three Egyptian alum, one and a half times the amount o f
ounces o f cloven alum, three ounces o f black the others, and the same amount o f black pigment;
pigment; chop, sift, crush, and use dry. Because I use these dry. With such medicaments, the
did not have black pigment, 1 added sori and it haemorrhoid will detach itself like burnt hide. Do
worked wonders. Indeed, in a few days, it makes this until they have all disappeared.
the haemorrhoids invisible, without biting and
without causing ulceration.
On the role o f Hippocrates in A etius’ work, see De Lucia (1999); leraci Bio (1999).
25 Aetius, latrika 16.109 (Zervos): Xpu> Se icai trpa; tou; ev eSpa alpoppoi5a«; npoyeypappevoic;, icai
paAicrra t w t o o 'I n 7 r o K p d i o u > ; . Translation: ‘I also use the remedies prescribed above against the
haemorrhoids in the bottom, especially the <remedy> o f Hippocrates.’
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gynaecological recipe is recommended. One may wonder whether Aetius knew the
collections o f recipes appended to the Hippocratic gynaecological treatises. The only
recipe o f the Hippocratic gynaecological treatises quoted by Aetius is a remedy
against children's cough, which he lists in book four of the Medical Collection.
However, this is not conclusive for the Hippocratic recipe occurs at Diseases o f
Women 1.92, one o f the chapters (1.92-109) deemed spurious (vo0a) in some
medieval manuscripts :26
Aetius, Medical Collection 4.18
npoq

pf)Xa

7cat5 i(ov...

Diseases o f Women 1.92
’XXXo.

Bqxo<;

Ttatbiou...

'iTnroxpaxEiov AixtOov (bob otixtjv xai

07ixqaavxa,

aqaap o u 6 uiXaaiova oyxov xai aXbc,

xpu|/ar

Xov5pov eva abppExpov Xeava<; ixavdx;

7t£(ppuyp£vov

pexa psXixoq 6 (6 ou exXeixeiv.

eXXeixeiv.

xrjv
xai
xai

"ExEpov

cbov

XexiOov

E^sXovxa,

aqaapov

Xeuxov

aXeg,

ev

jieXixi

Aetius may have read this recipe in another context, either in a ‘Hippocratic’ treatise
now lost, or in a compendium including Hippocratic recipes .27

Pliny, Galen and Aetius consider Hippocrates as an important authority in the
field o f pharmacology: he is the protos euretesy the human founder of the discipline.
But these three authors use Hippocratic pharmacological material in different ways:
Pliny adapts the material to his own organising principle; Galen uses a Hippocratic
recipe as an example o f method; and Aetius recommends Hippocrates’ remedies for
their efficacy and usefulness. They sometimes, seemingly, consulted Hippocratic
treatises under a format different to the one we are familiar with, and they had access
to ‘Hippocratic'm aterial lost today.

26 Translation:
Aetius, latrika 4.18 (Olivieri 366.25 and 28-30)
Against children’s cough...
Another, of
Hippocrates: roasted egg yolk, twice as much of
sesame, an equal amount of salt grains; crush well
with honey. Give as an electuary.

Mul. 1.92 (L8.222.1-3)

Child’s cough... Another: cook an egg, having
removed the yolk; crush. <Add> roasted white
sesame and salt grains; give as an electuary in
honey.

27 De Lucia (1999): 450 believes the use of the word 'l7i7ioKpaieiov (Hippocratic) and not 'iTtnoKpdiovx;
(of Hippocrates) is not gratuitous.
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7,3

Hippocrates as a negative influence in the field ofpharmacology

The authors mentioned in the previous section considered Hippocrates as a highly
respectable authority in the field o f pharmacology; other ancient medical authors had
a more reserved judgement towards him. Celsus, for instance, considered Hippocrates
to be an important authority in the field of surgery, but mentioned him only once in
the pharmacological books o f his On Medicine, in rather critical terms: Curari uero
oculos sanguinis detractione, medicamento, balneo, uino uetustissimus auctor
Hippocrates memoriae prodidit: sed eorum tempora et causas parum explicuit, in
quibus medicinae summa est.28
The medical author most critical towards Hippocrates was the Methodist
Soranus, whose negative judgem ent towards Hippocratic pharmacology (and towards
the pharmacology o f most o f his predecessors) can be observed in his only work
preserved in Greek: his Gynaecology .29 For instance, Soranus criticises Hippocrates
for using sternutatories (a type o f remedy recommended in several Hippocratic
treatises) to expel the afterbirth:

'InTiOKpdrri^ jiev ouv Ttxappucou; XPftTai Kai auvdyei xa 7cx£puyia xfj<; pivoq, iva
6id xfjq xou 7tveupaio<; £i<; to paGoq epTcxtoaeax; eiaiecrfl x8 xopiov... ndvxa Se
poxftnpa xa 7ipoeipr)ji£va. Aid pev y a p xwv jrtappuaov o 7&£icov o n a p a y p o q
7tapaim>ca

p£v xov

aipoppayiaq, ixrcepov 8 e xov ck veupucfjq aupjcaOeiaq

d 7toxeX£i (popov.30

The sternutatories are condemned for their violent effect, both immediately after
administration and later on. Soranus also criticises the drugs promoting a quick birth
recommended by oi 7i£pi xov 'l 7t7toKpdxr|v for being too violent. The formula oi 7t£pl
xov 'iTcrcoKpaTTiv, literally ‘those around Hippocrates’, is difficult to translate and

28 Celsus, D e m edicina 6.6. le. Translation: ‘According to Hippocrates, the oldest authority, the eyes are
treated by bloodletting, medicaments, bathing and wine; but he gave little explanation of the times <of
application> and reasons for these remedies, things which are of the uttermost importance in medicine.’
On Soranus’ attitude towards Hippocrates, see Gourevitch (1992); Hanson (1971): 180-200; Mazzini
(1999).
30 Soranus 4.14-15 (Ilberg 144.21-23 and 145.14-16). Translation: ‘Now Hippocrates uses
sternutatories and draws together the wings of the nostrils, so that the afterbirth may fall down because
of the pressure of the descending breath... All the things mentioned above are bad. For the increased
spasm provoked by sternutatories causes danger, immediately of haemorrhage, and later of sympathetic
affection of the nerves.’ In the Hippocratic Corpus, sternutatories are recommended at Aph. 5.49 (Jones
170.13-15; L4.550.3-4) and Epid. 2.5.25 (Smith 80.5-7; L5.132.10-12).
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could mean ‘Hippocrates’ followers’, ‘Hippocrates and his followers’, or simply
‘Hippocrates'; in any case, the formula does not distinguish the followers as a
separate group from Hippocrates .31 The recipes promoting a quick birth attributed to
the followers o f Hippocrates by Soranus have close parallels at Diseases o f Women
1.77:”
S = Soranus, Gynaecology 4.13 [65] DW = Diseases o f Women 1.77
(Ilbcrg 144.2-7)
(L8.170.9-172.4)
To
coKuxoiaa 7ipoaavaypa<p£iv, ox;
aXXoi Kal oi 7C£pl xov 'l7i7iOKpdxT|v
eTioiqaav, aycd (aCovxoc; eanv.
1 . Oute yap 6d(pvr|<; tpuAXa ^qpa p£xa 1. ’Qkutokux 5uaxoK£Ucrr)* 5a<pvr|<; pl^qv
Oeppou u5axo<;*
§uaa<; rj xovx; Kopouq oaov qpiou
o£u3d(poi), £cp’ udaxi 5o<; 7n£iv 0£pgqva<;.
2. O ute Sucxapvov rj appoxovov Kal 2. ’Qkuxokiov* SiKxapvou ooov 56o
KeSpia Kal aviaov pcxa yXuK£o<; Kal opoAorx; xptij/a^ £v uSaxi Ocppco mvezco.
7iaXaiou eXaiou*
3. ”H appoxovou Spaxpqv Kal K£5pi6a<;
Kal aw r|aov £vxpiya<; £v yAuK£o<; oivou
KuaOco, napaxmq vdazoq 7taXaiou
Km Bov, 6o<; 7n£tv xouxo koA.ov Sidoxai,
qv 7cpo xcov co8(vcov SoOfj.
4. ”H SiKxapvou opoXov, apupvqc;
opoAov, aw qaou 5uo 6[k>Aou<;, vixpou
opoAov xauxa rpi\j/a<; Acta, yXvKcoq
oivou £7ny£a<; tcuaBov Kal uSaxoq 0£ppou
KuaOoix; 5uo, 5o<; 7a£iv, £ixa Aouaov
0epnw.
5. ’Qkuxokiov* pqxivqv x£ppiv0(vqv, peAi,
cAmov SuiAdaiov xouxcav, oivov £U(66£a
ax; qSioxov, xauxa ^uppi^aq, yAtqvac;,
6i6ovai £K7rv£tv nhzov&Kiq- KaxaaxqoEt 5c
Kal zaq gqxpa<;, qv (pXcypqvaxnv.
3. Ouxe KapTicx; ayp(oi) oikuou Kripwxfj 6. "Ex£pov (OKUXOKIOV* tou aucuou xou
7tpoCT7i>xtaa6p£vo<; (potvuavrj Kal oa<pui ayptou, daxx; av q5q X£Uk6<; q, xov
7C£pia^x6p£vo<; cotcuxoidav 7tapaaK£ud^£i. Kap7tov £p7t>aiaaq Kqpq), £ixa £ipup
£V£A(^aq (poiviKECp 7C£piayov 7t£pl xqv
ootpuv.
There are several differences between the recipes presented by Soranus and the
recipes we read in Diseases o f Women I. Soranus simply lists ingredients, and never
gives the quantities mentioned in the Hippocratic recipes. In addition, SI mentions
dried leaves of sweet bays (5a<pvr|<; (puAAa £r|pd), whereas DW1 mentions root or
sprouts o f sweet bay ( 8 d(pvr|<; pi£r|v £uaa<; rj tow; icopoix;). S2 is a combination of

31 See Hanson (1971): 186. See also van der Eijk (2001): ix-x for the expression oi nepi Aio»c>ia.
32 See Appendix for translation. For ease o f reference I shall refer to these series as Series S and Series
DW respectively.
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DW2 and DW3. S3 specifies that wild cucumber should be mixed with date salve
(<poivudvq), whereas DW6 indicates that the medication should be rolled in red wool
((poivuceco). Soranus’ mistake is easily explained paleographically, but it seriously
affects the meaning o f the recipe; it was important for this amulet to be red in colour.33
Finally, the Hippocratic series has more recipes than the series given by Soranus.
Hanson interprets this as ‘evidence for the tendency o f this kind of text to be
constantly expanding’.34 However, Soranus may simply have chosen not to list these
two recipes.
As suggested by Hanson, Soranus may have read the gynaecological treatises
in ‘pre-digested’, shortened format.35 Alternatively, he may have quoted from
memory, in a not very accurate manner.
Soranus’ criticism

o f Hippocratic

pharmacology was not

limited to

gynaecological remedies. Caelius Aurelianus’ (fl. c. 4 2 $ translation/adaptation of
Chronic and Acute Diseases preserves some of Soranus’ comments on nongynaecological Hippocratic recipes, as in the following example:

Ex antiquis autem Erasistratus et Herophilus de ista passione nihil dixerunt.
Hippocrates uero libro Regulari, quem Diaeteticum uocauit, peripneumonicae
inquit remedium aptandum ex cocco atque galbano atque Attico melle uel
abrotono ex aceto mulso atque pipere admixto et helleboro nigro. Summum
inquit, est etiam panacem in mulso ex aceto confecto decoquere et liquatum
dare bibendum. ’ Sed haec somnia Soranus esse iudicauit et propterea
reprobanda adiciens, quod mulsum ex aceto factum constringat et sit
inconueniens tumor/V36

33 See Hanson (2004a): 276.
34 Hanson (1971): 194. See Hanson (1998): 83-84 and Hanson (2004a): 277.
35 Hanson (1971): 258.
36 Caelius Aurelianus, Acut. 2.154 (Bendz 236.5-13). Translation: ‘Among the ancients, Erasistratus
and Herophilus did not say anything about this affliction <sc. peripneumonia>. Hippocrates, on the
other hand, in his book Rules f o r Guidance, which he called Dieteticum , says that one must prepare a
remedy against peripneumonia, made o f <Cnidian?> berry, galbanum, and Attic honey or wormwood,
in vinegar mixed with honey, to which are added pepper and black hellebore. “It is excellent,” he says,
*‘to boil all-heal in m ixed-wine made with vinegar and give it to drink liquefied. But Soranus judged
these to be harmful, and therefore to be condemned, adding that mixed-wine made with vinegar is
binding, and therefore unsuitable for the swelling.’ On Caelius Aurelianus’ translation/adaptation o f
Soranus, see Pigeaud (1982).
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Soranus/Caelius Aurelianus is here quoting, rather accurately, a series of remedies
found in the Appendix to Regimen in Acute Diseases, a treatise deemed spurious in
some o f the medieval manuscripts.37 These remedies are condemned for being too
binding, and therefore unsuitable for the treatment o f peripneumonia.
There is an interesting contrast between the Methodist attitude towards
Hippocratic remedies, on the one hand, and Galen’s attitude, on the other. As

a

pioneer in the field o f pharmacology, Hippocrates plays an important role in Galen’s
writings; but Hippocratic recipes are passed over in silence, most probably because
Galen found more recent recipes to be more useful. Soranus, on the other hand,
criticised the Hippocratic remedies as if they had been written by one of his
contemporaries, and as if they were still commonly used in the first century AD - and
this may well have been the case, as I will show in the following paragraphs.

7.4 Unacknowledged borrowing or coincidental similarity?
Cases o f unacknowledged borrowings o f Hippocratic material are common in the
medical literature. Some authors consciously quoted Hippocratic material without
acknowledging it. For instance, in the twentieth book of the Natural History, Pliny
recommends cyperus in a drink to open the womb, without acknowledging his source:
Cyperos... uuluas aperit p o ta :%Now, cyperus is prescribed as a pessary to open the
womb at Barren Women 2.235: IlpoaOeiov uarspecov, rjv ^upjiEpuKT) r\ aKA.r|p6v q to
a ro p a ... 0epa7i£ia em to auTO voaripa* ipiv eucoSea Koyaq icai Siaaqaaq xwp'u;,
KiwcEipoi) Taov, icai eicpaypa oaov payiSa, oivcp avOoopiq Sieivai.39 The Hippocratic
text may well be Pliny’s source for this gynaecological use of cyperus; in his table of
contents, Pliny lists Hippocrates as a source for the twentieth book o f his Natural
History, but the name o f the Coan physician does not appear anywhere in this book.

37 Acut.Sp. 11 (Joly 85.4-9; L2.464.12-466.4): riepurveupovniq eKXeucxdv xoXpdvri Ka'i k 6 k x o X o <; ev
pcXm Armcor icai dppoxovov ev o^upeXixi meiv <ical> 7t6repi. ’EXXipopov peXava ano^eacu;
TiXevpixiKw ev apxtjai nepia>Suva> eovxi 6(6ou- aya08v b i Ka\ x6 7ravaKe<; ev o^DpeXixi ava^eoavra Kal
8ir|0eovxa SiSovat niveiv. Translation: ‘Electuary for peripneumonia: galbanum and <Cnidian?> grain
in Attic honey; and drink worm wood in oxymeliton with pepper. Boil black hellebore; give it to the
person suffering from pleurisy at the beginning, when he is in great pain. It is also excellent to boil up
all-heal in oxym eliton, to filter it, and give to drink.’
38 Pliny, H.N. 21.71.119. Translation: ‘Cyperus... asadrink it opens the wom b.’
39 Steril. 235 (L8.450.3 and 15-17). Translation: ‘Pessary for the womb, if the mouth < of the womb> is
closed and hard... Therapy for the same disease: Chop sweet-smelling iris and sift separately, the same
amount o f cyperus and one m agis o f saffron paste; soak with sweet-smelling w ine.’
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Other medical authors may have been unaware o f the Hippocratic nature o f the
material they were quoting. For instance, in a late-antique collection of recipes,
included in the twelfth-century MS Laurentianus 75.3,40 one can read a non-attributed
recipe, which is parallel almost word-for-word to a recipe listed in Diseases o f Women
1.91: 41
Diseases o f Women 1.91
"Hv
XV^ov

Koouaav x0^1!
8(8o\>,

poov

Recipe collection 28

tawcer|,

7maavr|<; vEyiax)v yovauca u7to xoXrjq aoGevouoav

ETruidaacov

xov

0spa7teueiv. nxiaavrjc; X P^V 87ti7iaaaov

epuGpov rj xov etc xfjq auKapivou, vj/oxpov pouv lupiaKOv, fj xov ek xfjq ouKajiivou
6e pcKpeexco, Kal Kaxaoxqoexai.

Kal vj/DXpov pocpaxto Kal Kaxaoxqaei.

This recipe remains anonymous, whereas other recipes in this compilation are
attributed to Alexander <of Tralles>, Galen, Archigenes, Andromachos, Damokrates,
and Cleopatra.42 Calling upon the authority o f past medical actors was important for
the compiler o f this collection o f recipes: had he known this recipe was ‘Hippocratic’,
he would certainly have mentioned it.

Similarities between versions o f recipes cannot always be ascribed to
unacknowledged borrowing, however. For instance, Anna Maria leraci Bio may be
too hasty when she argues that Oribasius and Paulus were borrowing from the
Hippocratic Epidemics when they wrote down the following recipe for whitlow:43

40 This heterogeneous collection o f recipes (K ousis 57.11-67) follows immediately, without break, the
gynaecological treatise o f Metrodora (K ousis 48-57.11). Since this collection includes two recipes
attributed to Alexander o f Tralles, this compilation must be dated to at least the sixth century AD. It is
not necessary, however, to assume that Metrodora’s treatise was written at such a late date (see below).
___________________________
____
41 Translation:
Recipe collection 28 (Kousis 61.31-32)
Mul. 1.91 (L 8.74.18-21)
If bile distresses a woman in childbirth, give juice To cure a pregnant woman weakened by bile.
o f ptisan e, sprinkle it with red sumach or with the Sprinkle the juice o f ptisane with Syrian sumach,
^berry> o f the mulberry-tree; let her drink it cold or with the <berry> o f the mulberry-tree; let her
drink it cold and she will recover.
as a soup and she will recover.
On this recipe, see leraci Bio (1999): 464.
42 Alexander: Kousis 61.25-30; 63.11-14; Galen: Kousis 63.11-14; Archigenes: Kousis 58.36-39;
Andromachos: Kousis 58.8-26; Damokrates: Kousis 59.11-13; Cleopatra: Kousis 57.14-17. I could not
find any exact parallel to Alexander’5 recipes. However, we may well have here a reference to
Alexander o f Tralles because the recipe in chapter 104 contains lemon, an ingredient that Alexander o f
Tralles includes in several o f his prescriptions.
43 leraci Bio (1999): 464.
Translation:
________________________________
____
Oribasius,
Synopsis
ad Paulus 3.81 (Heiberg 1.312.18
Epid. 2.6.27 (L 5 .138.4)
Eusthatium
7.18
(Raeder
2 2 2 . 11- 12)
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Epidemics 2.6.27

Oribasius,

Synopsis

fo r

Paulus 3.81

Eustathius 7.18
napovuxiqq'

icqicu;

peXaiva ev peXm.

Trjv Tcapovuxiav

piKpav

ouaav £n apxopevqv icr|id^

MiKpav pev ouv ouaav e n
rf|v

rcapcovuxiav

dpxopevr|v
pexa psXixoq KaxaaxeXXei
Kal KtoXuei aooxfjvar

Kr|>d<;

Kal
p eia

peXuoq KaxaaxeXAei Kal
aooTTyvai Ktokuei.

Paulus o f Aegina (/7. c. 6400 has clearly borrowed the recipe and its formulation from
Oribasius. However, it is not certain whether Oribasius borrowed from the
Hippocratic Corpus, or even from a compendium including Hippocratic recipes. The
use o f an unguent composed o f oak-gall (kekis) and honey - two readily available and
cheap ingredients - may have been widespread for the cure o f whitlow. The
combination oak-gall and honey appears in recipes for emollient unguents transmitted
in the Galenic Corpus, as in the following example: npo<; vepopevaq atpGaq. KqiciScov
d<pevyT||ia eiq ibov peXm pt^aq Kal avaC^caq xpd)-44
By implying that Oribasius had quoted Hippocrates, leraci Bio made the
mistake o f forgetting that behind each written recipe there is some actual therapeutic
knowledge that can be transmitted either by writing or orally. This recipe against
whitlow may have been transmitted orally and written down at different times in
history in similar ways - there is not an infinity o f ways in which a two-ingredient
recipe can be formulated.

The

similarities,

both

in

theoretical

exposition

and

in

practical

recommendations, between M etrodora’s treatise (first century AD?) and the
Hippocratic gynaecological treatises pose a more complex problem.45 There are
5

examples o f recipes prescribed by ‘Metrodora’ that beaiYsimilarity to Hippocratic

Oak-gall with honey reduces the Oak-gall with honey reduces the
whitlow when it is small and whitlow when it is still small
still incipient, and it hinders its and incipient, and hinders its
growth.
growth.
See also Oribasius, A d Eunapium 2.33.1 (Raeder 415.21-22).
44 Galen, De Remediis Parabilibus 10.7 (K 14.363.3-4).
45 For this date, see Deichgraber (1932); Nutton (1995): 49. For a date in the Byzantine period, see
Congourdeau (1993); Kousis (1945); Rubio Gomez (1996); Touwaide (2000).
Against whitlow: black oak-gall
in honey.
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recipes, although they are never formulated in exactly the same words, and often
present small variations in ingredients.
For instance, Metrodora recommends two pessaries against inflammation o f
the mouth o f the womb: one made with milk o f a woman who has borne a male child
and rose perfume, another composed o f the yolk o f an egg and rose-perfume: Aaffcbv
yuvaixoq appevoxoKoi) y a k a xai pupov po6ivov, 10a a pa avaxovj/aq xai Oeppavaq, ev
7ieaaa) avaXapcbv 7ipoa0e<<;> ev iw oxopan xf\q uoxepaq i) cpou xo 7ruppov Xeicooa^
pexa poSivou ev 7ceaacp avaXafknv £7ii 0 ec;.46
Similar emollient recipes for the hardened mouth o f the womb are found at
Diseases o f Women 2.158:

*Hv 5e pr| eaSexn1011 to oxopa xcov uaxepecov xqv yovrjv, aX ka oxsip& bsq r\ xai
^uppepuxrj... "H exXeyaq xoxxoix; 7ievxexai5exa, eaxco 6e xai ’IvSixou Tioaov,
rjv 5oxer] 5eiv, ev yaXaxxi 8e yuvaixoq xoupoxpo<pou xpipeiv, xai jiapapiayeiv
eXatpou pueXov xai x a lk a oxoaa eipr|xai, xai peA.m oXiyco piayeiv* xo Se
eipiov paXBaxov xaOapov eaxco, xai 7cpocm0ea0ai xf|v r|peprjv. r\v 8e PouXr^
iaxopoxepov 7roieeiv, opupvrjq apixpov xi 7tapap(oyeiv apiaxov 5e coou xo
7n>ppov xai aiyoq axeap xai peXi xai eXaiov poSivov, xouxeoiaiv avatpupfjv,
7rapax^ia(veiv 5e 7rapa xo 7ri>p xai xo anooxat^ov eipico £uXXeyeiv xai
7tpoaxi0evai.47

The recipes listed by Metrodora appear to be simplified versions of our Hippocratic
recipes: they contain fewer ingredients and do not give detailed rules o f procedures. In
addition, there is a difference o f vocabulary: the first Hippocratic recipe uses the
words yaXaxxi yuvaixo<; xoupoxpo<poi>, whereas the equivalent recipe in Metrodora’s

46 Metrodora 4 (Kousis 51.12-16). Translation: ‘Take the milk o f a woman who has borne a male child
and rose perfume; chop together the same amount o f each, heat, take up into a pessary and apply to the
mouth o f the womb. Or crush the yolk o f an egg with rose oil, take up into a pessary and apply.’
47 Mul. 2.158 (L8.334.17-18 and 336.7-15). Translation: ‘If the mouth o f the womb does not take up
semen, but is hard and clo sed ... Or peel fifteen <Cnidian?> grains, let there also be, if it seems
necessary, a portion o f Indian <grains>; crush in the milk o f a woman who has borne a male child, and
mix with deer marrow and all the other <ingredients> that have been listed, add a little honey. Let the
wool be soft and clean, and apply for the day. If you want to make it stronger, add a little myrrh. What
is best: yolk o f an egg, goat suet, honey, rose oil, mix these, warm slightly over a fire, and collect the
drops onto wool; apply.’
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collection talks about yin/cmccx; appevoxoKou yaka. Maybe ‘Metrodora’ was here
replacing a rare expression by a more familiar one.
Examples o f similarities between Metrodora’s treatise and the Hippocratic
gynaecological writings could be multiplied. However, since Metrodora does not
mention the name o f Hippocrates, or any other name, it is unclear whether s/he
consulted written Hippocratic material (in the format known to us, or in an
abbreviated

version).

Metrodora

may

have

written

down

gynaecological

pharmacological knowledge that was transmitted orally, and s/he could have been
unaware o f the fact that this oral tradition had once been influenced by the
Hippocratic writings. In any case, Metrodora’s treatise testifies to the continuing
success o f the gynaecological recipes: at least 300 years after being included in
Diseases o f Women, these prescriptions could still form part of a gynaecological
treatise. We are faced with a tradition, the strength o f which was not exclusively
linked to the authority o f Hippocrates, the founder o f medicine. My argument can be
strengthened by a study o f the late-antique Latin translations or adaptations o f
Diseases o f Women 1 and II: whereas the translation of Diseases o f Women I was
strongly linked to the authority o f Hippocrates, some copies of the Latin adaptation o f
Diseases o f Women II circulated without any reference to the founder of medicine.

7.5 Latin translations o f the Hippocratic gynaecological recipes
Diseases o f Women I and II were among the eight Hippocratic treatises translated into
Latin in late antiquity, the six others being Airs, Waters and Places; Weeks;
Prognostic; Regimen I and II; and Aphorisms .48 Innocenzo Mazzini pointed out a
series o f similarities shared by these translations: 1) morphological similarities:
oscillation in the gender and in the declension of nouns and in the conjugation of
verbs; 2) syntactical similarities: variation in the use of prepositions and conjunctions,
and extended use o f the accusative; 3) lexical similarities: use o f Greek and Latin
lexical forms typical o f late antiquity, and particularly of the fifth and sixth centuries
AD; and 4) similarities in the techniques of translation: the translators generally
translate the Greek literally, but at times they take liberties with their Greek model,
adding, removing, or modifying the material.49

48 See Kibre (1985) for a repertory o f Hippocratic texts in Latin.
49 Mazzini (1985): 66-68.
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Mazzini suggested that these eight translations were produced in Ravenna in
the sixth century AD. He advanced two arguments in favour o f this hypothesis. First,
MS Ambrosianus gr. 108 inf. (end o f ninth century AD), which includes translations
of the Hippocratic treatises Prognostics, Airs Waters and Places, and Weeks, contains
Latin commentaries on four Galenic texts (Sects fo r Beginners; Medical Art; Pulses
fo r

11 )

* M ethod o f Healing fo r Glaucon) that can be attributed to Ravenna.50

Indeed, the explicits to three o f these commentaries specify that the physician
Simplicius wrote them down, following the lectures o f the iatrosophist Agnellus,
active in Ravenna.51 Second, Mazzini argues that there are linguistic correspondences
between the Latin translations o f the Hippocratic treatises and the Latin translations of
Oribasius, which were produced in Ravenna in late antiquity - the translator o f
Oribasius reveals that he worked at Ravenna.52 Mazzini concluded that the eight lateantique Latin translations o f Hippocratic treatises were made in Ravenna by bilingual
translators, experts in medicine, working for the medical school located in that city.53
Mazzini may have exaggerated the characteristics shared by these Latin lateantique translations, however. Manuel Enrique Vazquez Bujan showed that the Latin
translations o f two Hippocratic texts - Diseases o f Women I and the gynaecological
sections o f the Aphorisms - used different vocabulary to translate technical terms.54
These variations in vocabulary, he argued, could be interpreted either as personal
differences between translators belonging to the same ‘team’ (based in the same
place), or as differences in the geographical and/or chronological origin o f the
translations. Vazquez Bujan further suggested that some o f the late-antique
translations of* Hippocratic treatises could have been produced in North Africa, a
50 See Beccaria (1956): 288-291 for a description o f this manuscript.
51 MS Ambrosianus gr. 108 inf. fol. 48r: Ex uoce Agnello yatrosophista ego Simplicius, deo iuuante,
legi el scripsi in Ravenna fe lid le r . Translation: ‘From the lecture o f the iatrosophist Agnellus I,
Simplicius, with the help o f God, collected and wrote <this> fruitfully in Ravenna.’ Fol. 91 r: Ex uoce
Agnello archiatro, deo iuuante, ego Sim plicius medicus legi, contuli et scripsi in Ravenna feliciter.
Translation: ‘From the lecture o f the iatrosophist Agnellus, with the help o f God, I, the physician
Simplicius, collected, gathered and wrote <this> fruitfully.’ Fol. 114r: Ex uoce Agnello yatrosophista
ego Simplicius audiui, legi, contuli, deo iuuante, et scripsi feliciter. Translation: ‘From the lecture o f
the iatrosophist Agnellus, I, Simplicius, heard, collected, gathered, and wrote <this> fruitfully with the
help o f God.' See Ihm (2002): 55-59 for details and bibliography on Agnellus.
52 See Mazzini (1991): 292. For exam ples showing that the translator o f Oribasius worked in Ravenna,
see Morland (1932): 191-192: Emplastrum immotum quern accepi a M artyrio arciatro Ravenna.
Translation: ‘Immovable plaster which I have received from Martyrius, archiatros at Ravenna.’
Epithima diasperm aton quern accepi a Maximo pimentario Ravenna. Translation: ‘Application
“through-seed” which 1 have received from Maximus, pigment seller at Ravenna.’
53 Mazzini (1985): 68-70. See also Mazzini and Flammini (1983): 45-46. On the medical school o f
Ravenna, see Mazzini and Palmieri (1991); Palmieri (1994).
54 Vazquez Bujan (1984).
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region where a series o f Latin authors exploiting and/or translating Greek medical
treatises were active at the end o f the fourth, beginning o f the fifth century AD:
Vindicianus (second half o f the fourth century), Theodorus Priscianus (fourth or fifth
century), Caelius Aurelianus {ft. c. 420), and Cassius Felix (ft. 447).55 Since most of
these authors produced gynaecological writings based on Soranus’ Gynaecology,
North Africa seems a likely candidate for the production o f Latin translations of
Hippocratic gynaecological texts.56 However, the African medical treatises tend to
contain fewer graecisms than the translations o f the Hippocratic treatises.57
In the following pages, 1 examine the recipes within the Latin translations o f
Diseases o f Women I and II. Each o f these translations will be studied separately in
order to stress their differences.

7.5.1 The Latin translation 0 /*Diseases of Women I
A partial translation o f Diseases o f Women I is known through two early manuscripts:
MS Parisinus 11219 and Ms Petroburgensis Lat. F.v.VI.3.58
MS Petroburgensis Lat. F.v.VI.3 was produced at the end of the eighth century
or the beginning o f the ninth century in France, probably at the monastery o f Corbie.59
It contains ten medical texts, including six anonymous gynaecological works.60 The
first gynaecological text is a fragment o f the Latin translation of Diseases o f Women I,
corresponding to the end o f chapter 10, chapter 11, and the first sentence o f chapter

55 Vazquez Buj&n (1986): 60.
56 The third book o f Theodorus Priscianus’ Euporista is devoted to gynaecology; Caelius Aurelianus
composed a G ynaecia based on Soranus’ gynaecological writings; Vindicianus’ Genecia is not dealing
with w om en’s diseases but with theories o f generation and embryology. Mustio/Muscio, the author o f a
Gynaecia based on Soranus’ G ynaecology, is also generally assumed to be an African, writing in the
sixth century AD, although there is no evidence to support this assumption (see Hanson and Green
[1994]: 1046). On gynaecological works produced in North Africa, see Green (1985): 134-140.
7 Green (2000): 15 suggests that the translation o f Diseases o f Women I was produced in North Africa,
but Green (1985): 142-149 follow s Mazzini in attributing the Latin translations o f the Hippocratic
gynaecological treatises to Ravenna.
This translation has known two recent editions: Flammini and Mazzini (1983) and Vazquez Buj^n
( 1986). Grensemann (1982): 48-55 gives a transcription o f the text o f MS Parisinus; Walter (1935) and
Egert (1936) reproduce the text o f MS Petroburgensis.
59 See Beccaria (1956): 399-402 for a description o f the manuscript. The manuscript was in St.
Germain des Pres before being brought to Russia in 1791. At St. Germain, the manuscript was bound
together with a collection o f hagiographies (now MS Petroburgensis F.v.1.12) that was transferred to St
Germain from Corbie in 1638. Although our manuscript is not listed in the inventory o f the Corbie
library, it may well have been produced in that abbey. MS Petroburgensis F.v.VI.3 is not listed in Ganz
(1990); on MS Petroburgensis F.v.1.12, see Ganz (1990): 135; 155.
60 On the medical texts o f this manuscript, see Briitsch (1922); Diepgen (1933); Egert (1936). Briitsch
edits the text o f De D iversis Causis Mulierum; Egert edits the text o f Liber de Causas (sic)
Feminarum; Liber de M uliebria C ausa, Liber de Muliebria.
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12 o f our Greek text (fols. 8ra-8vb). This text is followed by another gynaecological
treatise entitled De Diversis Causis Mulierum, which contains Hippocratic material
(fols. 9ra-25vb).61 Finally, MS Petroburgensis includes a text entitled De Muliebria
(fols. 32ra-37vb), also present in MS Parisinus 11229, where it is attributed to Aetius
lustus.
Ms Parisinus was produced in the ninth century in western France, probably at
St. Denis. It contains forty-one different medical texts.62 The gynaecological section
of this manuscript contains a fragment attributed to a certain Aetius lustus (fols.
21 Ora-211 vb) and a Latin translation o f Diseases o f Women I, corresponding to
chapters 1 and 7-38 o f our Greek text (fols. 212ra-221rb). This translation is preceded
by a letter ‘from Hippocrates to M ecenas’ listing three branches of medicine;63 and is
introduced by a prologue stressing the role o f Hippocrates in the field of gynaecology:

Prologus. Praeco ueritatis et sine mendacio didasculus, sicut exinde
<d>eorum semine confectus, solus in mundo Jppogrates inluminauit artem
medicinae et praestitit generi humano salutem. In tantum cum praeterierat
non solum Asclipeum et Sustratum et Ysocratem auum suum et patrem
Araclidem et alios multos, ipse et generi mulierum praestitit salutem
humanam et locutus est de curis ipsarum propter infirmitates mulierum.M

See below for m ore detail on this text.
See B eccaria (1956): 166-173; V&zquez Bujan (1986): 63-82; W ickersheimer (1966): 112-123 for a
description o f the m anuscript. G losses in O ld G erm an indicate that the m anuscript was in G erm an
territory in the eleventh and thirteenth centuries.
6 3 This text is transcribed by B eccaria (1959): 38. Incipit epistola Ypocratis a d Mecenatem salutem.
Prouocas me de studio scolae artis m edicinae dicere et tractare de statu corporis generis humani, hoc
est de natura nostra, primum de conceptu, secundum de interaneis et uisceribus nostris, tertium de
substantia et quibus gubernaculis membrorum sumus expositi et quibus uitiis dediti sumus usque a d
aduersa pericuia, quae patim ur. T ranslation: 4 Incipit : letter o f Ypocrates <sc. H ippocrates> to
M ecenas, greetings. You incite m e to talk about the study o f the art o f medicine and to deal about the
state o f the body o f the hum an genus, that is about our nature: first about conception, second about our
internal organs and our viscera, third about <our> substance and with what instruments for controlling
our lim bs we are set forth, and to w hat vices w e surrender ourselves, right up to the adverse dangers
w hich we suffer.’ B eccaria (1959): 39 believes the translation o f Diseases o f Women I is the first part
o f the program m e set out in the letter to M ecenas. Following Beccaria, Mazzini and Flammini (1983):
9 have given the title D e Conceptu to this translation. Vazquez Buj&n (1982), however, believes the
transm ission o f this letter is independent o f the transmission o f the translation. I have therefore chosen
not to give a Latin title to the translation o f D iseases o f Women I.
64 M azzini and Flam m ini (1983): 53.1-7. Translation: ‘Prologue. Herald o f truth and m aster w ho does
not lie, as if m ade out o f the seed o f the gods, unique in the world, Ippogrates <sc. Hippocrates>
illum inated the art o f m edicine and provided good health to the human genus. Not only did he surpass
A sclipeus <sc. A sclepius>, Sustratus <sc. Sostratus>, his grand-father Y socrates <sc. H ippocrates>, his
father A raclides <sc. H eracleides>, and m any others, but he also provided human health to the fem ale
genus, and talked about their cures because o f w om en’s w eakness.’
61

62
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In this prologue, Hippocrates appears as a legendary character, not only founder o f the
discipline, but also almost divine.
MSS Parisinus and Petroburgensis are independent; none seems to be a copy
of the other.65 In addition, Mazzini and Hanson concluded that the Greek manuscript
used by the translator could not be identified with any o f the three known branches of
the Greek manuscript tradition for Diseases o f Women I.66 According to Hanson, this
translation testifies to a state o f the text preceding the division o f the stemma into its
branches Theta, M, and V.
The early date o f these two Latin manuscripts serves as a terminus ante quern
for the production o f the Latin translation o f Diseases o f Women I. It may be
suggested that a complete Latin translation o f Diseases o f Women I once existed, from
which the translation we know was excerpted, and perhaps reworked.67

The order o f the chapters in the Latin translation of Diseases o f Women I is
the same as in our Greek text.68 The chapters o f the translation that are preserved, like
the original Greek, contain relatively few recipes. The Latin recipes against tumours
o f the womb, corresponding to the end o f our Greek Diseases o f Women 1.34, will
serve as an example to illustrate the translation technique employed:69
G = Diseases o f Women 1.34 (L8.80.2082.12)

L = De mulierum affectibus (Mazzini and
Flammini [1983]: 73.566-583 with small
modifications)
A aoa 8e oi5qpaia yivexai uaxepixa ev Si tumores fiant in matrices tempore
TOKO) X] C K XOXOU, OU XP^| OXUtpClV, O ld OI partus, in gemitu aut post gemitum, non
iqxpo'i Ttoieoixnv
debemus stipti<ri>as uti, quibus et alteri
medici utuntur.
1. Oappaxa 6e xa8e apiaxa 7tpoo(pepeiv, 1. Farmaca autem utilia sunt haec,
icupivov AiOiomxov, oaov xoim xpial ciminum Etyopicum, quantum potest
baxruXotai, xai xou aw qoou, xai xoO tribus complectere digitis, et anisum et
aeaeXioq 7ievxe rj e^, yXuxuaiSrjc; apium et siseleos quinque aut sex,
Xr|papu6o<; qpiau xfjq
r\ icai xoO gligesidis parte media, herba est quam
aneppaxoq, xauxa ev oivco >xuxco alii pionia dicunt, et in uinum album qui
praeterea bene olidus est ieiune potui
r)5o68pq> paXiaxa vfjoxei §i5ovai

M azzini and Flammini (1983): 47; V&zquez Buj&n (1986): 91-99.
H anson (1971): 152 considers the three m ain manuscripts; Mazzini inM azzini and Flammini (1983):
42 considers only Theta and M).
6 7 See V azquez Bujan (1986): 51
6 8 For a table o f correspondence, see M azzini-Flam m ini (1983): 49.
6 9 See A ppendix for translation. For ease o f reference, I shall refer to these series as Series G and Series
L respectively.
65
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dabis.
2. Uel radices dauci uel anetum et
siseleos et radicem gligesides <ad>
similitudinem, sicut superius dictum est,
facis et dabis in poto.
3.
uurooclivoi) xai Sauxou AiGio7nxob 3. Aliud fet petroselinot <semen> dauci,
xaprcov cboauxcoc,id est sementia pastenaci, et ciminum
4. nH xpqGpou p(£av, r\ xopivoo Etyopicum dabis in uino potui, quantum
AiGiojioxou ’Axxixov xexpcoPoXov, rj oboli quattuor Attici.
rc&tcpi,
aw qoov,
Sabxoq,
axxea, <semen>: addit Totelin
y>.uiaxn6r|<; pi^cr xauxa ev oivco xpipeiv 4. Uel piper, anisum, daucum, gligesidis
xai 5i6ovai 7nveiv.
radices, haec omnia in uino potui dabis.

2.
dauKou pi^qv AiGi07nxou, oeoeXi,
y>.uxixri5r|<; pi^rjv xov auxov xporcov*

anisum Totelin: anisu M azzini et Flammini

5.
pupxidavou xAxovia duo fj xpta, xai
xupivov AiGiojnxov, yXuxuai5r|<; pi^rjv, rj
Xivou a7ieppa opoiax;, o xai xa 7iai8{a
prjaoovxa vj/copi^oucn <E,ov cbq> O7iico
XexiGco, £ov orjoajixo ^etppuypevco.
6. "Hv Tiaidouoa acpGa xa aidoia,
apuydaXa xpiyac xai Pooc; pueXov ev
udaxi eyeiv, xai aXqxov epPaXcbv
opixpov, diaypieiv xa aidoia, xai
diaxXu^eiv xco udaxi xco arco xcov pupxcov.

5. Aliud: myrtae ramusculus duo uel tria,
ciminum Etyopicum, gligesidis radices,
semen de lino dabis similiter in uino
bibere.
6. Nam si infans tussit, sisamum frixtum
dabis et cum amigdolas tritas et medulla
et bubula cocta dabis cum modicum salis
et perungues palatum eius et de labiis
eius terge murt<e>a.

In three cases, the Latin recipes have more ingredients than the Greek recipes: LI
adds parsley (apium); L2 adds dill (anetum); and L6 adds ox-tongue (bubula) and salt
(modicum salis). It is impossible to determine whether these ingredients were listed in
the Greek recipes at any point o f their textual transmission.
In two cases, the boundaries between recipes are different in the Greek and in
the Latin text. The boundary between G3 and G4 has shifted in the Latin translation,
which, in addition, does not include two ingredients listed in G4 (xpqGpou pi^av and
axx£a). In the case o f the first ingredient (xpqGpou pi^ov), the Latin text seems to be
corrupted, and no firm conclusion can therefore be drawn. On the other hand, the
second ingredient (axxea) seems to not to have been present in the translator’s Greek
text, or forgotten by this translator, or lost at some point of the transmission of the
Latin text.
The boundary between G5 and G6 has also shifted in the Latin translation,
which diverges entirely from our Greek text. G5 is a recipe against tumours forming
in the womb during childbirth, but it also includes an ‘excursus’: a recipe against
children’s cough, including linseed, egg and roasted sesame. G6 is a remedy against
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thrush occurring during labour. The Latin has a recipe against tumours in the womb
(L5) and a recipe against children’s cough (L6), but no recipe against thrush. The last
sentence o f the Greek text, which reads ‘smear over the genitals and inject with water
of myrtles’, is translated in Latin as ‘you will anoint his palate <sc. the child’s>, and
cleanse his lips with myrtle-decoction’! This appears to be an attempt at creative
composition in order to make sense o f a corrupted text. It is however impossible to
tell whether this transformation o f the original text was already in the Greek text used
for the translation or whether it was added in the Latin.
In two cases, botanical information is given in the translation: LI explains that
gligesidis (peony) is sometimes called pionia; L2 specifies that <semen> dauci is the
equivalent of sementia pastenaci. This information indicates that the translator (or a
commentator) had a knowledge o f plant names in both Greek and Latin. On the other
hand, the translator does not explain what an Attic obol is (see L3); one may wonder
whether late-antique readers were familiar with this weight. In addition, it seems that
the translator did not know the meaning o f the rare word xqpcqu<; (G1: a scallop-shell
used as a measure), which is not translated into Latin.

To sum up, the variations between the Greek and the Latin are so significant
that they deeply alter the meaning o f the recipes. Even though Latin equivalents are
given for two plant names, other Greek words are not translated (siseleos;70 oboli
attici). The use o f graecisms is one o f the most prominent characteristics of this
translation o f Diseases o f Women I.71 This characteristic, undoubtedly, limited the
audience for this text. With the regression of Greek knowledge in western Europe,
such translation would have lost its appeal: it is no surprise the two known
manuscripts for this text were copied so early in the Middle Ages.

7.5.2 The Latin adaptation o f Diseases o f Women II (De Diversis
Causis Mulierum,)
A Latin text, entitled De Diversis Causis Mulierum, including Hippocratic
gynaecological material from Diseases o f Women II, is found in two medieval

0
71

The Latin equivalent o f the G reek oeaeXi (hartwort) is seseiis, but is genetive is seselis, not seseleos.
See M azzini and Flam m ini (1983): 20-21 for other examples.
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manuscripts: MS Petroburgensis Lat. F.v.VI.3 and MS Londinensis Sloane 475.72 In
addition, portions o f this text are also found in MS Vicenza, Biblioteca Civica
Bertoliana, 287 and in MS Londinensis Harley 4977.
In 1922, Walter Briitsch published a transcription o f the text found in MS
Petroburgensis (fols. 9ra-25vb), failing to notice that it included material o f a.
Hippocratic nature. This was discovered independently by Paul Diepgen (1933) and
G. Walter (1935). Diepgen noted the correspondence between chapters 31-35 of the
Latin text and chapters 127-131 o f Diseases o f Women II, and Mazzini enlarged this
list o f correspondences.73 I believe Mazzini’s list can be increased further, and that
from chapter 21 o f De Diversis Causis Mulierum, the material is Hippocratic,
although I have not been able to determine a correspondence for each Latin chapter.
This is mainly because the Latin does not follow the order o f our Greek Diseases o f
Women II, and at times merges chapters separated in our Greek text. Identification of
parallels between Diseases o f Women II and De Diversis Causis Mulierum is made
possible (and relatively easy) with the help o f computers. However, the ancient reader
was most probably completely unaware that this text contained Hippocratic material.
In my opinion, it would be more correct to see De Diversis Causis Mulierum as an
adaptation o f the Hippocratic Diseases o f Women II, rather than a translation stricto
sensu. This adaptation includes unidentified non-Hippocratic material, which may
have been transmitted together with a Greek version of Diseases o f Women II, added
by the translator himself, or later added to the Latin translation.
The text o f De Diversis Causis Mulierum is also found in the medical
manuscript Londinensis Sloane 475 (fols. 166r-209r). This manuscript is constituted
of two parts: the first (fols. 1-124) dates from the twelfth century AD; the second
(fols. 125-231, which includes our text) is from the eleventh century, and is written in
several hands. The two parts were probably produced in the British Isles; the recipes
in French added in the fourteenth century are not sufficient to contest this attribution
(fols. 209-210v).74 The second part of MS Sloane is one of the earliest medical British
manuscripts in Latin. The diffusion o f Latin medical texts in the British Isles during
See Green (2000): 11.
Diepgen (1933): 228-229; M azzini in M azzini and Flammini (1983): 10-11.
74 For a description o f th e m anuscript, see Beccaria (1956): 255-259; Cam eron (1983): 42; Hunt
(1990): 82; Liuzza (2001): 225-227. Beccaria (1956): 258; Beccaria (1959): 43; Hanson (1975): 569;
and Kibre (1985): 188 have noted the fact that MS Sloane 475 and M S Petro. contain the same text,
although the text ends earlier in MS Sloane. Green (2000): 11 believes the m anuscript comes from
Brittany.
72
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the eleventh century could be linked to an influx of people who knew Latin.75
Contrary to their predecessors, these people referred to ancient authorities (mostly to
Galen) in their manuscripts; MS Sloane includes a recipe attributed to Hippocrates
(fols. 131 v -132r): hec est purgatio Ypocratis.u
The differences between MS Petroburgensis and MS Sloane are usually
insignificant orthographical variations. MS Petroburgensis may either have served as
a model for the gynaecological section o f MS Sloane, or the former manuscript could
be the ancestor o f the latter, the intermediary copy or copies being lost. In both
manuscripts, the text is introduced by a table of contents listing 94 items.
In addition, a text entitled A d Offocationem uel Stranguriam Mulieris, found
in MS Vicenza 287 (fols. 146r-150v), has passages in common with De Diversis
Causis Mulierum71 MS Vicenza 287 dates from the first half o f the thirteenth century,
may be Italian in origin, and contains several other gynaecological texts, including the
Epistula Hippocratis de Virginibus (fols. 141v-142v).78 Finally, MS Londinensis
Harley 4977, a French manuscript o f the twelfth century, contains on its last folio (fol.
120v) a fragment o f the table o f contents o f De Diversis Causis Mulierum. This table
of contents is directly preceded by a version of the Epistula De Virginibus,
transmitted under the title Epistula Emogratis (sic).79

De Diversis Causis Mulierum is a collection of recipes in which very little
space is devoted to descriptions o f diseases. Some of the recipes o f De Diversis
Causis Mulierum are word-to-word translations of Hippocratic material, as in the
following example:80

See Banham (forthcom ing).
This attribution to H ippocrates is m ost probably a fantasy: no parallel could be found for this recipe
in our Hippocratic treatises.
77 See G reen (2000): 3. U nfortunately, I have been unable to consult this manuscript.
78 The Epistula is edited by F ischer (2004). I wish to thank Dr. Fischer for dicussing the transmission
o f De Diversis Causis Mulierum w ith me.
7 9 See Fischer (2004): 219-220.
______________
8 0 Translation :
DCM36
Mul. 2.135 (L 8 .3 0 6 .17-20)
Afterwards,
four cantharides without legs, wings
Four cantharides, w ithout w ings, legs and head,
and five black grains o f peony, eggs o f cuttle-fish and head, and five grains o f peony, eggs o f cuttle
fish, a little parsley; you will give all these to
and a little seed o f parsley; give to drink in wine.
drink in wine.
75
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Diseases o f Women 2.135

De Diversis Causis Mulierum 36 (my
own edition)

KavGapiSaq

ano&ac,

icaoapac;,

tea!

axep

Postea cantarides IIII sine pedibus, pinnis

tea!

et caput et glicisidis grana V et oua sepie,

to ik ; p e X a v a q

appie modice, haec omnia dabis in uino

tcetpaXrjq,

yXutaxndriq teotacotx; 7ievxe
tea! OT|7cir|q coa,

teal

d7ixepo\x;

tea! aeM voo

OTieppa

bibere.

oViyov ev oivat 8i6ovai mvciv.
Pedibus S: pedes P JJ caput S: capud P " sepie S:
sebie P81

There is only one slight difference between these two versions: the Greek text
specifies that the grains o f peony should be black, whereas the Latin is silent on the
colour o f the grains.
At times, our Latin text differs more strongly from our Greek, as in the
following exam ple:82
DW = Diseases o f Women 2.187 and 188
(L8.368.6-16)
1. (2.187) ’E7rf|v yuvauci ev xqt aiSoico rj
ev itp apxw aateapidee; yevcovxai, Xuyou
xapTto^ pioyexai r\ (piSXXa, tea! fk>6<; x0^1!
7tapa|iioyeiai ooov ofioXo<;• teedpivq) 6e
eXauo cpupfiv, tea! eipico Tuvoevn
eueipoiaxcp avaXapeiv evxiGeoGco 8e 8ia
xpixqc; vuicxa tea! f|pepr|v, xfj 6e {xxrepafr]
atpeXopevri LoueoOco Gepjico, teal ateopoda
e<pGa tea! atpa eoGi^ico, tea! a! datcap(5e<;
e^tam tea! Ovqcneouaiv aXpr] 5e icXu^eiv
xpn2. (2.188) npooa)7iov ayfonCpi fpcap
xaupoi), xpipeiv ^tjv eXaico, aXeupeiv 5e ev
dtepqxcp oivctr x°^1 de x^topou tpGeipei.

DCM = De Diversis Causis Mulierum 51
1. Ad mulierem, que intra uulua aut
intestinis maioris lumbrici late nascuntur,
quas greci ascaredas dicunt, et sunt
formate, quasi semen cocurbitis. Utile est
illis fructus tamaricis et fel taurinum
ouolo 1 cummixto oleo cum lana
supponere, et tertia die retolle. Postea
lauacris utatur; alia cocta et cruda
accipiant et mel calidum bibat; statim
lumbrici procedunt mortui.
2. Item epar piscis, qui dicitur saurus,
teres cum oleo et unges; et fel ipsius
faciem splendidam ostendit.

S = M S Londinensis Sloane 475; P = MS Petroburgensis Lat. F.v.VI.3, in BrUtsch’s transcription.
See A ppendix for translation. For ease o f reference, I shall refer to these series as Series DW and
Series DCM respectively.
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3. 'AXXa Kai o x ^ o q ifjq 7cxioavTi<; opoiax; 3. Item tesana, albumen ouorum, herbam
Xapjcpuvei, Kal coojv t o Xx t u k o v , Kal et alfeta cum poma cataplasmabis, ut
aXrjxov 08p|icov Kal opopcov, Kal o Ok o v resanabitur.
Kaia7iXdaaciv.
1. Que P: cui S JJ lum brici P: lubrici S J| asceredas
P: escaridas S JJ cum m ixto P: cum m isces S |J
supponere S: subponere P JJ lauacris P: lauacras S
[J alia cocta et cruda S: alius coctus et crudus P JJ
2. piscis S: ex pisce P JJ faciem Totelin: facies P,
facium S [J teres S: teris P JJ 3. ouorum S: ouarum
P [J herbam S: erbum P JJ

The Greek text has a recipe against ascarides (DW1), followed by two cosmetic
recipes (DW2 and DW3); the Latin text has three recipes against ascarides - the Latin
recipes are separated by the word item (similarly), which is generally used to separate
recipes for the same purpose. DCM2 has substituted fish liver (epar piscis) - an
ingredient which does not appear anywhere in our Greek Diseases o f Women - for
bull bile. DCM2 tells us that fish liver is called saurus, a word which is not attested in
Latin, but which is clearly derived from the Greek word Taupou. Finally, DCM2
indicates that fish bile can make the face beautiful, contradicting our Greek, which
recommends not using fresh bile on the face.
The text o f De Diversis Causis Mulierum sometimes assembles recipes found
at different places in our Greek manuscripts. For instance, in the chapter on the
displacement o f the womb to the liver, De Diversis Causis Mulierum lists four
recipes:

Si matrix ad epar ascendit... Tunc dabis in uino castoreum et nucleum usque
dies uiginta: caput uero non oportit ungere, neque per naris boni odoris
aliquid detur. Item lilisfagum, lini semen, alfeta da eis ieiunis in potione
cotillas IIII (1). Postea sambuci folia coquis in aqua et calida fomentabis (2).
Item ordigo coquis in aqua et fomentabis (3), similiter oui uitello et oleo roseo
a forisperungues (4).%y
Castoreum S: castorio P JJ nucleum S: nuclium P JJ oportet S: oportit P JJ boni S: bene P JJ
lilisfagum S: lilisfago P JJ alfeta P: alfecta S JJ coquis S: quoquis P JJ uitello S: uitella P

SJ DCM 31. Translation: ‘I f the w om b goes up to the liver... Then you will give her, in wine, castoreum
and nut until the tw entieth day. It is important not to anoint the head, and that nothing sweet-sm elling
be given for her to sm ell. Sim ilarly, salvia, linseed, barley-groats; give in a drink o f four cotillae, w hilst
fasting. Then you will boil leaves o f elder-tree in water and m ake a warm fomentation. Likewise, you
will boil barley in w ater and foment. Similarly, anoint the outside with bird-egg and rose-oil.’
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The Greek equivalent to the first Latin recipe is found at Diseases o f Women 2.127, a
chapter on the displacement o f the womb to the liver;84 the Greek equivalent to the
second and third recipes are found at Diseases o f Women 2.203, a list of recipes
O f

against displacement o f the womb;

the final Latin recipe has no exact equivalent in

our Greek text, although the combination egg and rose oil appears in several
Hippocratic recipes.

The compiler o f De Diversis Causis Mulierum is not the same person as the
Latin translator o f Diseases o f Women I.

The former never gives botanical

explanations or uses geographical epithets (e.g. Ethiopian or Egyptian) to qualify
ingredients.86 On the other hand, he explains technical terms such as ascarides (see
above), and often indicates that he has tried a remedy.87
But even though De Diversis Causis Mulierum and the translation of Diseases
o f Women I were not produced by the same person, they were probably produced in
the same place; and could circulate together, as testified by MS Petroburgensis.
However, from at least the ninth century, these texts were also circulated separately:
MS Parisinus 11219 only includes the translation of Diseases o f Women I, and MS
Sloane 475 only contains De Diversis Causis Mulierum. When these texts were
separated, De Diversis Causis Mulierum lost all connection with Hippocrates and

M Mul. 2.127 (L 8.272.9 and 274.5-9). *Hv a i pfyrpai 7tp 6 <; x6 fjnap xpandxnv (...) Tt)v 6 i rcap0£vov
Jid 0 £iv ^bvonc&riv av S p r np6q
rou; pivcu; aEipcv <pr|6 £v>, pr|5£ t 6 (pappaxov nivEiv, vfjoriv 5£ i 6 v
KaoTopa xai k6vu£ov ev oivw ax; EutoSfiaraTtp tuveiv eq eucooiv r|p 6 pcu;, Kai tt)v K£<paXf|v pi)
aX£up£o0ai e ik d S e i , prj6 ’ 6 o 9 pa(v£o 0 a i e ik o S & d v . Translation: If the w om b turns itself tow ards the
liver, you will advise the virgin to get married to a man. <Advise her> not to bring anything to the
nostrils, not to drink any purgative rem edy, but to drink, whilst fasting, castoreum and fleabane in wine
as sw eet-sm elling as possible, for tw enty days, not to anoint her head with perfume, and not to smell
anything sw eet-sm elling.’
8' Mul. 2 .2 0 3 (L 8 .3 8 6 .2 1 and 3 9 0 .2 3 -3 9 2 .5 ). "Orav
pETaKivrjOcTaai OXipaxnv a i uarcp ai ( . . . ) Kal 1 6
Xouidv EXfXioipaKov, Kai Xtvou o7t£ppa, Kai aXipuov 8 i8 6 v a i 6i<; Tftq ftjx^priq ev oiva) KEKpripEva),
kot6Xo<; liooapaq. EXai'ou fjpiKotuXiou, dKTf)<; ipuXXa x e ip a nAiriv, xaO ta e\|/eTv, Kai jrupirjv 0£ppa> rj
o o r p a K o ia i 0£ppo?aiv, Eni 6 (<ppou K a 0 ^ £ o 0 a i, dp9iKaXu7ti£iv 5 e E ipaoiv.
xftq dKir|<; 9 uXXa ^uv
pupaivrj eij/eiv, Kai KpiOEcov a x u p a e^eiv. Translation: W hen, having moved, the womb causes
pressure... A nd for the rest salvia, linseed, and barley-groats; give twice a day in mixed wine, in the
am ount o f four kotylai. O r the leaves o f elder-tree, a hand-full; boil these and use as a hot fom entation
or with hot posherds; let her seat hersg/f on a seat and wrap herself with clothes. O r boil leaves o f
elder-tree with m yrtle, and boil barley chaff.’
86

For instance, see DCM 26 w here the word A i 0 io 7riKOv (found in the original Mul. 2.192 [L8.372.13])

is not translated.
8 7 See for instance DCM 34 (expertum remedium est); 65 {probatum est).
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became an anonymous gynaecological text. MS Sloane testifies to the fact that the
gynaecological recipes did not need the authority o f Hippocrates to be successful.

7.6 Conclusions
The

‘Hippocratic’ treatises

that

contain

recipes

were

probably

transmitted

anonymously before being attributed to ‘Hippocrates’. Nevertheless, once these
recipes had been ascribed to the Master of Cos, they contributed to building the
reputation o f Hippocrates in the field o f pharmacology; and in turn, the name of
Hippocrates conferred authority on these recipes, thus contributing to their
preservation. By the first century o f the Common Era, Hippocrates was celebrated as
the protos euretes, the founder o f the pharmacological discipline; the recipes bearing
his name were considered worthy o f being quoted, glossed, and re-used in medical
practice. This authority o f Hippocrates was not uncontested however: Celsus and
r-or

Soranus voiced their disagreement

Hippocrates’ remedies.

Even though the recipes were considered to be Hippocrates’ invention, later
medical authors felt free to modify these remedies to suit their needs. Ancient authors
were perfectly able to quote recipes verbatim, and they did so on some occasions; for
instance, Galen quoted verbatim a recipe he found in the Hippocratic Regimen in
Acute Diseases. However, medical authors usually chose not to quote ‘Hippocratic’
recipes in this way; instead, they adapted these recipes. They shortened the recipes,
changed the quantities (or added quantities where they were not specified), and
modified the grammar o f the recipes. There always was a certain degree of fluidity in
the transmission o f recipes: writing did not fix recipes in an inexorable way. Latin
translations of recipes, too, are rarely word-to-word translations: there always is a
degree o f adaptation; for instance, explicative glosses were added. In addition to these
deliberate changes, the text o f recipes could also become corrupted: a copyist could
forget some o f the ingredients, or substitute one word for another like-sounding word,
thus altering the meaning o f the recipe.
In the early Middle Ages, the authority o f Hippocrates in the field of
pharmacology had grown to such an extent, that it became common to attribute new
pharmacological material to the Coan. For instance, we have seen that MS
Londinensis Sloane 475 contains a recipe entitled ‘Hippocrates’ purgation’; this
recipe does not have an equivalent in any of our Hippocratic treatises and it was most
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probably invented in the Middle Ages. There are numerous examples of such
medieval recipes attributed to Hippocrates. For instance, two o f the earliest medical
manuscripts now extant (MS Londinensis Harley 5792 [fols. 273r-277v], dated to the
seventh or eight century, and MS Parisinus latinus 11218 [fols. 42r-48v and 65r-98v],
dated to the ninth century) contain a collection of recipes entitled ‘The teachings of
Hippocrates, Galen and Soranus’.88 Finally, one of the illustrations to the thirteenthcentury herbal MS Cantabrigiensis Trinity 0.2.48 shows a crowned Hippocrates
accompanied by his disciples ( Ypocrates et eius discipuli, fol. 65). Hippocrates’ name
had the power to confer authority onto new and old pharmacological material alike.
However, the success o f pharmacological recipes was not always linked to the
name o f Hippocrates or another important medical figure. ‘Metrodora’ had access to
material that was very similar to our Hippocratic recipes, but does not ascribe it to
anyone. In addition, texts that had once been attributed to Hippocrates could revert to
their anonymous state. For instance, the version of De Diversis Causis Mulierum
included in MS Sloane 475 does not mention the name of Hippocrates.

88 See Hanson and Green (1994): 1044.
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Appendix: Translations
S = Soranus, Gynaecology 4.13 (Ilberg DW = Diseases o f Women 1.77
144.2-7)
(L8.170.9-172.4)
But to prescribe in addition drugs
promoting quick birth, as did the
followers o f Hippocrates among others,
lacks consideration.
For neither dried leaves o f sweet bay in Remedies promoting a quick birth when
warm water;
<labour> is difficult: scrape root or
sprouts of sweet bay in the amount o f X
A
oxybaphon; give to drink in warm water.
Nor dittany, nor wormwood and cedar
resin, and anise with sweet old oil;

Nor the fruit of the wild cucumber added
to a date salve (phoinikei) and fastened
upon the loins affect quick birth.

Promoting a quick childbirth: dittany, 2
oboloi; pound; drink in warm water.
Or wormwood, one drachma, berries of
cedar, anise, crush in a kyathos o f sweet
wine, add a kyathos o f old water; give to
drink. It is good to give this before the
pains.
Or dittany, 1 obolos, myrrh, 1 obolos,
anise, 2 oboloi, soda, 1 obolos; crush
these well, pour a kyathos of wine and 2
kyathoi of warm water; give to drink,
then give a bath with hot <water>.
Promoting a quick childbirth: turpentine
resin, honey, oil in a double amount,
sweet-smelling wine, as good as possible;
mix together, let it cool down, give to
drink often. This will calm down the
womb if it is inflamed.
Another promoting a quick childbirth:
plaster with wax the fruit o f wild
cucumber which is already white, roll in
red wool (phoinikeoi); hang around the
loins.

G = Diseases o f Women 1.34 (L8.80.20- L - De mulierum affectibus (Mazzini and
Flammini [19831: 73.566-583)
82.12)
When swellings o f the womb occur, If swelling occur in the womb at the time
during birth or after birth, do not use of childbirth, in labour or after labour, we
must not use astringents, which other
astringents as doctors do.
doctors use.
1. But you must administer these 1. On the other hand, these remedies are
excellent remedies: Ethiopian cumin, as useful: Ethiopian cumin, as much as a
much as a pinch, o f anise and o f hartwort, pinch, dill, parsley, and five or six
five or six <pinches>, half a cheramys of <pinches> of hartwort, half o f this
the root o f peony (or o f the seed); give amount of peony (gligesidis) - others call
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these in sweet-smelling
above all whilst fasting.

white

wine,

the herb pionia - you will give this to
drink in white wine, which is above all
sweet-smelling, whilst she is fasting.
2. Or the seed o f Ethiopian daukos, 2. Or the roots o f daucus or dill, <the
hartwort, root of peony the same way.
root> of hartwort, and the root of peony;
you will prepare <these> in the same
way, as indicated above, and give <them>
in a drink.
3. Or the seed o f alexanders and 3. Another you will give trock-parsleyt,
Ethiopian daukos in the same way;
<seed> of daucus (that is the seed o f
parsnip), Ethiopian cumin in a drink of
4. Or the root o f samphire, or four oboloi wine, in the amount o f four Attic oboli.
o f Ethiopian cumin, or pepper, anise,
daukos, elder-berry, root o f peony; crush 4. Or pepper, anise, daucus, roots of
peony; you will give all these in a drink
these in wine and give to drink.
o f wine.
5. Or two or three twigs o f myrtle, 5. Another. Two or three twigs o f myrtle,
Ethiopian cumin, root o f peony, or Ethiopian cumin, roots o f peony, linseed;
linseed
similarly,
which
coughing you will give <these> to drink similarly
children take by mouth with the white o f in wine.
an egg cooked and with roasted sesame.
6. If a child coughs, you will give roasted
6. If the genitals grow ulcers during sesame with crushed almonds, marrow
childbirth, crush almonds and bull and ox-tongue boiled; you will give these
marrow, boil in water, add a little flour; with a little salt and you will anoint his
smear over the genitals and inject with palate, and cleanse his lips with myrtle
decoction.
water o f myrtles.
DW = Diseases o f Women 2.187 and 188
(L8.368.6-16)
When ascarides occur on the genitals or
the anus o f a woman, mix the seed or
leaves o f agnus castus, add bull-bile, in
the amount of an obolos; knead with
cedar-oil and take up in very-fleecy
greasy wool. Let it be introduced every
three days, for a night and a day; the next
day let her remove it and bathe in warm
water. And let her eat cooked and raw
garlic, and the ascarides come out and
die. It is necessary to inject with brine.
Makes the face splendid: crush bull liver
with oil; anoint in pure wine. Bile of
fresh <liver> spoils the face.
But the juice o f barley-gruel similarly
makes <the face> bright; and apply egg
whites, flour o f lupines and bitter vetches,
and fig.

DCM = De Diversis Causis Mulierum 51
For a woman, if worms appear
everywhere inside her womb or large
intestines (these are called ascerades by
the Greeks and have the shape almost of
the seed of cucumber).
The fruit of the tamarisk, and bull bile
(one obolus), mixed with oil, apply with
wool. Take away again on the third day,
then let her use baths. Let her take
cooked and raw garlic and drink hot
honey. Immediately the worms come out,
dead.
Similarly, fish liver, which is called
saurus, crush with oil and anoint. Its <sc.
the fish> bile makes the face splendid.
Similarly, you will plaster barley-gruel,
egg whites, herb, and groats with fruit, so
that it is healed again.
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Conclusions: The fluidity of pharmacological knowledge
MEieorri xrj<; rcaTpiSoq, ax; pev KaKorjOax; ’AvSpecu; <pr|aiv ev iq> riepi
irj<; iaipucrjc; yevsaXoyiaq, 8ia to eprcpfjoai to ev Kcp
ypappaTocpuXxiKeiov.
Vita Hippocratis secundum Soranum 4 (Ilberg 175.16-18)1

According to a story, which we have already encountered in this thesis, Hippocrates
left his native Cos after having burnt the repositories o f medical knowledge on the
island. Beyond presenting Hippocrates as an ill-intentioned usurper, this story also
accounts for a puzzling fact: there were no medical writings pre-dating the time o f
Hippocrates - the Coan must in some way be responsible for this absence. This tale
may well be quite ancient: Andreas may be identified with the personal physician o f
Ptolemy Philopator, active at the end o f the third century BC. If this identification is
accepted, it implies that, by the third century, medical writers could not conceive of a
past without writing, and that they were already wondering how Hippocrates had
managed to write so many medical texts.
The lack o f medical writings before the fifth century BC and the importance of
Hippocrates’ name in the transmission o f medical treatises are as puzzling now as
they were in the Hellenistic period. Were there medical texts written before the fifth
century BC? Why did physicians start to use the written medium? What was the
relation between the oral and the written word in the transmission of medical
knowledge? Had the texts included in the ‘Hippocratic Corpus’ circulated under
another authorial name before being attributed to Hippocrates? In this thesis, I have
attempted to tackle these questions, taking the recipes found in the Hippocratic
Corpus as a case in point.

The Hippocratic collections o f recipes - almost 1500 recipes in total - are the
most extensive written source for the study of pharmacology in the fifth and fourth
centuries BC. However, these collections may only represent a portion o f the written
recipes produced in the classical period. In addition, much of the ancient

1 Translation: *He <sc. Hippocrates> left his fatherland, as Andreas says spitefully in The M edical
Genealogy, because o f his burning the archive on Cos.’
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pharmacological knowledge might have been transmitted only orally, and might never
have been written down in the form o f recipes. Finally, some aspects o f the
transmission o f ancient pharmacological knowledge, such as gestures, cannot be
translated into texts. Since so many elements of the transmission of ancient
pharmacological knowledge are irrecoverable, it is essential to assess the role of
writing in this transmission, as well as its impact on the pharmacological body of
knowledge.
Recipes are texts; they are a written genre and must be studied as such.
Writing transforms pharmacological knowledge in the sense that it formalises it.
Before Greek physicians started to use the written medium, pharmacological
knowledge was most likely transmitted through apprenticeship, in a face-to-face
situation, and this transmission was accompanied by the actual preparation of the
drug. In this context, the master and his apprentices discussed which ingredients to
include in their compositions and in what amount, as well as the utensils to use for
this preparation. They could adapt their recettes de base to environmental
circumstances and to the state o f the patient. Writing, on the other hand, condenses all
these aspects into written recipes, short formulae, which start with an enumeration of
ingredients, and end with a verb referring to the action of administering the drug.
However, although writing fixes pharmacological knowledge, it does not do so in the
same way as it fixes literary texts. There are numerous examples o f parallel redactions
of recipes in the Hippocratic Corpus, but no example o f verbatim repetitions of
recipes. Compilers o f collections o f recipes did not attempt to copy their written
sources verbatim; they freely modified the grammar o f the recipes. The text o f a
recipe was fluid, save for one particular aspect that remained stable, i.e. the order in
which the ingredients were listed.
Writing also allowed structuring the pharmacological body of knowledge into
the form o f catalogues. However, here again, writing permitted a certain degree of
fluidity; the catalogue format is extremely flexible: recipes can be added to or
removed from a catalogue, small catalogues can be gathered together in order to form
larger collections o f recipes, and ultimately they can be integrated into the structure of
medical treatises.
Although writing allows pharmacological knowledge to be fixed, it does not
necessarily prevent written texts from being lost. The recipe book entitled
Pharmakitis, mentioned in the Hippocratic treatise Affections, may well have been
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already lost in the Hellenistic period. We know, through citations in the works of later
medical authors, that many recipe books were composed in the Hellenistic period,
which are also irremediably lost. Recipe books are ephemeral, they are constantly
rewritten in order to make place for new recipes that are more in agreement with new
medical theories, or even with new fads. Perhaps, the best chance of survival for
recipe collections was to be integrated into the structure of a medical treatise, as was
the case for the catalogues o f recipes found within and at the end of the Hippocratic
gynaecological treatises. Arguably, the best way o f dealing with these gynaecological
recipes is as a papyrologist would deal with medical papyri: consider them as small
fragments that have come down to us by chance, preserved thanks to exceptional
Tt
^ Sc t k u t
‘environmental’ conditions.
1tTsl>etter to deal with the gynaecological recipes
as if they were the exception rather than the rule with regard to their preservation.
Writing may fix knowledge, but it does not reduce the importance o f the oral
word in the transmission o f pharmacological knowledge. The recipes of the
Hippocratic Corpus leave out many elements of information (about quantities,
utensils, and ingredient particulars); these elements had to be supplied through oral
communication. The Hippocratic recipes are short formulised aide-memoires; they do
not - and cannot - replace ‘the real thing’, i.e. the oral word.

Modem scholars generally assume ancient healers started to use writing for
practical reasons: because they needed teaching devices for their pupils. However,
these healers might have chosen to write for symbolic reasons; for instance, they
might have seen writing as a way to display the extent of their pharmacological
knowledge: once written down under the form o f recipes, the extent of this knowledge
becomes more tangible, less abstract. Healers might have used the written medium in
this way as early as the sixth century BC, only realising later the teaching potential of
written medical treatises.
In addition to being a way o f displaying knowledge, writing was also a means
to appropriate knowledge. In archaic and classical Greece, there were many
pharmacological practitioners: root-cutters, priest-healers, midwives, as well as lay
men and women, practising medicine in their households. It is very likely that the
boundaries between the methods of these various pharmacological practitioners were
overlapping and diffuse; knowledge must have flown freely between these different
groups o f healers. However, by using writing, some healers could differentiate
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themselves from the others; they could select recipes and therapies in order to create
their own brand o f medicine. This medicine was a Haute Medecine, a dietetic
medicine which regimented all aspect o f the patients’ lives. Pharmacology - recipes
relying heavily upon exotic and expensive drugs - was only one aspect of this new
type o f Medecine. In the classical period there was no strict boundary between
dietetics and pharmacology, the line of demarcation was rather between internal and
external medicine.
The recipes thus selected through writing offer us an insight into the worldvision o f their compilers. These compilers were biased in their choices, and this bias
was in line with the orientalizing tendencies discernible in ancient Greek culture. The
compilers selected recipes that included eastern ingredients, from places such as the
Levant, Arabia, and Egypt, rather than ingredients from the western Mediterranean.
Commerce, colonization and physicians’ travel increased the amount o f
pharmacological knowledge available to medical writers. Parallels between Greek
recipes, on the one hand, and Mesopotamian and Egyptian recipes, on the other, are
difficult to locate. However much we can expect neighbouring civilisations to use the
same pharmacological methods and the same ingredients, attempts to find parallel
recipes in the written material have failed to convince. One should not forget that only
a small portion o f the ancient medical texts has survived, and that only a small portion
of the ancient pharmacological knowledge was transmitted through writing. The most
important medium for the circulation o f knowledge across civilizations was the oral
word, with each civilisation consigning its own selection of recipes to writing.

The earliest preserved collections of Greek recipes have been transmitted to us ^
under the name o f Hippocrates. However, before being attributed to the master of
Cos, some o f these recipes might have circulated under another authorial name, for
instance under the name o f Euryphon. Modem scholars have attempted to attribute the
recipes preserved in the Hippocratic Corpus to known medical authorities; but this is a
gratuitous exercise. Recipes are rarely the ‘invention’ of an ‘author’; they are only the
written manifestations o f shared practices and knowledge. Several different authors
could include the same recipe in their writings; they could appropriate these recipes
for themselves. In addition, recipe collections could circulate anonymously; many
Greek pharmacological ostraca and papyri do not bear name-tags.
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Modem scholars are not alone, however, in finding it difficult to deal with
anonymity, or with the fact that the same text could be attributed to several different
authorities; scholars in the Hellenistic period dealt with this difficulty by attributing a
series o f medical texts to Hippocrates. The master o f Cos probably invented none o f
the ‘Hippocratic recipes’, but he was certainly responsible for their continuing
success. From the Hellenistic period, medical texts, including the recipes, attributed to
Hippocrates were commented and glossed. If the gynaecological treatises, including
their recipes, had not been ascribed to the Coan, they would probably never have
survived; the name o f Hippocrates has served as an anchor for the preservation o f this
pharmacological material.
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